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Agenda Item 7b
Report No.
HPR 2020/023

London Borough of Bromley
PART ONE - PUBLIC

Decision Maker:

EXECUTIVE
FOR PRE-DECISION SCRUTINY AT THE RENEWAL,
RECREATION AND HOUSING POLICY DEVELOPMENT AND
SCRUTINY COMMITTEE

Date:

20th September 2020

Decision Type:

Urgent

Title:

LAND APPROPRIATION

Contact Officer:

Isabelle Haddow, Interim Head of Regeneration
E-mail: isabelle.haddow@bromley.gov.uk

Chief Officer:

Sara Bowrey, Director of Housing, Planning, Property and Regeneration

Ward:

Plaistow and Sundridge

1.

Executive

Key

Reason for report

1.1 This report concerns the appropriation of the land for Brindley Way following the planning
permission granted for the site on the 31st July 2020 under planning reference 20/0030/FULL1.
1.2 The project is now moving from the planning phase into the delivery phase including dealing
with all the property aspects including rights and restrictive covenants.
RECOMMENDATION(S)
That Members of the Renewal, Recreation and Housing Policy Development and Scrutiny
Committee:
2.1 Note and comment on the contents of the report.
It is recommended that the Executive:
2.2 Exercises its powers of appropriation pursuant to section 226 of the Town & Country Planning
Act 1990;
2.3 Resolves that it is the intention of the Council to appropriate the relevant land for planning
purposes in order to engage section 203 of the Housing and Planning Act 2016 in order to
override the restrictive covenant, easements and other rights to enable the Council to carry out
the development at Brindley Way;
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2.4 Resolves to give delegated authority to the Director of Renewal, Recreation and Housing in
consultation with the Portfolio Holder for Renewal, Recreation and Housing and the Director of
Corporate Services to approach any affected parties to agree statutory compensation and
ensure that all appropriate legal documents are completed.

2
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Impact on Vulnerable Adults and Children
1. Summary of Impact: N/A
________________________________________________________________________________
Corporate Policy
1.

Policy Status: Not Applicable:

2.

BBB Priority: Children and Young People Excellent Council Quality Environment Safe Bromley
Supporting Independence Vibrant, Thriving Town Centres Healthy Bromley Regeneration Not
Applicable: Further Details
________________________________________________________________________________
Financial
1.

Cost of proposal: The estimated cost of any compensation cannot be quantified at this point

2.

Ongoing costs: N/A

3.

Budget head/performance centre: Capital Programme

4.

Total current budget for this head: £3.8m

5.
Source of funding: Section 106 contributions and Investment Fund
________________________________________________________________________________
Personnel
1.

Number of staff (current and additional):

2.
If from existing staff resources, number of staff hours:
________________________________________________________________________________
Legal
1.

Legal Requirement: Statutory Requirement:

2.
Call-in: Applicable Not Applicable: Further Details
________________________________________________________________________________
Procurement
1.
Summary of Procurement Implications: N/A
________________________________________________________________________________
Customer Impact
1.
Estimated number of users/beneficiaries (current and projected): N/A
________________________________________________________________________________
Ward Councillor Views
1.

Have Ward Councillors been asked for comments? No

2.

Summary of Ward Councillors comments:

3
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3.

BACKGROUND

3.1

The London Borough of Bromley granted planning permission for 25 affordable homes (10x one
bedroom, 15x two bedrooms) on the 14th July 2020 under ref 20/00300/FULL1. The site is
owned by the Council and is currently in use as a car park. The redevelopment of the site will
retain 84 public car park spaces with 15 spaces reserved for residents of the new development.

3.2 This site was identified for redevelopment as part of the Council’s strategy to support the
housing challenges facing the borough. There are currently around 1700 households in
Temporary Accommodation within the London Borough of Bromley, of which many are in costly
forms of nightly paid accommodation. This incurs a large cost to the Council and unstable living
conditions for many of the borough’s residents. The development has been delivered in direct
response to these issues and is 100% affordable.
3.3 The registered title for the development site is subject to restrictive covenants one of which
restricts development without the prior approval of the beneficiary. Consideration of adjoining
properties right to light as a result of the development is also given. The ‘right of light’ refers
specifically to a property’s right to a certain amount of light where there is considered to be a
loss caused through new development. It is a civil matter, separate from local planning authority
consideration.
3.4 In order to override the restrictive covenant and any rights to light which may be infringed by the
Council’s development, the Council will need to appropriate the development site for planning
purposes pursuant to section 246(1) of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990.
3.5 A local authority may exercise the power of appropriation where it considers development or redevelopment to meet certain objectives. There is a compelling case in the public interest to
appropriate the land for planning purposes under section 226 of the Town and Country Planning
Act 1990, to engage section 203 of the Housing and Planning Act 2016 and enable the
development to proceed and the public benefits to be realised. This report recommends that the
land is appropriated, and outlines how it meets these objectives.
3.6 It should be noted that the Property Legal team sent a letter to Sundridge Park Estate Bromley
(the owner of the covenant) on 11th July 2019 to request that they release or vary it and a
response is yet to be received.
4.

PLANNING PERMISSION

4.1 Through the planning process, the Council has engaged and consulted a wide range of
consultees upon the potential impact of development. The development of the planning
proposal has been subject to a range of public awareness and engagement exercises, including
public engagement prior to the submission of the application to the London Borough of
Bromley’s Planning department. Substantive public engagement has taken place using a
number of means, including:
-

-

A public exhibition with a display building at the Bromley Civic Centre receiving 155
comments and feedback on the proposal;
344 letters and consultation material sent to local residents in Burnt Ash Lane, Milk Street,
Miller Close, Pike Close, Ravensleigh Gardens and Roslin Way. As well as Burnt Ash Lane
Library; St Andrews Church Hall and all commercial properties from 71-134, Burnt Ash
Lane Parade;
Held a public engagement event/evening held with approx. 70 local residents in attendance
with consultation material outlining the proposal and how to comment on the design.

4
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4.2 Comments received through any of the public engagement were considered as part of the
project group and updated proposals were submitted to Planning. All public engagement was
undertaken in accordance with the Statement of Community Involvement policy with a formal
statement submitted as part of the application.
4.3 The application was then submitted to Planning and subject to 21 days of formal consultation,
the application received comments and objections on the following matters:
- Parking
- Crime
- The location of housing
- Construction
- Light
4.4 To address these concerns, changes and revisions were made to the proposals and further
work undertaken. The Council commissioned a Daylight and Sunlight Assessment, which used
3D modelling of the proposals to assess the impact upon neighbouring properties. In planning
terms, the impact has also been deemed as acceptable due to the orientation of the proposed
development in relation to the existing windows. No further correspondence on this matter has
been had and after 6 weeks from the date of the planning permission, the decision to grant
permission is free from legal challenge.
4.5 The local planning authority (LPA) granted permission following the publication of the Decision
Note 31st July 2020 (following the public Development Control Committee 14th July 2020).
Permission was granted under the following conditions, (amongst others):
-

-

Affordable housing is set at social rent levels in accordance with Government levels, in
perpetuity and in accordance with the Council’s housing nomination policy;
The implementation of glazed obscured side windows;
Sustainable drainage design and details to be submitted and approved by the LPA;
A land contamination assessment to be submitted for approval and remediation works
shall be carried out on site in accordance with the LPA and Policy 118 of the Bromley
Local Plan;
Construction management plan programme detailing the timing of car parking closure
periods and relevant mitigation plan be submitted, including an air quality neutral
assessment, be submitted and approved by the LPA.

4.6 The above are being processed and undertaken in relation to the construction commencement
dates and will be submitted as the scheme moves to delivery.
4.7 It is clear from the reasons given for the grant of planning permission that the development
meets current planning requirements including the impact of the Development on amenity,
particularly on daylight in the context of the Development location, with the overall effects found
to be acceptable. The project is now moving from the planning phase into the delivery phase
including dealing with all the property aspects including rights and restrictive covenants.
4.8 Whilst the consultation undertaken by the Council was not directed towards the appropriation,
further public consultation is not considered necessary to enable the Council to form the view
that the proposed development as a whole is in the public interest. The Council will engage
directly with the particular right holders if any, in respect of the release of rights in order to
engage the provisions of section 203 of the 2016 Act to commence the development.
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5. OPTIONS AND ANALYSIS
5.1 In assessing this report, officers have considered the likely implications of not exercising the
Council’s statutory powers to appropriate the land for planning purposes and to engage section
203 of the 2016 Act. These are:
 that the Development will not proceed as proposed and the public benefits will be lost;
 Following commencement of development, an injunction could be brought forward by affected
neighbours for the infringement of their rights of light.
5.2 It was in the planning process that the issue of rights of light arose when several objectors living
in the vicinity of the property raised this as an issue in their objection submissions. As detailed
above, through the planning process further work was undertaken (para. 4.4) and no further
correspondence has taken place from the objectors. This does not preclude the prospect of an
injunction, which is the primary remedy for any infringement of a right. However, since there has
been no further correspondence on this matter, that the impact of the development is not
considered to be substantive based on the analysis at planning and the time to reach negotiated
settlements causing delays to development; officers do not consider this risk to appropriating
the land for planning purposes proportionate.
5.3 Furthermore, the grant of planning permission provides strong support that the development will
be of benefit to the public, which may be relevant to the question for a court as to whether or not
to grant an injunction, but is by no means conclusive in light of current case law. Because of the
urgent need for Temporary Housing, officers had prioritised the public benefits but will resolve
any claims for compensation where an actionable right is found to exist after receipt of the Right
of Light Report when it has been commissioned.
5.4 Significant uncertainty therefore leads officers to consider that removing the risk of injunction is
important in order to deliver the wider social benefits of the scheme.
6.

RIGHTS OF LIGHT AND RESTRICTIVE COVENANTS

6.1 Based on the aforementioned considerations during the planning process, the Council has not
commissioned a Rights of Light survey in order to ascertain whether the development will
infringe on the legal right of light enjoyed by property owners.
6.2 When a survey is commissioned, the Council will enter into discussions with any property
owners whose rights to light may be adversely affected by the Council’s development and will
try to ascertain the current beneficiary/ies of the restrictive covenants imposed upon the Council
at the time the property was transferred in 1927 and which inter alia restricts the development or
re-development of the site without the prior approval of the person or persons currently having
the benefit of the said covenants.
6.3 It is important to note that ascertaining the current beneficiaries may become a protracted
process and given the council’s need for urgent Temporary Accommodation in the Borough, it
will be necessary to appropriate the land for planning purposes presently and to reach
agreement with any affected parties thereafter.
7.

STATUTORY POWERS OF APPROPRIATION

7.1 Section 203 of the Housing and Planning Act 2016 is the legal mechanism by which the council
is permitted to proceed to carry out the development works notwithstanding that they will
interfere with a covenant, easement or any other third party right. The party with the benefit of
such a right is no longer able to protect that right by way of an injunction preventing the Council
6
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from commencing the development. Instead, the injured party or parties will gain the right to
statutory compensation.
7.2 Under Section 204 of the Housing and Planning Act 2016 the Council is liable to pay
compensation for any interference with the relevant right or interest or breach of restriction
which is authorised by section 203 of the 2015 Act. The compensation is calculated on the
same basis as compensation payable under the Compulsory Purchase Act 1965.
7.3 Section 226 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 permits the Council to appropriate land
which is required for planning purposes to facilitate the delivery of the development permitted by
the grant of planning permission together with the realisation of the associated public benefits.
7.4 Section 246 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 provides that reference to the
appropriation of land for planning purposes is a reference to the appropriation of it for purposes
for which land can be acquired under sections 226 and 227 of the 1990 Act.
8.

MEETING THE REQUIREMENTS

8.1 As the planning permission is in place and is free from challenge, the next stage is to
appropriate the land for planning purposes. There are compelling reasons for the Council to
appropriate the site as the proposed development will facilitate the carrying out of the
development for which planning permission has been granted in relation to the land.
8.2 It is important to note that the planning permission is retained regardless of this decision and
development can proceed without risk following the appropriation of the land.
8.3 A local authority can exercise the power of appropriation where the development or redevelopment is likely to contribute to the achievement of any one or more of the following
objectives:
(a)the promotion or improvement of the economic well-being of their area;
(b)the promotion or improvement of the social well-being of their area;
(c)the promotion or improvement of the environmental well-being of their area.
8.4

To demonstrate the Brindley Way planning permission meets the above conditions, the
following evidence is presented:
(a)the promotion or improvement of the economic well-being of their area;
 The development will provide 25 households currently living in temporary accommodation
a permanent form of housing at affordable rent levels. This will provide residents and
households a form of rental stability, greater financial security, enabling those to make
positive economic choices to the benefit of the economic well-being of the area.
 The scheme is located in close proximity to Burnt Ash Lane ‘Neighbourhood Area and
Shopping Parade’ in the Local Plan. Development in these areas is expected to
maximise the benefits to support and enhance the vitality and viability. The development
proposal will provide 25 additional houses. The close proximity to the local shops is likely
to support the economic vitality of the local shopping parade as future residents are likely
to use and depend on these local amenities. Furthermore, the future residents of the site
will use other local services in the area, supporting the economic wellbeing of the area.
7
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(b) the promotion or improvement of the social well-being of their area;
 The development will benefit the social well-being of the area as it will provide 25
affordable houses for those currently living in temporary accommodation. The houses will
benefit those currently in temporary accommodation as well as those in the future as the
site will remain as affordable housing in perpetuity.
 The scheme will also create mixed communities as the scheme will provide for a range of
household sizes, as the 1 and 2 bedroom houses will be able to accommodate for 1-4
people. Families and those living independently will be accommodated as part of the
proposal, promoting community cohesion as part of the development area and to the
wider area.
 The site is also located in a predominately residential area and is close to nearby
amenities and public transport links.
(c) the promotion or improvement of the environmental well-being of their area.
 It is a sustainable development which uses sustainable building materials to reduce
carbon emissions. These materials help to keep running costs at a minimum for residents
which promotes an environmentally and economical way of living.


9.

It is a new development which improves the overall façade of the area. This development
will implement new amenities such as landscaping, cycle lanes, pedestrian which further
improve the overall area and its surroundings. This sustainable development will make
individuals in the area more environmentally aware of the environment, their choices and
will encourage them to live sustainably.

IMPACT ON VULNERABLE ADULTS AND CHILDREN
The proposed recommendations support the delivery of affordable housing, supporting children
and vulnerable people through the provision of housing supply.

10. POLICY IMPLICATIONS
N/A
11. FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
11.1 In exercising its statutory powers to appropriate the Land in Brindley Way Car Park, the Council
may incur compensation costs which are unquantified at this stage.
11.2 It is currently anticipated that any such costs will be contained within the existing contingency
allocation for the scheme.
12. PERSONNEL IMPLICATIONS
N/A

8
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13. LEGAL IMPLICATIONS
13.1 The legal powers available to the Council to appropriate the Land at Burnt Ash Car Park for
planning purposes, in order to engage the provisions of Section 203 of the 2016 Act and
override third party rights, are identified and explained in paragraphs 7 - 8 of this report.
14. PROCUREMENT IMPLICATIONS
N/A

Non-Applicable Sections:

[List non-applicable sections here]

Background Documents:
(Access via Contact
Officer)

Burnt Ash Lane Car Park, Bromley Sunlight and Daylight
Assessment, Erban Consulting

9
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Agenda Item 7e
London Borough of Bromley

Report No.
HPR2020/026

PART ONE

Decision Maker:

EXECUTIVE
For pre-decision scrutiny at the Renewal, Recreation and Housing Policy
Development and Scrutiny Committee on Wednesday 2nd September 2020

Date:

Wednesday 16th September 2020

Decision Type:

Non-Urgent

Title:

BECKENHAM PUBLIC HALL FEASIBILITY
STUDY

Contact Officer:

Deborah Wood, Regeneration Project Manager
Tel: 020 8464 3333 E-mail: deborah.wood@bromley.gov.uk

Chief Officer:

Sara Bowrey, Director of Housing, Planning and Regeneration

Ward:

Clock House; Copers Cope

1.

Executive

Key

Reason for report
1.1 This report updates Members on the outcome of the Beckenham Library and Beckenham
Public Hall feasibility study and sets out further recommendations.

2.

RECOMMENDATION(S)
That members of the Renewal, Recreation and Housing PDS Committee:
2.1

Review this report and provide comments to the Executive.

That members of the Executive:
2.2

Approve the recommendation to undertake a lease disposal for Beckenham Public Hall,
which would be in return for investment in the building and the provision of community
use in the new facility, as described in Section 3.16 of this report. The cost of
proceeding with this option has been estimated at £35K maximum, for the required
professional services and marketing the site.

1
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Impact on Vulnerable Adults and Children
1.
Summary of Impact: The proposed recommendation for a lease of the Beckenham Public Hall
will benefit vulnerable adults and children by creating opportunities for access and inclusion by virtue
of the community provision obligation to be included in the lease. The initiatives set out in this report
consider the needs of vulnerable adults and children.
Corporate Policy
1.

Policy Status: Not applicable.

2.

BBB Priority: Quality Environment, Vibrant Thriving Town Centres, Regeneration

Financial
1.

Cost of proposal: £35k for the recommended option

2.

Ongoing costs: Subject to future decision

3.

Budget head/performance centre: Regeneration team

4.

Total current budget for this head: £162k

5.

Source of funding: Existing Revenue Budget 2020/21

Staff
1.

Number of staff (current and additional): N/A

2.

If from existing staff resources, number of staff hours: N/A

Legal
1.

Legal Requirement:

2.

Call-in: Applicable

Procurement
1. The procurement implications arising in this report can be authorised at the budget holder level.
Customer Impact
1.
Estimated number of users/beneficiaries (current and projected): In 2018/19 Beckenham Library
received 127,514 visits. It was estimated that should the library be relocated to Beckenham Public Hall
that it would attract 150,000 visits pa. Before the COVID-19 outbreak the Beckenham Public Hall had
52 hours of regular bookings every week, across the three halls within the building, with an average of
12 attendees per session. It is envisaged that by finding a commercial partner to restore the Public
Hall that the usage of the three halls in the building could be significantly increased.
Ward Councillor Views
1.

Have Ward Councillors been asked for comments?

2.

Summary of Ward Councillors comments: To be determined.
2
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3.

COMMENTARY

3.1

As part of the Regeneration Strategy in development, the Regeneration and Culture division is
considering opportunities to improve and enhance the borough’s library sites, to enable the library
service to flourish and adapt, so that it continues to provide an excellent community service.
Additionally, as part of the Housing Strategy the division is currently assessing Council owned sites
for consideration for housing. With this in mind, in November 2019 (Report DRR19/051), the
Executive agreed that Officers should proceed with a feasibility study to consider the future use of the
Beckenham Hall building, and also whether the Halls could accommodate a relocated Beckenham
library, freeing up the existing Beckenham Library site for housing. The rationale for this
consideration was based on other successful library moves to town centres and also the freeing up of
a much needed site for housing.

3.2

Consequently officers tendered for a multi-disciplinary, architect-led team to undertake this feasibility
study in January 2020. The scope of the feasibility study included the following:
 The viability of restoring the Grade II listed Beckenham Public Hall and relocating the Beckenham
Library Service into this building, in order to give it a new, community focused purpose which
would ensure it is better utilised.
 The business case for relocating the library service and delivering a new housing development on
the current Beckenham library site, with 50% affordable units, to support the borough’s need for
more housing.
 To investigate how moving the library could generate improvements to the library service
in Beckenham.

3.3

The tender quality questions for the feasibility study required that the lead consultant should have
demonstrable experience of working with libraries, listed buildings and sites in Conservation Areas.
Following a competitive open tender, Bisset Adams were awarded the contract in February 2020. The
wider project team included cost consultants Gardiner & Theobald and BWB Consulting undertaking
the structural, mechanical and electrical engineering review.

3.4

The RIBA Stage 0-2 feasibility study undertaken by Bisset Adams considered the scope of works
required to restore Beckenham Public Hall in detail and the design work shows the potential of the
building. The feasibility study report is provided as an appendix to this committee report. As part of the
feasibility study it was considered whether to include the space currently occupied by ‘The Club’ on the
ground floor of the building. Although an enhanced public facility could be provided by using the
entirety of ‘The Club’ space, it would also be cost prohibitive, therefore the developed proposal
represents a compromise which allows The Club to remain in the building with a reduced footprint.

3.5

The feasibility study included public engagement, which was led by the sub-consultant Red Quadrant.
The engagement was disrupted by the COVID-19 crisis. However, the team endeavoured to work
around this and to engage with different demographic groups. The engagement activities included an
online survey for adults, an online survey for children, a drop-in session at Beckenham Library,
conference calls, telephone calls, email correspondence and two meetings with all of the Beckenham
Library staff. More details about the public engagement can be found in the Executive Summary of the
report and the appendices.

3.6

During the feasibility study an application was made by the public to add Beckenham Library to the List
of Buildings of Special Architectural or Historic Interest. Historic England considered this application
and prepared a report which recommended that Beckenham Library should not be added to the List.
Having considered the recommendation from Historic England, the Secretary of State for Digital,
Culture, Media and Sport decided not to add Beckenham Library to the List of Buildings of Special
Architectural or Historic Interest.

Space, Book Stock and Viability
3.7

The feasibility study work undertaken has indicated that there is potential to relocate the Library to the
Public Halls, and that it would be possible to provide a future facing library in a historic setting.
Specifically, it would be possible to provide the same publicly accessible floor area, with dedicated
space for library activities, which the current library building does not provide. The same level of book
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stock could be provided, and this is explored in the report by the consultants. However, the design
proposals represent a hybrid approach which is less traditional than the current library and that take
into account the budget limitations of the project.
The furniture layouts in the proposals are indicative and would be developed further if the project was
progressed beyond RIBA Stage 2. The architects took a cautious view on the furniture layouts to avoid
clashes with dado rails and wall mounted features which may be original features, although
bookshelves could still be positioned in these areas if they were not fixed to the walls. The architects
also took a cautious view on the strength of the Public Hall structure and this contributed to the
decision to reduce the proposed level of book stock. If the project was progressed, then an intrusive
survey would be undertaken to accurately determine the capacity of the structure. The radar survey did
show that that the structure was more robust than initially assumed, however an intrusive survey would
be needed to accurately grade the timber.
Although the designs produced by the consultants provide a compelling vision for the library service
located in the Beckenham Public Hall, the recommended option is to not relocate the library. The
feasibility study has demonstrated to officers that a better option for the building’s long-term
sustainability for public enjoyment is to engage with a commercial or community leaseholder for the
building. Additionally, this recommendation is underpinned by the changing financial climate following
the public health pandemic and the limitations expected on the sale or development of the Library site.
3.8

The work undertaken as part of the feasibility study has provided the Council with a greater
understanding of the condition the Grade II listed Beckenham Public Hall, the costs associated with
restoring and upgrading the building and the potential usage of the spaces. This information is crucial
in relation to any proposal taken forwards to make better use of the building for the public interest,
whether it is reducing the building’s future liabilities and the cost to the public purse or enabling better
quality public use of the building.

3.9

Following the completion of the feasibility study officers undertook an options appraisal for the two
sites utilising the new information provided by the work that had been undertaken. Given that there are
two sites and facilities involved there are six permutations of options presented in this report for
consideration.

Options Appraisal Summary
3.10

3.11

The following options considered are as follows:
 Option 1 - Maintain the status quo in relation to both sites. Do nothing with either the Beckenham
Public Hall or Beckenham Library
 Option 2 - Mothball Beckenham Public Hall
 Option 3 - Undertake maintenance works needed to update the Beckenham Public Hall facilities
 Option 4 - Sell the freehold title for Beckenham Public Hall
 Option 5 - Relocate the Library Service to Beckenham Public Hall, demolish the existing library
and build houses on this site
 Option 6 - To go out to the market to advertise a leasehold disposal of the Beckenham Public Hall
subject to the grant of a full repairing and insuring lease to the tenant for a commercial purpose with
some community use.
Option 1 – Maintain the Status Quo in Relation to Both Sites. Do nothing with either the
Beckenham Public Hall or Beckenham Library
The Council could give consideration to no further plans for Beckenham Library or Beckenham
Public Hall.
 Over time this will give rise to increasing maintenance costs for both buildings.
 This poses perhaps greater risk on the Public Halls, as unless the building is ‘mothballed’, there
will be a requirement for ongoing landlord’s maintenance. The condition of both buildings will
result in increased maintenance costs that make the option of doing nothing, non-viable. The
Grade II listed Public Hall has already required emergency repair works to the exterior in 2020.
The detailed costs for addressing the maintenance and upgrade works are provided in the
feasibility study report and appendices.
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This option would make no provision for any additional housing or an improved library service.
A further investment in the library would ultimately be required.
This option does not generate income or provide an improvement to public amenities.

This option is therefore not being recommended.
3.12

Option 2 – Mothball Beckenham Public Hall
The Council could give consideration to no further plans for Beckenham Library and to mothball the
Beckenham Public Hall.
 The Public Hall has two leases, one with Mytime Active, which would require 1 year notice for
termination, and one with the Club. Two approaches would need to be agreed for these leases.
 Although the MyTime area of the Public Hall is underutilised, it still provides a public amenity and
hosts some regular community groups and classes. This option would take away that amenity.
 The Grade II listed Public Hall is already undergoing emergency repair works to the exterior due to
falling masonry on to The Club access route. These emergency works would need to be
completed and the other works relating to The Club would need to be addressed if they were to
remain in occupation.
 This option would make no provision for any additional housing or an improved library service.
 A further investment in the library would ultimately be required.
 This option does not generate income or provide an improvement to public amenities.
 The maintenance liability would remain.
This option is therefore not being recommended.

3.13

Option 3 – Undertake Maintenance Works needed to update the Beckenham Public Hall facilities
The Council could give consideration to no further plans for Beckenham Library and to renovate the
Beckenham Public Hall.
 This option is based on the assumption that if the Public Hall were to be renovated and restored, it
would become more popular as a venue and generate an increased income.
 This option would require the lease arrangements for the Public Hall to be reviewed.
 A substantial amount of work is required for the Grade II listed Public Hall. The building is already
undergoing emergency repair works to the exterior due to falling masonry. The latest condition
survey for the Public Hall, undertaken in 2020, estimates the current maintenance and future
maintenance required to cost £880,000 - This sum does not include contingency, inflation or
Contractor preliminaries. The quantity surveyor for the feasibility study has estimated that with
fees and contingency included the maintenance works will cost £1,093,000. Out of this sum, the
works deemed to be an immediate priority are estimated to cost £500,000. In addition to these
costs, further expensive works relating to the mechanical and electrical services and the lift
would be required in the future. The size of the lift car does not meet modern, regulatory
standards for example.
 This option would make no provision for any additional housing or an improved library service.
This option is therefore not being recommended.

3.14

Option 4 – Sell the freehold title for Beckenham Public Hall
The Council could give consideration to no further plans for Beckenham Library and to sell the
freehold title for Beckenham Public Hall.
 This option is based on the assumption that there would be commercial interest in the Public Hall
and it could be turned into a private venue, or repurposed for another function. No assessment has
been made to ascertain this. Due to the financial impact on many businesses as a result of the
ongoing COVID-19 crisis, this proposal may obtain only limited interest at this time.
 A significant amount of work is required for the Grade II listed Public Hall, which could affect the
price and any commercial interest in the property. The building has already undergone emergency
repair works to the exterior in 2020 due to falling masonry.
 The Council’s liabilities for the building would cease.
 The funds generated from this option could be used to fund other housing developments.
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Depending on negotiations with the new owner, The Club may have to find new premises.
This option would make no provision an improved library service or additional housing on the
current library site.
If the freehold title is sold, it is likely that public use of the building will cease.

This option is therefore not being recommended.
3.15

Option 5 – Relocate the Library Service to the Beckenham Public Hall building, demolish the
existing library and build houses on this site
The Council has given consideration to relocate the Library Service to the Beckenham Public Hall
building and to demolish the existing library in order to build housing. A feasibility study has been
undertaken to explore the viability of this option and is provided as an appendix to this report.
 This option creates interdependency between the two sites. The costs are linked and there are
also planning risks for both sites.
 This option would make the underutilised Public Hall a more vibrant and useful community
building.
 The Grade II listed Public Hall requires substantial maintenance and restoration works which this
option would deliver.
 In order to achieve the same level of book stock as the existing library, floor strengthening to the
Public Hall would be required, which would be a significant addition to the costs. This is further
explained in the feasibility study report produced by the consultants.
 A careful negotiation with The Club would be required regarding their future lease.
 This option would make provision for much needed additional housing in an area where the local
amenities and infrastructure can support such a development.
 This option provides an improved library service.
 Due to the level of public feeling and the outbreak of Covid 19 the public engagement of this option
was challenging to undertake.
 There is now a greater risk that the sale of the existing library site for houses would not achieve the
capital receipt required to undertake the works to the Public Hall building.
This option is fully explored in the consultants commissioned report, and whilst a refurbished and
enhanced facility is achievable, the risks associated with the sale of the library site and the costs of
refurbishing the Beckenham Public Hall in a more challenging financial climate are greater than had
been anticipated in 2019.
This option is therefore not being recommended.

3.16

Option 6 – To go out to the market to advertise a leasehold disposal of the Beckenham Public
Hall subject to the grant of a full repairing and insuring lease to the tenant for a commercial
purpose with some community use
The Council could give consideration to undertake a lease disposal for Beckenham Public Hall in
return for investment by the tenant in the building and for the provision of community use in the new
facility.
 The Council do not currently earn any income from Beckenham Public Hall because it is part of the
MyTime Leisure Contract. Contractually, the Public Hall could be removed from the current contract
because it is part of Group 2 of the MyTime Leisure Contract.
 The cost to the tenant for the works would be significant as it includes the works identified in the
2020 Condition Survey, the cost of upgrading the lift and the cost of decorative refurbishment
works, including new fittings and furniture.
 In order to make this scheme financially viable it is likely that a prospective tenant would initially
have a rent free period, assuming that the operator undertakes all of the works at commencement
or over an agreed programme. Once the tenant has completed the refurbishment works the rent
will become payable.
 Whilst this option does not make any allowance for specific improvements to the Beckenham
Library Service or the provision of affordable housing, it does propose for an investment to be
made by the tenant in the property in order to reinvigorate use of this key facility in Beckenham.
 This option provides an opportunity to ensure that significant restoration works to the Public Hall
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are undertaken without being dependent on the sale and development of another site.
This option is based on the assumption that there would be commercial interest in the Public Hall
and that it can be turned into a commercially viable venue, with provision for community use. No
assessment has been made to ascertain this, however the marketing exercise will. Due to the
financial impact on many businesses as a result of the ongoing COVID-19 crisis, this proposal may
obtain only limited interest at this time. However, the team have been undertaking work of a similar
nature elsewhere in the Borough recently and although interest has been limited, it is clear that
some businesses are keen to invest in certain properties and an offer to invest in a facility in return
for a rent-free incentive may be forthcoming.
If this option is approved by Members, the team would market the site using a specialist agency,
and the winning bidder for a lease of Public Hall would be required to propose a balance between
private and community use. It is likely that there would be more private hire events in order to make
any scheme financially viable. The Council would seek to get a minimum of 15% community usage
at reduced hiring rates.
The cost of proceeding with this option has been estimated at £35K maximum, for the required
professional services and going out to market.
If this option is approved, then a discussion with The Club would be required.

This option is therefore being recommended.

4.

IMPACT ON VULNERABLE ADULTS AND CHILDREN
The recommendation for Beckenham Public Hall will benefit vulnerable adults and children by creating
opportunities for access and inclusion by virtue of the community provision obligation to be included in
the lease and the upgrades undertaken in the building. The initiatives set out in this report consider the
needs of vulnerable adults and children. A full EIA was also carried out at the authority to proceed to
procurement stage.

5.

POLICY IMPLICATIONS
Policy Status: Not Applicable.
Building a Better Bromley Priority: Quality Environment Vibrant, Thriving Town Centres Regeneration.

6.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
The cost of progressing Option 6 is £35k and can be offset against the proceeds from the lease disposal.
In the event that the scheme does not progress to this stage, costs will be lower and can be met from the
existing Regeneration revenue budget.
The current costs to the Council of Beckenham Public Hall relate to landlord responsibilities for
maintaining the property and vary from year to year. This cost is met from the TFM Repairs and
Maintenance Revenue Budget. In addition, there is an annual rental income from The Club of £9,650.
If the building is retained, the condition survey from February 2020 estimates backlog and future
maintenance for the next 5 years at £1.093m for which funding currently does not exist.
There will be a capital receipt if the site is sold, the value of which would need to be assessed.
The recommended option proposes disposal of the leasehold of the Public Hall who would undertake
refurbishment and maintenance of the building in exchange for a rent-free period. The annual lease value
would be subject to market testing as would be any rent free period the Council would offer. On granting
of a lease, the Council would no longer need to meet annual repairs and maintenance costs. The future
rental from The Club would be subject to discussion.
It should be noted that the impact of Covid-19 on economic conditions has increased market uncertainty
and therefore the estimates of capital costs and capital receipts are likely to be affected.

7
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7.

LEGAL IMPLICATIONS
7.1
Section 123 of the Local Government Act 1972 requires a Local Authority to obtain the best price
reasonably achievable in the open market for a leasehold property disposal in excess of 7 years.
7.2
Under the Local Government Act 1972 the Council has the power to acquire land for the purposes
of its functions and to dispose of such land. In support of this the Council has a legal power under section
111 of the Local Government Act 1972 to do anything which is calculated to facilitate, or is conducive or
incidental to, the discharge of any of their functions. These powers enable the Council to provide and
commission through a contract(s) the services outlined in this report.
7.3
Under the Public Contract Regulations 2015 (Regulations) the procurement of these services is a
public contract within the meaning of the Regulations. As the value (up to £35k) does not exceed the
relevant threshold under the Regulations the Council is not required to carry out a fully complaint EU
Procurement exercise. However, the exercise must still comply with the EU Treaty Principles of equality
transparency and non-discrimination which must be applied in a manner proportionate to the subject
matter and context of the purchase. By following the Council Contract procedure Rules in procuring these
services will demonstrate sufficient compliance with the Treaty Principles.
7.4
Officers will need to ensure that the services being provided by Mytime and any other
arrangements and also the lease to the Club can be satisfactorily brought an end or accommodated in
some other way in order to accommodate any proposed new lease.

8.

PROCUREMENT IMPLICATIONS
8.1
Following the approval of this report, the decision to proceed to procurement for an agent to
facilitate the land disposal referred to above can be authorised at the budget holder level.
8.2

In accordance with CPR 2.1.2, officers must take all necessary professional advice.

Non-Applicable Sections:

Personnel Implications

Background Documents:
(Access via Contact
Officer)

Report DRR19/051, November 2019
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Chapter 01: Executive Summary
INTRODUCTION

Bisset Adams was
commissioned to lead a team
of professional technical,
library and business
consultants to explore the
feasibility of a proposal to
relocate the current
Beckenham Library service
into the Grade II listed
Beckenham Public Hall near
Beckenham Junction.

The proposal offers an opportunity to modernise and
extend the library service in Beckenham, with provision
for community and events space. The library site can
then be reused to provide much-needed local housing
both to alleviate families housed in short-term
accommodation in the borough and to provide
affordable homes, as well as to raise a significant receipt
for the site from a housing developer.
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There is a current maintenance backlog for the Public
Hall, and these works would also bring an opportunity
to refurbish the building and enable it to realise its full
potential as a community asset for Beckenham.
Approximately half of the ground floor area of the
Public Hall is currently leased to a private members Club
which has been part of the building since its inception in
1883, and to achieve a new library within the building,
some of this space would need to be repurposed.
Having undertaken additional surveys since an initial
feasibility study in 2019, we have found it is not
economically viable to use either the basement or the
second storey of the Public Hall as previously thought.
This is a wide-ranging feasibility study, undertaken by
Bisset Adams as architects with a team of expert
consultants including engineers, cost consultant and

4

library and public engagement consultants.

Beckenham Public Hall
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INTRODUCTION
The remit of the feasibility study is to look at the
proposal in its entirety, i.e. the best option for the
library as well as the combined benefits for local
housing and the necessary refurbishment works of the
Public Hall. The feasibility of the proposal has been
assessed using the following:

The library site will deliver an excellent location for
residential development, although the number of
residential units initially thought possible, may not be
achievable. It should also be considered that the
current public health pandemic and economic
consequences are also likely to affect valuations.

• user and public opinion;

The Public Hall could accommodate an attractive
library in a town centre location, and can achieve a
similar library footprint which includes the bookable
events space, by using some of the space currently
occupied by The Club; the basement and second
storey could not be used owing to prohibitive costs.
Restrictions on the floor loadings of the Public Hall
mean that shelving has to be limited both in height
and density, and bookstock will be reduced, as costs
to strengthen the floors significantly would be high.
Against this is set the fact that the current high
bookcases in the existing library cannot be reached by
some library users, and more accessible lower
shelving will be a requirement of any new library.

• the suitability and required works to adapt the
Public Hall for library use; cost calculations as to
whether the whole proposal is viable financially
taking into consideration the capital receipt from
the library site;
• the comparative benefits of each location in terms
of providing the best library service;
• statutory constraints such as planning and
conservation.
To address all these areas, different workstreams have
been undertaken which are drawn together in this
report as a final recommendation.
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The conclusion, found at the end of the Executive
Summary, identifies that to achieve the different
aspirations of the proposal, some compromises need
to be made.
5

The proposal represents an opportunity to bring the
currently under-utilised Public Hall back into full use as
a modern library and community space, and therefore
offers a sustainable future to an historic building in the
heart of Beckenham.

Beckenham Public Hall Ceiling
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INTRODUCTION
The Public Hall as a whole could clearly accommodate a
similar level of book stock to the current library,
although this is caveated owing to certain key
constraints. These constraints would be overcome if the
following compromises and additional investment were
made:

• Greater densities of book shelving could be achieved
if a higher level of investment was made to
significantly strengthen the floors;

• If the whole of the current Club space on the ground
floor was made available;

• If the community space was also used for book
shelving as a hybrid library/events space;

• If electrical cupboards were moved from the entrance
area to allow bookshelving.
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Within the parameters of this report, these
compromises were rejected on grounds of both cost
and the brief, which required a dedicated community
space and a reduced but appropriate space for the
Club.

6

The new location for the library would reach a
potentially larger membership and through the
relocation and investment enable a forward-thinking
library offer for a wider audience. However, as reviewed
in more detail further in this report, it is evident that
there is a level of public concern about the concept and
proposals to consider, although owing to the
coronavirus shutdown, members of the public were
unable to see the design proposals which show how the
library could be incorporated into the Public Hall. Whilst
the Council have made clear that should this proposal
be progressed further, a full public consultation would
be undertaken, initial public feedback from the
preliminary engagement exercise is contained within
this report.
Given these constraints and variables, we believe the
aspirations of the proposal could be achieved within
budget through the capital receipt on the library site,
delivering new homes for local people, an exciting new
library and a refurbishment of the Public Hall.

Note: Coronavirus
Owing to the extraordinary circumstances with a
national ‘lockdown’ due to the spread of coronavirus,
clearly some elements of the feasibility study have been
amended, in particular the engagement programme.
We have sought to do this appropriately and
proportionally in order to continue with the work but
ensure there were opportunities for feedback.
This was an early engagement exercise rather than
a full, formal consultation and there will be further
opportunities for stakeholder input if the project
progresses. However, we have still managed to
communicate with a wide range of groups and
individuals in the area after the situation made
further drop-in sessions and focus groups impossible.
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1. Public and stakeholder engagement
A key part of the feasibility project was to get views from
residents and stakeholders at this formative stage of the
process.

Although our progress was often hampered by the
growing coronavirus crisis, we managed to reach the
groups below:
• Residents

The timing was unfortunate as it coincided with the virus
outbreak and the methods of speaking to people had to
change. Fortunately, this is an early engagement
exercise and there will be a formal consultation process
later in the project when the designs are more fully
developed.

• Users of Beckenham Library and LB Bromley libraries
in general

During March and April 2020, we carried out a range of
engagement and listening exercises to gather the views
of as wide a range of people as possible.

• Children and young people

This included:

Had the virus not impacted on the process, we would
have hoped to engage with a wider group of
stakeholders and more people than we actually did,
but as we have referred to above, this deficiency can
be addressed by further engagement and consultation
when the design is at a more advanced stage. Frontline
library staff were engaged with throughout the entire
process, and for this reason they were the only group to
have seen the current design proposals; two members of

• Two online (and paper) surveys
• Two drop-in sessions at the library
• One to one telephone interviews or email submissions
• Baby Bounce session to speak to parents
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• Ward Members briefing session
• Two library staff briefing sessions
• One session with students on designing the library
7

• Users of the public hall
• Library staff
• Schools

• Local organisations and businesses
• Ward councillors

the library staff also attended all client meetings and
reviewed work in progress drawings.
Nevertheless, 68 people gave us their views in direct
conversation, by telephone and by email. We have
referred to these people as engagement participants
throughout this document. 757 adults and 52 children
responded to the online surveys. 80% of respondents to
the adult survey and 87% of child respondents had a
postcode starting in BR3, the area which includes
Beckenham, Elmers, End, Shortlands, Eden Park and
Park Langley.
Prior to this feasibility study, there had been
considerable public opposition to the proposals which
were made public in November 2019, largely on the
grounds of a belief that the Public Hall could not
accommodate a similarly sized library, local attachment
to the current library and its location, and opposition to
initial housing designs which were not felt to be
appropriate in the Elm Road conservation area.
Through the engagement sessions we were able to carry
out a similar response was encountered. A detailed
report can be found at Appendix A, which itemises
responses according to themes; in summary a majority
felt that the new library would be smaller and that the
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new location would be less accessible, with some citing
the busy road outside. The co-location with the Spa was
also repeatedly cited as a benefit, and belief there would
be a loss of bookable space at the Public Hall was also
referenced.
It should be noted that respondents had not had the
benefit of viewing the design proposals for the Public
Hall, as the exhibition and drop-in session had to be
cancelled owing to the coronavirus outbreak. It should
also be noted that the engagement discussions have
focused mainly on the library provision, rather than a
discussion of the benefits of providing more housing.
Should this project be recommended to proceed further,
a full public consultation process would be initiated to
further explore the views of local residents.
More detail can be found in the Appendices:
Appendix A: Engagement Report
Appendix B: Adult Survey: Statistical Breakdown
Page 28

Appendix C: Adult Survey Analysis
Appendix D: Adult Survey: Free text comments
Appendix E: Children’s Survey Statistical Breakdown
8

Appendix F: Children’s Survey Analysis
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2. Library service Business Case for the relocation
In the business case, a number of different elements
were considered:

• The viability of a library and hire space at
Beckenham Public Hall

• The impact on existing and future library users of
the move

• Stakeholder views
• The proximity of local facilities
• The opportunities and challenges brought by
relocation

• The potential of the existing site for housing
• Net costs to London Borough of Bromley
It was established that the current library is well
used and in particular book borrowing is high. It was
also noted that in a survey of 2017 respondents felt
that the library was in need of improvement.
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The move to the Public Hall would bring some areas
of the borough to within a 15-minute travel time by
public transport, and only small areas of the
borough would be disadvantaged in this way. Whilst
the population served would be larger, some people
9

especially those within Clock House ward with its
younger and more diverse population would be
further from a library than they are now. Clock
House ward has a more child focused demographic
than the town centre and the relocation may impact
adversely on families. More areas of Beckenham,
specifically Copers Cope and Shortlands wards,
would be in reach of the relocated library. Penge
library is well placed to accommodate Beckenham
library users who will live closer to Penge library
after the relocation and could choose to use Penge
library rather than the relocated Beckenham library.
The negative impact on age categories which includes
children and the elderly was previously considered by
the Council in an Equalities Impact Assessment in
2019. Whilst Clock House ward has a more childfocused demographic than Beckenham Town Centre
with 22% aged 0-17 compared to 15% at Copers
Cope. The view was that any negative impact could
be mitigated by a variety of factors including the close
proximity of alternative library provision at Penge
library as detailed above.
The proposed new location would be an
improvement on the current, in terms of proximity to

shops, places of employment and transport nodes,
and on balance educational establishments.
The design exercise shows that a beautiful and
inspiring library could be achieved. This would allow
a separate space for library activities, improved
facilities including customer toilets and a kitchen
and a town centre location. It is clear that there will
be a net loss in community space and in book stock
despite providing a similar library area compared
with the current allocation, owing to constraints as
identified on page 6.
Increasing the number of homes in Bromley is a key
priority in the Council’s Housing Strategy 2019-2029.
The population has increased by 9% since 2001 and
is predicted to grow by a further 6% by 2027. If the
site of the current library were released for
residential development, it could allow the
construction for circa 40 housing units, releasing an
estimated capital receipt of circa £2.1 million.
The chosen design option has been costed at
approximately £2.5 million, resulting in a net
expenditure of around £400,000. A new condition
survey has identified that approximately £1.1 million
would need to be spent on the Public Hall if the
relocation goes ahead, to bring it up to standard
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and on essential maintenance works only recently
identified. This figures is shown in our cost report,
and includes fees and 10% contingency. Should the
project not go ahead, this figure would be staged
over a longer period, with immediate works (mainly
to the roof) of around £500,000 required.
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In our engagement with the public, the need for
more housing was recognised, but often not that the
site of the existing library was suitable. Of 752
adults surveyed, 82% opposed the proposed
relocation of the library; this was also the view of
some stakeholders individually consulted. Some
stakeholders also felt that the Public Hall could not
accommodate a library and hire facilities at the same
level as current provision. However, the survey and
other engagement took place before the present
design options were fully developed and therefore
participants had no opportunity to view them. The
majority of frontline Beckenham Library staff
welcomed the opportunity for event space
possibilities of an expanded and enhanced service
as well as proximity to the town centre.
Any decision to proceed with the project needs to
consider both strengths and potential drawbacks.
The expansion of the potential catchment area and
10

the fact that those who find themselves further from
Beckenham Library would be able to use Penge
Library mitigate for the scheme to be taken forward.
The provision of much needed housing is important,
and the fact that the proposed sale of the housing
site would contribute towards a modern
contemporary library and community facility are also
factors in favour of the scheme. It is our conclusion
that if no library was currently located in
Beckenham, and a new location were being sought
then a central Beckenham town location would be
preferred, and that the new library would offer
similar space and facilities that do not currently exist
within the existing library. This must be set against
the reduced bookstock within the public library
unless there is significant additional investment, the
reduction of space available for hire and the likely
reduction of the organisations that can use the hire
space, as well as the opposition we noted in our
public engagement.

Existing Library

Existing Library

The Business Case concludes that if carefully
managed, the relocation of the library could be
successful, but it is difficult to make a strong
recommendation for the continuation of project.

Existing Library
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3. Public Hall
The design team led by Bisset Adams has explored the
feasibility of relocating Beckenham Library to the Public
Hall in Beckenham, assessing any constraints the
building would pose including its layout, any structural
upgrades required to accommodate a library, restrictions
posed by its heritage status and listing, and whether the
associated costs would allow the overall proposal to be
financially viable. There is also a significant existing
backlog of maintenance work required to make the
building watertight and safe, including works to the roof,
to leaks and visible cracking; the costs associated with
these issues are not included in our overall financial
viability assessment as they are a requirement whether
the project goes ahead or not. As identified in Section 2,
these remedial works are estimated to be in the region
of £1.1 million, including fees and contingency. Should
the project not progress, the immediate priority works
(mainly to the roof) would amount to approximately
£500,000.

(‘The Club’), which has been based here since the Public
Hall was first built in 1883. The halls present both an
opportunity and a challenge: they provide large inspiring
library spaces, with separate halls to allow a range of
community and library activities to be offered; however
the historic nature of the fabric of the building, the fact it
is on two floors, and the separate spaces also represent
constraints.
The Council has aimed to provide an equivalent space to
the relocated library within the Public Hall, and also to
provide the same capacity for books as the current
library. A large area of the ground floor space is taken up
by a private Club on a long-term lease, and discussions
have taken place as to whether part of this space could
be reallocated to the library to provide adequate space
for a range of library activities; these assumptions have
been shown in the design options that were explored.
Areas
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The Public Hall currently comprises a number of halls run
by MyTime Active which are available for outside hire;

Professional surveys to explore areas and floor loadings
for library use have informed the proposed designs. By
repurposing an area of The Club, we can achieve a

there are no drop-in services available from the Hall for
the casual visitor. A large proportion of the ground floor
space comprises a private club with a separate entrance

publicly accessible library area of 569.5 sqm, similar to
the existing library at 570 sqm. These figures should be
seen in the context that areas of the existing library are

11

Existing Public Hall

Existing Public Hall
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not accessible to all, and that the new library figure
includes toilets and separate events space with adjacent
storage and kitchen (the latter not included in the
figures). The proposed library design can hold
approximately 30,000 books, a reduction of 39% on the
current library.
Again, this figure should be seen in context: part of the
current library’s book stock is on shelving which is not
accessible to all, either through its height or its location
on the mezzanine. The proposed design for the library in
the Public Hall reflects good practice in accessible library
design, the constraints to useable space of a cellular
building, and also the cost constraints which would be
associated with increasing the floor loadings of the
building to accommodate a denser library layout. It
would also be prohibitively expensive to adapt and use
the basement and second storey of the Public Hall to
accommodate greater bookstock.
4. Public Hall Appraisal: design opportunities
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Bisset Adams created four possible options to maximise
the space available within the Public Hall, including
options using some parts of the current Club space,
creating new apertures in existing walls, repurposing
some spaces and improving accessibility through
reprovision of toilets and a new lift. Options were
12

discussed with the library team in terms of operational
issues, and strategies to provide the most flexible and
inspiring library service for the local community.
A preferred option was developed maximising available
space for the library within the Public Hall (See Chapter
8); this uses some rooms currently tenanted by the Club,
creating new apertures to link through to new spaces
from the main reception. The ground floor is
reconfigured to create a welcoming and accessible
informal library space, with children’s library to the left of
the entrance foyer. This allows for easy access from the
street with buggies etc, although it is expected that
many of the children’s activities will take place in the
flexible hall upstairs, with a new lift to ensure
accessibility. An informal information and display space
greets the main visitor, with soft seating, quick pick
books and a changing programme of displays and
information, along with the main reception and help
desk. To the right, we create new access to the
repurposed Club function space, which provides library
and study areas, as well as a staff workroom adjacent to
the entrance.
New toilets, staffroom and a new lift are to the left of
the main staircase.
Proposed Library Entrance
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million general maintenance requirement, including
works to the roof and rainwater goods, should the
project proceed. If not, the immediate priority
maintenance requirement would be approximately
£500,000, mainly works to the roof, and other works
could be staged over the next few years.

The design proposal aims to maximise use of the
available space, improving accessibility and maximising
flexibility through some reconfiguration of the building
and the provision of a multifunctional events space.
In general, the ground floor provides a welcoming and
informal experience with displays to encourage a new
membership encompassing a variety of different
community groups, whilst the first floor provides high
quality and inspiring library and study space, with a
separate multifunctional events hall.

The key risks associated with the Public Hall relate to its
historic status, and its construction and layout:

5. Public Hall Appraisal: professional reports
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The opportunities and constraints of the Grade II listed
Public Hall as a location for Beckenham Library have
been explored through numerous technical and planning
reports, to be found in the Appendices. Engineers’
reports on the building are taken in conjunction with a
condition report, to assess the likely overall costs of the
relocation. The building has currently approximately £1
13

• Reconfiguration of the existing spaces in the Public
Hall to include some new apertures and new lift and
toilets, which will require listed building consent;
• Improvements to the acoustic performance of the
building;
• Potential strengthening of floors to meet the loading
requirements of a library. There is also an existing
backlog of maintenance work required.
Professional surveys and reports have indicated that
these risks can be ameliorated and costs reduced by a
degree of compromise:
• The conservation officer has indicated that the
requested alterations to the building would be
possible in the context of giving a historic building a

new use and therefore longevity, as well as providing
the opportunity to undertake essential maintenance;
1.Acoustic improvements could be achieved by surface
finishes rather than intrusive reinstatement of the
floors, if activities in the various halls are timetabled to
avoid disturbance;
2.The current loadings of the floors are less than the
recommended loadings for a library, but
represent a prohibitive cost. However, the engineers'
report accepts that this can be avoided given the
current design, with low shelving and a large degree of
wall-mounted shelving. The constraint resulting in this
compromise to save cost will be a degree of
inflexibility for any future plans for
greater densities.
1520mm max for double sided shelving

The large first floor hall provides the opportunity to
create a dramatic main library space, with a degree of
separation provided by the stage area. The smaller first
floor hall is designated as the multi-functional activities
and events space, with an adjoining kitchen and storage
room for chairs etc.
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new use and therefore longevity, as well as providing
the opportunity to undertake essential maintenance;
• Acoustic improvements could be achieved by surface
finishes rather than intrusive reinstatement of the floors,
if activities in the various halls are timetabled to avoid
disturbance;
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• The current loadings of the floors are less than the
recommended loadings for a library, but comprehensive
intrusive strengthening works would represent a
prohibitive cost. However, the engineers' report accepts
that this can be avoided given the current design, with
low shelving and a large degree of wall-mounted
shelving. The constraint resulting in this compromise to
save cost will be a degree of inflexibility for any future
plans for greater densities. However, the engineers'
report which includes a radar survey, accepts that this
can be avoided through non-intrusive timber
strengthening, given the current design with low
shelving and a large degree of wall-mounted shelving.
There is not a huge shortfall in loading capacity, and
should greater densities be required in the future,
further surveys would be recommended. Other
potential cost savings have been identified in terms of
the specialist items such as light fittings, although any
14

reduction in the quality of the fitout was rejected as was
removing the need for new secondary glazing, and all
proposed savings will be subject to the Conservation
Officer’s approval that the aesthetic of the building is
not compromised.
BWB Engineers provided a mechanical and electrical report
on the Public Hall, identifying areas where investment was
needed. Several mechanical and electrical systems were
found to be in need of installation or replacement. New
mechanical ventilation was recommended; currently the
building is ventilated by openable windows, but for library
usage external noise will be too great. The ventilation plant
is to be situated in the basement with displacement
ventilation terminals delivering heating and ventilating
through low level bookshelving systems. The current boiler
is at the end of its life, and a larger plantroom is
recommended in the basement. The lift is not accessible for
all wheelchairs, and should be upgraded.
It is recommended to retain the existing water supply
without the need for water tank storage, which would
remove the risk of interruption. Current point of use water
heaters remain appropriate for the building’s
new use.

Electrical systems should be upgraded and overhauled in
line with current wiring regulations, and with new
distribution boards. Small power outlets should be
increased to cater for computer usage, including furniture
with charging points incorporated into it.
Lighting is to be upgraded, and energy efficient light
fittings used; it is suggested a co-ordinated approach is
used to supply acoustic baffles, lighting and radiant heaters
in a series of ceiling rafts. Other miscellaneous elements
will need to be upgraded, such as security systems and fire
detection and alarms.
An acoustic survey was carried out, and although there may
be some sound travel throughout the building, it is felt that
this can be ameliorated through surface treatments to the
floors, and through programming of activities. Again, major
expenditure can be avoided.
A Transport Report indicated that the Public Hall location
would be beneficial in terms of accessibility by public
transport and sustainability in the number of shared trips
owing to the town centre location. Bromley Road was
noted to be busy, and it was noted that additional Disabled
parking spaces would be required; the local St George’s car
park has two spaces, less than the requirements of the
Emerging London Plan.
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6. Beckenham Library development site appraisal
A previous feasibility study showing residential
development on the library site attracted criticism, partly
on the grounds of its height and aesthetic.
As part of this report we have proposed new options
which address some of the issues (see Chapter 10).
We believe there will tend to be a compromise between
the height of the development, the amount of parking,
the number of units and the amount of public green
space retained. Further design development, planning
consultation and public engagement will be necessary to
ascertain the most favourable proposal.
7. Costs
Costed options for the library relocation
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Two initial design options were costed at approximately
£2.6 million. Costs for the recommended option which is
developed in this study have been further interrogated
to achieve savings, as identified earlier; some of these
result in compromises, such as a lack of future-proofing
for the library if the floor strengthening is not carried out
to increase the loadings, however in general it is clear
that the library could be delivered for between £2.3 and
£2.5 million with no major omissions.

Appendices), which identified approximately £1 million
necessary expenditure to bring the Public Hall to a good
state of repair. This includes some future provision for
maintenance, and will have to be undertaken on a
staged basis whether or not the project goes ahead, so
has been excluded from the direct project costs. A 2014
survey showed an expenditure of approximately
£525,000 also including some future maintenance costs.
In Gardiner and Theobald’s report, £1.1 million has been
allowed for necessary upgrade to the Public Hall, which
includes professional fees and contingency.
The overall proposal is to release capital from the
existing library site to achieve the new library in the
Public Hall, balancing the costs of relocation with the
capital receipt. In November 2019 a report by Cushman
and Wakefield indicated that the capital receipt for the
site would be in the region of £2.1 million which could
be used to fund the library project; this valuation may of
course alter in the current circumstances.
In conclusion, there will be a net cost of around
£400,000 to the Council, excluding the £1.1 million
essential refurbishment cost, and additional budget
required for new bookstock, furniture and IT.

A new condition survey was carried out (see
15

Image of housing proposal from 2019 feasibility study
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Conclusion: Summary of
key points and issues
The proposal aims to
achieve benefits both by
increasing the housing
supply within the borough,
and by modernising
Beckenham Library within
a more town centre
location, the Grade II listed
Beckenham Public Hall.
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There are a number of different factors affecting the
viability of the proposal, and any recommendation is
nuanced according to which factors are given priority:
however it is clear the proposal could deliver a site for
much-needed housing in the area, and a high quality
library could be installed within the Public Hall, with flexible
events space, kitchen and toilets in addition, although with
a number of qualifications as described below. 53% of the
ground floor space is currently leased to a private club, and
the proposals involve using some of this space for the
public library, whilst upgrading The Club’s remaining space.
The proposed designs show how the Grade II listed Public
Hall can be restored to its former grandeur as part of this
project, with some interventions such as new openings,
toilets and lift creating a more accessible space. Design
options show how areas of The Club would be used for the
library, and the smaller upstairs hall used as flexible events
space with adjacent kitchen and storage.

Chapter 01: Executive Summary
CONCLUSION
The proposal has been assessed according to a number
of different parameters:
• Suitability of the Public Hall building, including
physical constraints
• Provision of a high quality and accessible library
service
• Public engagement
• Re-provision of community space currently used in the
Public Hall
• Provision of a much-needed site for housing
• Cost

feasibility of the relocation proposal, to underpin budget
cost assumptions, and proposals made to reduce
potential cost.
There was considerable public opposition to the
proposal after it was first made public in the Autumn of
2019, and the Council would like to reprovide the same
areas and book stock as the current library. Owing to
the different constraints of the building and costs, the
public area would be equivalent to the current library
(including community events space) but the book stock
reduced.
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The capital receipt from the existing library site is
estimated at around £2.1 million, to be set against the
cost of the favoured design option for relocating the
library to the Public Hall of around £2.5 million, after
some cost savings have been made. The proposal
therefore represents a net cost to the Council of around
£400,000, without accounting for the cost of furniture,
new bookstock and IT. There is also a current
maintenance requirement of around £1.1 million,
including fees and contingency of 10%.

This is owing to the cost of any major strengthening
works to the floors of the Public Hall, as loading levels
fall below those recommended for a library, therefore
shelving has been kept low and wall mounted where
possible. This inevitably reduces future flexibility for the
library design. The design of the library reflects current
thinking on engaging with a wide range of individuals
and groups, with its more accessible lower shelving,
informal reading, study and display spaces and flexible
events space; this also accounts for some of the
reduction in book stock numbers.

Structural, acoustic, and mechanical and electrical
reports were undertaken to provide guidance on the

Current designs for the library within the Public Hall
show a bookstock of approximately 30,000 which is
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a reduction of approximately 40% the of the current
Beckenham Library, although as described earlier this
figure could be increased through a number of
compromises. In addition, it should be noted that
book stock in the current library is displayed on
shelving which is inaccessible to some through its
height or location on the mezzanine. Further
discussions will be needed with Greenwich Leisure
Limited (GLL) who currently have a ten-year contract to
manage Bromley’s libraries as to the impact of a
reduction in bookstock.

It is clear that the result of this proposal will be a net
loss of public bookable space within Beckenham,
notwithstanding the fact that the Public Hall is
currently under-utilised, particularly during the
daytime. The flexible events space with kitchen and
storage adjacent will be an excellent resource, but will
be managed and used by the library, inevitably
resulting in a reduction of availability to current users
of the Public Hall, which is currently booked across all
three halls approximately 52 hours per week,
sometimes simultaneously and mainly in the evenings.

A drop-in exhibition of proposed designs was not
possible at this time, so the results do not reflect any
opinions as to the proposals for the Public Hall. The
results of the engagement so far have shown a
majority of those actively engaged were not in favour
of the proposals on a variety of grounds: attachment
to the current location and its proximity to the Spa
leisure centre; concern about the size, quality and
accessibility of library services if relocated to the Public
Hall; opposition to the loss of public bookable space. If

The document also provides an appraisal of the earlier
initial feasibility study on the Beckenham Library site
for residential development, which again attracted
opposition when it was first made public. The housing
sketch designs show a total of over 40 residential units;
we believe the block would be found too high and
imposing during the planning process, but that
modifications could be made to improve the design.
This would have the effect of reducing unit numbers
and parking allocation. The site itself is an excellent

the proposal is to be further investigated, a fuller
engagement programme would be proposed.

one for housing, and would deliver homes in a highly
attractive residential area within close walking distance
of shops and transport.
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It is our conclusion, therefore, that any
recommendation would depend on defining priorities,
as not all the aspirations of the brief can be
simultaneously achieved. An excellent site for
residential development could certainly be achieved,
although further investigation of the value of the site
and the number of units achievable is needed to
ensure the project budget can be balanced. Again, a
high quality attractive library can be achieved,
replicating the area of the existing library including an
events space, but not a replication of the bookstock of
the existing library, for reasons of structure, layout and
consequently of cost. Current adverse public opinion
might be changed when the designs for the new
library are shown, and it is to be hoped that a larger
membership could be attracted in the new more
central location, although the current library has a
significant and loyal membership already.
In summary, for the proposal to be cost effective for
the Council, some compromises will have to be made
in terms of the provision of community space and
bookstock. We believe however the project could
provide a high-quality of library and accessibility to a
larger audience.

02

Client Brief for the Design
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Chapter 02: Client Brief

Bromley Council commissioned Bisset Adams, Red
Quadrant and the design team to explore the feasibility
of relocating Beckenham Library into a refurbished
Public Hall, releasing the current site for much-needed
housing in the area. The brief was to explore the
proposal from a number of different angles:
• the business case for doing it, what the costs would
be, and whether the capital receipt would make it
viable, whether the new library would provide a better
service to a wider group of people;

The Council wished to reprovide the library with the
same number of books, and the same library area. It is
clear that this cannot be achieved without acquiring
more of the ground floor space, currently let to The
Club, a private club which has occupied this space since
the inception of the building in 1883. The brief therefore
indicated that some of the Club’s current space was to
be considered within the plans, subject to discussions
with the tenants.

Existing Library

• whether the physical and practical constraints of a
historic building could be overcome within the
expected budget;
• the design of the new library within the Public Halls
and whether the available space could provide an
inspirational and exciting new library;

Beckenham Public Hall

• gauging public opinion on the proposal through
a programme of engagement activities.
Page 40
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Beckenham Public Hall

Chapter 02: Client Brief

Beckenham Public Hall is a Grade II listed Victorian
building built in 1883 to the design of architect George
Viges. It was designed in playful Arts and Crafts style,
with a symmetrical facade of five bays and a central
entrance.
The Public Hall is in Beckenham town centre, south of
Beckenham Green and St George’s Church, and just
north of Beckenham’s high street, the A222.
Under its current lease with MyTime Active, the Hall is
used as an events venue and hire space. It caters for
wedding ceremonies and receptions, and has a regular
timetable of activities and events throughout the week
including children’s activity, health and wellbeing, games
and recreation, and church groups.
However, the Hall is not utilised to its capacity and while
it is accessible to the general public, it is only open
around the times of scheduled activities and classes.
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Existing Public Hall
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Chapter 03: The Vision
PROPOSED LIBRARY MODEL

MORE THAN
JUST A LIBRARY…
The vision for Beckenham Library is for a modern,
flexible and exciting library space, with facilities to allow
a variety of activities and services on offer, within the
backdrop of a stunningly restored historic building.
The library provides a hub for the community, with
space for study and reading, informal exhibition and
display, children’s library activities, teenage library,
and a wide range of community events and activities.
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The new events space is a dynamic and flexible space
with kitchen and storage facilities adjacent, allowing a
range of activities including some of the current classes
and events held in the Public Hall. All the library spaces
are designed to be flexible with movable furniture,
to allow for library and community events, readings
and meetings. These could be anything from classes
to teach coding to young people to author readings
or receptions.
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Shelters

BUS STOP ADJUSTED

Shelters
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4

Harris Primary Academy
The Public Hall building is more town-central and there Beckenham Green

is an obvious increase in traffic and footfall, in
comparison with
Hall the current Beckenham library location.
It is a mile from the existing library, approximately 17
minutes walk and an extra 10 minutes on the bus, which
stops adjacent to the library.

Harris
Bec

INDICATIVE POSITION OF NEW CROSSING

Hall

10

to

8

12
10

12

There is local paid parking, and it is envisaged that
library users that feel the need to drive will use St
Otterburn
House
Georges or the M&S car park.
It was noted
that there
are only two Disabled parking
spaces at the St Georges
1
OPTION
2 - NEW
COLLECTION
LOCATIONwhich would
car
park,
a provision
5 need to increase in
any case in line with the Emerging London Plan.

8

to

Otterburn House
1
OPTION 3 - ENTER AND EXIT PUBLIC HALL'S SERVICE ROAD
5

Shelters
Shelters
The Feasibility
Note proposed a new zebra crossing
across the A222 that will enable library users to cross
the road safely to access the library. Options to see how
deliveries could be made more conveniently to the
Harris Primary Academy
library were also explored.
2

4

4

Harris
Bec

Beckenham Green

2.0m

The conclusion was that there is no negative impact on
NEW COLLECTION POINT
users transport
the library
was relocated. The full
WITHifLOADING
BAY
Hall
Feasibility Note can be found in the Appendices
section.

Hall

to

12
10

Otterburn House

10

8

to

12

Otterburn House

8

2
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4
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An assessment (Feasibility
Note) of the impact on
traffic was undertaken as
an initial assessment of the
suitability of the site and the
potential impacts on local
transport infrastructure
and parking. It considered
how moving the library
would affect the customer
journey and how the
immediate locality could be
improved.

2

SITE ANALYSIS
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SITE ANALYSIS

Travel time from Beckenham Library:
Distance: approximately 1 mile
Car: 5 minutes
Bus: 10 minutes
Walk 17 minutes

Penge
Library

Beckenham
Library
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Beckenham
Public Hall
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Bus stop
Tram stop
Train station
Car parks

Beckenham
Public Hall
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1

St George’s
Car Park

M&S Car Park

2

2
2

3

4
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Chapter 05: Beckenham Public Hall
ANALYSIS OF THE BUILDING
The existing interior is formed of many large domestic
cellular spaces, which are decorated in old dark
outdated fixtures and furnishings, which do not
lend themselves for library purposes. In general cellular
spaces reduce flexibility and this has resulted in a lower
capacity for book shelving than might be expected in an
open plan space.
Depending on the proposed design options new
openings are formed, or existing openings are enlarged
carefully to create a sense of flow through the
library spaces.
Where possible existing service spaces such as the lift
and kitchen remain in their original locations to minimise
building costs. These are upgraded to ensure that they
comply with current British Standards. The intent is to
remove the stage from the large upstairs hall to create
additional library space.
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Existing Public Hall

Chapter 05: Beckenham Public Hall
ANALYSIS OF THE BUILDING

Ground Floor:
Existing Plan
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Chapter 05: Beckenham Public Hall
ANALYSIS OF THE BUILDING

First Floor:
Existing Plan
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Chapter 05: Beckenham Public Hall
PROPOSED PLANS: GROUND FLOOR STRATEGY PLAN

Remove
kitchen

Upgrade
Toilets. Accessible?
enlarge area

New Larger
lift

Create Staff
room with kitchenette

Remove wall
Remove
kitchen
Create
work

Remove and open
up area level area
Utilise
stores?

ENTRANCE
Electrical cupboard removed
or reduced in size.

Utilise exterior area
if library extends fully
into club.
New openings
Page 53

Enlarge openings
if space is required

33

Door controls to
opening

Chapter 05: Beckenham Public Hall
PROPOSED PLANS: FIRST FLOOR STRATEGY PLAN
New larger and
compliant
lift

Upgrade
Toilets. Accessible?
enlarge area

Create opening ?
Refurbish Kitchen area

Create Community Room?

Create main library area
or community space

Create opening

Create main library area
or community space
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Remove Stage
and level floor
Utilise this area
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Remove bar
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Chapter 06: Proposed Plans
SPACE PLANNING OPTIONS

Initially four high level space planning
options were produced to
test the Public Hall's potential to
accommodate a public library.
The options also explore how the
library function impacts on the existing
private Club areas, which occupies just
over half of the ground floor area.
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The four options are presented in this document as ‘Test
Fits’, to provide a guide for some initial discussions on
how different library layouts affect The Club areas, and
to explore different costings options.
Two preferred options (options 3 and 4) were
subsequently chosen by the Council Project Team,
and taken forward to be developed further and
costed in more detail.

Chapter 06: Proposed Plans
SPACE PLANNING OPTIONS

Option 01
In this option there is minimal Library intervention on
the ground floor and the Club space is fully retained.
A small Children’s Library is created to the left of the
entrance, whilst an information desk, Self-service
machines, and a staff/workroom are also present
on this floor.
On the first floor the proposed library is positioned in
the largest hall. The redundant stage area is retained
but cleared, and used as a study area with computers,
this raised area would need to be partitioned off.
This space is not easily accessible so additional
computers are positioned in the main library area.
Part of the redundant store areas are reclaimed to
create seating areas with tables.
The kitchen area is retained, refurbished, and
the newly created Community Space is
positioned adjacent.
Page 57

In all options it is assumed that the lift is replaced
with a larger lift to accommodate wheelchair and
mobility scooters.
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Ground Floor Option 01
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SPACE PLANNING OPTIONS

Ground Floor Option 01
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SPACE PLANNING OPTIONS

First Floor Option 01
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Chapter 06: Proposed Plans
SPACE PLANNING OPTIONS

First Floor Option 01
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SPACE PLANNING OPTIONS

Option 02
For this option the library encompasses both floors of
the building and the Club area is utilised in its entirety.
On the ground floor, the main library spaces are created
within the larger rooms to the front of the building.
A large children’s library is positioned to the rear, which
is advantageous as it provides the opportunity to create
a covered exterior play area. The staff areas are also
positioned on the ground floor.
On the first floor the stage is removed and made level,
and the Community Space is positioned in the adjacent
main hall. The former stage area is also partitioned off,
and is used as a Computers/Study space. To maximise
the Library presence all remaining spaces are used.
There is no kitchen in this option.
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Ground Floor Option 02
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Ground Floor Option 02
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SPACE PLANNING OPTIONS

First Floor Option 02
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SPACE PLANNING OPTIONS

First Floor Option 02
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SPACE PLANNING OPTIONS

Option 03
The proposed library rooms are located to the front of
the building, with the Children's library to the left. The
intervention into the Club space is very minimal, using
only the ‘function room’ to the front of the building.
General staff library functions, such as the information
desk and staff room are located on the ground floor.
On the first floor the main hall is entirely used as a
library area with a mixture of functions. The Community
Space is positioned in the smaller hall, with the retained
kitchen, and a new door opening is formed to create
better circulation through to the library.
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Ground Floor Option 03
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Ground Floor Option 03
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SPACE PLANNING OPTIONS

First Floor Option 03
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First Floor Option 03
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SPACE PLANNING OPTIONS

Option 04
In this option two of the Club’s rooms are refurbished
for library purposes, the ‘function room’ and the lounge.
The Club area is effectively halved. The Children’s
Library and staff areas remain in the same position as
previous options.
On the first floor, the set up in the main hall is similar to
Option 2 by placing the Community Space in the main
hall. The kitchen is repositioned to a more central
location and a Community Meeting room with AV
facilities is realised in its place.
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Ground Floor Option 04
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Ground Floor Option 04
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SPACE PLANNING OPTIONS

First Floor Option 04
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SPACE PLANNING OPTIONS

First Floor Option 04
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Chapter 07: The Concept
THE DESIGN - PROCESS
The design process involves balancing a forwardthinking vision for the library, the aspirations and
requirements of the brief, and the various constraints
presented by the Public Hall building, costs and public
opinion.

Planning

The Public Hall is currently under-utilised, particularly
during the day, but has the potential to become a well
used asset for the public. Relocating Beckenham Library
into the building is an opportunity to maximise its use as
an important asset for the local community.

The Principal Conservation Officer was briefed on the
design concept and the wider principles of restoring the
character of the building with minor alterations, creating
a sense of ownership for the local communities, and
ensuring the Public Hall in its new format remains
relevant for future generations. In general, the response
was positive, and alterations to improve accessibility and
usage of the building, as well as to reduce costs, were
received well, with some key requirements maintained to
do with aesthetic and quality of finish and fittings.

There is a current maintenance requirement of around
£1 million, as identified in a recent condition survey (see
Appendices). As the building is listed any repairs,
exterior or interior need to be permitted through
planning applications and listed building consent. No
formal applications have yet been applied for.
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The Council would like to reprovide the library in terms
maintaining the same space and bookstock, and to
accommodate this, it would be necessary to use some of
the ground floor space currently occupied by the Club.
This involves some reconfiguration of the building, as
well as a commitment to Club members to improve their
space and perhaps offer free space for functions and
events.
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Bisset Adams have consulted with the Bromley Council
Planning Department and engaged in a Pre Application
meeting with Principal Conservation Officer, to discuss
their initial design proposals

These records were not able to be retrieved because
Historic England suspended searches and closed down
their offices due to the Covid-19 pandemic. If further
design stages are approved then planning permission
and listed building consent will be required, before any
building works can take place.

Conservation
Part of the feasibility process was to gain understanding
of the significance and the extent of the listings, to help
inform the design process as some alterations have been
made to the ground floor spaces. Unfortunately no
conservation reports or records could be found that
showed when these alterations were done. Historic
England was also contacted and they stated that the
information they held on file was very limited.

Existing Public Hall Lighting Feature

Chapter 07: The Concept
THE DESIGN - PROCESS
To obtain a more informed understanding of the
building’s present condition numerous site visits were
undertaken by the Design Team, comprising Quantity
Surveyor, Structural Engineer, Mechanical, Electrical and
Plumbing consultant, Acoustician and Architects. A
measured survey of the building was also procured to
capture the current interior layout accurately.
A stipulation of the brief was the need for the architects
to create four concept space planning options for the
new library, which all had to include community space.
The proposed plans showed various library layouts
based on different sized footprints. Budget costs for
the four options were also produced. Once reviewed by
the Council project team, these options were reduced
to two options to take forward and develop in more
detail to RIBA Stage 2.
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The library staff were consulted with on two occasions
and the initial discussions helped steer some of the
design decision-making. Project meetings took place
every two weeks to discuss project progress. Due to
Covid-19, the physical meetings had to be replaced with
conference calls.
Regular Design Team conference calls also took place to
discuss and share information between the team. Each
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member of the team were tasked with providing initial
reports to assist the design strategy going forward.
The reports can be found in the Appendices section of
this report.
Collectively the team members had a good depth of
expertise and experience working with listed buildings.
To create focus, and the awareness of imminent budget
restraints, certain design principles and aspirations were
agreed:
• Restore and conserve the character of the building
wherever possible.
• Modernise all building services to comply with current
legislation.
• Minimise non essential structural works, openings and
new interventions.
• Create a quality library fit-out by being smart with
technology and innovative with modern materials.
• Reclaim and rejuvenate a historic landmark to create
the new ‘heart' for the locality

• Create a library building that inspires community
participation, and creates meaningful learning
experiences to a wide range of ages.
These principles and aspirations where key in shaping
the overall design for the library.
The Design
The design element of the project is essentially about
refurbishing and repurposing an historic, Grade II listed
building for community library use. Four initial space
planning options were reduced to two options and
subsequently one chosen to develop in full.
The design is based around the concept of restoration
from dark to light and repurpose for the future
The library is accommodated over two floors, ground
and first floor. Two other floors exist, namely the
basement and a small storage space on the second floor.
The basement is in a bad state of repair in certain areas,
and it is only feasible to use it in part to house new
Mechanical services equipment. The second floor
storage rooms are quite difficult to access therefore it is
envisaged that these rooms will not used for library
purposes.
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The ground floor library area is flanked by two self
service machines and occasional seating. The room to
the left of the entrance becomes the children’s library.
The children’s library is smaller than the current one, and
has been designed to be fun and engaging with spaces
to tuck away to read a book, play games and participate
in art based activities. The colour scheme is chosen to
create a calming environment and durable and easy
clean materials are used throughout. The lighting levels
can be set to create different scenes for smaller creative
learning activities or bounce and rhyme; however was
always envisaged that the upstairs events space would
be used for larger groups.

The ground floor adult library (formerly rooms occupied
by the Club) has a large ‘living room’ feel to it due to the
scale of the rooms. Two new openings are proposed
making the rooms accessible from the main corridor.

There are three staff areas envisaged on the ground
floor: the work room, reception desk booth and the
staffroom which is fitted with a kitchenette for
Library staff.

The two rooms that flow into each other are fitted with
perimeter shelving in order to maximise circulation.
In the other design option only one of these rooms are
used for the adult library.

On the first floor the proposed plan options differ in
layout. Option 3 has the more generous library space as
the main library is accommodated in the main hall.

The circulation space is fitted out and decorated to
create a clear and light space, clutter free so that the
interior character can be appreciated.

Option 4 uses the smaller hall for the main library usage,
and the larger hall as a community space. The final
preferred option is an amalgamation of the two, with the
larger library space of Option 3 on the first floor, and the
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Library entrance
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Ground floor

Children’s Library
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greater use of the Club space for library on the ground
floor as shown in Option 4.
In Option 3, the main adult library is situated in the
larger hall on the first floor, which would deliver a 'wow'
factor. Its beautiful interior features are restored, and the
overlay of a gentle colour scheme brings a new
modernity and brightness to a former dreary space.
Within the existing larger hall, the stage, a later addition
dating from the 1940’s, is removed and the open façade
of the stage retained. By levelling the stage area,
more useable library space is gained. The façade is

remodelled to accommodate new glazing panels,
to ensure daylight flows into the newly formed
library room.
The adult library space is fitted out with various types of
shelving, study desks with usb & mains power,
computers, and lounge furniture, to create a mixed floor
space to offer users different choices in the way they
want to engage.
The height of the shelving is kept to 1500mm for ease of
access, laid out in such a way to spread the load evenly
on the existing floor, which needs to be strengthened to

accommodate the loading. A new floor finish provides a
layer of acoustic integrity by absorbing impact sound,
and large acoustic panels are fitted to some walls to
soak up airborne sound.
The new LED lighting in the main library can be dimmed
to create different levels of light. It covers the library
space with a uniform flicker-free spread of light, with
some accent lighting to add interest. The existing
chandeliers have been refurbished and repurposed with
new energy efficient LED light bulbs. This lighting
strategy is used throughout all library spaces.
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First Floor Library
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First Floor Library

First Floor Library
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THE DESIGN - PROCESS
The community/activity space is housed in the smaller
hall, which has been refurbished in a similar fashion to
the main library. It is envisaged that this space will be
used for a wide range of activities such as TED talks,
book launch events, community meetings, additional
study space leading into exam time, yoga classes and
space for additional children’s activities. The floor has
specialist acoustic treatment layers to limit the spread of
impact sound vibrating around the building.
Adjacent storage space with adaptable furniture is easily
accessible, and minimises wear and tear on the interior
by reducing the distance furniture has to be moved.
The kitchen remains in its original location and is
refurbished to make it more attractive and more
functional and compliant with building standards.
There may be a possibility that it may serve hot & cold
beverages and small snacks during opening hours,
however the details as to how this will be run are yet to
be developed.
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Other areas on this floor include a library space for
teenagers (Option 3). In Option 4 the plan differs in this
location, the teen space is replaced with a community
room with AV and conferencing facilities which is created
62

and could provide an additional source of income for
the library.
Public toilets are provided, and on both floors there are
fully accessible toilets.
The staff toilet is located on the ground floor.
A new larger accessibility compliant lift is proposed
in the existing location (subject to further structural
investigations) to service the additional user traffic.
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With buildings of a historic
nature, our approach is
twofold: restoring the
building to its former glory
by focusing on its original
features and removing later
detrimental additions; and
justifying any interventions
and adaptations needed to
bring the building back into
full use and ensuring a lease
of life into the future.
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This is a careful balancing act, to be undertaken in
conjunction with the conservation officer and Historic
England. A ‘significance audit’ should be undertaken, to
identify which areas of the building are of high historic
significance to be restored, which less so, and which
represent later additions (such as surface mounted
heating and ventilating plant, for instance) which it
would be beneficial to remove.
A common aim is always to ensure a historic building
continues to be well used, and this project aims to
maximise the usage of the Public Hall into the future, by
locating a popular and well-used library within it.
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The concept for
Beckenham Library
is one of restoration:
To transform the space
from dark to light &
repurpose the building
& service for the future
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THE DESIGN - LOOK AND FEEL

The purpose of the interior
colour palette is to
introduce a bright ambience
of calm and light, to counter
the existing dark and heavy
atmosphere.
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The elements within the
space which users come into
contact with, such as
furniture items, have
natural finishes, stronger
colours and bring energy
into the spaces.
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THE DESIGN - INTERIOR COLOUR PALETTE
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Decrease
in‑room sound

THE DESIGN - LOOK AND FEEL

The proposed flooring for
some areas of the building
has an acoustic function as
well as aesthetic.
Controlling the noise levels
within a building which
hosts a diverse range of
activities can
be challenging.

Dampens
the Noise

The exclusive Ultimate structure reduces in-room walking
by thecan
greatest
of any
Managing the noise noise
at source
helpamount
alleviate
thehard floor solution.

problem and enable the building to operate more
comfortably for users.

19dB

A bright ambience of calm is the aesthetic for the
building envelope. Natural & textured finishes are
preferred over bold and bright floor finishes, which
can often be distracting to users and people with autism
and dementia.
In‑room walking noise (dB)

The flooring, whilst emulating a traditional style, uses
technological, easily maintained, hard wearing materials
100
for long-lasting durability.
95

Reduce sound transmission between floors by 19dB.

Dampen noise levels in rooms
and between floors
100dB

sound transmission

90

92dB
87dB

85
80

78dB

75
70
65

in room noise

60
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Starfloor
Average
Click Ultimate Laminate
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€
Save money

Average
Wood

Average
Ceramic
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A UNIQUE LAYING TECHNOLOGY
FOR FAST INSTALLATION

THE
NEW THE
VINYL
TILE GENERATION:
CHOOSE
MOST
LOOSE-LAY
SOLUTION
ACONVENIENT
CONCENTRATE
OF TECHNOLOGY

A CONCENTRATE OF TECHNOLOGY

Product construction

1

3

THE EASIEST
LAYING TECHNIQUE

2

4

5

6

Inspired by industrial security flooring, iD Inspiration
Loose-Lay’s exclusive antiskid backing ensures an
enhanced adherence to the subfloor. The patented
herringbone pattern prevents the floor from sliding,
allowing for an easy installation that requires no
adhesive. For long standing worry-free installation, we
recommend tackifier for areas larger than 16m²*.

7

8

EXCELLENT
DIMENSIONAL STABILITY
Our iD Inspiration Loose-Lay flooring is manufactured
using the
1 latest techniques and technology. This helps
achieve maximum dimensional stability, thanks to its
balancing layer that yields a curl-free product, as well
as a flawless appearance.

*Please refer to installation instructions for further details.

36 DESIGNS
2

Welcome to the world of Expona Control - a floorcovering of which you will not have experienced

1

before - one of pure innovation and clear understanding of the commercial industry. Polyflor have

TopClean XP™
UV photo crosslinked
polyurethane which permanently
suppresses any wax and
regenerating operations, allows
for easy maintenance and extra
resistance to scuffs, scratches
and stains.

taken the great opportunity of fusing high-design aesthetics with sustainable performance, by
marrying two key areas; luxury vinyl tiles (LVT) & safety flooring, into one exceptional product.

With a combined history of over 50 years of expertise and creativity in the manufacturing of these
product types, we continuously learn from our own experiences and that of our customers, to be
able to introduce a brand new flooring concept.

3
Printed film
in 36 different wood, stone and
artistic designs.

EXTREMELY
FAST INSTALLATION

6
Bottom layer
for a solid basis to the product.

times quicker
3 than
a glue-down LVT
times quicker
1.5 than a traditional LVT Click
**

7
4
Core layer
for proper resistance to indentation.

Balancing layer
for a curl-free product.

**

8
2
Wear layer
0.55 mm for commercial traffic
resistance.

5
Glass fiber reinforcement
for perfect dimensional stability.

Tarkett exclusive herringbone
anti-skid backing
for exceptional adherence to the
subfloor and skid resistance in all
directions.

1
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AT ITS BEST

This shared commitment allows us to offer beautiful and authentic replications of natural
materials with the added benefit of underfoot safety and security, resulting in a more

2

assured confidence.

Our exclusive anti-skid
backing showcases a patented
herringbone pattern which
prevents the floor from sliding
in all directions.

Expona Control features unobtrusive aluminium oxide particles throughout the wear layer
to create a uniquely honest decoration that ensures sustainable wet slip resistance in heavy
commercial areas, in full compliance with HSE Guidelines.

Within this brochure we will explain how Expona Control works, touch on the secrets of
manufacture and most importantly confirm how and where it can be used to stunning
creative effect.

7504 Warm Grey Concrete

**Estimation based on Tarkett’s internal tests.

The Ultimate PUR surface treatment
is a photo-reticulated coating that
is exceptionally resistant to abrasion
PRACTICALITY
and scratches.

Design is critical to all commercial interiors and with that comes a responsibility to its users.
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Ideal for fast renovation, this collection requires limited
subfloor preparation. Thanks to the product’s thickness
and the anti-skid backing, bridging slight subfloor
unevenness is possible. iD Inspiration Loose-Lay can
be installed overnight, reducing business downtime.

3

3

iD Inspiration Loose-Lay designs display three major
themes including premium wood, minerals and
exclusive5 creative designs that use a high definition
printing technology.
4

MIX AND MATCH
APPROACH
All 36 designs can be mixed together to carry out
elegant, creative projects and bring unexpected style
to your floor. You can surely find the combination
that best suits your expectations. Please refer to your
professional installer when making your plans. You can
5
consult our layouts book on pages 52 & 53.

Rigid Composite Core (RCC) techInstallation is fast and easy thanks
nology provides extreme dimensional
to new I4F Click technology. Simply
resistance and stability, ensuring
drop, lock and click into place.
ENVIRONMENTAL
reliably durable performance.

PERFORMANCE

4

Easy to install and just as easy to remove, without

iD Inspiration Loose-Lay is 100 % recyclable. It is close

A high
definition
decorative
layer effortless
The acoustic
backingtowith
Soundblock
damaging
the substrate,
it provides
access to
100%
Phthalate-free and displays low levels of VOC
includes
life-like embossing-in-register
technology
absorbsemissions,
19dB.
the technical
subfloor and demands little
maintenance
under 100μg/m3 after 28 days, for better
on most
references.
indoor air quality.
over time. Highly resistant and durable, iD Inspiration
Loose-Lay is treated with the Tarkett TopClean XP™
coating, extending its life-cycle and making it easier to
clean.
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iD INSPIRATION LOOSE-LAY 47

4
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STARFLOOR CLICK ULTIMATE
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The existing lighting is not
suitable for a library and
needs to be replaced. The
existing feature luminaires
will be refurbished and
reused.
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The new LED light fixtures are functional and minimal so
as not to draw attention to themselves. All lighting in
the main areas of the library are controllable so that
different light levels can achieved for the various
functions that might take place.
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THE DESIGN - LIGHTING CONCEPTS
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THE DESIGN - LIGHTING FIXTURES CONCEPTS
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THE DESIGN - SHELVING CONCEPTS
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THE DESIGN - FURNITURE CONCEPTS
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THE DESIGN - FURNITURE CONCEPTS
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THE DESIGN - COMMUNITY SPACE CONCEPTS
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THE DESIGN - CHILDREN’S LIBRARY CONCEPTS
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COMMUNICATIONS AND SIGNAGE

Social Media and digital
comms are used to engage
with library users, and
reach groups who are not
currently using the library.
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Creating a modern, cool, consistent, visual brand
identity can reinforce the message of modernity and
help attract a wider audience.
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COMMUNICATIONS AND SIGNAGE
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COMMUNICATIONS AND SIGNAGE
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COMMUNICATIONS AND SIGNAGE
Proposed External Elevation
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Developed Plans and Visuals
OPTIO NS 3 A ND 4
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Chapter 08: Developed Plans & Visuals
OPTIONS 3 AND 4
The four space planning options were discussed with
the client project team and library staff.
These were also reviewed with the initial budget costs.
Following additional comments from the Library staff,
Options 3 and 4 were then recommended to be taken
forward. After further consultation with library staff, it
was agreed to merge the two options, using the ground
floor of Option 4 and the first floor of Option 3. This
gives a larger library footprint on both floors, using the
smaller hall with adjacent kitchen and storage on the
first floor for flexible events space.
These were developed further and the schematic plans
and designs are outlined on the following pages.
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OPTION 3 - GROUND FLOOR DIAGRAM

STAFF
ROOM
WC
LIFT
CLUB
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LIBRARY

WORK
ROOM
LIBRARY
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OPTION 3 - FIRST FLOOR DIAGRAM

KITCHEN
WC
LIFT

COMMUNITY
SPACE

LIBRARY

TEENAGE
LIBRARY
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OPTION 3 - FIRST FLOOR DIAGRAM

COMMUNITY
SPACE

KITCHEN

TEENAGE
LIBRARY

WC

LIFT

LIBRARY
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GROUND FLOOR STAFF OFFICE DIAGRAM
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Chapter 08: Developed Plans & Visuals
DEVELOPED PLANS: GROUND FLOOR - PROPOSED FLOOR PLAN (OPTION 3)
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DEVELOPED PLANS: GROUND FLOOR - PROPOSED FINISHES (OPTION 3)
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Chapter 08: Developed Plans & Visuals
DEVELOPED PLANS: GROUND FLOOR - PROPOSED LIGHTING ZONE (OPTION 3)
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DEVELOPED PLANS: FIRST FLOOR - PROPOSED FLOOR PLAN (OPTION 3)
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DEVELOPED PLANS: FIRST FLOOR - PROPOSED FINISHES (OPTION 3)
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DEVELOPED PLANS: FIRST FLOOR - PROPOSED LIGHTING ZONE (OPTION 3)
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OPTION 4 - GROUND FLOOR DIAGRAM
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OPTION 4 - FIRST FLOOR DIAGRAM

KITCHEN
WC
LIFT

LIBRARY
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COMMUNITY
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LIBRARY
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OPTION 4 - FIRST FLOOR DIAGRAM

LIBRARY
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LIFT
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GROUND FLOOR STAFF OFFICE DIAGRAM
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DEVELOPED PLANS: GROUND FLOOR - PROPOSED FLOOR PLAN (OPTION 4)
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DEVELOPED PLANS: GROUND FLOOR - PROPOSED FINISHES (OPTION 4)
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DEVELOPED PLANS: GROUND FLOOR - PROPOSED LIGHTING ZONE (OPTION 4)
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DEVELOPED PLANS: FIRST FLOOR - PROPOSED FLOOR PLAN (OPTION 4)
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DEVELOPED PLANS: FIRST FLOOR - PROPOSED FINISHES (OPTION 4)
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DEVELOPED PLANS: FIRST FLOOR - PROPOSED LIGHTING ZONE (OPTION 4)
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CONCLUSION
Option 3
The ground floor for Option 3 has a small footprint,
because the adult library offer is reduced to one room
which was a former Club space, therefore the layout is
not as strong as ground floor Option 4, which spreads
over two rooms.
The first floor library in this option is located in the main
hall, which has an expansive footprint, especially with
the removal of the back stage. This provides a generous
space for the library service and opportunities for a mix
of shelving, workspaces and breakout areas. The
community space is located in the smaller hall next to
the kitchen and these adjacencies work well.
Option 4
The ground floor in Option 4 accommodates a larger
area as two former club spaces are used, which provides
a stronger library presence. It allows a flow between a
series of rooms fitted with library furniture, and
creates the ambience of large library room.
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On the first floor the Library is located in the smaller
hall, which is a small but functional space. The
community space is located in the larger hall, giving it
predominance over the library. The adjacencies
between the library and the kitchen have some
advantages, but Option 3 first floor layout creates a
better functional relationship.
Design Options Conclusion
Having developed Options 3 and 4 in more detail, the
decision was made to merge the two. The final design
uses the ground floor of Option 4 (which utilises more of
the Club space), and the first floor of Option 3. This
utilises the large hall for library space, with the stage
area for quiet study and an adjacent room as a teenage
library. The smaller hall is used as flexible community
space with adjacent kitchen and storage.
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KITCHEN

CONCLUSION

WC

COMMUNITY
SPACE

LIFT

Final option combining
ground floor from
Option 4 and 1st floor
from Option 3.

LIBRARY
TEENAGE
LIBRARY

FIRST FLOOR
STAFF
ROOM

WC
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CLUB
CHILDREN’S
LIBRARY
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GROUND FLOOR - 3D VISUAL LOCATION
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VIEW A - GROUND FLOOR RECEPTION
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VIEW B - GROUND FLOOR CHILDREN’S LIBRARY VISUAL 1
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VIEW C - GROUND FLOOR CHILDREN’S LIBRARY VISUAL 2
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VIEW D - GROUND FLOOR LIBRARY VISUAL 1
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Chapter 08: Developed Plans & Visuals
VIEW E - GROUND FLOOR LIBRARY VISUAL 2
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FIRST FLOOR - 3D VISUAL LOCATION
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VIEW F - FIRST FLOOR LIBRARY VISUAL 1
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VIEW G - FIRST FLOOR LIBRARY VISUAL 2
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Chapter 09: Budget Costs

The design options were costed by Gardiner and
Theobald cost consultants, taking into account
information received from structural, acoustic and
mechanical and electrical engineers. Initially all four
design options were costed, and subsequently the two
chosen options (Option 3 and 4) were costed again, also
reflecting savings made in a value engineering exercise.
The recommended plan is a hybrid of Option 3 and 4,
utilising the ground floor of Option 4 and the first floor
of Option 3, to maximise the library space.
The budget cost for this proposal is approximately £2.5
million. This includes 10% contingency, and excludes
budget for furniture and loose equipment, IT and AV,
and any element of inflation. It incorporates some
elements of value engineering which are approved by
the professional consultants or the Conservation Officer.
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LONDON BOROUGH OF BROMLEY
BECKENHAM LIBRARY REDEVELOPMENT - FEASIBILITY STUDY (PREFERRED OPTIONS)
1.0 - EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
1.1 - INTRODUCTION/ CONTEXT
This study has been commissioned by the London Borough of Bromley (LBB) and coordinated by Bisset Adams, to explore
options related to their existing Public Hall building located in Beckenham. The Feasibility Study will form part of a wider
report being prepared by Bisset Adams exploring options to facilitate the relocation of the existing Beckenham Public Library
to the current underutilised Public Hall. This study has been prepared solely for use by the LBB and shall not be relied upon
by any third party without the express permission of Gardiner & Theobald LLP. G&T accepts no liability arising from reliance
on the study other than to the Employer.
1.2 - SUMMARY OF PROJECT COST
Following review of Version 3 of the Feasibility Estimate with the Project Team and LBB on 07/04/2020, it was agreed that of
the four options considered, options 3, 4 and a hybrid option of both were preferred. It was agreed that the Project Team
would consider further cost reductions related to the preferred options and carry forward within an updated Feasibility
Estimate. Below is a cost summary of the revised Feasibility Estimate for both options and Backlog/ Future Maintenance.
# Description

SECTION 1.0 - EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Backlog/ Future
Maintenance

Library Refurbishment

£

Option 3
£

Option 4
£

Hybrid
£

1 Construction Works
2 Inflation

904,000
Excluded

1,884,000
Excluded

1,942,000
Excluded

1,986,000
Excluded

3 Estimated Outturn Construction Cost

904,000

1,884,000

1,942,000

1,986,000

90,400
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

244,920
10,000
Excluded
Excluded
20,000
10,000

252,460
10,000
Excluded
Excluded
20,000
10,000

258,180
10,000
Excluded
Excluded
20,000
10,000

994,000

2,169,000

2,234,000

2,284,000

99,400

216,900

223,400

228,400

12 Sub-Total

1,093,000

2,386,000

2,457,000

2,512,000

13 VAT

Excluded

Excluded

Excluded

Excluded

14 Estimated Outturn Project Cost

1,093,000

2,386,000

2,457,000

2,512,000

4
5
6
7
8
9

Professional Fees and Direct Orders
Decant/ Move Management
Specialist AV/IT fit-out
Loose FFE
Asbestos Remediation
Club - encroachment budget

10 Sub-Total
11 Contingency/ Risk Allowance

*Each cost breakdown detailed above is independent of each other. For example, should Bromley Borough Council
wish to pursue the Backlog Maintenance Works in full and the Hybrid Option for the proposed Library Relocation
works, then you would be required to add together the two Estimated Outturn Project totals shown.
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1.3 - KEY ASSUMPTIONS & EXCLUSIONS
.1 All costs for works listed within the 'Physical Condition Survey' document dated 10/02/2020 have been reassessed and
included within the Cost Estimate titled 'Backlog Maintenance'. Where the works overlap with the proposed scope of
the Library Relocation project, the costs of those work items have been included within the cost assessment of the
Library Relocation Options.
.2 No refurbishment works to the Club areas are allowed for within the Cost Estimate, with exception of the works
explicitly stated as required within the 'Physical Condition Survey' document dated 10/02/2020 and carried into the
Backlog/ Future Maintenance budget. There are also budgetary cost allowances shown as Item 9 to allow for some
minor decoration works to be undertaken to the Club.
.3 Extent of primary infrastructure replacement works for MEP has been based on the Physical Condition' Survey dated
February 2020. Briefing requirements require validation by appointed Design Consultants.
.4 Strategy for new MEP installations assumes services will be routed via floor voids or from wall surfaces.
.5 No Planning Application required for Library Refurbishment works based on scope of works being largely contained
within interior of the existing building only. Planning Application may be required for proposed Backlog/ Future
Maintenance and this will need to be determined by LBB.
.6 Scope of works for both options is subject to a Listed Building Consent Application.
.7 New loose FFE, access turnstiles and specialist AV/IT installations are to be funded from a separate budget.
.8 There are no sustainability objectives to fulfil related to this project.
.9 Procurement strategy would be Single Stage D&B procurement route, on basis of RIBA Stage 4 information. Therefore
element of design responsibility managed via robust Employer's Requirements carried into Tender Documentation.
Design responsibility and defined residual risk would then revert to Contractor.
.10 Procurement would be via a Public Framework (i.e. Pagabo, PPF or equivalent).
.11 Construction Programme for both options, including design and procurement activities for has been assumed to be
circa 34-weeks, with anticipated start date being 1Q2021. Inflation calculations are excluded.
.12 Budget for Asbestos Remediation works is based on Santia report (i.e. 7Nr identified asbestos locations upon register).
Although budget is separate to Construction Works, given location of contaminants it is likely that the works will have
to be undertaken as part of the Building Contract during demolition and strip-out works.
.13 10% Risk Allowance as directed by LBB. Detailed risk assessment to be undertaken to validate.
.14 Cost directly resultant from implications related to COVID-19 are not considered as part of this estimate.
1.4 - KEY RISKS
.1 Additional Asbestos located outside of that detailed within Santia 'Asbestos Condition Monitoring Survey Report',
following intrusive survey (a caveat within the current report).
.2 Extent of damage to existing plaster and resulting plastering to walls and ceilings can only be fully validated upon
completion of facilitating works package, structural intervention works and further site investigation.
.3 Confirmation of what elements are deemed to be related to the Listed Building Consent and comparison back to the
assumptions of this estimate.
.4 Onerous obligations related to Building Regulations following engagement with relevant third-parties. Assumed that
given listed status some regulations can be diluted.
.5 Extent of strip and demolition works related to the existing stage area is currently unknown and resulting design
development following further investigation.
.6 No design information provided with relation to Backbone Infrastructure works to date. Briefing requirements and cost
allowances require full validation.
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BACKLOG/ FUTURE MAINTENANCE
ITEM

ELEMENT/ DESCRIPTION

QUANT

UNIT

RATE

TOTAL
1

SECTION 2.0 - BREAKDOWN TO CONSTRUCTION COST
2.1 - BACKLOG/ FUTURE MAINTENANCE

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Replacement of windows to rear of building; adjacent to courtyard, say
Replacement of windows adjacent to basement access steps, say
Decoration to roof timber fascia's, say
Replacement of windows, adjacent Valley of the Roof
Repairs and repointing of brickwork, localised where brickwork has spalled, say
Decoration works to rear staircase
Remedial works to front entrance door, say
Redecoration of external windows, externally throughout
Refurbishment works to ground and first level of Public Hall; interior fabrics
Refurbishment works to second level of Public Hall; interior fabrics
Refurbishment works to the Club; interior fabrics
Refurbishment works to the Club; to roof
Replacement of roof to Main Building, including guttering and downpipes
Replacement of pitched roof to Valley Roof
Waterproofing of basement levels, to facilitate future use of Public Hall

15

Sub-Total

16
17
18

Allowance for Contractor Preliminaries, say
E/O for Temporary Works, access scaffolding to perimeter of building and roof to
facilitate works
Allowance for Contractor OHP, say

19

Total - Carried Forward to Executive Summary

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item

10,000
10,000
5,000
5,000
10,000
10,000
3,000
3,000
5,000
5,000
2,000
2,000
Incl. elsewhere
50,000
50,000
Incl. elsewhere
23,500
23,500
62,000
62,000
55,000
55,000
440,000
440,000
20,000
20,000
20,000
20,000

10,000
5,000
0
3,000
0
0

PRIORITY
2

NARRATIVE
3
0
0
10,000
0
5,000
2,000

0
32,000
55,000
410,000
0
20,000

0
0
0
0
0
0
Incl. elsewhere
50,000
Incl. elsewhere
0
4,500
0
0
0
0

705,500

535,000

54,500

116,000

0

0
23,500
25,500
0
30,000
20,000
0

15
1

%
Item

705,500
50,000

105,825
50,000

80,250
50,000

8,175
0

17,400
0

5

%

861,325

43,066

33,263

3,134

6,670

say,

904,000

699,000

66,000

140,000

Budgetary only, scope of works to be defined. Temporary works included at Item 16.
Provisional quantity of 50m2 assumed.
Scope considered as part of wider Library Relocation works Sections 2.2-2.5.
Budgetary only, scope of works to be defined. Temporary works included at Item 16.
Scope considered as part of wider Library Relocation works Sections 2.2-2.5.

Budgetary only, scope of works to be defined. Temporary works included at Item 16.
Budgetary only, scope of works to be defined. Temporary works included at Item 16.
Budgetary only, scope of works to be defined. Temporary works included at Item 16.
Budgetary only, scope of works to be defined.

Temporary works only related to Category #1 work items.

Based on the 'Physical Condition Survey' document dated 10/02/2020 the categorisations are defined as follows:
Priority 1 – Urgent Work
Priority 2 – Essential Work
Priority 3 – Desirable Work
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OPTION 3 | BREAKDOWN TO CONSTRUCTION COST
ITEM

ELEMENT/ DESCRIPTION

0 FACILITATIING WORKS
0.1
Allowance for taking down, removal and storage of existing fittings and furnishings; signage,
pin boards, picture frames ad the like throughout areas receiving refurbishment, say

SECTION 2.0 - BREAKDOWN TO CONSTRUCTION COST
2.2 - OPTION 3

0.2 Allowance for strip-out and removal of floor finishes, throughout proposed Library say
0.3 E/O for removal of ceramic floor tiling within toilet areas
0.4 Allowance for careful taking up and setting aside and reinstatement of existing floorboards,
to facilitate MEP installations, say
0.5 Allowance for cleaning out debris within floor voids
0.6 Allowance for carefully taking off skirting's, documenting condition and storing for reuse,
throughout proposed Library, say
0.7 Allowance for steaming and removal of existing wallpaper to circulation/ lobby areas, both
above and below dado skirting, say
0.7 Allowance for taking down, removing off-site, stripping back paintwork (poulice or
equivalent), and removing ironmongery, to all internal doors, say
0.7.1 Single Leaf
0.7.2 Double Leaf
0.8 Allowance for strip-out and removal of existing MEP, dormant
0.9 Allowance for carefully taking down existing feature lighting/ chandeliers, removing to
storage, cleaning and reinstating, including access hoist or equivalent, say
0.10 Allowance for formation of new opening through existing internal walls, assume non-load
bearing walls, say
0.11 Allowance for temporary protection existing walls or ceilings throughout, say
0.12 Allowance for isolation and removal of existing electrical cupboard, say
0.13 Allowance for strip and removal of stage area, including raised floor, fittings and equipment,
say

QUANT

UNIT

RATE

TOTAL

770

m2

2

1,540

770
31
770

m2
m2
m2

5
25
30

3,850
775
23,100

770
563

m2
m

3
10

2,310
5,630

1

Item

6,000

6,000

ELEMENT/ DESCRIPTION

2.4 STAIRS
2.4.1 Allowance for cleaning, sanding down and repainting of existing timber balustrading,
varnishing of existing handrail and painting of stringers and fascia surround, say
2.4.2 E/O for taking down existing metal balustrade extension, storing and reinstating after
decoration works, say
2.4.2 Allowance for new carpet to stairs, say
2.4.3 Allowance for new treads and nosing's, to stairs, say

QUANT

UNIT

RATE

TOTAL

1

Item

25,000

25,000

1

Item

5,000

5,000

1
1

Item
Item

5,000
5,000

5,000
5,000

say,

40,000

Sub-Total
2.5 EXTERNAL WALLS
2.5.1 No works required.

Item

2.5.2 Sub-Total
13
8
770
1

Nr
Nr
m2
Item

300
3,900
500
4,000
Incl. Item 5
10,000
10,000

1

Item

1,000

1
1
1

Item
Item
Item

10,000
10,000
Incl. Item 8
20,000
20,000

Sub-Total

say,

1 SUBSTRUCTURE
1.1 Allowance for damp proofing works within basement areas, directly adjacent to proposed
plant area

Item

Sub-Total
2.1 FRAME
2.1.1 Allowance for structural intervention works to the existing lift shaft, to facilitate the
installation of a new larger lift. Provisional figure included due to no brief.

ITEM

1

Item

Sub-Total

1,000

92,105

Incl. in Backlog
Maintenance
say,

0

100,000

100,000

say,

100,000

2.6 EXTERNAL WINDOWS & DOORS
2.6.1 Allowance for remedial decoration works to external windows, interior only, say
2.6.2 Allowance for protecting existing external doors for duration of project, and remedial
decoration upon completion, say
2.6.2.1 Main Entrance Doors; double leaf
2.6.2.2 Sundry Doors; double leaf
2.6.3 Allowance for secondary glazing units, say

500

12,500

1
1
25

Nr
Nr
Nr

2,000
1,000
2,000

2,000
1,000
50,000

say,

65,500

10

m

350

3,500

3

m

250

750

say,

4,250

1,800
2,000
10,000

23,400
16,000
10,000

say,

49,400

13
8
1

Nr
Nr
Item

Sub-Total
2.2 UPPER FLOORS
2.2.1 Allowance for structural floor strengthening, to facilitate change of use of facility, assumed
only required to proposed Library spaces. Provisional figure included due to no brief.

348

m2

Sub-Total
2.3 ROOF
2.3.1 No works required.
Sub-Total

100

say,

Item

34,800

34,800

0
say,

3.1 WALL FINISHES
3.1.1 Allowance for decoration to existing and new walls, throughout, including fire treatments to
openings where necessary, say
3.1.2 E/O for lime plaster repairs to existing walls, where blown/ damaged, 20% of total wall area
allowed for until further site investigations are undertaken, say
3.1.3 E/O for ceramic tiling to toilets areas, full height, say
3.1.4 E/O allowance for cleaning and decoration works to existing dado rails, wall panelling and
architraves to perimeter of doors, say

2,502

m2

10

25,021

500

m2

100

50,042

180
1,251

m2
m2

70
10

12,600
12,510

say,

100,173

0
Sub-Total

Page 142
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0

Nr

Sub-Total
2.8 INTERNAL DOORS
2.8.1 Allowance for spot repairs to newly stripped internal doors, prime and install new
ironmongery, say
2.8.1.1 Single Leaf
2.8.1.2 Double Leaf
2.8.2 Allowance for replacement of glazed entrance door set with new; double leaf, say

say,

25

2.6.2 Sub-Total
2.7 INTERNAL WALLS & PARTITIONS
2.7.1 Allowance for new lath and plaster partition, between Community space and Library,
assume height over and above 5500mm , say
2.7.2 Allowance for new lath and plaster partition, between Community space and Kitchen,
assume height over and above 3000mm , say

0
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OPTION 3 | BREAKDOWN TO CONSTRUCTION COST (CONT'D)
ITEM

ELEMENT/ DESCRIPTION

3.2 FLOOR FINISHES
3.2.1 Allowance for heavy-duty levelling screed to basement areas, to facilitate plant installations,
say
3.2.2 Allowance for acoustic underlay or equivalent, to Community Areas on Level 1 only, say
3.2.3 Allowance for new heavy duty carpet, including sub-base, say
3.2.4 Allowance for new timber flooring, say
3.2.5 Allowance for new heavy duty vinyl flooring, say
3.2.6 Allowance for new moisture resistant vinyl flooring, say
3.2.7 Allowance for painted flooring, say
3.2.8 No finish to lift and internal structure
3.2.9 Allowance for deep cleaning of existing carpet within club areas, say
3.2.10 Allowance for new skirtings and localised restoration of existing, throughout, say

QUANT

UNIT

RATE

TOTAL

125

m2

80

10,000

69
252
100
247
61
25
85

m2
m2
m2
m2
m2
m2
m2
m2
m

35
55
80
60
70
30
0
10
25

2,415
13,860
8,000
14,820
4,270
750
0
Excluded
14,075

say,

68,000

15
50

11,550
Excluded

563

Sub-Total
3.3 CEILING FINISHES
3.3.1 Allowance for decoration works to existing ceiling surfaces, throughout, say
3.3.2 E/O for decoration works to feature decorative plaster within library, community and stair
lobby areas, say
3.3.3 E/O for reinstatement of missing or damaged cornicing, minimal, say
3.3.4 E/O for plasterboard ceilings to library reception, offices, say
3.3.5 E/O for moisture resistant plasterboard, within toilet and kitchen areas, say
3.3.6 E/O for metal grid ceiling tiles to lobby areas, to replace existing, say
3.3.7 E/O allowance for finish areas around bulkheads and staircase, say
3.3.8 Allowance for acoustic treatment, to ceilings, say

770
498

m2
m2

1
80
86

Item
m2
m2
m2
Item
Item

1
1

Sub-Total
4
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
4.6

FIXTURES, FITTINGS & EQUIPMENT
Allowance for fitting-out of new library reception and shutter, say
Allowance for new kitchen built-in furniture, including equipment, say
Allowance for new toilet cubicles, including IPS and doors, say
Allowance for blinds, to windows - various sizes, say
Allowance for refitting of existing signage, say
Allowance for new wayfinding signage, say
Sub-Total

Page 143
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20,000
20,000
70
5,600
80
6,880
Incl. Item 3.3.4
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
say,

1
1
1
25
770
770

Item
Item
Item
Nr
m2
m2

64,000

10,000
40,000
15,000
750
2
5

10,000
40,000
15,000
18,750
1,540
3,850

say,

89,140

ITEM
5
5.0
5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
5.5
5.6
5.7
5.8
5.9
5.10
5.11
5.12
5.13
5.14
5.15
5.16

ELEMENT/ DESCRIPTION
SERVICES (CARRIED FORWARD FROM APPENDIX A)
Strip out and facilitating works
Sanitary Appliances
Services Equipment
Disposal Installations
Water Installations
Heat Source
Space Heating and Air Conditioning
Ventilation Systems
Electrical Installation
Gas Installation
Lifts and Conveyors
Fire and Lightning Protection
Communication, Security and Control Systems
Specialist Installations
Builders work in connection
Testing and commissioning of Services
MEP Subcontractor Preliminaries

QUANT

UNIT

RATE

TOTAL

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item

30,250
11,200
0
7,750
10,400
60,000
75,450
114,245
189,960
3,500
50,000
0
111,120
0
17,509
14,591
70,035

30,250
11,200
0
7,750
10,400
60,000
75,450
114,245
189,960
3,500
50,000
0
111,120
0
17,509
14,591
70,035

say,

766,009

Sub-Total
8
8.1

EXTERNAL WORKS
No works required.

Item

Sub-Total
9
9.1
9.2
9.3

10

MAIN CONTRACTOR'S ON-COSTS
Allowance for Contractor Preliminaries, rate applied per week, say
E/O for Temporary Works, to facilitate works at high-level within stair core and doubleheight areas, say
Allowance for Contractor OHP, say

0
say,

0

34
1

wks
Item

8,500
50,000

289,000
50,000

4

%

1,812,377

72,495

Sub-Total

say,

411,000

Total - Carried Forward to Executive Summary

say,

1,884,000

SECTION 2.0 - BREAKDOWN TO CONSTRUCTION COST
2.3 - OPTION 4
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OPTION 4 | BREAKDOWN TO CONSTRUCTION COST
ITEM

ELEMENT/ DESCRIPTION

0 FACILITATIING WORKS
0.1
Allowance for taking down, removal and storage of existing fittings and furnishings; signage,
pin boards, picture frames ad the like throughout areas receiving refurbishment, say
0.2 Allowance for strip-out and removal of floor finishes, throughout proposed Library say
0.3 E/O for removal of ceramic floor tiling within toilet areas
0.4 Allowance for careful taking up and setting aside and reinstatement of existing floorboards,
to facilitate MEP installations, say
0.5 Allowance for cleaning out debris within floor voids
0.6 Allowance for carefully taking off skirting's, documenting condition and storing for reuse,
throughout proposed Library, say
0.7 Allowance for steaming and removal of existing wallpaper to circulation/ lobby areas, both
above and below dado skirting, say
0.7 Allowance for taking down, removing off-site, stripping back paintwork (poulice or
equivalent), and removing ironmongery, to all internal doors, say
0.7.1 Single Leaf
0.7.2 Double Leaf
0.8 Allowance for strip-out and removal of existing MEP, dormant
0.9 Allowance for carefully taking down existing feature lighting/ chandeliers, removing to
storage, cleaning and reinstating, including access hoist or equivalent, say
0.10 Allowance for formation of new opening through existing internal walls, assume non-load
bearing walls, say
0.11 Allowance for temporary protection existing walls or ceilings throughout, say
0.12 Allowance for isolation and removal of existing electrical cupboard, say
0.13 Allowance for strip and removal of stage area, including raised floor, fittings and equipment,
say

OPTION 4 | BREAKDOWN TO CONSTRUCTION COST (CONT'D)
QUANT

UNIT

RATE

TOTAL

808

m2

2

1,616

808
31
808

m2
m2
m2

5
25
30

4,040
775
24,240

808
582

m2
m

3
10

2,424
5,820

1

Item

6,000

6,000

15
8
808
1

Nr
Nr
m2
Item

300
4,500
500
4,000
Incl. Item 5
10,000
10,000

1

Item

1,000

1
1
1

Item
Item
Item

10,000
10,000
Incl. Item 8
20,000
20,000

say,

1

Item

Sub-Total
2.1 FRAME
2.1.1
Allowance for structural intervention works to the existing lift shaft, to facilitate the
installation of a new larger lift. Provisional figure included due to no brief.

1

Item

291

m2

Sub-Total
2.3 ROOF
2.3.1 No works required.
Sub-Total

Page 144
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1,000

94,415

Incl. in Backlog
Maintenance
say,

Sub-Total
2.2 UPPER FLOORS
2.2.1 Allowance for structural floor strengthening, to facilitate change of use of facility, assumed
only required to proposed Library spaces. Provisional figure included due to no brief.

ELEMENT/ DESCRIPTION

2.4 STAIRS
2.4.1 Allowance for cleaning, sanding down and repainting of existing timber balustrading,
varnishing of existing handrail and painting of stringers and fascia surround, say
2.4.2 E/O for taking down existing metal balustrade extension, storing and reinstating after
decoration works, say
2.4.2 Allowance for new carpet to stairs, say
2.4.3 Allowance for new treads and nosing's, to stairs, say

QUANT

UNIT

RATE

TOTAL

1

Item

25,000

25,000

1

Item

5,000

5,000

1
1

Item
Item

5,000
5,000

5,000
5,000

say,

40,000

Sub-Total
2.5 EXTERNAL WALLS
2.5.1 No works required.

Item

2.5.2 Sub-Total

Sub-Total
1 SUBSTRUCTURE
1.1 Allowance for damp proofing works within basement areas, directly adjacent to proposed
plant area

ITEM

100,000

0

100,000

say,

100,000

100

29,100

say,

29,100

Item

0
say,

0

2.6 EXTERNAL WINDOWS & DOORS
2.6.1 Allowance for remedial decoration works to external windows, interior only, say
2.6.2 Allowance for protecting existing external doors for duration of project, and remedial
decoration upon completion, say
2.6.2.1 Double leaf
2.6.3 Allowance for secondary glazing units, say

say,

0

26

Nr

500

13,000

2
26

Nr
Nr

5,000
2,000

10,000
52,000

say,

75,000

2.6.2 Sub-Total
2.7 INTERNAL WALLS & PARTITIONS
2.7.1 Allowance for new lath and plaster partition, between Community space and Library,
assume height over and above 5500mm , say
2.7.2 Allowance for new lath and plaster partition, between Library and Kitchen, assume height
over and above 3000mm , say

0

10

m

350

3,500

3

m

250

750

say,

4,250

2.8 INTERNAL DOORS
2.8.1 Allowance for spot repairs to newly stripped internal doors, prime and install new
ironmongery, say
2.8.1.1 Single Leaf
2.8.1.2 Double Leaf

15
8

Nr
Nr

1,800
2,000

27,000
16,000

2.8.2 Allowance for replacement of glazed entrance door set with new; double leaf, say

1

Item

10,000

10,000

say,

53,000

Sub-Total

Sub-Total

ELEMENT/ DESCRIPTION

3.2 FLOOR FINISHES
3.2.1 Allowance for heavy-duty levelling screed to basement areas, to facilitate plant installations,
say
3.2.2 Allowance for acoustic underlay or equivalent, to net useable areas of the Library
3.2.3 Allowance for new heavy duty carpet, including sub-base, say
3.2.4 Allowance for new timber flooring, say
3.2.5 Allowance for new heavy duty vinyl flooring, say
3.2.6 Allowance for new moisture resistant vinyl flooring, say
3.2.7 Allowance for painted flooring, say
3.2.8 No finish to lift and internal structure
3.2.9 Allowance for deep cleaning of existing carpet within club areas, say
3.2.10 Allowance for new skirtings and localised restoration of existing, throughout, say

QUANT

UNIT

RATE

TOTAL

100

m2

80

8,000

167
223
100
317
61
25
83

m2
m2
m2
m2
m2
m2
m2
m2
m

35
55
80
60
70
30
0
10
25

5,845
12,238
8,000
18,990
4,270
750
0
Excluded
14,550

say,

73,000

15
50

12,120
Excluded

582

Sub-Total
3.3 CEILING FINISHES
3.3.1 Allowance for decoration works to existing ceiling surfaces, throughout, say
3.3.2 E/O for decoration works to feature decorative plaster within library, community and stair
lobby areas, say
3.3.3 E/O for reinstatement of missing or damaged cornicing, minimal, say
3.3.4 E/O for plasterboard ceilings to library reception, offices, say
3.3.5 E/O for moisture resistant plasterboard, within toilet and kitchen areas, say
3.3.6 E/O for metal grid ceiling tiles to lobby areas, to replace existing, say
3.3.7 E/O allowance for finish areas around bulkheads and staircase, say
3.3.8 Allowance for acoustic treatment, to ceilings, say

808
588

m2
m2

1
80
140

Item
m2
m2
m2
Item
Item

1
1

Sub-Total

Sub-Total

3.1 WALL FINISHES
3.1.1 Allowance for decoration to existing and new walls, throughout, including fire treatments to
openings where necessary, say
3.1.2 E/O for lime plaster repairs to existing walls, where blown/ damaged, 20% of total wall area
allowed for until further site investigations are undertaken, say
3.1.3 E/O for ceramic tiling to toilets areas, full height, say
3.1.4 E/O allowance for cleaning and decoration works to existing dado rails, wall panelling and
architraves to perimeter of doors, say

ITEM

2,543

m2

10

25,431

509

m2

100

50,861

180
1,272

m2
m2

70
10

12,600
12,715

say,

101,607

4
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
4.6

FIXTURES, FITTINGS & EQUIPMENT
Allowance for fitting-out of new library reception and shutter, say
Allowance for new kitchen built-in furniture, including equipment, say
Allowance for new toilet cubicles, including IPS and doors, say
Allowance for blinds, to windows - various sizes, say
Allowance for refitting of existing signage, say
Allowance for new wayfinding signage, say
Sub-Total

20,000
20,000
70
5,600
80
11,200
Incl. Item 3.3.4
10,000
10,000
20,000
20,000
say,

1
1
1
26
808
808

Item
Item
Item
Nr
m2
m2

79,000

10,000
40,000
15,000
750
2
5

10,000
40,000
15,000
19,500
1,616
4,040

say,

90,156

ITEM
5
5.0
5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
5.5
5.6
5.7
5.8
5.9
5.10
5.11
5.12
5.13
5.14
5.15
5.16

ELEMENT/ DESCRIPTION
SERVICES (CARRIED FORWARD FROM APPENDIX A)
Strip out and facilitating works
Sanitary Appliances
Services Equipment
Disposal Installations
Water Installations
Heat Source
Space Heating and Air Conditioning
Ventilation Systems
Electrical Installation
Gas Installation
Lifts and Conveyors
Fire and Lightning Protection
Communication, Security and Control Systems
Specialist Installations
Builders work in connection
Testing and commissioning of Services
MEP Subcontractor Preliminaries

QUANT

UNIT

RATE

TOTAL

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item

31,200
11,200
0
7,750
10,400
60,000
78,680
124,080
194,900
3,500
50,000
0
111,120
0
18,049
15,041
72,196

31,200
11,200
0
7,750
10,400
60,000
78,680
124,080
194,900
3,500
50,000
0
111,120
0
18,049
15,041
72,196

say,

788,115

Sub-Total
8
8.1

EXTERNAL WORKS
No works required.

Item

Sub-Total
9
9.1
9.2
9.3

10

MAIN CONTRACTOR'S ON-COSTS
Allowance for Contractor Preliminaries, rate applied per week, say
E/O for Temporary Works, to facilitate works at high-level within stair core and doubleheight areas, say
Allowance for Contractor OHP, say

0
say,

0

34
1

wks
Item

8,500
50,000

289,000
50,000

4

%

1,866,643

74,666

Sub-Total

say,

414,000

Total - Carried Forward to Executive Summary

say,

1,942,000
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3.0 - BASIS, ASSUMPTIONS AND EXCLUSIONS
4.1 Basis
This Cost Estimate has been prepared using the following design information and should be read in conjunction with all sections of this report.

1
2
3
4

Basis
BM001_Presentation_060520_RevC_dated 6th May 2020
Beckenham Library Structural feasibilityreva_dated 5th May 2020
BEL-BWB-00-XX-RP-ME-0001-S2-P1 M&E Feasibility Input_dated 1st May 2020
Hann Tucker Draft Acoustic Feasibility Report dated 20th March 2020

4.2 Assumptions
The following should be read in conjunction with Sections 1&2 and are a list of key assumptions that have been made to inform the basis of our costs:
Assumptions

1

2
3
4
5

SECTION 3.0 - BASIS, ASSUMPTIONS AND EXCLUSIONS

6
7
8
9

10
11
12

13

1

2
3
4
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Key Assumptions:
All costs for works listed within the 'Physical Condition Survey' document dated 10/02/2020 have been reassessed and included
within the Cost Estimate. Where the works overlap with the proposed scope of the Library Relocation project, the costs of those work
items have been included within the cost assessment of the Library Relocation Options.
No refurbishment works to the Club areas are allowed for within the Cost Estimate, with exception of the works explicitly stated as
required within the 'Physical Condition Survey' document dated 10/02/2020 and carried into the Backlog/ Future Maintenance
Extent of primary infrastructure replacement works for MEP has been based on the Physical Condition' Survey dated February 2020.
Strategy for new MEP installations assumes that all services will be routed via floor voids or from wall surfaces.
No Planning Application required for Library Refurbishment options, based on scope of works being largely contained within interior
of the existing building only.
Scope of works for all four options is subject to a Listed Building Consent Application.
New loose FFE and specialist AV/IT is to be funded from a separate budget.
There are no sustainability objectives to fulfil related to this project.
Procurement strategy would be Single Stage D&B procurement route, on basis of RIBA Stage 4 information. Therefore element of
design responsibility managed via robust Employer's Requirements carried into Tender Documentation. Design responsibility and
defined residual risk would then revert to Contractor.
Procurement would be via a Public Framework (i.e. Pagabo, PPF or equivalent).
Construction Programme for both options, including design and procurement activities for Options 1-4 has been assumed to be circa
40-weeks, with anticipated start date being 1Q2021. Inflation calculations are excluded.
Budget for Asbestos Remediation works is based on Santia report (i.e. 7Nr identified asbestos locations upon register). Although
budget is separate to Construction Works, given location of contaminants it is likely that the works will have to be undertaken as part
of the Building Contract during demolition and strip-out works.
10% Risk Allowance as requested by LBB. Detailed risk assessment to be undertaken to validate.
Design Assumptions, as validated within the Design Team
1. The following elements are deemed to be of heritage significance and will be retained, protected and/ or restored as part of the
proposed scope of works:
.1 Skirting’s.
.2 Timber Panelling to walls.
.3 Decorative plaster (Cornicing, Dado rails, ceiling panels and ceiling roses).
.4 Main staircase, timber balustrading and handrail.
.5 Chandeliers within main hall areas and above staircase.
.6 Timber floorboards.
.7 Internal Doors.
Gross Internal Area (GIA) for proposed Library Refurbishment has been measured as below (as detailed under Section 4.0 of the
Feasibility Estimate: Option 1 = 710m2; Option 2 = 924m2; Option 3 = 770m2; Option 4 = 808m2.
Existing stage area (raised floor plan) to remain in-situ for Option 1. For options 2-4 the raised stage area is to be removed and floor
levels taken back to existing, aligned within the Main Public Hall.
MEP Strategy for both options results in the requirement for all existing floor finishes and floorboards to be taken up, as new services
will be fed around the floor plate from the floor void. The existing timber floorboards are subject to Listed status of the building and
will therefore need to be put-back in same condition as taken up. This will also need to be a fully documented process and reported
back to the LBB's heritage representative.

5
6

7
8
9
10
11

12

13
14

15
16

17
18

19
20
21
22

Design Assumptions, as validated within the Design Team (Cont'd)
As a result of Item 4, there is a requirement to clean out existing floor voids and remove all debris from site.
To facilitate the above floor finishes and skirting's need to be taken up and removed. Skirting's are subject to Listed status and
therefore will need to be reinstated in same condition (as a minimum) as taken up. This will also need to be a fully documented
process and reported back to the LBB's heritage representative.
Budgetary allowances are included for protection of existing interior features and taking down, clearing and reinstating of existing
feature lighting/ chandeliers.
It is assumed that all existing MEP elements will need to be replaced with new, including Boilers, replacement of the distribution
boards and Mechanical Ventilation as well as a building management system and modification of existing electrical switchgear.
Existing basement level to be damp-proofed to areas earmarked for plant locations.
Budgetary allowances are included for significant structural intervention to the existing lift shaft, to enlarge to accommodate new lift
capacity requirements.
Target rate of £100/m2 included for floor strengthening works to net usable areas, required to facilitate new type of building use. No
structural information provided to date with relation to this however ate assumes combination of steelwork and timber joists to be
constructed within existing floor void. Coordination risk with proposed MEP routes and proposed insulation also needs consideration.
Budgetary allowances included for decoration works throughout the building. As a minimum all wall and ceiling surfaces to received a
new paint finish. Assumptions have been made based on site observations with regard to extent of lime plastering works required and
restoration of existing decorative plaster as outlined within Section 2.0.
A target rate of £100/m2 is applied for all lime plastering works to internal walls. It is assumed that 20% of all internal walls will
require this work. This is a provisional allowance pending further site investigation works to validate.
It is assumed that all external doors and windows will be carefully redecorated as part of the project scope. Decoration of the existing
internal doors will require them to be taken down, removed off-site, stripped back to existing timber, reprimed and reinstalled with
new ironmongery. Residual risk related to condition of the internal doors during this process, which may result in some internal doors
being replaced with new.
Target rates for all floor and ceilings finishes applied throughout, based on look and feel document prepared by Bisset Adams. These
have been reviewed and validated as appropriate by the design team.
Target rate for reinstating existing skirting's is £25/m. This is a higher cost allowance than would typically be included for a painted
MDF skirting (£20/m) as it is anticipated that all skirting's will require cutting down and re-sizing due to floor levelling changes and the
like.
Budgetary allowance for surface mounted acoustic panelling (in addition to acoustic properties of finishes). This is assumed required
to net usable areas only.
Fixed fixtures and fittings budgeted for per option, including new library reception areas, new kitchen units and worktop, toilet
cubicles and blinds to windows. No separate budget for Loose FFE (tables, chairs and library storage) is included and is assumed to be
funded outside of this Project Budget
Set-aside existing signage of heritage value to be refitted, along with new.
Contractor Prelims included at a rate of £8,500 per week based on projects of an equivalent scope and nature.
Budgetary allowance for temporary works (access scaffold and the like).
Contractor OHP applied at 4% based on projects of an equivalent scope and nature and assuming a Public Framework will be used to
procure the Building Contract.
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3.0 - BASIS, ASSUMPTIONS AND EXCLUSIONS (CONT'D)
Exclusions
4.04.3
- BASIS,
ASSUMPTIONS AND EXCLUSIONS (CONT'D)
The following should be read in conjunction with the Sections 1&2 and are a list of inclusions / exclusions that have been used to inform the basis of our costs. The items highlighted as ‘included’ below have been allowed for within our Cost Estimate. No allowances have been
costed for those items identified as ‘excluded’ below. The items noted under the heading ‘client’ are deemed to have been accounted for within separate client budgets outside the cost of Construction Works.

1
2
3
4
5
6

Key Exclusions
Value Added Tax
Land acquisition costs and fees
Client finance, legal or marketing costs
Professional fees (e.g. design, PCSA, PM, surveys etc.)
Planning and building regulation fees
Fees or costs associated with rights of light agreement, party wall awards or over-sailing agreements etc..

7
8
9
10
11

Project insurances
Section 106 / 278 Contributions
Community Infrastructure Levy Contributions or similar (where applicable)
Benefits arising from any potential Capital Allowances or other government incentives / grants
Currency and exchange rate fluctuations

12 Costs resulting from tariffs or other charges following the withdrawal of the UK from the European Union
13
14
15
16
17
18

Costs resulting from zero carbon requirements or offset charges
Statutory changes
Works outside of the site boundary except where specifically stated
Public art installations or contributions
Phasing of the works
Works outside of normal working hours

19 Mock-ups, prototypes, off site benchmark and the like
20 Fit out of retail spaces, constructed to shell & core only
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Incl.
X

Excl.

Incl.

Excl.
X
X

X

21
22
23
24
25
26

Tenant’s costs or contributions
Loose fittings, furnishings and equipment and external furniture
Asbestos removal
Fees, works or costs associated with abnormal ground conditions
Underpinning of adjoining structures
Archaeological investigations and exploratory or resulting works

X
X
X
X
X

27
28
29
30
31

Diversion of existing below ground services
Cost associated with LUL surveys and monitoring
Increased design criteria for bomb protection
IT hardware / active hubs
Connection to district heating system

X

32 Power factor correction and harmonics

X

X
X
X
X
X
X

33
34
35
36
37
38

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X

Audio visual installations and IT infrastructure installations.
Spares and maintenance costs
Changes to current building regulations
Secondary glazing requirements resultant from Energy Strategy
Temporary substation during the building works to provide power to the site / tower cranes.
Any redesign costs associated with revisiting the basis of the design once the structural and other survey
information is made available ie potential change too raft slab from piled foundation.
39 Installation of fire hydrants.
40 Resulting implications of COVID-19 and inflation

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

SECTION 4.0 - AREA SCHEDULE
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4.0 - AREA SCHEDULE
Club

Children's
Library

Library

Kithcen

Library
Reception

Ground Floor
First Floor

m²
154
0

m²
72
0

m²
60
216

m²
0
30

m²
6
0

m²
23
0

m²
0
69

m²
0
0

Total (m²)

154

72

276

30

6

23

69

0

Club

Children's
Library

Library

Kithcen

Library
Reception

Ground Floor
First Floor

m²
116
0

m²
73
0

m²
97
121

m²
0
32

m²
6
0

m²
23
0

m²
0
142

m²
0
25

Total (m²)

116

73

218

32

6

23

142

25

OPTION 3

OPTION 4

Notes:
1
2
3
4
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Staff Offices Community Community Circulation/
Spaces
Room
Lobby

Lift

Stairs

WC

Plant/
Storage

Internal
Structure

Gross
Area

m²
92
39

m²
2
2

m²
11
11

m²
11
20

m²
14
11

m²
45
36

m²
490
434

131

4

22

31

25

81

924

Lift

Stairs

WC

Plant/
Storage

Internal
Structure

Gross
Area

m²
92
39

m²
2
2

m²
11
11

m²
11
20

m²
14
6

m²
45
36

m²
490
434

131

4

22

31

20

81

924

Staff Offices Community Community Circulation/
Spaces
Room
Lobby

All areas used for the compilation of this estimate are measured in accordance with NRM 1.
Areas measured should not be used for any other purpose other than the formulation of this Cost Estimate.
Areas are measured based on the GA drawings Revision P03.
'Internal Structure' also includes those partitions that are permanent and separate two different uses of space, but are not necessarily structural.

APPENDIX A - DETAILED COST BREAKDOWN TO MEP INSTALLATIONS
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Beckenham Library Redevelopment Project
MEP Services - feasibility order of cost estimate (WS1) - Option 3

rev 2 16/ 04/ 2020
gfa:
924
Qty

5.0 Strip-out of MEP services
Strip-out and remove existing kitchen/ bar appliances
Strip-out and removal of existing boilers and associated pipework and
equipment
Strip-out of existing radiator/ fan convector system and associated
pipework
Allowance for general strip-out of electrical services
Strip-out and removal of existing lift

Unit

Rate £

Ext £

1 item

2,000.00

1 item

4,000.00

4,000.00

770 m2
770 m2
1 item

10.00
15.00
5,000.00

7,700.00
11,550.00
5,000.00

£

Beckenham Library Redevelopment Project
MEP Services - feasibility order of cost estimate (WS1) - Option 4

Notes

£32.74 / m2

5.0 Strip-out of MEP services
Strip-out and remove existing kitchen/ bar appliances
Strip-out and removal of existing water and drainage services in main
kitchen area
Strip-out and removal of existing boilers and associated pipework and
equipment
Strip-out of existing radiator/ fan convector system and associated
pipework
Allowance for general strip-out of electrical services
Strip-out and removal of existing lift

£12.12 / m2

5.1 Sanitary Installations
New WC
New WHB
New Doc M pack
New sink unit

2,000.00

Sub-totals

Club excluded
Club excluded
Shaft enlargement taken elsewhere
30,250

rev 2 16/ 04/ 2020
gfa:
924
Qty

Unit

Rate £

Ext £

£

1 item

2,000.00

0 item

2,500.00

0.00

1 item

4,000.00

4,000.00

808 m2
808 m2
1 item

10.00
15.00
5,000.00

8,080.00
12,120.00
5,000.00

Sub-totals

5.1 Sanitary Installations
New WC
New WHB
New Doc M pack
New sink unit

6
6
1
4

nr
nr
nr
nr

500.00
500.00
1,200.00
1,000.00

3,000.00
3,000.00
1,200.00
4,000.00

Sub-totals
5.3 Disposal installations
Allowance for testing existing sanitary installations for clear running
and clearing any blockages as required
Adjustment of existing plumbing for new sinks
New drainage connection for dishwasher
Allowance for repairs/ replacement of rainwater drainage and clearing
of blockages as required

11,200

16 nr
2 nr
1 nr

100.00
500.00
250.00

1,600.00
1,000.00
250.00

490 m2

10.00

4,900.00
7,750

9
3
2
2

nr
nr
nr
nr

Retain existing

100.00
1,250.00
1,250.00
250.00

900.00
3,750.00
2,500.00
500.00

Retain existing

2 nr
2 nr

15,000.00
5,000.00

30,000.00
10,000.00

1 item

20,000.00

20,000.00

New distribution boards incorporating AFD equipment on final circuit
breakers to meet current IEE Regs
New small power installation to library/ community areas
New lighting installation to library/ community areas
Extra-over for enhanced lighting to main entrance/ circulation areas
Extra-over for emergency lighting
Allowance to safely disconnect and re-connect chandeliers
Allowance for lighting to basement plant areas
Replace power supplies in connection with mechanical services and
lift
Earthing and bonding

£11.26 / m2

5.4 Water installations
Allowance for testing and validation of cold water services to existing
appliances
Adjustment of existing CWSto serve new sinks
New cold water service for dishwasher
Allowance for extension of CWSto new kitchen area
Allowance for testing and validation of hot water services to existing
appliances
Replace local water heaters to WC areas
New local water heaters to refurbished/ new kitchenette/ kitchen
Adjustment of existing HWSto serve new sinks

60,000

1 item

5,000.00

5.5 Heat source
New boiler installation
New boiler flues
Allowance for the replacement of all primary and secondary pumps,
pressurisation etc. and interconnecting pipework

£64.94 / m2

85.00
5,000.00

65,450.00
5,000.00
75,450

4 nr
1 nr
30 m2

500.00
750.00
100.00

5.6 Space heating and air treatment
Install heater battery in main supply AHU and associated LTHW subcircuit
Install new LTHW radiant heating system to library/ community areas

£81.66 / m2

2,000.00
750.00
3,000.00

Allowance for reconnection of club to new heating mains

417 m2

235.00

97,995.00

140 m2

75.00

10,500.00
114,245

£123.64 / m2

5.7 Ventilation systems
Allowance for replacement of local WC extract fan systems
Allowance for new local WC kitchenette extract fan
Allowance for new extract system to refurbished kitchen
Allowance for supplemental mechanical ventilation to public areas of
library and community space; based on low level displacement with
tempered air
Allowance for supplemental mechanical ventilation to basement plant
areas

35,000.00

35,000.00

Sub-totals

1 item

7,500.00

7,500.00

5.8 Electrical installation
Provisional allowance for relocation/ reprovision of main LV switchgear

5 nr
770 m2
770 m2

3,000.00
30.00
85.00

15,000.00
23,100.00
65,450.00

100 m2
770 m2

100.00
15.00

10,000.00
11,550.00

10 nr
140 m2

150.00
50.00

1,500.00
7,000.00

924 m2
924 m2

10.00
5.00

9,240.00
4,620.00

Club excluded
Club excluded
Task lighting to library areas to be part of FF&E budget
Club excluded
Number of chandeliers TBC; removal, cleaning and
reinstatement taken elsewhere

2,500.00
1,000.00

New distribution boards incorporating AFD equipment on final circuit
breakers to meet current IEE Regs
New small power installation to library/ community areas
New lighting installation to library/ community areas
Extra-over for enhanced lighting to main entrance/ circulation areas

Allowance for lighting to basement plant areas
Replace power supplies in connection with mechanical services and lift

£205.58 / m2

2,500.00
1,000.00

50,000.00

5,000.00

0.00

10.00

4,900.00

Retain existing

Existing kitchen remains in place

7,750

16 nr
2 nr
1 nr
0 item

100.00
500.00
150.00
2,500.00

1,600.00
1,000.00
150.00
0.00

9
3

nr
nr

100.00
1,250.00

900.00
3,750.00

2
2

nr
nr

1,250.00
250.00

2,500.00
500.00

2 nr
2 nr

15,000.00
5,000.00

30,000.00
10,000.00

1 item

20,000.00

20,000.00

1 item

5,000.00

5,000.00

808 m2
1 item

85.00
5,000.00

68,680.00
5,000.00

£8.39 / m2

Retain existing

Existing kitchen remains in place
Retain existing

10,400

£11.26 / m2

60,000

£64.94 / m2

Club excluded
78,680

4 nr
1 nr
32 m2

500.00
750.00
100.00

2,000.00
750.00
3,200.00

458 m2

235.00

107,630.00

140 m2

75.00

10,500.00

£85.15 / m2

Existing kitchen remains in place
Rate further enhanced to allow for ductwork routing and grille
presentation, acoustic constraints and plant location

3,500

£3.79 / m2

50,000

£54.11 / m2
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1 item
924 m2
200 nr
0 item
2 nr
1 nr
2 nr
12 nr
1 item
490 m2

25,000.00
30.00
125.00
0.00
1,750.00
1,500.00
2,000.00
1,500.00
1,500.00
10.00

583,625.00

Number of cameras TBC
To ground floor doors and windows only

583,625.00
583,625.00

Totals for option 3:

7,500.00

7,500.00

5 nr
808 m2
808 m2

3,000.00
30.00
85.00

15,000.00
24,240.00
68,680.00

100 m2
808 m2

100.00
15.00

10,000.00
12,120.00

10 nr
140 m2

150.00
50.00

1,500.00
7,000.00

924 m2
924 m2

10.00
5.00

9,240.00
4,620.00

£18.95 / m2

£91.59 / m2

766,009

£829.01 / m2

Club excluded
Number of chandeliers TBC; removal, cleaning and reinstatement
taken elsewhere

£3.79 / m2

Sub-totals

50,000

£54.11 / m2

Sub-totals

0

£0.00 / m2

2,500.00
1,000.00

2,500.00
1,000.00

1 item

50,000.00

50,000.00

1
924
200
0
2
1
2
12
1
490

item
m2
nr
item
nr
nr
nr
nr
item
m2

25,000.00
30.00
125.00
0.00
1,750.00
1,500.00
2,000.00
1,500.00
1,500.00
10.00

25,000.00
27,720.00
25,000.00
0.00
3,500.00
1,500.00
4,000.00
18,000.00
1,500.00
4,900.00

5.13 Builderswork in connection with services
Allowance for general BWIC

3.0%

601,630.00

5.15 Preliminaries and testing and commissioning
Testing and commissioning of building services installations
Trade preliminaries on building services installations

2.5%
12.0%

601,630.00
601,630.00

Equipment excluded
Part of FF&E budget

Number of cameras TBC
To ground floor doors and windows only
111,120

£120.26 / m2

18,049

£19.53 / m2

18,048.90

Sub-totals

84,626

Club excluded
Club excluded
Task lighting to library areas to be part of FF&E budget

3,500

1 item
1 item

Sub-totals

14,590.63
70,035.00

Sub-totals

1 item

35,000.00

£210.93 / m2

5.12 Communication installations
Allowance for integrated controls for HVAC
New fire detection and alarm installation
New Cat 6A data/ communications cabling
Two-lane security gate at library entrance
New access control to doors to club
New disabled toilet alarm
New disabled refuge alarm
CCTV cameras to library
Network digital video recorder
Replace existing intruder alarm system

Structural works taken elsewhere
17,509

2.5%
12.0%

£120.26 / m2

17,508.75

Sub-totals

35,000.00

5.11 Protective installations
No works envisaged

Equipment excluded
Part of FF&E budget

111,120

3.0%

£0.00 / m2

25,000.00
27,720.00
25,000.00
0.00
3,500.00
1,500.00
4,000.00
18,000.00
1,500.00
4,900.00

Sub-totals

Budgetary figure for modification of existing.
1 item

Sub-totals

0

£134.29 / m2

194,900

5.10 Lift and conveyor installations
New lift in re-formed shaft; dual opening

5.11 Protective installations
No works envisaged
Sub-totals

124,080

Sub-totals
5.9 Gas installations
Isolate gas supply serving boilers and radiant panels
Replace gas train to serve new boilers

50,000.00

Sub-totals

Structural works taken elsewhere

15,040.75
72,195.60

Sub-totals
Totals for option 4:

128

£12.12 / m2

Extra over last for provision of new sub-panel board to serve the club

Extra-over for emergency lighting
Allowance to safely disconnect and re-connect chandeliers

189,960

1 item

5.15 Preliminaries and testing and commissioning
Testing and commissioning of building services installations
Trade preliminaries on building services installations

11,200

Budgetary figure for modification of existing.
1 item

Sub-totals

5.13 Builderswork in connection with services
Allowance for general BWIC

£33.77 / m2

1,600.00
1,000.00
250.00

Sub-totals

Rate further enhanced to allow for ductwork routing and grille
presentation, acoustic constraints and plant location

1 item
1 item

5.12 Communication installations
Allowance for integrated controls for HVAC
New fire detection and alarm installation
New Cat 6A data/ communications cabling
Two-lane security gate at library entrance
New access control to doors to club
New disabled toilet alarm
New disabled refuge alarm
CCTV cameras to library
Network digital video recorder
Replace existing intruder alarm system

31,200

Club excluded

Earthing and bonding

5.10 Lift and conveyor installations
New lift in re-formed shaft; dual opening

0 item
490 m2

100.00
500.00
250.00

Sub-totals

Sub-totals
5.9 Gas installations
Isolate gas supply serving boilers and radiant panels
Replace gas train to serve new boilers

nr
nr
nr

Club excluded
Club excluded
Shaft enlargement taken elsewhere

5,000.00

Sub-totals
5.8 Electrical installation
Provisional allowance for relocation/ reprovision of main LV
switchgear
Extra over last for provision of new sub-panel board to serve the club

16
2
1

Existing kitchen remains in place

3,000.00
3,000.00
1,200.00
4,000.00

Sub-totals

Sub-totals
5.7 Ventilation systems
Allowance for replacement of local WC extract fan systems
Allowance for new local WC kitchenette extract fan
Allowance for new extract system to refurbished kitchen
Allowance for supplemental mechanical ventilation to public areas of
library and community space; based on low level displacement with
tempered air
Allowance for supplemental mechanical ventilation to basement
plant areas

£8.39 / m2

1,600.00
1,000.00
150.00

10,400

770 m2
1 item

Allowance for reconnection of club to new heating mains

5.3 Disposal installations
Allowance for testing existing sanitary installations for clear running
and clearing any blockages as required
Adjustment of existing plumbing for new sinks
New drainage connection for dishwasher
Allowance for connection of wastes from appliances in new kitchen
area into existing drainage system
Allowance for repairs/ replacement of rainwater drainage and clearing
of blockages as required

100.00
500.00
150.00

Sub-totals
5.6 Space heating and air treatment
Install heater battery in main supply AHU and associated LTHW subcircuit
Install new LTHW radiant heating system to library/ community areas

500.00
500.00
1,200.00
1,000.00

Sub-totals

16 nr
2 nr
1 nr

Sub-totals
5.5 Heat source
New boiler installation
New boiler flues
Allowance for the replacement of all primary and secondary pumps,
pressurisation etc. and interconnecting pipework

nr
nr
nr
nr

Sub-totals

Sub-totals
5.4 Water installations
Allowance for testing and validation of cold water services to existing
appliances
Adjustment of existing CWSto serve new sinks
New cold water service for dishwasher
Allowance for testing and validation of hot water services to existing
appliances
Replace local water heaters to WC areas
New local water heaters to refurbished kitchenette/ kitchen
Adjustment of existing HWSto serve new sinks

6
6
1
4

Notes

2,000.00

87,236

£94.41 / m2

788,115

£852.94 / m2
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Chapter 10: Appraisal of 2019 Housing

Feasibility study on Beckenham Library site

BACKGROUND
The proposals locate an ‘L’ shaped building to the front
of the site along Beckenham Road. It sits slightly
forward of the existing building line and does not
appear to follow the existing urban grain. A landscaped
area sits to the east with the main bulk of the building
addressing Turners Meadow Way and the rear element
facing The Spa car parking area. The residential parking
is at semi basement level with direct access up in to the
residential block through 2No. Cores. At its highest the
building is 5.5 storeys high along Turners Meadow Way,
dropping down to 4.5 to Beckenham Road.
The proposal achieves 9No. 1 bed flats, 28No. 2 bed
flats and 9No. 3 bed flats to give a total of 46No. Flats.
There are 33No. Parking spaces which is a ratio of 0.7
including 4No. Accessible spaces.
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The feasibility has unfortunately attracted some
negative feedback. Our understanding is that this has
been mainly due to the massing, height and articulation
of the proposal within a Conservation Area. Going
forward we would suggest a fresh approach carried out
in stages, developing the different options in
consultation with the public and The Elm Road
Conservation Report to minimise any potential further
negativity and provide a more acceptable design.
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Sketch perspective provided as part of the previous Beckenham Feasibility Study
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SITE ANALYSIS
In order to fully assess the requirements, we have
reviewed the site afresh and provide an example of the
elements that we would suggest are included within this
approach to develop and inform any proposal for the
existing library site.
Understanding the existing urban grain is key to
providing a coherent proposal that contributes to the
housing targets whilst retains the character of the
existing Conservation Area. Utilising good design and
placemaking principles, the aspiration would be to
create a new development that sits comfortably
within the existing context of the Elms Road
Conservation Area.
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Photo extract of Beckenham Road from Elm Road Conservation Area Report
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SITE ANALYSIS
Initially a massing study would be carried out on the
existing buildings. The immediate context of
Beckenham Baptist Church, Venue 28 and The Spa, all
have larger footprints and are approx 3-4 storeys high
(excluding the church spire which is higher). On the
opposite side of the road the buildings have smaller
footprints, typically detached and semi detached late
Victorian housing, and around 2-3 storeys high.
Buildings of architectural merit will be identified, such as
Beckenham Baptist church and the Venue 28 Building,
and these would form part of this appraisal. This would
be in combination with the The Elm Road Conservation
Area Report which makes reference to the existing
library, the Technical Institute (now known as Venue 28),
the Baptist Church and the local vernacular. Any
proposals should look to complement these buildings.
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SITE ANALYSIS
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SITE ANALYSIS
The existing library whilst of its era, built in 1939, is not
an exceptionally good example of an Art Deco Building.
Some of the original features, such as the ornate railings
that surrounded the building, have been lost during the
last war. Consideration would also be given to the
general existing vernacular and identifying any particular
local styles, architectural features and language of the
buildings such as proportionality, repetition etc.
It is also important to understand the existing
opportunities and constraints; key focal points, key
views and vistas, orientation, massing, connections etc.
The site has a PTAL rating of 4 so is generally well
connected by public transport and close to other
facilities. As part of this process we would expect some
public consultation to be carried out, an early and
continued conversation with the local residents can
assist in informing the proposals. It is also a useful tool
to understanding the area and gaining local knowledge.
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We would also recommend that Bromley Planning/
Conservation Department are consulted from an early
stage as part of the pre application service. Working
closely with Bromley and the public will assist in
providing a holistic design approach and avoid
abortive work.
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NEXT STEPS
Following the analysis stage the information can be
reviewed and collated to inform the next steps, initially
identifying options for the building footprint and
massing. In order to create a proposal in keeping with
the existing urban grain our suggestion would be to
look at the following high level options.
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HIGH LEVEL OPTIONS
Option 1

Pros & Cons:

• Set the proposed building back to align with the
existing building line and streetscape.

This is a more sensitive approach in keeping with the
local context. Through considered articulation and
design the buildings could step in height to achieve
the required accommodation numbers. Well
designed surface parking with integrated
landscaping will reduce costs from a semi basement
and provide a usable area for both recreation and
vehicles. It may result in a loss of landscaping overall.

• Explore creating a block along Beckenham Road,
replicating the adjacent residential building footprint
lines. They have larger extensions to the rear and are
fairly deep so a typical residential configurement of
units front and back could align quite comfortably.
• Articulate the elevation to provide similar building
language.
• Create a more sensitive approach to the proposals,
looking at potential reduction in the height across the
entire elevation, say approx. 2-3 storeys. Depending
on heights there could be justification for higher
articulation, approx. 3-4 storeys to address the Venue
28 Building due to its large storey heights and feature
elements. This would require careful consideration.
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• Create surface parking to the rear (facing The Spa),
but designed sensitively as a ‘home zone’ approach
integrated between a well designed landscaped area.
• Reduce parking numbers to 0.6 ratio and 10%
accessible spaces.
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HIGH LEVEL OPTIONS
Option 2
• Set the building back to align with the existing
building line and streetscape.
• Explore creating 2 or 3 smaller blocks along
Beckenham Road and wrapping around to Turners
Meadow Way, addressing the adjacent/ opposite
residential buildings lines through design and
articulation. There is also the potential to explore an
additional smaller block to Turners Meadow Way
opposite The Spa creating a central open space for
parking and landscaping.
• Create a more sensitive approach to the proposals
looking at potential reduction in the height; for
example, the block adjacent to the houses on the east
could be 2 storeys then the next block steps up to 3
storeys. A feature element addressing The Spa
building could gain some height locally, approx 3-4
storeys.
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• Depending on the design, providing accommodation
within the eaves is a low impact way to maximise the
development without increasing the height.
Residential storey heights are generally lower than
those within Venue 28 and The Spa which may create
some flexibility.
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Pros & Cons:
• Create surface parking to the rear (facing The Spa),
but designed sensitively as a ‘home zone’ approach
integrated between the landscaped area.
• Reduce parking numbers to 0.6 ratio and 10%
accessible spaces.

This is a more sensitive approach in keeping with the
local context however residential numbers may be
reduced as a result albeit half a storey is gained due
to the removal of the semi basement parking.
Well designed surface parking with integrated
landscaping will reduce costs from a semi basement.
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HIGH LEVEL OPTIONS
Option 3

Pros & Cons:

• Partially retain the existing library building, looking at
removing lower adhoc back of house elements with
little architectural merit.

Existing features can be retained whilst providing a new
residential development. Retained elements of the
existing library could be reconfigured with additional
elements to keep the existing library location. This
option is likely to be very costly, increased developable
area and impact on landscape. Construction time is also
likely to be longer due to the complexity.

• Reconfigure remaining existing library building and
integrate a new addition/ additional storeys to
develop in to residential. The ground floor space
could potentially have some community use.
• Potential to increase height to address The Spa
building; 3-4 storeys. Residential storey heights are
generally lower than those within Venue 28 and The
Spa which would may create some flexibility.
• The extended building would need to complement
the retained library element.
• Create surface parking to the rear (facing The Spa),
but designed sensitively as a more home zone
approach integrated between the landscaped area.
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• Reduce parking numbers to 0.6 ratio and 10%
accessible spaces.
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HIGH LEVEL OPTIONS
Option 4

Pros & Cons:

• Explore building a new library at ground floor with
residential above.

Provides a new community facility fit for purpose and the
much needed residential properties. Developable area
likely to be increased in this option so would result in a
reduction to the landscaped area.

• A larger footprint at ground floor may be more
acceptable, replicating the developable area of the
existing library to create a new building and parking
area for residents.
• This could take various forms in terms of massing,
approximately 3-4 storeys high, however we suggest
following the existing urban grain and building lines to
ensure coherence. Residential storey heights are
generally lower than those within Venue 28 and The
Spa which would may create some flexibility.
• Create surface parking to the rear (facing The Spa), but
designed sensitively as a ‘home zone’ approach
integrated between the landscaped area.
• Potential to explore additional private amenity space
within the design in the form of a roof deck.
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• Reduce parking numbers to 0.6 ratio and 10%
accessible spaces.
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EXAMPLES OF GOOD DESIGN PRINCIPLES

Moors Nook, Surrey; Articulating the elevation
Ref: Coffey Architects (Photo: Tim Soar)
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Horsted Park, Kent; minimising the impact of parking on the
streetscape through a well designed streetscape
Ref: National Design Guide
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Elephant Park, London; integrating
well designed landscaping
Ref: National Design Guide

Timekeepers Square Salford; a sensitive
approach to an historic setting
Ref: National Design Guide
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CONCLUSION
• The above information is presented to provide an
overview of the 2019 Feasibility Study and a
suggested way forward.
• The options are high level suggestions and by no
means exhaustive but cannot be further developed
until detailed analysis and design is carried out in order
to progress to a coherent feasibility and prior to
progressing with further RIBA Stages. Approximate
storey heights have been noted to assist however
these would require careful consideration through the
detailed design development and would arise from the
detailed site analysis carried out.
• It is key that the project programme includes ongoing
consultation with Bromley Council and the public
to inform a coherent design proposal ready for
submission of the Planning application.
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Chapter 11: Appendices

The following appendices should be read in conjunction with this document:

8. Condition Survey:
Beckenham Public Hall Physical Condition Survey 2020.pdf

1. Beckenham Library Feasibility Study
Business Case
2. Consultation reports:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Appendix A Engagement Report
Appendix B Adult Survey Statistical Breakdown.pdf
Appendix C Adult Survey Analysis.pdf
Appendix D Adult Survey comments.pdf
Appendix E Children's Survey Statistical Breakdown.pdf
Appendix F Children's Survey Analysis.pdf

3. Structural Report:
Beckenham Library feasibility.pdf
4. M&E Report:
BEL-BWB-00-XX-RP-ME-0001-S2-P1 M&E Feasibility Input.pdf
5. Transport Feasibility Note:
48951 - Beckenham Library - ISSUE Transport Technical Note
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6. Acoustic Report:
27737-RP-AFR-Rev0-SRH.pdf
7. Radar Survey:
BWB-BEC-001 Issue B.pdf
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9. Survey Drawings:
BM0001_ARA survey drawings 2020.pdf
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Introduction
This document considers the business case for the relocation of Beckenham library to
Beckenham Public Hall. It considers all aspects of the proposal and its impact on residents,
library and Public Hall users, local facilities and businesses and the Beckenham area in
general. It includes summaries of the designs, the public engagement and also considers
how the new facility would operate.

Description of proposal
Bromley Council has invested considerably in its library service over the past few years,
including new libraries in prominent High Street locations at Orpington and Penge and a
major upgrade to Bromley Central library. The Council is committed to continuing to provide
14 libraries across the borough. Since 2017, the library service has been operated on the
council’s behalf by Greenwich Leisure Limited (GLL).
Bisset Adams was commissioned to lead a team to explore the feasibility of a proposal to
relocate the current Beckenham library into the Grade II listed Beckenham Public Hall in
Beckenham town centre.
The rationale for this proposal is to modernise and extend the library service in Beckenham,
with provision for community and events space. The proposal would also bring an
3
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opportunity to refurbish and support the sustainability of Beckenham Public Hall, an historic
building, to enable it to realise its full potential as a community asset for Beckenham. Like
most local authorities, Bromley has faced acute financial challenges over the last few years,
and this has led to a significant maintenance backlog for the Public Hall.
The move is also an opportunity to reuse the library site to provide much-needed local
housing both to alleviate the number of families housed in short-term accommodation in
the borough and to provide affordable homes, as well as to raise a significant receipt for the
site from a housing developer.
The remit of the feasibility study is to look at the proposal in its entirety, that is the best
option for the library as well as the combined benefits for local housing and the necessary
refurbishment works of the Public Hall.

Objectives of proposal
The proposal for the relocation of Beckenham library to Beckenham Public Hall, and the
subsequent redevelopment of the existing library site for residential use was put forward by
the Council in late 2019.
The objectives of the proposal were threefold:
•
•
•

to modernise the library within a refurbished Public Hall building, providing separate
space for events, activities and functions and in a better town centre location;
to achieve a site for some much-needed new housing in the area, with 50% of the
development designated affordable;
to undertake essential maintenance and upgrade of the Grade II listed Public Hall
building as part of the overall budget.

The current position
If Beckenham library were to move to the Public Hall, some residents for whom their
nearest library is currently Shortlands would find themselves closer to the new Beckenham
library, whilst some for whom the existing Beckenham library is their nearest currently
might be nearer to Penge. We have therefore examined data for all three libraries.

Current usership of local libraries
The existing Beckenham library is open for 43.5 hours a week spread across five days. From
data provided to us by GLL, there were 126,567 visits to Beckenham library in 2018-19, a
total of 224,500 stock issues and 16,760 bookings of public computers. This means that
there were 1.77 issues per visit at Beckenham, considerably more than the average of 1.03
for Bromley libraries as a whole1 and far more than the outer London average of 0.592. The
49,519 items of stock in the library were also well used with an average of 4.5 issues per
item, close to the Bromley average but again much higher that the outer London average of
2.73.
1
2

CIPFA public library statistics 2018-19 https://www.cipfastats.net/
This figure excludes the London Borough of Hillingdon, which did not provide data
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Beckenham library compared well to both Penge and Shortlands libraries in terms of visits.
Penge Library is also open for 43.5 hours a week and Shortlands for 27.5 hours. Penge
library had 85,003 visits in 2018/19 and Shortlands 19,216. This meant that on average
about 58 people visited Beckenham library during each hour that it was open compared to
39 at Penge and only 14 at Shortlands. The number of issues per visit at Penge was lower
than at Beckenham (1.46) but the number of public computer bookings per visit was higher
(0.25 compared to 0.13). The opposite applied when compared to Shortlands library where
issues per visit were 1.85 and the ratio of computer bookings to visits was 0.05. This is
consistent with a more general pattern that we have observed elsewhere where higher
levels of deprivation equate to higher levels of computer usage but lower levels of
borrowing.
In the Public Library User Survey for children conducted in 2017, Beckenham library scored
an average of 8.6 out of 10 when rated by users visiting during the period of the survey. This
was slightly below the borough average of 8.9. In the equivalent survey for adults conducted
in 2015, 93% of respondents rated the library as good or very good; the borough average
was 94%. 78% of adult respondents rated the attractiveness of the interior of Beckenham
library as good or very good, almost the lowest score of any library in the borough and well
below the average score of 85%.
From these statistics we can conclude that the existing Beckenham library is performing well
in terms of attracting visitors and stock issues. Penge library had fewer visits than
Beckenham, but this may be explained by the short distance between the two libraries
encroaching on what would be the natural catchment area of Penge library. Shortlands
library has very few visits for a library in an outer London setting – if the busiest library in
each outer London borough is excluded, the average number of visits per library branch was
80,790 in 2018/193.
It should be noted that the current library has no toilet facilities for the public. This could
present a major disadvantage for customers wishing to study in the library for long periods.
Nationally, there has been a growth in the use of libraries as a place of study, especially by
pupils and students in metropolitan environments.

Demography of the area
In order to understand the current and potential market for Beckenham library in terms of
the customer base, we must examine the demographics of the area. To do this we have
used statistics at ward level available from the Office of National Statistics. This can then be
compared to data that we have about library users. Wards are small enough to identify
variations in the population at a local level but not so small as to be subject to large change
if one of the variables changes slightly.
The current Beckenham library is located in Clock House ward but is very close to the
boundaries of Penge & Cator, Copers Cope and Eden Park & Kelsey wards. Beckenham
Public Hall is located in Copers Cope ward but is also close to Clock House, Penge & Cator,
3

CIPFA public library statistics 2018-19
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Kelsey & Eden Park and Shortlands wards. Beckenham Public Hall is also 1.4km from parts of
Shortlands ward as the crow flies. For this reason, we have focussed on these five wards. As
we will discuss later, the current Beckenham library is close to Penge library, being only
1.7km distant.
In 2019, there were estimated to be almost 70,000 people living in the four wards closest to
Beckenham library; of these 15,000 were aged below 18 and 10,000 were 65 or over.
Shortlands ward had a further 10,000 residents. Clock House, Copers Cope and Penge &
Cator wards all had a significantly higher proportion of residents aged between 18 and 64
compared to the borough average4. Copers Cope ward has a low number of people aged
under 18. Shortlands and Kelsey & Eden Park have a higher number of people aged 65+. This
is shown in the graph below.

Ward population by age 2019
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The balance between males and females is similar across each ward, with around 48% male.
This is similar to the borough and UK averages.
Around 15% of the borough’s population were from a black or ethnic minority background
at the time of the 2011 census, the most recent figures available at ward level. This was
composed of 6% from a black background, 5% from an Asian background, 3.5% from a
mixed heritage background and 1% from all other black and ethnic minority backgrounds. Of
the wards considered the most ethnically diverse ward was Penge & Cator followed by
Clock House while Kelsey & Eden Park and Shortlands were the least diverse. The most
diverse ward was Penge & Cator and to a lesser extent Clock House. There were higher
proportions of people from Asian backgrounds in Shortlands and Penge & Cator wards. This
is shown in the graph below.

4

Source: Office of National Statistics estimates of usual population by electoral ward
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Ward population by ethnicity 2011
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Deprivation
The most comprehensive and widely adopted overall measure of deprivation is the
Department for Communities and Local Government’s Index of Multiple Deprivation (IMD)5.
This was most recently updated in 2019. The IMD is calculated for each Lower Super Output
Areas (LSOAs), which is a geographical area for which demographic statistics are available;
several LSOAs comprise each ward in Bromley. Each LSOA is given a rank to indicate how
deprived it is in comparison to the other LSOAs in England, so that the LSOA with rank 1 is
the most deprived in the country. The ranks are then arranged into deciles (the most
deprived 10% is the first decile).
The IMD only gives an indication of deprivation, so that a high degree of deprivation does
not necessarily mean a lack of wealth in that area. It follows an established methodological
framework in broadly defining deprivation to encompass a wide range of an individual’s
living conditions. People may be considered to be living in poverty if they lack the financial
resources to meet their needs, whereas people can be regarded as deprived if they lack any
kind of resources, not just income. The IMD takes into account seven factors – income,
employment, health deprivation and disability, education and skills, crime, barriers to
housing and living environment.

5

https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/english-indices-of-deprivation
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Amongst local authorities in England, Bromley was the 223rd most deprived area out of 327
when ranked by average IMD scores, where 1st is the most deprived. Of the wards local to
Beckenham, only Penge & Cator exhibited significant deprivation, with the majority of the
ward within the 50% most deprived within England.
There were small pockets of deprivation in Clock House, Copers Cope and Kelsey & Eden
Park wards. These were located, respectively, close to the existing library; near to Stumps
Hill Lane; and south of Eden Park. Of these, the most deprived was in Copers Cope and was
in the 30% most deprived areas in England. Overall, though, all the wards considered had a
low average level of deprivation, particularly Shortlands ward which was in the 10% least
deprived in England.

Where library users live
In order to determine where customers of Beckenham library and also Penge and
Shortlands libraries actually live, analysis has been carried out on three sets of data which
have been provided by the London Borough of Bromley and GLL.
The first of these is an analysis by postcode of the registered users of Beckenham and
Shortlands libraries carried out using data from the library management system in 2019.
This includes data on all registered users of the libraries and was used to determine the
extent to which users would be affected by a relocation of Beckenham library to the Public
Hall.
The second and third of these are the results of the Public Library User Surveys (PLUS) for
both children and adults. These also provide postcodes of the respondents and are useful in
conjunction with the analysis of membership. This is because not everyone who uses a
library is a member of that library; they may be registered at another branch or not be
registered at all. Around 90% of visitors to the libraries during the period of the survey
responded which means that we are able to draw conclusions with some accuracy.
The analysis of postcodes showed that 7,385 people were registered as members of
Beckenham library. Using their postcodes, it is possible to determine the wards that they
live in. This is shown in the pie chart below.
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Beckenham Library: proportion of members by ward of
residence 2017
Out of borough
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It will be seen that almost three quarters of members of Beckenham library live in the four
wards closest to the library. 3% of library members lived in Shortlands ward. 8% lived out of
the borough, which may be an indicator of the importance of Beckenham as a place to work
or to study.
A similar breakdown for Shortlands library, which had 1,412 registered members, is shown
in the pie chart below.
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Shortlands Library: proportion of members by ward of
residence 2017
Out of borough
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A large proportion of the members of Shortlands library lived in Shortlands ward, with
almost one fifth in Copers Cope and one tenth in Kelsey and Eden Park.
The postcode analysis gives us useful data for two libraries but the PLUS survey gives us data
for the entire borough. In the two surveys combined, 763 people giving a postcode
responded from Beckenham library, 460 from Penge and 212 from Shortlands. This enables
us to calculate the proportion of library users from each ward during the period of the
survey. This is shown in the table below.
Ward
Clock House
Copers Cope
Kelsey and Eden
Park
Penge and Cator
Shortlands
All other wards
Out of borough

Beckenham library
34.6%
17.6%
20.2%

Penge library
12.2%
2.6%
2.2%

Shortlands library
0.5%
16.0%
7.6%

8.5%
2.0%
8.0%
9.2%

57.6%
0.2%
13.9%
11.3%

0.0%
59.0%
15.1%
1.9%
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This pattern broadly reflects the membership data although there is a larger proportion of
respondents from the PLUS surveys using Beckenham library and living in Clock House ward.
This is due to a significantly higher number of respondents in the children’s survey living in
this ward, suggesting that for children at least distance to the library from home is
particularly important.
It is also of note that the majority of respondents at both Penge and Shortlands libraries
lived in the ward in which the library is located.
These figures also enable us to calculate the proportions of people living in each ward using
each library within the borough. This is useful because it enables us to determine how local
the demand is to each library. The results are shown in the graph below.

Percentage of respondents to PLUS survey by ward and library
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Clock House
Beckenham

Copers Cope

Kelsey and Eden Park

Bromley Central

Penge

Penge and Cator

Shortlands

Shortlands

All other libraries

This shows that from the results of the PLUS survey a large majority of residents in Clock
House, Copers Cope and Kelsey and Eden Park wards used Beckenham library and an
overwhelming proportion of residents in Penge & Cator and Shortlands ward used their
local library. Around 10% of Shortlands residents used Beckenham library. Only in Kelsey &
Eden Park ward was there a significant use of another library where 17% of respondents
used West Wickham. An interesting feature is that the proportion of respondents using
Bromley Central library is relatively small; it is often the case that the central library of an
urban library authority attracts significant numbers of users from all parts of the authority.
Having established that the great majority of residents in Clock House, Copers Cope and
Kelsey & Eden Park wards use Beckenham library and that, using the data from the postcode
analysis and the 2019 ONS population estimates, it is also possible to assess the proportion
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of the population from the relevant wards using Beckenham and Shortlands libraries. The
results are shown in the graph below.

Percentage of the population who are library members by
library 2017
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0.00%
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Copers Cope

Kelsey and Eden Park

Beckenham

Penge and Cator

Shortlands

Shortlands

This shows that the uptake of library usage was considerably lower in Shortlands and Copers
Cope than in Clock House. Parts of Kelsey and Eden Park are nearer West Wickham library
and this is reflected in the data. It should be noted that this graph does not include usage of
Penge library for which we do not have data.
We have seen from the PLUS survey that almost all of people living in Shortlands ward used
either Shortlands or Beckenham libraries, and this taken with the library uptake figures
above implies that only around 7% of residents in Shortlands ward are likely to use any
Bromley library compared with over 12% of residents in Clock House. This does also imply
that there is scope to improve library uptake in the Shortlands area.
PLUS respondents were also asked their ethnicity. The numbers in the surveys are too small
to make any breakdown by ward significant but the breakdown of respondents by library is
shown in the graph below.
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Ethnic composition of PLUS survey respondents by library
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Between 15% and 17% of respondents at the different libraries did not state their ethnicity
so this means that the results cannot be relied upon too strongly as we cannot be sure that
those who did not respond were representative of all who took part in the survey. However,
on the basis of the data that we have, this appears to suggest that the membership of all
three libraries roughly reflect the ethnic composition of the areas that they serve.

Beckenham Public Hall
Beckenham Public Hall is located on Bromley Road in the centre of Beckenham. It was
constructed in 1883 in the Arts and Craft style and is Grade II listed. At present there are
two halls and a meeting room available for hire for regular and one-off events. The majority
of the building including the areas available for public hire is leased to MyTime Active at no
charge which manages the events and bookings. Part of the ground floor of the building is
leased to a private men-only social club (the Club) which has been located in the building
since it first opened and is separately managed.
The building is in need of considerable expenditure on maintenance. In 2014, this was
estimated that this was £525,000 which included an element of future maintenance. A new
and more extensive survey in 2020 identified necessary expenditure estimated at about
£904,000 which also includes an element of future maintenance. In the cost plan produced
as part of this project, this allowance was increased to approximately £1.1 million to include
estimated professional fees and a 10% contingency allowance.
Until the current outbreak of Coronavirus and the national lockdown, there were 23 regular
activities booked each week by 18 organisations totalling 52 hours a week. The activities
13
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ranged from meetings of societies to dance and martial arts, and two churches held services
there. Activities took place in regular slots across every day of the week, the earliest starting
at 9.30am and the latest finishing at midnight.
In 2019, there were six one-off events booked in the building – two weddings, two birthday
parties, a memorial and a photographic society event. These totalled 47 booked hours for
the year.

The impact of moving Beckenham Library to the Public Hall
Library locations
The nearest Bromley libraries to Beckenham are Penge, Bromley Central, Shortlands and
West Wickham. The distances between these libraries by road in kilometres (calculated by
Google maps) are shown in the table below.

Current
Beckenham
library
Beckenham
Public Hall
Bromley
Central
Library
Penge
Library
Shortlands
Library

Current
Beckenham Bromley
Beckenham Public Hall Central
library
Library
1.2
4.9

Penge
Library
1.7

Shortlands West
Library
Wickham
Library
3.0
4.5

1.2

-

4.0

2.6

1.9

4.3

4.9

4.0

-

6.6

2.6

4.3

1.7

2.6

6.6

-

4.6

5.8

3.0

1.9

2.6

4.6

-

3.5

Until 2008, the Department for Culture, Media and Sport published standards for public
library authorities which included a standard on the maximum distance that residents
should live from their nearest library. For outer London, to meet the standard 99% of
households were expected to be within 1.6km (1 mile) of a library. These standards were
discontinued in 2010 but are still a useful guide.
Since the current Beckenham library and Penge library are only 1.7km apart, there is
considerable overlap between the two using this standard. This is illustrated in the map
below.
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The grey circle represents the area within 1.6 km of Beckenham Public Hall; the labelled
circles represent the same distance from the existing libraries.
If the library were moved from its current location to the Public Hall, much of the area
currently within 1.6km of Beckenham library would still be within 1.6km off either the new
library or Penge library. The area near Elmers End (in Clock House ward) would fall outside
the 1.6km radius but much of the area to the north of Beckenham town centre (mainly in
Copers Cope ward) would be nearer to a library.
Given the short distance between the existing library and Penge library, relocation to
Beckenham Public Hall would mean that a greater area of the borough would be within
1.6km of a library. However those residents living in the area south of Elmers End Green
would have slightly further to travel to access a library6.
In addition, the area to the east of Beckenham town centre towards Shortlands station,
along Bromley and Manor Roads, would be within 1.6km of the Public Hall. Although some
of this area is also within the same distance of Shortlands library, we have seen that that
library has shorter opening hours and is much less well used than Beckenham library. We
have also seen that the uptake of library services in Shortlands ward is considerably lower
than in Clock House ward. Therefore a relocation is also likely to benefit those in the
Shortlands ward.

6

A resident living on Elmers End Green is about 1.2 km from the current Beckenham Library and 1.7km from
Beckenham Public Hall
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The relocation is likely to mean that some residents, particularly in Clock House ward, may
change to using Penge library, as this would be the nearest to their homes. Bromley Council
should bear this in mind when planning future service delivery.
In conclusion, location of the library at Beckenham Public Hall has the potential to reach
more residents than the current library.
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Transport links
The PLUS survey for adults conducted in 2015 asked the means of transport by which
respondents had reached the library. 48% had walked and 15% had used public transport;
33% came by car or motorbike and 3% cycled. Respondents to the survey held in
conjunction with this proposal showed that 70% of respondents walked, 16% drove, 14%
used public transport and 2% cycled.
Public transport
Although distance as the crow flies gives an indication of the accessibility of a library to
different areas of the borough, actual travelling time is more important. To assess these, we
have used Passenger Transport Access Level (PTAL) maps created from data provided by
Transport for London. These show average travelling times to locations at off-peak times by
public transport or foot, whichever is quicker. Each uses the key below:

Travel times to the existing Beckenham library
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Travel times to Penge library

Travel times to Beckenham Public Hall
18
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Travel times to Shortlands library
From these maps, we can see that almost all of the area currently within 15 minutes travel
time of the current library is also within 15 minutes travel time of either the Public Hall or
Penge library. We can also see that much of the area to the east of Beckenham town centre
is currently not within 15 minutes of any library, but this would change if the library were
moved.
Both the existing library and the Public Hall are well served by public transport. There is a
bus stop outside the existing library served by four bus routes; two of these connect the
library with Beckenham Town centre. The library is around 200m from Clock House railway
station and 400m from Beckenham Road tram stop. Children, the elderly and disabled
people are eligible for free travel on public transport. Bromley Road St George’s bus stop is
outside Beckenham Public Hall and served by three bus routes including the 227 which runs
past the existing Beckenham library. Two further bus routes are served from Beckenham
Junction bus stop about 150m from the Public Hall. There are main line trains and trams at
Beckenham Junction station, about 400m from the Public Hall. Although it is unlikely that
many library users will arrive by train, Beckenham Junction is served by more routes than
Clock House station, whilst the tram route serves both Beckenham Junction and Beckenham
Road tram stops. We can therefore conclude that both the existing site and the Public Hall
are within easy reach of good public transport facilities and that much of the area to the
east of Beckenham town centre, which is currently not within 15 minutes of any library,
would be so if the library were moved.
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Private transport
Around 16% of adult respondents to the survey that accompanied these proposals indicated
they travelled to the library by car, and the current site was perceived by participants in
stakeholder engagement to be more convenient in that parking was easier at the existing
library.
There are twelve dedicated parking spaces at the rear of the existing library for which no
charge is made; two of which are for disabled customers. In addition, there are 128 parking
space including 16 disabled spaces near the leisure centre within 100m of the library,
charged at £1.20 per hour. The St Georges Road car park is within 100m of the Public Hall
and has 142 spaces, only two of which are for disabled people, and charged at 70p an hour7.
For the 16% of adult survey respondents who reached the library by car or motorbike, the
reduction in free parking could be a disincentive to visit.
Transport conclusions
From this we can conclude that if the library was relocated, whilst some residents would be
at a greater distance and travelling time from the new Beckenham library than they were
from the existing library, few would find themselves outside 15 minutes travelling time of a
Bromley library, although some users of the current library would be closer to Penge library
than Beckenham. Those who live close to the Public Hall would be closer to a library. We can
also see that some areas of both Copers Cope and Shortlands wards would be closer to a
library than they currently are.
The minority of library users who access the library by car, especially those who have limited
mobility, may find the journey more difficult.
Overall, the proposed move would be beneficial to a wider area of the borough.

Impact on residents
We have demonstrated above that most residents in Clock House ward would remain within
1.6km and 15 minutes travelling time of a Bromley library and that more residents from
Copers Cope and Shortlands wards would fall into this category if the library were to be
relocated. Thus more people overall would live within a short travelling time of a library
within the area.
From our demographic analysis, we can see that Clock House and Shortlands wards have a
similar proportion of people aged under 18 to the borough average, but that Copers Cope
has a smaller proportion. Shortlands has a higher proportion of people aged 65+. Clock
House has a more ethnically diverse population than Shortlands or Copers Cope. Although
the data available does not enable any certainty, it is likely that a greater number of people
aged 65+ would be closer to a library, and that more people aged under 18 or from a nonwhite background would be further from a library.
There are only two areas of higher deprivation in the three wards – one of these is close to
the existing library but would be within 15 minutes travelling time of Penge library, and the
7

This information is taken from the Transport Technical Note, which is appended to the feasibility study
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other is to the north of Beckenham town centre, within 1.6km of the Public Hall. We can
conclude that relocation would extend the potential reach of the library service especially to
older people. It is likely that fewer people from a black and ethnic minority background
would be within this extended reach and that more of this group would be further from a
library, although most would still be within 15 minutes traveling time of either Penge library
or the Public Hall. More people living in areas of higher deprivation would be within easy
reach of a library.
However, it must be noted that potential customers are not the same as actual customers.
We know from the demographic analysis that 28% of members of the current library live in
Clock House ward, and that some of these would find themselves nearer to Penge library
than the relocated library. In the survey run in conjunction with this project, 58% of adult
respondents (427 people) said that the main reason that they used the library was that it
was the closest to their home. If the library were to be re-located some customers who
currently use Beckenham library would live closer to Penge library. In order to retain their
custom, we would suggest that Bromley Council should continue to monitor use at Penge
library when planning future service delivery and that community outreach programmes are
further developed.

Local facilities
It is often said that public libraries are a local function, serving the people who live in the
immediate locality of the library. Whilst this is broadly true, there are many other reasons
why people may use a particular library branch. They may work or study in the vicinity, and
this is reflected in the Libraries and Museums Act 1964, which requires higher tier local
authorities to provide a library service to anyone who lives, works and studies within that
local authority. However, people may also use a particular library if, for example, they do
their shopping, have relatives or change buses in the area. There are many reasons why
people may choose to use a library at a particular location. Some of these are dependent on
the lives of the individuals and are almost impossible to predict – for example, having
relatives living near a particular library. But there are some where it is reasonable to infer
that close proximity to a library would drive up business levels at the library. Some of the
most common are:
•
•
•
•
•

Schools and other educational institutions
Shops
Places of employment
Transport nodes
Leisure facilities

Schools and educational establishments
Schools are important in encouraging the use of local libraries, both for key stages 1 and 2
where many schools organise class visits to the library and also at secondary, further and
higher levels where students use libraries as a place to study and to socialise. Large schools
are often a significant employer. Walking distance to KS1 and 2 schools is important for
organised visits, not least as marshalling a class of twenty or thirty on public transport is no
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mean undertaking. Location is slightly less important for secondary education, as class visits
are not so common, pupils do not always live in the immediate vicinity of the school and
have free bus transport.
The table below shows the schools in the area and their pupil numbers, the distances by
road to the existing library and Beckenham Public Hall, nearest library after relocation and
whether the change would increase or decrease the distance to the nearest library.
School

Number of
pupil places

Distance to
Beckenham
Public Hall
(km)
1.4

Nearest
library after
relocation

Change in
distance
(km)

680

Distance to
existing
Beckenham
library (km)
1.1

Balgowan
Primary
Churchfield
Primary
Harris
Primary
Beckenham
Harris
Primary
Beckenham
Green
Mariam Vian
primary
St Mary’s
Catholic
Primary
Worsley
Bridge
Primary
Eden Park
High
(secondary)
Harris
Academy
Beckenham
(secondary)
St
Christopher
The Hall
independent
Riverside
School
Beckenham
site (SENS)

Public Hall

+0.3

358

1.0

2.4

+0.5

300

2.0

1.2

Penge
(1.5km)
Public Hall

210

1.4

0.1

Public Hall

-1.3

644

2.3

2.9

Public Hall

+0.6

422

2.3

1.1

Public Hall

-1.4

365

1.9

1.1

Public Hall

-0.8

620

2.3

2.9

Public Hall

+0.6

1000

2.9

1.2

Public Hall

-1.7

102

1.9

0.9

Public Hall

-1.0

Not known

0.5

0.9

Public Hall

+0.4

-0.8
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This shows that five of the schools would be at a greater distance from a library after
relocation and six would be nearer. Churchfield Primary would be nearer to Penge library
than any other after relocation.
In addition, Clare House Primary and Unicorn Primary would be almost as close to the Public
Hall as they are to Shortlands library. The Langley Park schools for girls and boys, with 3,400
pupils in total, are closer to West Wickham library than either the existing Beckenham
library or the Public Hall, but the Public Hall is slightly closer than the existing library.
Of those that are adversely affected, none would be more than 600m further from a library
than at present, although in the case of primary schools this could mean the difference class
visits being practical and impractical. The close proximity of the Public Hall to the Harris
Academy and the Harris Primary Beckenham Green could be advantageous.
Whilst the picture is mixed and some schools would lose out, overall the Public Hall is likely
to better serve more schools. That said, it takes time and effort for libraries to build
relationships with schools.
Shops
Many people combine a visit to the library with a shopping trip – there are local examples of
successful branch libraries located close to shops and supermarkets; for example, at
Orpington library. Where people are using the library to study for extended periods, it is
convenient to be able to visit a café if one is not provided at the library. In the survey
conducted in conjunction with this project, 45% (332 people) of adult respondents said that
they combined a visit to the library with one to local shops, and 66% said that they visited
Beckenham town centre at least once a week8.
The current Beckenham library is located on Beckenham Road. Although the area is largely
residential, to the west of the library there is a parade of shops, cafes and a restaurant, and
this pattern continues beyond Clock House station and indeed beyond Beckenham tram
stop, forming a semi-continuous shopping street. There is a Sainsburys Local about 350m
from the library towards the tram stop, and Beckenham High Street Sainsburys superstore is
600m to the east.
Beckenham Public Hall is located on Bromley Road in Beckenham town centre. Whilst
Bromley Road itself has a few restaurants and businesses, Beckenham High Street intersects
with Bromley Road about 50m from the Public Hall, and is a busy commercial hub extending
for about 1km from Beckenham Junction station to the war memorial roundabout. There
are numerous shops, including a Marks and Spencer food hall, banks, restaurants, cafes and
bars. Beckenham Junction Waitrose superstore is 450m from the Public Hall, Lidl High Street
Beckenham is also 450m and Beckenham High Street Sainsburys superstore is 800m distant.

8

Almost 91% of respondents visited Beckenham town centre at least once a month. However, this does
depend on how respondents define the town centre.
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There is little doubt that Beckenham Public Hall is closer to a greater number and wider
variety of shops and businesses than the current library and that many of those shops are
the type that customers are prepared to travel further to reach.
Places of employment
Many working people visit a library near their place of work rather than near their home.
The latest labour market statistics suggested that about 65% of people aged 16 – 64 in
Bromley were employees9 and it is reasonable to infer that the majority do not work at
home. Therefore, there is a significant potential market for libraries related to places of
employment.
As noted above, the number of shops and businesses in Beckenham town centre exceeds
those in the vicinity of the existing library, although this is near to the fire and ambulance
stations and to the offices of Link Asset Services. It is likely that many more people work
close to the Public Hall than the present library.
Since the current library has well over one hundred thousand visits a year and library
customers are likely to use at least some of the local shops, relocation may have a negative
impact on shops in the vicinity although relocation would be likely to bring benefits to shops
in central Beckenham.
Transport nodes
We have discussed above the accessibility of the two sites by public and private transport
and this is an important determinant in the best location of a library. However, the degree
to which a place is where people switch between modes of transport, for example changing
from bus to train, can also encourage use of local libraries.
Beckenham Junction station had 2.6 million passenger entries and exits in 2018/19, whilst
Clock House had 1.2 million10. There are four bus routes serving the existing Beckenham
library and seven serving Beckenham town centre.
It can be concluded that the Public Hall is located at a more significant transport node than
the current library.
Leisure facilities
Proximity to parks, gyms, leisure centres and other attractions can increase also library
usage.
The existing Beckenham library is adjacent to the Spa Leisure Centre. This is a Bromley
Council owned facility managed by a charitable trust, MyTime Active. As well as providing
two pools and a gym, the complex includes a creche and soft play area and offers venue hire
and events. As we shall see in the analysis of stakeholder engagement, 62.8% of
respondents to the survey on the relocation of the library said that they combined their visit
to the library with one to the leisure centre.
9

NOMIS Labour market profile Bromley 2019
https://www.nomisweb.co.uk/reports/lmp/la/1946157264/report.aspx#tabempunemp
10
Office of the Rail Regulator https://dataportal.orr.gov.uk/statistics/usage/estimates-of-station-usage/
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Beckenham Public Hall is close to Beckenham Green public space, and also to Breeze Yoga
and the Dance Company studios.
However, from the point of view of proximity to leisure facilities there can be little doubt
that the current Beckenham library is better located than the Public Hall.

Impact on Residents: Conclusion
We have considered the locations of the existing and proposed libraries, their accessibility
by public and other transport, the demographic profile of the area and local facilities. We
have demonstrated that if the library were to move, more people would live closer to a
Bromley library than at present and that they would be able to reach the new library easily
by public transport. Whilst the population served would be larger, some people especially
those within Clock House ward with its younger and more diverse population would be
further from a library than they are now. The new location would be an improvement in
terms of proximity to shops, places of employment and transport nodes, and on balance
educational establishments. Relocation may have a negative effect on those who use the
leisure centre as they would no longer be able to combine visits.
On balance it is our conclusion that if no library was currently located in Beckenham, and a
new location were being sought then a central Beckenham town location would be suitable.

The new facility
In this section we look at how the new facility could work in an integrated and
productive way. We will:
•
•
•
•
•

Compare the existing and proposed facilities
Consider operational models and look at what is done elsewhere
Look at options for the operation of the library and the Public Hall
Opportunities for programming and partnership working in new facility
Consider the impact on the existing contract with Greenwich Leisure Ltd

What makes a good library?
Successful modern public libraries are designed to meet the needs of the communities they
serve. The Department of Culture, Media and Sport Libraries Taskforce toolkit11 suggests
that library services contribute to seven outcomes that are critical to the individuals and
communities in their areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•

cultural and creative enrichment
increased reading and literacy
improved digital access and literacy
helping everyone achieve their full potential
healthier and happier lives
greater prosperity

11

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/libraries-shaping-the-future-good-practice-toolkit/librariesshaping-the-future-good-practice-toolkit
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•

stronger, more resilient communities

Libraries are seen by the general public as free, safe, neutral spaces that are open to all.
They should provide a good range of books and other materials to suit their communities
and events and activities that promote reading and learning for all. Libraries also have a key
role to play in providing access to digital services, particularly for those who are not digitally
enabled or who need help with online forms and applications. They should aim to be at the
heart of local communities, working together to improve the life chances of local people.
In the context of this project, the ambition is to provide an enhanced library offer. The
project objectives reflect this and include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Design a library that holds at least as many books as the existing library.
Design a library that is high quality and future proofed.
Create flexible spaces that can be used for a range of activity both during the day
and evening.
Create opportunities to display objects and artwork from Bromley’s Historic
Collections.
Design a site that is as accessible as possible.
Create a special venue that is welcoming to all, enables a cohesive and uplifting
visitor experience.
Create opportunities for income generation and wider social activity.

Beckenham Library
The current Beckenham library was purpose built in 1939 and has been used as
a public library for 81 years. It is situated in Beckenham Road, close to the Spa
Leisure Centre and Clock House railway station. The library is open plan with a
large ground floor and a small mezzanine that houses the local history
collection, and which is not fully accessible to all.
The library is well used by its local community and performs well in terms of visits and
borrowing. Approximately 126,000 people visited the library in 2018/19 and 224,500 books
were borrowed. The library provides around 50,000 books for loan, a range of online
resources, bookable public computers with internet access and free Wi-Fi and space for
reading and study. Activities include a computer club to enhance basic IT skills, five reading
groups and a range of activities for children and young people that often attract 30 children
at a time.
Our conversations with front line staff and public tell us that the open plan nature of the
library building is attractive but provides challenges in terms of events: there is no separate
meeting room or events space. 78% of adult respondents to the 2017 PLUS survey rated the
attractiveness of the library as good or very good, which was the second lowest in the
borough; an indication that action is required.
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The Public Hall
Beckenham Public Hall currently comprises of three floors and a basement, with two
public halls at first floor level and a large meeting space on the ground floor. Part of the
building is leased to the Club. There is lift access to the first floor.
The hall currently hosts 23 weekly community activities, taking up 52 hours each week.
They range from yoga and salsa to meetings of churches and local societies. Of these, for
14 hours a week, there are two or more activities taking place in different areas. The hall
is also available to hire for weddings and functions.
In 2019, an initial feasibility study was carried out to determine the amount of space that
could be released in the building to accommodate a public library. It was calculated that a
total of 639m2 would be available for the library. This included making use of both the
basement and the second floor, as well as taking the area currently occupied by the Club.
The current feasibility study has demonstrated that it is not economically viable to use
either the basement or the second floor for library purposes, and it is also proposed to
retain more of the area occupied by the Club.
Bisset Adams were asked to create four options for the arrangement of the building, two
of which would be taken forward for more detailed assessment. The two options taken
forward, options 3 and 4, maximise the space available within the Public Hall and
accommodate the library, and both use some parts of the current Club space to expand
the library12. Each option includes shared space available for both library activities and
public hire. Option 3 provides more library space and less space for hire and community
activity than option 4. Additionally, a combination of the two – the final proposal - has
been produced; this maximises the use of available space for the public library function,
using the ground floor design for Option 4 and the first floor of Option 3. In all options,
furniture layouts and fittings have been developed with careful consideration of the
listed building fabric. However, the final layout and choice of furniture will be developed in
the subsequent RIBA Stages, should this project be progressed.
The new designs all offer a number of benefits to the library:
•
•
•

•

12

The building is attractive from the outside and the designs ensure a
welcoming mix of the old and the new.
All areas of the library are fully accessible unlike the existing library
One great advantage of the proposed move is the availability of separate
rooms for events and activities, as well as for hire, something that is not
possible at the current site. This would enable the library service to provide a
wider range of events and activities. It will also introduce the possibility of
hiring rooms out for community events and private functions and generating
income.
The provision of customer toilets also makes the new facility better able to
attract those who wish to study in the library for longer periods.

A larger proportion of the existing Club is used for library purposes in option 4.
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•
•

•
•
•

A kitchen enables some catering at events, both those run by the library
when the space is hired.
It may be possible, depending on which design option is selected, to create a
separate teenage area. In the current library the teenage area is within the
children’s library. This is often discouraging for older teenagers, who do not
wish to be classified as children. Retaining older teenagers as library users is
a big challenge across the country and a separate identified area can help.
Improved study areas with power sockets for customer devices
The furniture in the children’s library is designed to permit the space being
used flexibly, so that larger activities can take place with the area.
The historic Grade II listed Public Hall can be restored to its former grandeur

Comparison of the existing and proposed libraries
The table below compares the floor space available at the two sites:
Library
space
accessible
to the
public

Current
Beckenham
Library

Current
Public Hall
Proposed
new
combined
facility –
option 3
Proposed
new
combined
facility –
option 4
Final
proposal
combining
options 3
and 4

Space
available
to hire

Shared
space for
use by
public
library
and for
hire

569 m2 (of
which 42.2 m2
is the
mezzanine
floor and not
fully accessible)
333 m2

Total
floor area
(Excludes
space for
staff use
and
corridors,
storage
etc)
569 m2

333 m2

444.7 m2

94.2 m2

538.9 m2

393.3 m2

198.7 m2

592 m2

482.4 m2

94.2 m2

576.6 m2
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The table shows that the proposed combined facility, whilst providing bookable
space and other facilities such as toilets and kitchen within the library, will result in
a net loss of bookable space and of dedicated library space. Further details can be
found in the survey drawings in the appendices to the feasibility study report.
This does show that there is a net loss of library space in each of the options. Option
3 would result in a loss of dedicated library space accessible to the public of 22%, or
5% if the shared hire space is included. Option 4 would result in a loss of dedicated
library space accessible to the public of 31%, or 5% if the shared hire space is
included. The final proposal would result in a loss of dedicated library space
accessible to the public of 19%, or a gain of 1% if the shared hire space is included.
The final proposal means that the overall amount of space available to the public,
both library and for hire, is almost exactly the same as the existing Beckenham
library.
Space available for hire would be reduced by 71% in option 3, and 52% in option 4
and 71% in the final proposal, although if the shared area were to be used for
library activities as well as for hire, this would only be available for lettings for some
of the time, particularly out of library hours.
The amount of library space could be increased in each of the options by including
some library bookshelves in the community space; however, this would restrict the
flexibility and use of these areas for both library and external activities. It would
also be possible to use all of the space currently occupied by the Club, although this
would mean displacing the Club entirely from the building.
In option 4, there are two areas available for hire, but in the other options there is
only one, which means that no more than one hire could take place at any one time.
However, library space could be made available for hire to small groups outside
library opening times provided that arrangements were made to arrange furniture
suitably.
Structural engineers have confirmed that the floor loadings of the Public Hall are less
than the recommended levels for a library; to save on the cost of major floor
strengthening works, a more economical solution has been proposed, and the library
design limits the height and number of bookshelves and maximises wall mounted
shelving. This means, whilst the library will be entirely safe, fewer bookshelves can be
accommodated on both floors, particularly in the centre of rooms.
The number of books that can be accommodated in the Public Hall would also be
reduced, without compromises and further investment on floor strenthening. There
are 17,324 children’s books and 32,195 books for adults in the existing library.
Option 3 incorporates shelving which would accommodate 18,737 books. It may be
possible to display up to 1,000 children’s books in book boxes. The current
Beckenham library has very good issue figures, so we can assume that up to 30% of
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books will be on loan at any one time. This gives a total estimated book stock for
option 3 of 28,200, a reduction of 43% on the existing library.
Option 4 incorporates shelving which would accommodate 17,116 books. Using the
same methodology, this gives a total estimated book stock for option 3 of 25,800, a
reduction of 48% on the existing library.
The final proposal has shelving which would accommodate 20,052 books. Using the
same methodology as before, this gives a total estimated book stock for this option
of 30,000, a reduction of 39% on the existing library.
Part of the reason for the high number of books that are accommodated at the
existing library is that the shelves are in bays that are higher than at the new library,
and also that some stock is located on the mezzanine floor which is not fully
accessible. Lower shelves reflect good practice in library design as they are
accessible to more people including wheelchair users, and all the proposed options
have shelving which is no more than 1.5m high.
The online revolution that has taken place in the last twenty years has already
meant that many reference sources are now more commonly used online than in
book form, and this has led to many public libraries dispensing with much of their
print reference stock. The impact of eBooks in the fiction market in public libraries
has been slower, due to a number of factors including customer preference and a
lack of supply of British published e-titles. However, it seems likely that in the
longer term there will be a shift to the lending of more e-books by public libraries,
which would diminish the impact of a loss of shelf space at the new facility. This
position has been strengthened by the online shift caused by the closure of libraries
due to the pandemic.
There are 15 computers available for public use at the current library. Option 3 has
9 such computers, option 4 has 8 and the final proposal has 8. Computers for public
use remain popular in libraries, although in recent years there has been a rise in the
number of customers using their own electronic devices through the free Wi-Fi that
libraries provide. It should be noted that should the project be taken forward, the
numbers of public computers could be adjusted in line with predicted demand.
Since the onset of coronavirus, which has seen the temporary closure of all libraries
in England, GLL have launched their Library Without Walls online and e-book service
which will be retained when libraries re-open. In some areas, audiences have grown
by 2,000% as a result13. As a consequence the budget allocated to e books will be reassessed going forward and will result in a reduction of physical stock to adapt to
changing reading habits.

13

https://www.bromley.gov.uk/press/article/1617/bromley_online_library_use_soars_as_lockdown_creates_lib
raries_without_walls
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Integration of the library with Public Hall facility
Due to the close physical inter-relation between the spaces in the new facility, the
preferred approach would be to integrate the library and Public Hall functions
under one management, as proposed by the Council. As well as staff to manage the
library functions, there would need to be caretaking staff to set up rooms, manage
bookings and coordinate the events process14. A robust online bookings system
would be preferable. For private functions, such as weddings and parties, security is
essential and should be built into the hire cost. The key to success is to have
sufficient resource to enable a quality offer to the public. Partnerships with local
businesses, such as caterers and florists can be established, and the new facility can
be marketed and promoted as appropriate. The improved condition of refurbished
hire space would make it more attractive to potential customers.
Many library services across the country share their premises with other community
and cultural facilities. There are many benefits, including attracting new audiences
to the library, broadening the range of cultural events and generating income.
•
•
•

Canada Water Library in Rotherhithe also houses a theatre space, leased
to a theatre company but also used for conferences and other events.
Willesden Green Library in Brent has rooms for hire, including a
professional quality performance space and a sprung dance floor.
West Norwood Library in Lambeth shares its premises with a
Picturehouse cinema

Library opening Hours
The new facility also brings opportunities for expanding library opening hours. Any
extension of library hours would require an agreement with GLL. Rather than a
closed, empty library when there are activities elsewhere in the building, the library
facilities can be available. This has obvious budget implications and many library
services have explored cost effective options.
One option is the Open Plus model to extend library opening hours without
reducing those times when it is staffed. This is used around the country in many
libraries. Technology enables monitored portions of the library to remain open
without staffing through admission with a membership card and provision of selfservice facilities. Customers can borrow or return books, study and use computers.
This may not be suitable for the Public Hall but the possibility could be explored.
Another option used in some library services is to have a security guard presence in
the library and basic facilities available, e.g. borrow or return books, study and use
computers.
These ideas are not advocated as a replacement for a friendly face and professional
help from library staff, but as a way of making library facilities available for longer.
The use of staff tablets is being rolled out across Bromley libraries. This will mean
that staff can assist customers from any area in the library, rather than having to

14

This has been confirmed by the Director of Libraries of GLL
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answer enquiries at a fixed desk. This will be beneficial to the operation of the
proposed service.

Programmes, Partnerships and Digital Resources
The new building, with its separate spaces, could also bring opportunities in terms
of partnership working with community and cultural organisations. For example, the
library service can offer space and new audiences to writers and artists in return for
readings and activities; health services can promote awareness, residents can learn
new skills from courses and workshops run by partners. Success in this area comes
from enabling skilled practitioners in their fields to deliver events, rather than take
library staff away from their core duties.
We have learnt during lockdown that it is important to build communities digitally
as well as around physical assets and that experience can be used to develop a
digital platform for the new Beckenham library, mirroring activities in the library
with activities online. This proposal is supported strongly by GLL. Social media
marketing of libraries has been proven successful, and an online identity for the
new Beckenham library would help to engage with the local community and to
encourage an interest and a pride in the new facility.

Facilities for hire to the public

As we have referred to above, there are currently 23 regular activities each week in
the Public Hall. Some of these take place at the same time in different areas of the
building. The proposed design options developed so far may restrict this, as there is
less space available to hire. Furthermore, as we have suggested above, there will be
opportunities to host more library events and activities, some of which will require
separate spaces, and this could further limit the potential for lettings and therefore
the number of organisations that can use the hall.
The Public Hall is currently available for hire for one-off functions such as weddings
and parties, although actually only seven functions took place in 2019. The
refurbished building will offer an attractive venue with on-site catering, albeit with
more limited space than at present. There are a number of competing venues within
Beckenham, including Beckenham Place Mansion, Venue 28, Azelia Hall and Goals
Beckenham. In addition, there are specialist wedding venues nearby at Addington
Palace, the De Vere Selsdon, Oakley House and the Manor at Bickley, although these
cater for a different market to that which the Public Hall is likely to attract.
Under the current terms of the existing contract with GLL, the share of any income
derived from room hire would need to be negotiated. The contract terms state that the
Council reserves the right to a share of any income generated through new charges or
ancillary services/commercial uses introduced after contract award .

Impact on the GLL contract
Bromley Library Service, including the existing Beckenham library, is currently
managed by Greenwich Leisure Limited (GLL). The current 10 year contract includes
an agreement that any new library buildings will be managed by GLL. GLL are fully
responsible for the management of hall hire in all Bromley Libraries, notably
Bromley Central Library .
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The hire of space to local organisations within library opening hours should not
impose a severe staffing burden and it may be possible to accommodate this within
the existing contractual arrangements, subject to negotiation with GLL. However,
many of the current events in the Public Hall are held outside current library
opening hours, and on one day a week as late as midnight: extra staffing resources
would be needed to accommodate this .
GLL have considerable experience of managing public spaces for hire within libraries
and leisure centres and have a centralised major events team which are well placed
to manage larger occasions such as weddings.

Benefits and challenges
Moving the library to the Public Hall is both an opportunity and a challenge. The
new designs bring a number of benefits:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

An attractive building both inside and out
Separate space for library events and activities
The potential to operate both the library and hall hire under one
management
A flexible layout
Customer toilets
A kitchen
A town centre location with easy access to public transport and shops

However, we have identified issues that must be considered:
•
•
•
•

A loss of both library space and space available for hire
A reduction in the number of books that can be accommodated
Ensuring that there is capacity for the events that already take place in
the Public Hall, along with the intended library activities.
Ensuring that staff with events skills and effective booking systems are
in place. If increased usage of the facilities and income generation from
hire of rooms are important, the offer to the public must be of sufficient
quality.

The potential of the existing site for housing
If this proposal were to be taken forward, then the site of the existing library would be
released for development of housing. Our understanding is that the site would be offered
for sale to a developer.
Increasing the number of homes in Bromley is a key priority in the Council’s Housing
Strategy 2019-2029. The population has increased by 9% since 2001 and is predicted to
grow by a further 6% by 2027.
The strategy states: ‘The 2016 London Plan has required a net figure of 641 additional
homes to be provided in Bromley each year – a total of 6413 in the ten years between 2015
and 2025. Bromley’s aim was 641 new homes per year until 2030, as set out in the Bromley
Local Plan (2019). This target has been exceeded so far, and the Local Plan projects an
average of 700 new homes per year until 2030. However, the Strategic Housing Market
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Assessment (SHMA) commissioned by the South East London Housing partnership including
Bromley carried out in 2014 calculated that Bromley may have a potential need for
approximately 1320 additional homes per year to meet demand. The draft of the new
London Plan, currently out for consultation, reflects this higher figure, setting the target at
1424. The Council is challenging this figure, whilst recognising that there are undoubtedly
significant pressures, especially in terms of affordable housing’.
Chapter 10 is an appraisal of the existing brief feasibility study on the site, which was carried
out in 2019, which estimated that up to 46 residential units could be created on the site, of
which 50% would be affordable. The existing library site is part of the Elm Road
Conservation area, with a number of historic buildings adjacent, including the library itself,
an Art Deco building. Four options have been proposed, each with benefits and constraints,
to address some of the issues. Two options focus on rearticulating the massing of the
building to a more acceptable height and building line, and two re-provide the library on the
site, either through an extension to the existing or through a new build with library on
ground floor.
In all cases, the percentage parking allocation is reduced to current guidelines, and the
numbers of units is reduced to achieve a better outcome from a conservation and planning
point of view.
The library site will deliver an excellent location for residential development, although the
number of residential units initially thought possible may not be achievable.
In November 2019 a report by Cushman and Wakefield indicated that the capital receipt for
the site would be in the region of £2.12 million. However, this figure must be viewed with
caution, both because one cannot be sure of a capital receipt until it is actually received,
and also because the property market may be adversely affected by the impact of
Coronavirus.

Costs and revenues
Capital costs
Capital costs for each are estimated to be:
Element
Backlog and future
maintenance
Library refurbishment
Estimated cost of
relocating library stock
and equipment
Gross expenditure
Less capital receipt on
current site
Net expenditure

Option 3
£1,093,000

Option 4
£1,093,000

Final proposal
£1,093,000

£2,386,000
£50,000

£2,457,000
£50,000

£2,512,000
£50,000

£3,529,000
£2,120,000

£3,600,000
£2,120,000

£3,655,000
£2,120,000

£1,409,000

£1,480,000

£1,535,000
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Note: Costs for addressing the backlog of maintenance on the Public Hall are costs
associated with the building, regardless of whether the project is taken forward or not but
could be staged over a number of years if the library relocation does not go ahead.
It should be noted that the cost estimates above do not include re-provision of IT or selfissue equipment, furniture or for any new library stock. Whilst it would be possible to move
the library using existing equipment, this would reduce the impact of the new library, and
we would recommend that £40,000 should be allowed for this purpose. We would also
recommend that 10% of the existing book stock of the library should be new. The results of
the public survey strongly supported the improvement of library stock, computers and selfissue kiosks.

Revenue costs
We have suggested above that provided the current opening hours are maintained, no
additional staff might be needed to operate the new library, although this would ultimately
depend on the outcome of negotiations with GLL.
We have referred above to the possibility of extending library opening hours and to
providing space to hire outside of library opening times, but the economic practicality of
either would depend on the outcome of negotiations with GLL, and therefore both costs
and revenue cannot be known until these have taken place.
GLL already receive a 100% discount on National Non Domestic Rates on library buildings in
Bromley due to their charitable status and receipt of a discretionary allowance. This means
that there should be no impact on the GLL contract in respect to rates.
As agreed in the contract terms GLL currently pay for utilities costs for the existing
Beckenham library which is not an energy efficient building If there is a major impact on
utilities costs for the new library this would be discussed with GLL and contract change
control processes applied if any revision to this arrangement is needed. .
The Club pays the Council a rent; if the area that the Club occupies were reduced as
proposed, then this is also likely to be reviewed. MyTime Active does not pay rent on the
building; instead this is included in a wider contract with the Council. It is possible that this
contract may need to be varied if the responsibility for managing the Public Hall were
removed.
Although there are a number of unknown factors when calculating revenue costs, staffing is
normally by far the greatest element in any library budget, so we can conclude that if library
opening hours remain the same, then revenue costs are unlikely to change greatly.
A further source of revenue for Bromley Council would be Council Tax on any housing
developed on the site of the existing Beckenham library and a reduction in costly nightly
paid temporary accommodation costs, although exact amounts are impossible to estimate
at such an early stage in the development of the proposal.
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Stakeholder Engagement
A key part of the feasibility project was to get views from residents and stakeholders at this
formative stage of the process.
The timing was unfortunate as it coincided with the Coronavirus outbreak and the methods
of speaking to people had to change. This is an early engagement exercise, but should the
project be taken forward to a later stage, there would be a formal consultation process
when the designs are more fully developed.
During March and April 2020, we carried out a range of engagement and listening exercises
to gather the views of as wide a range of people as possible.
This included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Two online (and paper) surveys
Two drop-in sessions at the library
One to one telephone interviews or email submissions
Baby Bounce session to speak to parents
Ward Members briefing session
Two library staff briefing sessions
One session with students on designing the library

Despite the growing Coronavirus crisis, we managed to reach the groups below:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Residents
Users of Beckenham library and LB Bromley libraries in general
Users of the Public Hall
Library staff
Schools
Children and young people
Local organisations and businesses
Ward councillors

Had the Coronavirus not impacted on the process, we would have hoped to engage with a
wider group of stakeholders and more people than we actually did, but as we have referred
to above, this deficiency can be addressed by further engagement and consultation if the
project is taken forward. Library staff were engaged with throughout and at the end of the
process, and for this reason they were the only group to have seen the current design
proposals.
Nevertheless, 68 people gave us their views in direct conversation, by telephone and by
email. We have referred to these people as engagement participants throughout this
document. 757 adults and 52 children responded to the online surveys. 79.5% of
respondents to the adult survey and 87.2% of child respondents had a postcode starting in
BR3, the area which includes Beckenham, Elmers, End, Shortlands, Eden Park and Park
Langley.
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Comments on the proposal by ward members can be found in Appendix A.
More detail can be found in the engagement and survey reports attached to this report:
Appendix A: Engagement Report
Appendix B: Adult Survey: Statistical Breakdown
Appendix C: Adult Survey Analysis
Appendix D: Adult Survey: Free text comments
Appendix E: Children’s Survey Statistical Breakdown
Appendix F: Children’s Survey Analysis
Appendix G: Appraisal of the existing brief feasibility study
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Summary of the key findings of the engagement
We have broken down the feedback gathered through the stakeholder engagement
(including the surveys) into seven distinct themes, based on our lines of enquiry and the
responses:
1. Housing provision: did people recognise the needs for more housing in the area?
2. Beckenham library: current service provision: Thoughts on the current Beckenham
library
3. Beckenham library: ideas and suggestions for future service provision
4. Public Hall usage: thought from those who currently used the Public Hall
5. Combining services in a refurbished Public Hall: how did people see it working?
6. Beckenham Town Centre considerations: location and access
7. Comments on the engagement process
Where appropriate we have included the numbers and percentages of survey respondents
holding particular views. Due to the nature of focus groups, this is not possible for
engagement participants, but we have indicated the level of consensus within these groups.
We should note that we have reported feedback as it was presented to us, and inclusion
here does not mean that we necessarily endorse those views. It should also be noted that
the detailed design for the Public Hall was not at a suitably advanced stage at the time of
the engagement to be presented to the engagement groups.
Engagement Theme 1: Housing provision in Beckenham and the proposed library
redevelopment
• The need for more housing was recognised, to address population growth and
homelessness. There was a strong consensus amongst the engagement participants
that affordable housing was important, although only 6 survey respondents (0.8%)
made this point.
• Amongst engagement participants there was a strong consensus that there were
other options available for redevelopment as an alternative to the library site, and
several alternatives were suggested. These are listed in Appendix A. In the adult
survey, 6 respondents (0.8%) felt that alternative sites for development were
available.
• There was a reasonable consensus amongst engagement participants that the
impact of removing the library from the Conservation area and reducing green space
was a major concern. No survey respondents raised this point.
• A number of engagement participants were concerned about the impact on the
Clock House area generally and compliance with planning policy and guidance
• 82.4% (617 people) of adults responding to the survey opposed the proposed
redevelopment. Of these, twelve (1.6%) had anxieties about the size of the new
library in the Public Hall.
• Baby Bounce parents were generally in favour of retaining the same site for the
library.
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•

Baby Bounce parents were concerned about the height of a new development in the
library site.

Engagement Theme 2: Beckenham Library: current service provision
• There was a strong consensus amongst engagement participants emphasised the
purpose-built nature of the building and its suitability for delivering library services
• There was a strong consensus amongst engagement participants that the library has
a strong local identity and a strong community base
• Beckenham library forms a community hub with The Spa and Venue 28 within a
conservation area: the majority of engagement participants using the library also
use the park behind and beside it, the Leisure Centre, and the shops in the Clock
House parade.
• A significant statistic from the Adult Survey was that 62.8% (458) of respondents
combined their visits to the library with use of the Spa Leisure Centre. This may in
part be explained by the lack of public toilets at the library and the willingness of
leisure centre staff to allow library users to use the facilities there.
• The majority of engagement participants referenced the bus routes, tram stop and
railway station, all in close proximity to the library.
• There was a reasonable consensus amongst engagement participants that walking
distance to the town centre was considered to be easily manageable. 482 survey
respondents (65.9%) walked to the library.
• The appreciation of a safe and secure space in a residential area was highlighted by a
significant number of engagement participants. The current site was seen as a safe
place for children and families and there was some concern about the busy road to
cross to the Public Hall with children
• There was a strong consensus amongst engagement participants that the current
library is accessible for people of all ages and compliant with equalities legislation:
largely on one floor with free parking facilities. Access to the mezzanine was not
considered to be a significant issue15.
• The majority of Adult Survey respondents used the library on a weekly basis, closely
followed by monthly. 379 (51%) used no other library, 240 (32%) also used Bromley
Central and 115 (15%) used Penge Library
• The majority engagement participants said that they visited Beckenham library due
to its location within a wider context of other buildings, including local shops and the
leisure centre.
• Library staff recognised the need for a facelift to the current library. They felt that
some of the layout was difficult but liked the open plan nature of the building and
that it is largely on one floor.
Engagement Theme 3: Beckenham Library: future service provision
• 154 (29.8%) of respondents to the adult survey felt that no changes to the library
were required
15

The mezzanine floor is not accessible for people with a mobility impairment, although library staff try to
ensure access to material kept there for people unable to climb the stairs
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•

•

•

Some respondents to the adult survey suggested improvements should all be
achievable within existing resources. These included:
o Longer opening hours (50 respondents; 9.7%)
o More events and activities (66 respondents; 12.8%)
o More and better stock (75 respondents; 16.5%)
o Refurbishment of the existing library (46 respondents; 8.9%)
o Improved staffing (42; 8.1%)
Respondents to the children’s survey were generally very supportive of the library
and rated it highly in terms of being a safe place, having helpful staff, good stock and
opening hours
When asked what was important to them in a library, Adult Survey respondents
indicated:
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•

The Adult Survey asked for suggestions for activities in the library: the graph below
shows the preferences:

•

Amongst adult survey respondents, books were seen as the most important element
of the library, with preferences for types of stock shown in the table below:

•

There was a strong consensus amongst engagement participants that library
provision both across the borough and in Beckenham should reflect the increasing
population
There was a reasonable consensus amongst engagement participants that better use
should be made of self-service technology and that there should be more
volunteering opportunities.

•
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•

There was a reasonable consensus amongst engagement participants that there is an
opportunity to develop and expand the current library site as part of a more creative
and ambitious scheme: they recognised the need to modernise libraries but felt that
the current building is better suited for adaptation than the Public Hall

Engagement Theme 4: Public Hall usage
• There was a strong consensus amongst engagement participants that the Public Hall
offered affordable, accessible and convenient meeting space in a central location
with kitchen facilities for community groups
• There was a reasonable consensus amongst engagement participants of the
potential for refurbishing a listed building and confirmation that a Public Hall
function and if it were made more attractive and better marketed, it would attract
more custom
• 610 (90.8%) of adult survey respondents did not use the Public Hall.
Engagement Theme 5: Combining services in a refurbished Public Hall
• Based on plans previously published by Bromley Council, there was a strong
consensus amongst engagement participants that the Public Hall space is not big
enough to house an effective combined library and hall. It should be noted that the
design for the changes to the building has been developed since the engagement
took place.
• There was a strong consensus amongst engagement participants that moving the
library into a smaller space with not enough capacity, accessible space or natural
light sources would be detrimental to the provision of a good library service16
• There was a reasonable consensus amongst engagement participants that there will
be enough space for all of the activities currently in the Public Hall to continue in a
dual purpose building
• There was a reasonable consensus amongst engagement participants that
accessibility issues will need to be addressed in any redevelopment proposal
• Library staff welcomed the opportunity for shared use and proximity to the town
centre. They were happy to share events space. There were some concerns about
adequate booking systems and security in the new building.
• There was concern from library staff about the new library being on two floors
• Some library staff would rather the current site was developed with a new library.
• Library staff felt that more designated space for events is necessary, particularly for
children’s events which often attract more than 30 children.
• Library staff had concerns about parking availability at the Public Hall
• Baby Bounce parents were concerned about the crossing a busy road with children
to get to the Public Hall
• Baby Bounce parents feel that Clock House is a quieter, more residential location
close to green space and serving a more child-focused demographic.

16

As we have referred to above, engagement participants had not seen the latest design plans for the library
when the engagement took place.
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Engagement Theme 6: Beckenham Town Centre considerations
• There was a strong consensus amongst engagement participants that transport links
and easy walking distances outweighed the perceived benefits of a central location
• There was a reasonable consensus amongst engagement participants that the town
centre extends from the Public Hall to Clock House station, rather than from the
Public Hall to the War Memorial17
Engagement Theme 7: Engagement Process
• A small number of survey respondents had concerns about the process. Ten
respondents (1.3%) felt that there was a lack of clarity about the relocation
proposals and seven (0.9%) had a mistrust of the Council.
• There was a reasonable consensus amongst engagement participants that the
engagement process should have been delayed due to Coronavirus restrictions and
that the engagement should have been better publicised. The informal and
formative elements of the process were reiterated to stakeholders and it was
emphasised that there would be more consultation in the formal stage of the
process if the project were to be taken forward.

Conclusion
In producing this business case, we have considered
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The potential market for a library and hire space at Beckenham Public Hall
The impact on existing and future library users of the move
The proximity of local facilities
The opportunities and challenges brought by relocation
The potential of the existing site for housing
Net costs to London Borough of Bromley
Stakeholder views

We have established that the current library is well used and in particular book borrowing is
high. We have noted that in a survey of 2017 indicated that respondents felt that the library
was in need of improvement.
The move to the Public Hall would bring more areas of the borough to within a 15-minute
travel time of a library by public transport, and only small areas of the borough would be
disadvantaged in this way. Whilst the overall population served would be larger, some
people especially those within parts of Clock House ward with its younger and more diverse
population would be further from a library than they are now. Clock House ward has a more
child focused demographic than the town centre and the relocation may impact adversely
on families. However there are good transport links between most parts of Clock House and
the Public Hall. More areas of Beckenham, specifically Copers Cope and Shortlands wards,
would be in reach of the relocated library. Penge library is well placed to accommodate
17

Where we have referred to Beckenham Town Centre elsewhere in the report, we have defined it as the area
between Beckenham Junction and the war memorial. Clearly any number of definitions are possible but there
are few shops between the war memorial and the existing library.
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Beckenham library users who will live closer to Penge library after the relocation and choose
to use Penge library as an alternative.
The proposed new location would be an improvement on the current, in terms of proximity
to shops, places of employment, public transport and transport nodes, and on balance
educational establishments.
The design exercise shows that a beautiful and inspiring new library could be achieved. This
would allow a separate space for library activities, improved facilities including customer
toilets and a kitchen and a town centre location. It is clear that there will be a net loss in
community space and dedicated library space compared with the current allocation.
Increasing the number of homes in Bromley is a key priority in the Council’s Housing
Strategy 2019-2029. The population has increased by 9% since 2001 and is predicted to
grow by a further 6% by 2027. If the site of the current library were released for
development, it would allow the construction for up to 46 residential units.
The cost of the recommended design option to relocate Beckenham Library into the Public
Hall is approximately £2.5 million, a figure arrived at after some exploration of cost savings
which could be made. This can be set against an expected capital receipt of around £2.1
million for the existing library site for development.
Regardless of the relocation, if the Public Hall is to be brought up to standard and the
outstanding, essential maintenance works carried out, this would cost £1.1 million.
Therefore, the actual net cost of the relocation proposal to the Council would be
somewhere in the region of £400,000.
In our engagement with the public, stakeholders recognised the need for more housing, but
did not always agree that the site of the existing library was suitable. Of 752 adults
surveyed, 82.4% opposed the proposed relocation of the library; this was also the view of
some stakeholders individually consulted. Some stakeholders also felt that the Public Hall
could not accommodate a library and hire facilities at the same level as current provision.
However, the survey and other engagement took place before the present design options
were fully developed and therefore participants had no opportunity to view them. Had they
been able to do so they may have viewed them more positively. Frontline library staff
based at Beckenham library welcomed the opportunity for shared event space and
proximity to the town centre to improve and extend the range of services available.
As explained throughout, the engagement process was hampered by the onset of
Coronavirus and was not as comprehensive as originally planned, nor did it reach as many or
a as wide a range of people and organisations. If the project is taken to a further phase, then
a more effective engagement will be required.
Balancing these sometimes opposing factors means that the decision to proceed with the
project consider the strengths as well as the potential drawbacks. The expansion of the
potential catchment area and the fact that those who find themselves further from the
Beckenham library could be able to use Penge library mitigate for the scheme to be taken
forward. The provision of much needed housing is important, and the fact that the scheme
44
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can be delivered with the proposed sale of the housing site are also factors in favour of the
scheme. It is our conclusion that if no library was currently located in Beckenham, and a new
location were being sought then a central Beckenham town location would be preferred,
and that the library would offer facilities that do not currently exist within in the present
building. This must be set against the loss of book stock within the public library, the
reduction of space available for hire and any reduction of the organisations that can use the
hire space, and the opposition which we noted in our public engagement.
It is our conclusion, if carefully managed, the relocation of the library could be successful,
but it is difficult to make a strong recommendation for the continuation of the project.

45
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Appendix A: Engagement Report
Context
This engagement report forms part of a feasibility study undertaken by Bisset Adams. The
feasibility study addresses the viability of relocating Beckenham Library from its current
location in the Clockhouse area to the Public Hall. Bromley Council sought to engage with
residents and stakeholders at a formative stage of the process.
Please note that the two surveys are analysed in Appendices B to F. The findings of whole
engagement, including the surveys, are then summarised in the Business Case.

Methodology: who we spoke to and how
A revised programme of qualitative engagement was implemented in response to
government guidance on social distancing in response to the spread of the Covid-19 virus
•

One to one telephone interviews or email submissions were offered to over 30
stakeholder groups as an alternative to the planned focus groups: nine stakeholders
participated in telephone discussions with four residents suppling email responses

•

Two drop-in sessions out of the three planned sessions took place; views of
approximately 20 people were recorded either in note format or on survey
questionnaire forms

•

Baby Bounce session (parents)

•

Ward Members briefing session

•

Two staff briefing sessions

•

One Design Your Library conference call with students from

•

Two principal categories of engagement have been implemented as part of the
feasibility study: quantitative engagement through two online surveys; and
qualitative engagement through face to face to activities, one to one telephone
interviews and written submissions

•

The balance of quantitative v qualitative participation shifted significantly during the
engagement period.

•

The link to the online survey was publicised continuously throughout all
communications with stakeholders, residents and library users, in addition to the
publicity generated by Council officers and GLL
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•

The Children’s Survey has been circulated to a number of local schools and to ten
local groups in addition to the publicity undertaken by the Council

A range of groups were invited to take part in phone interviews and or to send written
submissions:

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

Stakeholder group/organisation name
Advocacy First
The Beckenham Society
Beckenham U3A
Beckenham Rotary Club
Bromley and Lewisham Mind
Bromley Mindfulness
Bromley Well
Community Options CREDO
Bromley Rethink Mental Illness
Beckenham Business Association
Community Links Bromley
Age UK Bromley and Greenwich
Beckenham Arts Society
Beckenham Bridge Club
The Beckenham Bookshop
Beckenham Junior Choir and Youth Voices
Family Link
Beckenham and Bromley Historical Association
Theatre 62
Town Team
Copers Cope Residents Association
West Beckenham Residents Association
Central Beckenham Residents Association
Beckenham Churches Together
St George’s Church, Beckenham
Beckenham Baptist Church
Beckenham Marie Curie Foundation
Beckenham Town Junior Football Club
Bromley GP Alliance
Filmbox Community Cinema
Venue 28
Save Beckenham Library Campaign

We were again hampered by the Covid 19 crisis and lockdown. However, we received
feedback from:
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Beckenham Baptist Church; Beckenham Arts Society; Beckenham Bridge Club; Beckenham
Society; Town Team; Copers Cope Residents’ Association; West Beckenham Residents’
Association; Central Beckenham Residents’ Association, Streetwise Youth Centre,
Beckenham Bookshop, Beckenham Heritage Group, Bromley and Beckenham Philatelic
Association.
There were a further three email responses from local residents.

Schools
The following local schools were contacted and requested information
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Harris Academy
Harris Primary
Balgowan Primary
Marian Vian Primary School
Worsley Bridge Primary
Clare House Primary
Bishop Justus School

Pupils from Marian Vian Primary School and Balgowan Primary School were the main
respondents to the children’s survey. Pupils from 12 other schools also completed the
survey.
Two students, from Bishop Justus School, worked on a Design your Library project and sent
in ideas on library design.
Unfortunately, the Covid-19 crisis and its effect on schools meant that there was no further
engagement. There will be further opportunities to engage more fully with schools in the
second phase of the project.

Stakeholder Feedback
A lot of valuable information has been received from residents and stakeholders during this
engagement process. For ease of navigation, and so that points are not lost, we have
organised the feedback into seven broad themes
1. Housing provision: did people recognise the needs for more housing in the area?
2. Beckenham Library: current service provision: Thoughts on the current Beckenham
Library
3. Beckenham Library: ideas and suggestions for future service provision
4. Public Hall usage: thought from those who currently used the Public Hall
5. Combining services in a refurbished public hall: how did people see it working?
6. Beckenham Town Centre considerations: location, access,
7. Comments on the engagement process
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Notes from all of the meetings, group sessions, emails and phone calls are set out according
to theme below. An analysis of key findings from this is included in the main Business Plan
report.

Theme 1: Housing Provision
Strong consensus: majority or complete agreement amongst stakeholders
•

Recognition that housing generally and affordable housing specifically needs to be
provided across the borough

•

Alternative housing development area options available to the Council: Stumps Hill,
Copers Cope Road, land to the rear of Churchfield waste disposal site, Bourne House,
Brownfield sites, Link office, underused areas of Metropolitan land such as the
Lower Sydenham area

•

Would ruin the look and feel of the community hub; loss of library from ‘the
Beckenham Three ‘would have a negative impact on the Clockhouse area

•

Potential loss of green space will impact on community activities and events, in
addition to general health and wellbeing levels

Reasonable consensus: agreement by a number of stakeholders
•

Not the right place to build new housing: a well-used community hub in a
conversation area recently awarded a Purple Flag plaque for contribution to the
night time economy

•

Impractical proposal to build flats on the site of a purpose built library: e.g. ‘it would
constitute an act of vandalism to pull down a perfectly adequate and usable library
in a conservation area’

•

Concerns about the proposed (provisional) height of the block

•

Not an ideal location for new housing: potential water and sewerage issues plus as
well as a flooding risk at basement level

•

Option of building flats on top of the library site or other options should also be
considered

Individual comments
•

Implications of the Council having signed a 15-year lease agreement for the building
with Greenwich Leisure Limited in November 2017
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•

More permissions for affordable housing granted pro rata in Beckenham than other
areas in the borough

•

The Council previously refused planning permission for Carlton Court, 23 Beckenham
Road to be developed into 30 flats (Planning Reference 17/02890). One of the
grounds for refusal was that the proposed development would be harmful to the
character and appearance of the surrounding area. If the Planning Authority is to be
consistent it follows that there is no prospect of permission being granted to
demolish the existing significant, purpose built Library building, which forms an
essential element of a Conservation Area, to replace it with a five storey block of 45
flats.

•

The proposed block of flats is far too high, and its L-shape encroaches onto the park
behind, as well as on the Beckenham Road side. The height of the flats would give a
very enclosed feel to the remaining park and would produce additional shading.
There is a potential loss of mature trees from the park.

•

The proposed design of the flats is cramped, lacks amenity, is an overdevelopment
and is highly unattractive and functional. It lacks the elegance it should have in view
of its surroundings and the conservation area. There is potential to build flats on the
leisure centre / Venue 28 car park on the corner next to the Capita building instead.

•

Beckenham Library and the park behind it is in the Elm Road Conservation Area. This
adds to the care that is required when building on the current library site, as all the
constraints applying to conservation areas apply. These also apply to the park, where
there are a large number of trees that are deemed to be preserved as part of the
conservation area. Many separate the library from the park, substantially hiding the
library from the park when in leaf.

•

Policy 4 of the borough’s 2019 Local Plan requires all new housing developments to
achieve a high standard of layout whilst enhancing the quality of local places and
respect local character, spatial standards, physical context and density. The
illustrations in Appendix C of the initial Feasibility Study do not demonstrate this,
especially in a conservation area. The illustrations also ignore the requirement for
private amenity land around developments and none is shown in the illustrations.
Therefore, the assertion that there that there will be no net loss of open space may
be challenged in this regard. However, it is noted that some flats would have
balconies and that amenity space may be achieved by means of a communal roof
garden.

•

The entrance to the underground car park is where the entrance to the small library
car park is, on a sweeping bend, and close to the entrance to the leisure centre car
park on the other side of the road. There would be a substantial increase of use of
the entrance to the underground car park compared with the current library car
park.
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•

Water from springs rises on the other side of the park, resulting in a high water
table, which would make building expensive, particularly with an underground car
park. Flat occupants and visitors should not be allowed to have permits for the
Turners Meadow Way Zone 4 Controlled Parking Zone, so it is not oversubscribed.

Theme 2: Beckenham Library: current service provision
Strong consensus: majority or complete agreement amongst stakeholders
•

Integral part of the local community in an ideal location in a conservation area: more
than just a library building

•

Forms an important three-part community and social hub along with The Spa (leisure
centre) and Venue 28 (renovated community space) and close to other local
amenities, including Beckenham Baptist Church

•

Many people using the library also use the park behind and beside it, The Spa Leisure
Centre, Venue 28 and the shops in the Clock House parade

•

It is well served by public transport: numerous bus routes, Clock House station and
Beckenham Road tram stop

•

A purpose-built library which has its own identity and a strong community feel;
logical for it to stay in its current location

•

Accessible to everyone; DDA compliant and spacious; largely a step free building

•

A safe and secure space, particularly for children

•

Free on-site car parking facilities, including disabled parking spaces

•

Clockhouse is a quieter, more residential location close to green space and serving a
child-focused demographic

Reasonable consensus: agreement by a number of stakeholders
•

Demolition of the current library is unnecessary as it is a perfectly good facility with
natural lighting and generally fit for purpose

•

Well used resource with generally good stock, study space and IT facilities

•

Part of the heritage of Beckenham; a community landmark in a distinctive
conservation area
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•

Within easy walking distance of the high street – a high percentage of current users
walk to the library

Individual comments
•

Relocations of Orpington, Biggin Hill and Penge libraries were logical projects but this
is not the case in this instance

•

A perfectly good building with pleasing architecture; spacious with lots of natural
light

•

Children’s area is particularly well used

•

A lot of effort has been put in to developing the Clockhouse area as a community
hub. In some cases, such as Biggin Hill and West Wickham, the Council has been
keen to combine libraries with leisure centres. In the case of West Wickham, this
means moving the library away from the town centre

•

The historical value of the present library. When opened in 1939 it had a very real
place in Beckenham’s development and architecturally it is an example of late Art
Deco as defined in pre-war styles. The architects, Gold and Aldridge also designed
Purley library, considered valuable enough to be listed by Historical England.

Theme3: Beckenham Library - future
Strong consensus: majority or complete agreement amongst stakeholders
•

Population of Beckenham and the borough as a whole has increased and is projected
to increase further in coming years; library service provision needs to address this
increase

Reasonable consensus: agreement by a number of stakeholders
•

Option to develop and expand the current library site as part of a more creative and
ambitious scheme. More space for events and for teenagers would be welcome

•

Recognition of the need to modernise libraries: the current library building is better
suited for adaptation than is the case with the Public Hall

•

More local history materials would be desirable

•

Better balance between fiction and non-fiction stock
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•

Would benefit from better signposting and marketing

•

Increasing self-service take up and volunteering opportunities could improve the
library service

•

Income could be generated through selling second-hand books and vinyl (has
worked successfully in the past)

•

The Council should analyse library catchment areas in the borough

Theme 4: Public Hall usage
Strong consensus: majority or complete agreement amongst stakeholders
•

Affordable, accessible and convenient meeting space in a central location with
kitchen facilities for community groups

•

Well used despite lack of investment and limited marketing; heavily relied upon by
local groups and for wedding functions

Reasonable consensus: agreement by a number of stakeholders
•

Underused and poorly managed facility: programme of repairs required

•

Recognition that the Public Hall would benefit from refurbishment and development
but not by robbing Peter to pay Paul

•

Take up could be increased through improved booking and marketing

•

Disabled access is limited; the lift would need to be replaced and parking
implications addressed

Individual comments
•

The renewal of the lease of Public Hall space to a private club would not be desirable

•

Final version of Equality Impact Assessment will need to address impact of the
proposal on Public Hall users in addition to library users

•

A heritage centre could be incorporated into the Public Hall
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Theme 5: Combining services in a refurbished Pubic Hall
Strong consensus: majority or complete agreement amongst stakeholders
•

Not a viable or desirable proposal for library or Public Hall users, based on the plans
previously made available by the Council

•

Unsuitability of the venue for an efficient library service; risk of providing a depleted
library service; not enough capacity, accessible space or natural light sources

•

Cramped space: taking something fit for purpose and cramming it into a smaller
space would be detrimental to the provision of a good library service

•

Health and safety concerns, including DDA compliance and heavy traffic on a very
busy road
Parking is better at the current site, St George’s car park is always full

•

Reasonable consensus: agreement by a number of stakeholders
•

A wide range of activities currently take place at the library and at the Public Hall;
doubtful that there will be enough space for these to continue in a dual-purpose
building

•

Using the Beckenham Public Hall as the library would reduce the hall
accommodation and the library space would be smaller. It would also be difficult to
provide catering for events such as weddings

•

Cellular structure of the building imposes limitations and would not be an
enhancement on the existing library building

•

Movable/mobile shelving is likely to be impractical and potentially unsuitable for
some library users

•

Potential negative impact of reduced space on current users of the Public Hall; risk of
losing an effective Public Hall function

•

Appropriate kitchen facilities are essential

Individual comments
•

‘Would need to work like Doctor Who’s Tardis given the available space’
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•

‘You don’t need to be a rocket scientist to know that you can’t put two feet into one
boot’

•

The Public Hall would need an enormous adaptation and still would not offer the
facilities now available and would also deprive the present users of their
accommodation: ‘you can’t put a quart into a pint pot’

•

The building is not suited to the number of visits and activities that Beckenham
Library currently experiences. There is nowhere to park multiple buggies, the rooms
are disjointed so there is nowhere for valuables to be kept safe if users need to move
between the Children's Library (downstairs) and the Adult library, there is no
provision for books to be returned out of hours, nowhere to store bicycles and no
parking. Anyone with a disability would find it difficult to get upstairs and for when
there are events that include large numbers of people, there is not sufficient room
for children's buggies, children's scooters (e.g. school holidays) as well as
wheelchairs, mobility scooters etc. Where does someone park a mobility scooter
safely to enter the building, or where do they park the scooter indoors if they are
able to enter the building?

•

The halls are used for activities that are available at hours throughout the week and
weekend. Children's sports, children's parties, weddings, antique fairs and ad hoc
meetings (business meetings or committee meetings etc) have nowhere else to go. A
children's karate class cannot be taken in the library.

•

If the proposal does progress further the only viable option would be for the library
to occupy the whole of the ground floor of the building with the Public Hall
occupying the first floor.

•

Increasing traffic congestion in the centre of Beckenham will lead to a deterioration
in air quality

•

The cost of relocating is likely to be underestimated, and therefore moving the
library would cost more than the repairs needed for the Public Hall. Consideration
should be given to finding funds for repairing the Public Hall through other means,
e.g. Lottery grants or crowdfunding.

•

The increase of housing puts more strain on existing resources, so by reducing
existing resources to add 46 more flats is detrimental to the community. There will
be even less places for people in small accommodation to go to. Moving the public
library means the loss of 2 meeting rooms and a loss of a wider range of facilities
that currently exists at the library. The recent virus outbreak and subsequent
'lockdown' has highlighted the need for more outside space and the mental health
campaigns highlight the need for community areas that involve meeting other
people. It would be detrimental to mental health if the services of the library were
cut over time. These are services that cannot be brought back.
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•

Careful consideration would need to be given to interim service provision for both
sets of users should the proposal go ahead

•

Now is not the time for a new development or to move Beckenham Library. With
uncertainty in the economy, plus the expenditure by the council for moving the
library would be better spent elsewhere in the face of the Covid-19 virus
epidemic. Libraries may be closed for months; development sites may not be
needed in a deep recession and a changing economy with Brexit.

Theme 6: Beckenham Town Centre considerations
Reasonable consensus: agreement by a number of stakeholders
•

Central Beckenham runs from Public Hall to Clockhouse, rather than from Public Hall
to the war memorial

Individual comments
•

Beckenham is a large conurbation that has grown up organically; there is a weakness
in the rationale of a town centre location for the library.

•

Clockhouse area is developing well as part of Beckenham town centre: the threepart community hub has been integral to its success story: ripping out the library will
have a negative impact on the area

•

Kings London Sixth Form College (opposite the library) is reportedly increasing
rapidly in terms of student numbers

Theme 7: Engagement
Reasonable consensus: agreement by a number of stakeholders
•

Impact of Covid 19 on the effectiveness of the engagement process; the process
should have been postponed until later in the year

•

Engagement could have been publicised more widely

Individual comments
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•

Question 1 on the questionnaire could be interpreted as a leading question, making
it difficult for some people to say no to the prospect of additional housing on the
basis of the information supplied (two people made this comment)

•

Community groups could have been offered the opportunity to test the
questionnaire or feedback on a draft (two people made this comment)

•

Inappropriate for voting history to be included on the independently produced
questionnaire available on the Lewisham Conservatives website

Summary of the key findings of the engagement
We have broken down the feedback gathered through the stakeholder engagement
(including the surveys) into seven distinct themes, based on our lines of enquiry and the
responses:
1. Housing provision: did people recognise the needs for more housing in the area?
2. Beckenham Library: current service provision: Thoughts on the current
Beckenham Library
3. Beckenham Library: ideas and suggestions for future service provision
4. Public Hall usage: thought from those who currently used the Public Hall
5. Combining services in a refurbished public hall: how did people see it working?
6. Beckenham Town Centre considerations: location, access,
7. Comments on the engagement process
Theme 1: Housing provision in Beckenham and the proposed library redevelopment
• The need for more housing was recognised, to address population growth and
homelessness. Affordable housing was important.
• People felt that there were other options available for redevelopment as an
alternative to the library site
• The impact of removing the library from the Conservation area and reducing green
space was a major concern for the large majority of stakeholders
• A number of stakeholders were concerned about the impact on the Clock House
area generally and compliance with planning policy and guidance
Theme 2: Beckenham Library: current service provision
• The purpose-built nature of the building and its suitability for delivering library
services was emphasised by the vast majority of stakeholders
• The library has a strong local identity and a strong community base
• Beckenham Library forms a community hub with The Spa and Venue 28 within a
conservation area: many people using the library also use the park behind and
beside it, the Leisure Centre, and the shops in the Clock House parade.
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•
•
•

•

•

The large majority of stakeholders referenced the bus routes, tram stop and railway
station, all in close proximity to the library.
Walking distance to the town centre was considered to be easily manageable
The appreciation of a safe and secure space in a residential area was highlighted by a
number of stakeholders A safe place for children and families: benefits of being part
of the hub rather than on a busy high street. Concern about the busy road to cross to
the Public Hall with children
The current library is accessible for people of all ages and DDA compliant: largely on
one floor with free parking facilities. Access to the mezzanine was not considered to
be a significant issue
Many respondents said that they visited Beckenham Library due to its location
within a wider context of other buildings, including local shops and the leisure
centre.

Theme 3: Beckenham Library: future service provision
• There was a general expression of overall satisfaction with the current service, with
no real sense of a need to make significant changes. Suggested improvements
should all be achievable within existing resources. These included:
o Longer opening hours
o More computers
o More and better stock
o Improved self-service facilities
o Volunteering opportunities

• A number of stakeholders emphasised the importance of planning ahead for
•

•
•
•

increased take up of services as a result of population growth
Some stakeholder recognised an opportunity to develop and expand the current
library site as part of a more creative and ambitious scheme: they recognised the
need to modernise libraries but felt that the current building is better suited for
adaptation than the Public Hall
A number of stakeholders expressed a preference for exploring options of expanding
the existing site, including the possibility of building flats on top of the library
More space for teenagers to study would be welcome, as well as dedicated space for
events
Library staff reflected that children’s events often attract more than 30 children and
this should be considered in plans

Theme 4: Public Hall usage
• There was clear recognition of the potential for refurbishing a listed building and
confirmation that a public hall function and role is still very much required in
Beckenham. If it were made more attractive, it would attract more custom
• A number of stakeholders felt that the Hall is well used despite lack of investment
and limited marketing; heavily relied upon by local groups and for wedding functions
(although the booking information received indicates that there were only two
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•
•
•

weddings booked in 2019). Bookings can be increased through a review of marketing
and booking mechanisms
The Public Hall currently provides highly valued and affordable meeting space in a
central location for local community groups
Current users fear that meeting space provision will be reduced or increase in price.
The importance of affordable space was emphasised by several stakeholders
There was concern that the private club lease should be reviewed

Theme 5: Combining services in a refurbished Public Hall
• The overwhelming perception is that the Public Hall space is simply not big enough
to house an effective combined space and service. The majority of stakeholders felt
that taking something currently fit for purpose and cramming it into a smaller space
would be detrimental to the provision of a good library service
• Stakeholders emphasised the unsuitability of the venue for an efficient library
service; risk of providing a depleted library service in a cramped space; not enough
capacity, accessible space or natural light sources
• Parking is better at the current site, St George’s car park is always full
• DDA and accessibility issues will need to be addressed in any redevelopment
proposal
• A number of Public Hall users expressed concerns about the potential negative
impact on them not having been explored in as much depth as the impact on library
users
• Consideration should be given to including a Heritage Centre function in the Public
Hall
Theme 6: Beckenham Town Centre considerations
• The majority of people who commented on this issue felt that the town centre
extends from the Public Hall to Clock House station, rather than from the Public Hall
to the War Memorial
• There was a strong consensus that transport links and easy walking distances
outweighed the perceived benefits of a central location
• A number of stakeholders emphasised the positive development of the Clock House
area in recent years and the negative impact that the removal of the library could
entail. The Clock House area generally and local residents will potentially be
negatively impacted by the removal of the library as part of the community hub
• Accessibility, parking and transport links were seen as more important than location,
given that Beckenham is a relatively small town centre
• Some felt that increasing traffic congestion in the town centre is already having a
detrimental impact on air quality: the relocation of the library would accentuate the
problem
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Theme 7: Engagement Process
• There were a number of expressions of discontent with various aspects of the
engagement process, many of which stemmed from the impact of Covid 19
measures on the process. The informal and formative elements of the process were
reiterated to stakeholders and it was emphasised that there would be more
consultation in the formal stage of the process.
• It was felt that the council should publish the social and financial rationale for this
move so that people can see the facts and figures
This information is summarised, along with the survey results, in the Business Case
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Adult Survey –
Statistical Breakdown
Report
Beckenham Library – Public Engagement

This document provides a statistical breakdown and analysis of the 757 responses
received for the 20-question adult-focused public engagement survey that collected
responses between 9th March and 12th April 2020.
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Question 1:
Given the need for housing and the potential opportunity to develop the
Beckenham Library Service, do you support the proposal in principle?
Answer Choices

Responses
9.6%
82.4%
8.0%

Yes
No
Not sure (please state why)
Answered
Skipped
Response Rate

72
617
60

749
8
98.9%

Not sure (please
state why)
8.0%

Yes
9.6%

No
82.4%

Response Rate: 98.9%

Comments
This question has the highest response in the survey. Only 8 respondents of
757 total skipped the question.
The majority of respondents answered ‘No’ to supporting the proposal in
principle at 82.4% of all answers.

1
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Free-text Answers given for ‘Other (please state why)’:
Categories

Responses
1.6%
1.5%
1.3%
0.9%
0.9%
0.8%
0.8%
0.3%
0.3%

Size of new library
Prefer current site
Unclear Proposals
Distrust of Council
Leading Question
Housing must be affordable
Other housing dev sites
Other
No Category

No Category

0.3%

Size of new library

1.6%

Prefer current site

1.5%

Unclear Proposals

1.3%

Leading Question

0.9%

Distrust of Council

0.9%

Other housing dev sites

0.8%

Housing must be affordable

0.8%

Other
0.0%

12
11
10
7
7
6
6
2
2

0.3%
0.5%

1.0%

1.5%

2.0%

Free-Text Answer Comments
Primary reasons for respondents answering ‘Not sure’ were being unsure or
unclear about aspects of the proposal, including concerns about the size and
facilities that would be available at the new site.
Some respondents objected to the phrasing of the question or expressed
distrust that the project would be completely satisfactorily.
Others suggested other sites within Bromley would be better placed to
develop housing, or emphasised the importance that the housing developed
in this project should be affordable.
Please see Appendix 1 for a full list of free text answers for Question 1

2
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Question 2:
Do you use Beckenham library?
Answer Choices

Responses
94.1%
5.9%

Yes
No
Answered
Skipped
Response Rate

746
11
98.5%

No
5.9%

Yes
94.1%

Response Rate: 98.5%

Comments
This question had a high response rate at 98.5%.
94.1% of respondents answered ‘Yes’ to using Beckenham Library.
Frequency of use was asked in Question 3.
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702
44

Question 3:
How often do you use Beckenham Library?
Answer Choices

Responses
2.0%
38.6%
31.9%
23.1%
4.4%

Daily
Weekly
Monthly
Occasionally
Not applicable to me
Answered
Skipped
Response Rate

15
288
238
172
33

746
11
98.5%

50.0%
38.6%

40.0%

31.9%
30.0%
23.1%
20.0%

10.0%

4.4%

2.0%
0.0%
Daily
Response Rate: 98.5%

Weekly

Monthly

Occasionally

Not applicable
to me

Comments
This question had an equal response rate to the previous question ‘Do you
use Beckenham Library?’.
11 respondents (1.5%) who answered ‘No’ to visiting Beckenham Library in
Question 2 answered ‘Occasionally’ instead of ‘Not applicable to me’ or
skipping this question.
When the survey was conducted, Beckenham Library’s opening hours were 5
days per week (Mon, Tue, Wed, Fri, Sat).
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Question 4:
Which other libraries do you use? Please select all that apply:
Answer Choices

Responses
51.4%
32.6%
15.6%
10.7%
5.2%
2.2%

None
Bromley Central Library
Penge Library
Other (please state)
Shortlands Library
Not applicable to me
Answered
Skipped
Response Rate

379
240
115
79
38
16

737
20
97.4%

60.0%
51.4%
50.0%
40.0%

32.6%

30.0%
20.0%

15.6%
10.7%

10.0%

5.2%

2.2%

0.0%
None
Response Rate: 97.4%

Bromley
Central
Library

Penge
Library

Other
(please
state)

Shortlands
Not
Library
applicable to
me

Comments
The majority of respondents (51.4%) do not visit any other library apart from
Beckenham Library.
Of the 44 respondents who reported they did not visit Beckenham Library in
Question 2, 28 reported they used other libraries.
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Free-text Answers given for ‘Other (please state)’:
Categories
West Wickham
Croydon Libraries
Other London
Orpington
Other Bromley
Southborough
Hayes
No Category

Responses
3.53%
1.76%
1.49%
1.36%
1.09%
0.68%
0.41%
1.22%

No Category

1.22%

West Wickham

3.53%

Croydon Libraries

1.76%

Other London

1.49%

Orpington

1.36%

Other Bromley
Southborough
Hayes
0.00%

26
13
11
10
8
5
3
9

1.09%
0.68%
0.41%
1.00%

2.00%

3.00%

4.00%

Free-Text Answer Comments
Following Shortlands Library, West Wickham Library was the next most used
library by respondents, followed by various libraries within the Borough of
Croydon.
‘Other London’ contains libraries in adjacent boroughs to Bromley including
Bexley, Lewisham and Greenwich, as well as non-adjacent boroughs
including Wandsworth and Tower Hamlets.
Please see Appendix 2 for a full list of free text answers for Question 4
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Question 5:
Please tick the main reason why you use the library you use the most:
Answer Choices
It is closest to my home
The range of stock
Other (please state)
Facilities
The range of activities
Parking
Not applicable to me
Opening hours
Answered
Skipped
Response Rate

Responses
58.1%
11.8%
10.5%
7.6%
4.4%
3.5%
2.5%
1.6%
735
22
97.1%

It is closest to my home

58.1%

The range of stock

11.8%

Other (please state)

10.5%

Facilities
The range of activities
Parking
Opening hours
Not applicable to me
Response Rate: 97.1%

427
87
77
56
32
26
18
12

0.0%

7.6%
4.4%
3.5%
1.6%
2.5%
20.0%

40.0%

60.0%

Comments
The majority of respondents (58.4%) indicated the proximity of Beckenham
Library to their home to be the main reason they visit.
Of the 44 respondents who reported they did not visit Beckenham Library in
Question 2, 22 ticked a reason for using the library the most.
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Free-text Answers given for ‘Other (please state)’:
Categories
Location/leisure hub
Environment/Site
Multiple answers
Stock
Other

Other

Responses
7.89%
0.82%
0.41%
0.27%
1.09%

1.09%

Location/leisure hub

Environment/Site

Multiple answers

Stock
0.00%

58
6
3
2
8

7.89%

0.82%

0.41%

0.27%
2.00%

4.00%

6.00%

8.00%

Free-Text Answer Comments
Of the answers given to ‘Other (please state)’ most respondents expressed
they visited Beckenham Library due to its location within a wider context of
other buildings, including local shops and the leisure centre.
Please see Appendix 3 for a full list of free text answers for Question 5
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Question 6:
How do you travel to the library? Please select one option - Your
primary method of travel:
Answer Choices

Responses
65.9%
16.1%
12.9%
2.2%
0.7%
0.6%
0.1%
1.5%

Walk
Car
Bus
Bike
Tram
Train
Other (please state)
Not applicable to me
Answered
Skipped
Response Rate

482
118
94
16
5
4
1
11

731
26
96.6%
Bike
2.2%
Car
16.1%

Bus
12.9%

Tram
0.7%
Train
0.6%
Other (please
state)
0.1%
Not applicable
to me
1.5%

Walk
65.9%

Response Rate: 96.6%

Comments
The majority of respondents (65.9%) indicate they primarily walk to
Beckenham Library.
The sole answer to ‘Other (please state)’ response reads ‘Walk + Bus’.
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Question 7:
Do you combine your visit to Beckenham Library with a visit to other
local amenities? Please tick those which apply:
Answer Choices
Leisure Centre
Local Shops
None
Venue 38
Other (please state)
Not applicable to me
Answered
Skipped
Response Rate
70.0%

Responses
62.8%
45.5%
14.4%
14.0%
5.6%
4.4%

458
332
105
102
41
32

729
28
96.3%

62.8%

60.0%
50.0%

45.5%

40.0%
30.0%
20.0%

14.4%

14.0%

10.0%

5.6%

4.4%

Other
(please
state)

Not
applicable to
me

0.0%
Leisure
Local Shops
Centre
Response Rate: 96.3%

None

Venue 38

Comments
Few people skipped answering this question.
Over half of all respondents often combine their visit with the nearby Leisure
Centre.
Less than 15% of respondents do not frequently combine their visit to
Beckenham Library with another establishment.
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Free-text answers given for ‘Other (please state)’:
‘Other’ Responses
1.6%
0.4%
0.4%
0.5%
0.7%
1.0%
1.1%

Categories
Other
Hospital
Venue 28
School/Nursery
Baptist Church
Café/Pub
Clock House Station

Clock House Station

1.1%

Café/Pub

1.0%

Baptist Church

0.7%

School/Nursery

0.5%

Venue 28

0.4%

Hospital

0.4%

Other
0.0%

12
3
3
4
5
7
8

1.6%
0.5%

1.0%

1.5%

2.0%

Note: Respondents answering ‘Venue 28’ frequently pointed out the
misspelling of the Venue in the original question.

Please see Appendix 4 for a full list of free text answers for Question 7
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Question 8:
What is most important to you in a library? Please rate each in order of
preference (1 is most important):
Score
13.52
10.24
9.57
9.13
8.58
8.57
8.28
6.67
6.43
6.42
5.41
5.33
5.28
4.30

Books
Information and advice
Family and children’s activities
Study or work space
Internet access
Online resources
Events
Meeting space
Social engagement and wellbeing
Bromley Historic Collections
Somewhere to meet people
Community events
High street location
Classes and courses

Answered
Skipped
Response Rate

Responses Standard Deviation
678
1.60
612
2.67
596
3.76
602
3.13
568
4.07
574
3.33
571
2.86
571
2.74
591
3.36
583
3.29
566
2.71
589
3.51
595
4.12
577
3.58

698
59
92.2%
Books

13.52

Information and advice

10.24

Family and children’s activities

9.57

Study or work space

9.13

Internet access

8.58

Online resources

8.57

Events

8.28

Meeting space

6.67

Social engagement and wellbeing

6.43

Bromley Historic Collections

6.42

Somewhere to meet people

5.41

Community events

5.33

High street location

5.28

Classes and courses

4.30

Response Rate: 92.2%

0

7

14

Error bars indicate 1 standard deviation, σ from the mean.
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Comments
This question presented the respondent with 14 categories to rank in order of
importance to them, assigning each category a number between 1 and 14.
Respondents were not required to assign a number to every category. This is
reflected in the number of responses given to each category.
The response rate for this question is 92.2%
The most ranked category ‘Books’ was ranked by 89.6% of all respondents.
The least ranked category ‘Somewhere to meet people’ was ranked by 74.8%
of all respondents.
‘Score’ is a representation of rank, where a perfect score of 14 would indicate
all respondents that category top. The lowest score possible is 1.
‘Books’, the highest ranked category overall, also had the smallest standard
deviation (statistical measure of spread or variation) at 1.6, indicating a great
consensus amongst respondents.
Conversely, ‘Internet access’ and ‘High street location’ had the largest
standard deviations (4.07 and 4.12), indicating disagreement among
respondents on the importance of these categories.

Following Question 8, response rate notably declines with all further questions
falling below a 90% response rate.
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Question 9:
How do you think library services in Beckenham could be improved?
Note: Response should not contain identifying personal data.
Answer Choices

Responses
29.8%
16.5%
12.8%
9.7%
8.9%
8.1%
7.9%
4.8%
2.9%
1.7%
1.0%
1.0%
0.8%

No Changes
More/Improved Stock
Events/Activities
Increased opening hours
Refurb/Remodel
Improve Staffing
Other Suggestion
General Investment
Toilets
No Category
More Computers
Move to Pub. Halls
BHC/Archives
Answered
Skipped
Response Rate

154
85
66
50
46
42
41
25
15
9
5
5
4

516
241
68.2%

No Changes

29.8%

More/Improved Stock

16.5%

Events/Activities

12.8%

Increased opening hours

9.7%

Refurb/Remodel

8.9%

Improve Staffing

8.1%

Other Suggestion

7.9%

General Investment
Toilets

4.8%
2.9%

Move to Pub. Halls

1.0%

More Computers

1.0%

BHC/Archives

0.8%

No Category
Response Rate: 68.2%

0.0%

1.7%
10.0%

20.0%

30.0%
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Comments
This free-text question had a comparatively low response rate at 68.2%.
Respondents who skipped the question may have had no answer to the
question.
There were a wide range of responses with many answers indicating multiple
categories for improvements. These answers were included in all applicable
categories for analysis.
‘No Changes’ was the most written-about response, indicating respondents
did not feel any improvements were required at Beckenham Library.
Further popular categories such as ‘More/Improved Stock’ and
‘Event/Activities’ had suggestions related to general service levels within the
building, while other categories such as ‘Refurb/Remodel’ and ‘Toilets’ would
involve structural or decorative works on the building.

Please see Appendix 5 for a full list of free text answers for Question 9.
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Question 10:
If you don’t use Bromley libraries, why not? Note: Response should not
contain identifying personal data. Please tick those that apply:
Answer Choices
Difficulty getting to the library
Opening hours don’t suit
Nothing there for me
Don’t have the books that I want
Other reason (please state)
Not applicable to me
Answered
Skipped
Response Rate

Responses
4.0%
1.7%
0.8%
0.4%
3.8%
91.0%

21
9
4
2
20
476

523
234
69.1%

Note: The 476 ‘Not applicable to me’ answers have been excluded from this
graph as they represent 91% of all responses. Percentages listed on the
graph indicate the percentage of the remaining 56 responses.

37.5%

Difficulty getting to the library

35.7%

Other reason (please state)

16.1%

Opening hours don’t suit

7.1%

Nothing there for me

Don’t have the books that I want

Response Rate: 69.1%

*'Not applicable to me'
responses (91% of responses
to this question)
not included in chart

3.6%

0.0%

20.0%

40.0%

Comments
This free-text question also had a low response rate at 69.1%. Respondents
who skipped the question may have not answered as they do use Bromley
libraries.
‘Not applicable to me’ held over 90% of responses. In total, 56 respondents
(8.99% of all respondents) ticked at least one answer to this question.
16
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Free-text Answers given for ‘Other reason (please state)’:
Answer Choices

Responses
1.53%
0.76%
0.57%
0.57%
0.38%

N/A
Poor Location
Buy books elsewhere
No Personal Interest
Other

N/A

1.53%

Poor Location

0.76%

No Personal Interest

0.57%

Buy books elsewhere

0.57%

Other
0.00%

8
4
3
3
2

0.38%
0.50%

1.00%

1.50%

2.00%

Free-Text Answer Comments
8 respondents provided unclear answers in relation to the question and have
been categorised as ‘N/A’.

Please see Appendix 6 for a full list of free text answers for Question 10
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Question 11:
Across the UK, many libraries offer a wider range of services as well as
the traditional books for loan, activities and study space. If you are
already a library user what would you like to see more of in Bromley’s
libraries?
Which of these would make you want to use the library more?
If you don't currently do so, what would incentivise you to use the
library?
Please feel free to tick more than one box:

Answer Choices
Events and activity; art, theatre, music, poetry, yoga and
gentle exercise, crafts
Events and activities for children
Café
Language classes
Help to get people online and use digital technology
Courses and talks on issues such as money management,
health and careers
Access to other council services e.g. benefits advice
Help to get people into employment or start their own
business
Meeting space for business and social activity
Health checks and information
Other (please state)

Responses

Answered
Skipped
Response Rate

51.0%
47.2%
41.3%
38.4%
36.6%

318
294
257
239
228

34.5%
34.2%

215
213

28.9%
22.8%
21.7%
10.3%

180
142
135
64

623
134
82.3%

51.0%

Events and activity; art, theatre, music, poetry,…

47.2%

Events and activities for children

41.3%

Café

38.4%

Language classes

36.6%

Help to get people online and use digital…
Courses and talks on issues such as money…

34.5%

Access to other council services e.g. benefits…

34.2%
28.9%

Help to get people into employment or start…

22.8%

Meeting space for business and social activity

21.7%

Health checks and information

10.3%

Other (please state)

Response Rate: 82.3%

0.0%

20.0%

40.0%
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60.0%

Comments
Respondents were permitted to tick more than once category. On average,
respondents ticked 3.7 categories.
The two categories related to events and activities were answered the most.
Free-text Answers given for ‘Other (please state)’:
Answer Choices

Responses
2.6%
2.2%
1.1%
1.0%
0.5%
0.2%
1.6%

No Changes
Books/Stock
Toilets
Events/Activities
Quiet/Less Noise
Increased Opening Hours
Other Suggestions

No Changes

2.6%

Books/Stock

2.2%

Toilets

1.1%

Events/Activities

1.0%

Quiet/Less Noise
Increased Opening Hours

16
14
7
6
3
1
10

0.5%
0.2%

Other Suggestions
0.0%

1.6%
1.0%

2.0%

3.0%

Free-Text Answer Comments
2.6% of respondents indicated no changes were needed at Beckenham
Library to encourage them to visit more.
Other categories included improving book or stock, installing toilets, or
running specific events.
Please see Appendix 7 for a full list of free text answers for Question 11
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Question 12:
We want to make sure that we buy the books and online resources that
people want to borrow. What would you like to see in your library?
Please tick as many as you like:
Answer Choices
Popular fiction
Children’s books
Classics
Travel
Cookery
Self-help
Gardening
Ebooks and downloads
Starting a business
Other (please state)
Answered
Skipped
Response Rate

Responses
74.6%
63.8%
59.1%
52.6%
39.4%
39.1%
38.2%
37.4%
26.0%
20.2%

491
420
389
346
259
257
251
246
171
133

658
99
86.9%

Popular fiction

74.6%

Children’s books

63.8%

Classics

59.1%

Travel

52.6%

Cookery

39.4%

Self-help

39.1%

Gardening

38.2%

Ebooks and downloads

37.4%

Starting a business
Other (please state)

26.0%
20.2%

Response Rate: 86.9% 0.0% 10.0% 20.0% 30.0% 40.0% 50.0% 60.0% 70.0% 80.0%

Comments
Respondents were permitted to tick more than once category. On average,
respondents ticked 4.5 categories.
This questions had a high number of ‘Other (please state)’ responses
compared with other questions in this survey.
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Free-text Answers given for ‘Other (please state)’:
Categories

Responses
5.2%
3.3%
2.4%
2.1%
2.1%
2.0%
1.8%
1.7%
1.4%
1.1%
0.9%
0.6%
0.5%
0.2%

History
Art/Design
Politics/Current Affairs
Non-Fiction/Reference
Music/Film
Other
Science/Psychology
Biographies
Literature/Poetry
Education/Study
Nature/World
Audiobooks
Graphic Novels
Romance
History

5.2%

Art/Design

3.3%

Politics/Curr Aff.

2.4%

Music/Film

2.1%

NonFiction/Reference

2.1%

Other

2.0%

Science/Psychology

1.8%

Biographies

1.7%

Literature/Poetry

1.4%

Education/Study

1.1%

Nature/World
Audiobooks
Graphic Novels
Romance
0.0%

34
22
16
14
14
13
12
11
9
7
6
4
3
1

0.9%
0.6%
0.5%
0.2%
1.0%

2.0%

3.0%

4.0%

5.0%

6.0%

Free-Text Answer Comments
A wide variety of custom responses were given. History and local history was
the most suggested category of stock.
Within ‘Politics/Current Affairs’ many respondents suggested expanding the
range of available newspapers.
Please see Appendix 8 for a full list of free text answers for Question 12
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Question 13:
How often do you visit Beckenham Town Centre?

Answer Choices

Responses
8.2%
29.5%
28.7%
15.8%
8.4%
7.5%
1.9%

Every day
A few times a week
About once a week
A few times a month
Once a month
Less than once a month
Never
Answered
Skipped
Response Rate

55
197
192
106
56
50
13

669
88
88.4%

40.0%

29.5%

30.0%

28.7%

20.0%

10.0%

15.8%
8.4%

8.2%

7.5%
1.9%

0.0%
Every day

A few
times a
Response Rate: 88.4% week

About
once a
week

A few
times a
month

Once a
month

Less than
once a
month

Never

Comments
Over 65% (66.4%) of respondents reported they visit Beckenham Town
Centre at least once per week.
This compares with 40.6% of respondents in Question 3 answering that they
visit Beckenham Library at least once per week.
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Question 14:
Do you currently attend any classes or activities at Beckenham Public
Hall?
Answer Choices

Responses
9.2%
90.8%

Yes
No
Answered
Skipped
Response Rate

62
610

672
85
88.8%
Yes
9.2%

Response Rate: 88.8%

No
90.8%

Comments
Over 90% of respondents indicated they do not currently attended classes or
activities at Beckenham Public Hall.
9.7%

Breaking this further down by how
respondents answered Q1 (‘Do you
support the proposal in principle?’)
shows that people who do not support
the proposal are more likely than
average to already attend a class or
activity at Beckenham Public Hall (outer
ring on graph on the right).

6.6%

Q1: Yes

93.4%
90.3%
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Q1: No

Question 15:
What is your postcode?
Postcode Prefixes

Responses
79.5%
7.9%
4.3%
2.1%
1.4%
1.2%
0.8%
0.5%
0.5%
0.5%
0.3%
0.2%
0.2%
0.2%
0.2%
0.2%
0.2%
0.2%

BR3
SE20
BR2
SE26
BR1
CR0
BR6
SE19
SE25
BR4
BR5
CR2
CR7
SE22
SE6
SE7
BR7
N/A
Answered
Skipped
Response Rate

521
52
28
14
9
8
5
3
3
3
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

655
102
86.5%
SE20
7.9%
BR2
4.3%
SE26
2.1%

BR3
79.5%

BR1
1.4%
CR0
1.2%
Other
2.9%

Response Rate: 86.5%

Responses with less than 1% of the share have been consolidated into ‘Other’
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Comments
The postcode for Beckenham Library is BR3 4PE.
The postcode for Beckenham Public Hall is BR3 5JE.
Of the two locations, Beckenham Public Hall lies more centrally within the
BR3 area, with Beckenham Library residing closer to the western border with
SE20.
The majority of respondents (79.5%) live within the same postcode prefix as
Beckenham Library and Beckenham Public Hall (BR3).
Please see Appendix 9 for a full list of free text answers for Question 15
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Question 16:
If you are representing a group or organization, please let us know
which one:

Answered
Skipped
Response Rate

105
652
13.9%

Of the 105 responses to this question, 98 indicated they had no affiliation to a
group or organization.
The remaining 7 responses are listed in full below:
Respondent No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Responses
Beckenham Bookshop
SEN parents and workforce
Social Distancing Appreciation Society (Sodas)
I am Vanessa Allen, Clock House Councillor
Home library
Beckenham Heritage Group
Bromley and Beckenham Philatelic Society
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Question 17:
Which of the following options best describes your gender identity?
Answer Choices

Responses
37.29%
56.39%
0.30%
6.02%

Male
Female
Other
Prefer not to say
Answered
Skipped
Response Rate

248
375
2
40

665
92
87.8%
Other
0.3%

Prefer not to say
6.0%

Male
37.3%

Female
56.4%

Response Rate: 87.8%

Comments
The majority of respondents (56.4%) answered that they were Female, with
37.3% indicating they were Male.
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Question 18:
Please state your age category:
Answer Choices
Under 18
18-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65-74
75+
Prefer not to say

Responses
0.6%
1.3%
9.0%
30.6%
19.0%
14.9%
14.5%
4.5%
5.7%

Answered
Skipped
Response Rate

4
9
60
205
127
100
97
30
38

670
87
88.5%

40.0%
30.6%
30.0%

19.0%

20.0%

14.9%

14.5%

9.0%

10.0%

4.5%
0.6%

5.7%

1.3%

0.0%
Under 18-24
18
Response Rate: 88.5%

25-34

35-44

45-54

55-64

65-74

75+

Prefer
not to
say

Comments
Over half of respondents (52.9%) answered their age as 45 or above, while
41.5% answered 44 or below.
Please note the corresponding Children and Young People Survey was
opened for responses after this Adult’s Survey and targeted responses for
under-18s. There were 52 responses total for the Children’s Survey.
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Question 19:
Which of the following options best describes your race, ethnic or
cultural origin?
Answer Choices
White English/Welsh/Scottish/Northern Irish/British
White Irish
White Gypsy or Irish Traveller
Any other white background
Asian / Asian British Indian
Asian / Asian British Pakistani
Asian / Asian British Bangladeshi
Asian / Asian British Chinese
Any other Asian background
Mixed white and back Caribbean
Mixed white and black African
Mixed white and Asian
Any other mixed ethnic background
African
Caribbean
Any other black / African / Caribbean background
Prefer not to say
Answered
Skipped
Response Rate

Responses
69.8%
1.8%
0.2%
7.1%
2.3%
0.0%
0.6%
1.7%
0.5%
0.5%
0.5%
0.6%
2.0%
0.9%
0.5%
0.3%
11.1%

464
12
1
47
15
0
4
11
3
3
3
4
13
6
3
2
74

665
92
87.8%

Response categories have been consolidated in the graph below for
presentation clarity.
Asian
5.0%
Mixed
3.5%
Black
1.7%

White
78.8%

Prefer not to say
11.1%

Response Rate: 87.8%
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Question 20:
Does your health or disability prevent you from doing things you want
to, need to or have to?

Answer Choices

Responses
81.7%
10.1%
2.7%
5.5%

No
Yes, limited a little
Yes, limited a lot
Prefer not to say
Answered
Skipped
Response Rate

548
68
18
37

671
86
88.6%

Yes, limited a
little
10.1%
No
81.7%

Yes, limited a lot
2.7%
Prefer not to say
5.5%

Response Rate: 88.6%

Comments
Overall, 12.8% of respondents reported at least some limitation to their daily
activities.
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Public Engagement - Beckenham Library: Survey Analysis
Introduction
The London Borough of Bromley regularly considers opportunities to improve and
enhance the Borough’s library sites, to enable the library service to flourish, adapt,
and be fit for the future and to provide an excellent community service. As part of
this the Council is considering the viability of relocating the current Beckenham
Library to the Beckenham Public Hall, approximately 1 mile away
The sale of the current Beckenham library site for housing, 50% of which would be
affordable housing, would pay for a new, enhanced library service at the Beckenham
Public Hall circa 1 mile away. The proposal would not only provide a new library
service and cultural events space, but also much needed housing. As part of the
feasibility study for this proposal an engagement programme delivered by the
appointed Consultants for this project took place to capture the views and opinions of
the Community on this high profile proposal.
The Council devised a survey to enable as many people as possible to feed in their
opinions on this proposal. To increase the reach, the survey was posted online and
paper copies of the survey were made available at Beckenham Library. The survey
was promoted on both the Council’s website and the GLL Better Libraries website.
The survey ran from 9th March and was initially due to close on 31st March but
following the closure of all Bromley Libraries on Monday 23 rd March due to
government advice relating to COVID-19 the survey was extended until April 12th.
Data analysis showed that 749 surveys had been completed online with 8 paper
surveys completed.
The survey introduction acknowledged that the Council understood fully that not
everybody will support this proposal but wanted to give all residents a platform for
their views and opinions. The survey also provided clarification that the project
suggested moving, not closing, Beckenham Library
The survey consisted of 20 questions ranging from establishing levels of support for
the project to ideas for modernising libraries and building up a picture of use of the
Beckenham Public Hall and frequency of visits to the Town Centre. Equalities
questions were also included to measure impact. A full statistical analysis of all
survey questions has been produced separately in the Statistical Breakdown Report.
This includes postcode data and a full transcript of all comments and suggestions
which are fully categorised. The key headlines of the survey are summarises below.
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Findings
Support for the proposal
Of the responses to Question 1 which asked “Given the need for housing and the
potential opportunity to develop the Beckenham Library Service, do you support the
proposal in principle?”, 82.4% said they did not support the proposal, 9.6% were
supportive, and 8.1% were not sure. Respondents answering ‘not sure’ were able to
provide a free-text comment on their answer: see Statistical Breakdown Report.
Patterns of Library Use
Responses to the answer choices for Question 2, “Do you use Beckenham Library?”
showed that 94.1% answered Yes to using the Library, while 5.9% said No.
Question 3 asked about frequency of library use: 38.6% visited the library on a
weekly basis, followed by 31.9% monthly, 23.1% occasionally, 4.4% not applicable,
and 2.0% daily.
Question 4 asked respondents which other Libraries they used apart from
Beckenham. The highest response rate was None at 51.4%, followed by Bromley
Central at 32.6%, Penge at 15.6%, other not specified 10.7%, and Shortlands 5.2%.
Question 5 asked respondents to tick the main reason why they used Beckenham
Library the most, 58.0% answered because ‘it is closest to my home’ as their
response. The other responses relating to use are detailed below and are
significantly lower:
It is closest to my home 58.1%
The range of stock
11.8%
Other (please state)
10.5%
Facilities
7.6%
The range of activities
4.4%
Parking
3.5%
Not applicable to me
2.5%
Opening hours
1.6%

Question 6 asked how you travel to the library. Respondents were asked to select
one option which categorised their primary method of travel to Beckenham Library.
65.9% said they primarily walked to the library. The other response rates are detailed
below.
Walk
65.9%
Car
16.1%
Bus
12.9%
Bike
2.2%
Tram
0.7%
Train
0.6%
Other (please state)
0.1%
Not applicable to me 1.5%
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Responses to Question 7 which asked “Do you combine your visit to Beckenham
Library with a visit to other local amenities?” allowed respondents to tick all which
applied from a list of choices. 62.8% of those surveyed said they combined their visit
with Beckenham Library with a visit to the Spa Leisure Centre, 45.5% to local shops,
14.0% to Venue 28, 5.62% to other locations which included Clock House Station,
and 14.4% did not combine their visit to the Library with visiting another facility. 4.4%
indicated this question did not apply to them.
Improving and developing Libraries
Question 8 asked the following question “What is most important to you in a
library?”. Respondents were asked to rate 14 categories in order of preference (1
being the most important), which is then converted to an overall score out of 14 - see
the Statistical Breakdown Report for the list of responses and their ranking. ‘Books’
received the overall highest score at 13.5 out of 14, ranking it as the most important
to respondents, followed by ‘Information and advice’ at 10.2 out of 14. At the other
end of the scale, ‘Classes and courses’ were ranked as least important at 4.3 out of
14, and ‘high street location’ and ‘community events’ ranked both at 5.3 out of 14.
Question 9 asked respondents for suggestions as to how they think library services
in Beckenham could be improved. Many suggestions were put forward and all
responses were categorised and have been fully transcribed in the Statistical
Breakdown Report.
Question 10 related to non-library use and those not using Beckenham Library or
any other Bromley Libraries. Those who did not use libraries were asked to choose
from a list of reasons. Of the 56 responses who indicated they didn’t use Bromley
libraries the most common reason for not visiting the library was difficulty getting to
the library at 37.5%.
Difficulty getting to the library
37.5%
Opening hours don’t suit
35.7%
Nothing there for me
16.1%
Don’t have the books that I want 7.1%
Other reason (please state)
3.6%

Focus of Libraries
Question 11 addresses the change in priorities for Libraries to increase their
relevance in modern society. Respondents were asked the following question
“Across the UK; many libraries offer a wider range of services as well as the
traditional books for loan, activities and study space. If you are already a library user
what would you like to see more of in Bromley’s libraries? Which of these would
make you want to use the library more? If you don't currently do so, what would
incentivise you to use the library?”. Respondents were encouraged to tick more than
one box. The response rates are captured below.
The highest response at 51.0% related to events and activity; art, theatre, music,
poetry, yoga and gentle exercise, crafts followed by events and activities for children
at 47.2% and a café t 41.3%.
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Events and activity; art, theatre, music, poetry, yoga and gentle exercise, crafts
Events and activities for children
Café
Language classes
Help to get people online and use digital technology
Courses and talks on issues such as money management, health and careers
Access to other council services e.g. benefits advice
Help to get people into employment or start their own business
Meeting space for business and social activity
Health checks and information
Other (please state)

51.0%
47.2%
41.3%
38.4%
36.6%
34.5%
34.2%
28.9%
22.8%
21.7%
10.3%

Question 12 focuses on stock as Bromley Library Service wants to make sure that it
buys the books and online resources that people want to borrow. Those completing
the survey were asked what they would like to see in their library. Respondents
could tick as many as they wanted and responses are summarized below. Popular
fiction had the most responses at 74.6% followed by children’s books with 63.8%.
Popular fiction
Children’s books
Classics
Travel
Cookery
Self-help
Gardening
Ebooks and downloads
Starting a business
Other (please state)

74.6%
63.8%
59.1%
52.6%
39.4%
39.1%
38.2%
37.4%
26.0%
20.2%

Beckenham Town Centre and use of the Public Hall
Due to the proposal to relocate the Library to the Beckenham Town Centre,
Question 13 related to the frequency of visits to the Town Centre. 29.5% responded
with ‘a few times a week’, closely followed by 28.7% visiting about once a week. Just
1.9% of those completing the survey said they never visited Beckenham Town
Centre.
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Every day
8.2%
A few times a week
29.5%
About once a week
28.7%
A few times a month
15.8%
Once a month
8.4%
Less than once a month 7.5%
Never
1.9%

When asked in Question 14 “Do you currently attend classes or activities at
Beckenham Public Halls?” , 90.8% of respondents answered No with just 9.23%
responding Yes .
Postcode Analysis
Question 15 asked respondents to give their postcode so that an analysis could be
made to establish the distance travelled by respondents to Beckenham Library.
79.5% of respondents reported living in the BR3 postcode area. See the Statistical
Breakdown Report for full details.
Community Groups & Organisations
Question 16 asked respondents if they were representing a group or organization
and if so to indicate which one. Out of the responses given the following groups and
organisations were named as Beckenham Book Shop, Bromley and Beckenham
Philatelic Society, SEN parents and workforce, Beckenham Heritage Group and a
Clock House Ward Councillor.
Equalities data
The survey included questions about four of the ‘protected characteristics’ stemming
from the 2010 Equality Act. These included in this survey included age, gender,
disability and race. Respondents were given an option of ‘Prefer not to say’ to all of
these questions.
Question 17 asked respondents which of the following options best describes their
gender identity. 56.4% responded that they were female, 37.3% male, 6.0%
preferred not to say, and 0.3% other.
Respondents completing the survey gave the following responses to Question 18
asking them to state their age category. The 35-44 age group was the most widely
represented group at 30.6% amongst respondents, followed by 45-54 with 19.0%,
55-64 with 14.9%, and 65-74 with 14.5% of responses.
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Under 18
18-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65-74
75+
Prefer not to say

0.6%
1.3%
9.0%
30.6%
19.0%
14.9%
14.5%
4.5%
5.7%

Question 19 asked respondents to choose an option which best describes their
race, ethnic or cultural origin. 78.8% of those responding described themselves as
White.
White
78.8%
Asian
5.0%
Mixed
3.5%
Black
1.7%
Prefer not to say 11.1%

Question 20 captured information about whether respondents consider that their
health or disability prevents them from doing things. 81.7% of those responding said
they did not suffer from a disability.
No
81.7%
Yes, limited a little 10.1%
Yes, limited a lot
2.7%
Prefer not to say
5.5%

The remaining equalities groups of gender reassignment, pregnancy and maternity,
religion and belief, sexual orientation and legal marriage or civil partnership status
were consulted in other activities as part of this engagement programme.
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Appendix 1: Free-text answers to Question 1
“Given the need for housing and the potential opportunity to develop the Beckenham Library Service, do you support the
proposal in principle?”
8.0% of responses included a free-text answer, listed below by primary category.
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Response
Will the so-called "affordable" homes be available at social rent?
I don't sufficiently trust the council to deal sympathetically with the current library site. The current library
whilst not perhaps particularly attractive is actually quite a nice well made building and I would be against
demolishing this though keeping it would almost certainly limit the use of the site for the intended housing
build.
More housing oh dear
While I support the need for new housing the term affordable never really chimes true, these developers that
build shoddy low quailty buildings that always have problems (county house, Mark's square flats) too name 2
recent examples need to be carefully thought out as the profits seem to end up in these developers pockets
and not the council ergo the community. So I think moving the library could be an unreasonable cost that is
not recouped too the community who rely on these services. Personally I use the library to buy my recycling
bags so it does become more inconvenient too me.
Promises of affordable housing frequently go unfulfilled. y
The proposed housing is not guaranteed. Purchasers and developers are yet to be found and planning
permission sought. Revenue generated by proposed sale of library site will be subject to market forces an
may not realise the funds required for the library project which itself has no confirmed cost.
I don’t trust the council to be transparent with its intentions.
I understand the need for housing - affordable housing. I would only consider supporting the proposal if 100%
of the new housing were to be affordable.
Should be 80% social housing
Do no believe there will be affordable social housing for the area.
We need 100% social housing noy 50% (un)affordable

2

Category 1
Distrust of Council

Distrust of Council
Distrust of Council

Distrust of Council
Distrust of Council

Distrust of Council
Distrust of Council
Housing must be
affordable
Housing must be
affordable
Housing must be
affordable
Housing must be

Category 2

If social housing yes
Worried that the housing planned will not acne affordable, and that beckenham will not have the infrastructure
in place to accommodate more people into the area
Loaded question
This question is based in its phrasing and should be re-worded
This is a very leading question. Whoever designed this needs a lesson in impartial question setting.
This is an extraordinarily leading and loaded question. Not only are the separate issues of housing and the
‘development’ of the library being dangerously conflated but no valid opinion can be offered (in principle or
otherwise) without a detailed understanding of the level and nature of the facilities which will be available at
the proposed new venue for the library. This should be the main focus of the feasibility study which has been
commissioned at a budgeted cost of £70,000. If the Council considers it needs that report before decisions
are made, how can the public be expected to offer any valid opinion in the report’s absence?
Unfair and leading question. I do not support the demolition of the 1930s building as a fan of this period and
have concerns about local infrastructure (schools, doctors etc) to deal with increased housing.
Leading question
I think those are two separate things and do not need to be linked
Could the site not be used for library and housing in conjuction with the other recreational and cultral uses
already in the area
j
Moving library is inconvenient to me, but social housing is needed and could be provided elsewhere
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Other sites locally would be better
I feel there are other places in Bromley to build more houses
I am not sure there is a need to close the library to achieve the other goal
There are other places that can be developed. Across the road in Beckenham Road there is a block of flats
where the majority are empty. It looks almost derelict. Why can't the council knock down this 2 story
structure & replace with a 5 story block instead?
There must be better sites in this huge borough for more housing

3

affordable
Housing must be
affordable
Housing must be
affordable
Leading Question
Leading Question
Leading Question

Leading Question
Leading Question
Leading Question
Leading Question
No Category
No Category
Other housing dev
sites
Other housing dev
sites
Other housing dev
sites
Other housing dev
sites
Other housing dev
sites
Other housing dev
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Practicality; parking, congestion etc.
I understood the current library building to be listed
Current location of the library is very convenient and also has a car park. Also the entrance it’s not on a busy
road
The location of the current library is good because of its proximity to the Spa and it depends on the design for
Beckenham Public Hall
I do not support the proposal to move the location of the library and certainly do not think that it is justified by
the modest amount of housing which could be built on the site.
I would be sorry to see the current building replaced by something less attractive.
because the three buildings around the central walking are is attractive and if you take away the library what
is next - the Spa.
The co-location of the Library and the Swimming pool/sports center provides a strong focus for families, as
with Orpington where the Library was relocated to be near the Swiming pool/Leisure center as well as the
College and shops.
The current location creates a hub for families along with the spa and has parking
I recognise the need for more affordable housing but the library in its current location is a valuable space for
the local community. The replacement library would not be so easily accessible to the same community.
The service cab be developed at current site.
Insufficient information e.g. what size the new library would be
There is no confirmation of the comparable size of the relocated library versus the current one.
I think the new space will be far too small, inadequate parking & not so convenient to existing users. Why not
have a library at the ground floor level of the proposed block of flats & thus keep everyone happy?s
it's not clear if the library will be made smaller
Not enough information about whether the new site would be the same size and offer the same facilities
The existing site is quite open and would not want to see a congested development in its place
Depends whether the library size and facilities are being cut. Will it be a comparable service ? Will the
housing that is built be affordable?
The new relocation looks a very busy venue. Will it have the same capacity as the present Beckenham
library
I would need to know what amenities would be lost at the Public Halls if the relocation took place.
Will the proposed site be adequate

4

sites
Prefer current site
Prefer current site
Prefer current site
Prefer current site
Prefer current site
Prefer current site
Prefer current site

Prefer current site
Prefer current site
Prefer current site
Prefer current site
Size of new library
Size of new library
Size of new library
Size of new library
Size of new library
Size of new library
Size of new library
Size of new library
Size of new library
Size of new library

Unclear Proposals

It seems the new library will be smaller and lead to a loss of community space. But if the library retains the
same square footage and number of books/services (rhymes for new parents, computers etc) then I support it
I am worried that the library premises will be smaller and not accessible for me by bus from Eden Park
Need to better understand the proposals.
because I am still to consider the arguments or see a plan for the relocated library. Not Sure yet.
I don't know enough about the proposal for the new site
The actual plans haven't been shared in detail. It's hard to make a decision
Need to read the proposal fist
Need more information on the consequences of development
I only support it if it is made certain that the library will be moved. I don't want the plan to go forward and then
have the relocation/renovation plans suddenly withdrawn after the library property has already been sold off.
Not ready to say
Need more info
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Size of new library
Size of new library
Unclear Proposals
Unclear Proposals
Unclear Proposals
Unclear Proposals
Unclear Proposals
Unclear Proposals
Unclear Proposals
Unclear Proposals
Unclear Proposals

Appendix 2: Free-text answers to Question 4
“Which other libraries do you use? Please select all that apply:”
10.7% of responses included a free-text answer, listed below by primary category.
Response
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Category 1
Croydon Libraries
Croydon Libraries
Croydon Libraries
Croydon Libraries
Croydon Libraries
Croydon Libraries
Croydon Libraries
Croydon Libraries
Croydon Libraries
Croydon Libraries
Croydon Libraries
Croydon Libraries
Croydon Libraries
Hayes
Hayes
Hayes
Orpington
Orpington
Orpington
Orpington
Orpington
Orpington
Other Bromley
Other Bromley

Upper Norwood Library Hub
Upper Norwood
Croydon Libraries
Croydon
Upper Norwood
Ashburton library Croydon
West Norwood
Sydenham
Sydenham
Upper Norwood Library
Upper Norwood
South Norwood
Croydon libraries
Hayes
west wickham & hayes
Hayes, West Wickham
Orpington
Orpington
Orpington
Orpington
Orpington, Biggin Hill
Orpington, West Wickham, Petts Wood
Orpington, Mottingham
Orpington, Petts Wood

6

Category 2

West Wickham
West Wickham

Orpington
Orpington
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Biggin Hill and Orpington Walnuts
Biggn Hill
Mottingham
Chislehurst
Burnt Ash library
Petts Wood
Westminster Music Library
Greenwich
Lewisham
Canary Wharf (Tower Hamlets)
Bexley
London Library
Wandsworth Library
City University Library, British Library
City business library
Forest Hill Library
Dulwich
Southborough
Southborough
Southborough Lane
Southborough
Southborough
West Wickham
Orpington, West Wickham
West Wickham and Bromley Central
West Wickham Library
West Wickham
West Wickham
West Wickham
West wickham
West Wickham

Other Bromley
Other Bromley
Other Bromley
Other Bromley
Other Bromley
Other Bromley
Other London
Other London
Other London
Other London
Other London
Other London
Other London
Other London
Other London
Other London
Other London
Southborough
Southborough
Southborough
Southborough
Southborough
West Wickham
West Wickham
West Wickham
West Wickham
West Wickham
West Wickham
West Wickham
West Wickham
West Wickham

7

Orpington

Orpington
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West Wickham
West Wickham
West Wickham
West wickham
West Wickham
West Wickham
West Wickham
West Wickham
West wickham
West wickham
West Wickham
West Wickham
west wickham library
West Wickham
west wickham
S
Online library
Beckenham library
Beckenham
various professional and academic libraries
I use the best library depending on my other activities
ICAEW Library
I use a university library not within the Borough
College library

West Wickham
West Wickham
West Wickham
West Wickham
West Wickham
West Wickham
West Wickham
West Wickham
West Wickham
West Wickham
West Wickham
West Wickham
West Wickham
West Wickham
West Wickham
No Category
No Category
No Category
No Category
No Category
No Category
No Category
No Category
No Category

8

Appendix 3: Free-text answers to Question 5
“Please tick the main reason why you use the library you use the most:”
10.5% of responses included a free-text answer, listed below by category.
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Response
The range of newspapers and magazines and its size ( space). Penge is too crowded and noisy.
availability of close parking & the layout of the library (adult books away from the kids section).
I love the old building and have been coming here for over 40 years
It is a nice place to spend time in.
The site upon which is situated for convenience and ambiance
The environment - historic building, feels like a library
It is an important part of the community, social hub and vast range of knowledge
I support this library and it's existence and want it to remain being there
Can use leisure centre at the same time
Location (next to the SPA)
Proximity to other places I visit, and the lay out of the building
A local and purpose built library safe and quiet, but near to many amenities with onsite parking and close to other hubs for children.
What could be better?
Ease of transport
it's close to the SPA
Proximity to Beckenham Spa
It is part of a community hub
It is closest to my comings and goings, and has available PC's & a loo.
Near to leisure centre
Accessible location
Location
It is my closest, range of activities, good for blue badge parking, opening hours, I could keep going
Convenient location next to Beckenham Spa & Clock House station
It's convenient location near the spa

9

Category
Environment/Site
Environment/Site
Environment/Site
Environment/Site
Environment/Site
Environment/Site
Location/leisure hub
Location/leisure hub
Location/leisure hub
Location/leisure hub
Location/leisure hub
Location/leisure hub
Location/leisure hub
Location/leisure hub
Location/leisure hub
Location/leisure hub
Location/leisure hub
Location/leisure hub
Location/leisure hub
Location/leisure hub
Location/leisure hub
Location/leisure hub
Location/leisure hub
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It is closest to my home AND it has parking
Convenience of the location around other activities with my children eg swimming and dance
I use it when it is open late & on a Saturday. It is also convenient to the Spa.
Next to Spa
Near Gym
Proximity to Spa
It's next to leisure centre. I work 5 days a week and travel by public transport so only have time for one journey on a Saturday and
both library and leisure centre on same site allows me to use library.
Close to my work
My 5 year old niece loves going before swimming so I take her
Location and accessibility.
Convenience, stock, atmosphere, close to Spa so family can go swimming, parking, able to research activities for local Cub group
weekly meets.
I use it when I visit the Spa
Beckenham Library is important architecturally and located conveniently close to the swimming pool, leisure centre and Venue 28
for combining visits.
Can combine with a visit to the Spa
It’s convenient whilst children are at lessons/classes at Venue28 and/or Spa Leisure centre.
Normally combined with a visit to the Spa or classes at Venue
Combine it with visit to beckenham spa
Proximity to Spa and other conveniences (transport)
Next to the Spa
Regularly use the Spa so convenient
Location near the Spa
It is useful to be able to use other facilities nearby at the same time as visiting the library. This facility is very useful for families
which wouldn’t be reciprocated if the library was moved to the public halis.
It is great to be able to combine a visit to the library with a visit to the neighbouring Spa and Venue 28. It is well placed for public
transport.
Its location - proximity to Beckenham Spa makes this a great place to bring children; and it’s close enough to home to be able to
pop along without prior planning.
Convenience
It is closest to my home, but I use it because it is a crucial element of an important community asset for the Clock House area

10

Location/leisure hub
Location/leisure hub
Location/leisure hub
Location/leisure hub
Location/leisure hub
Location/leisure hub
Location/leisure hub
Location/leisure hub
Location/leisure hub
Location/leisure hub
Location/leisure hub
Location/leisure hub
Location/leisure hub
Location/leisure hub
Location/leisure hub
Location/leisure hub
Location/leisure hub
Location/leisure hub
Location/leisure hub
Location/leisure hub
Location/leisure hub
Location/leisure hub
Location/leisure hub
Location/leisure hub
Location/leisure hub
Location/leisure hub
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Convenient location
Because it is next to the swimming pool
I use whichever library I am closest to on the day.
Its location near the spa
Proximity to spa/venue 28 - shared visits
It is next to the spa, so convenient to go there after using the spa
I combine with a trip to the gym
It is part of the community hub An important and vital service for all the community no matter what their age or background is.
Next to the SPA leisure centre and venue 28
Many library services but also the proximity to beckenham Spa and Venue 28
It is conveniently located near to other leisure facilities my child's school and the station
I use it when I go to the spa and the venue. I like that it has the other facilities around it.
I use it when I also go to venue 28 and the spa
Close to the leisure centre
It is next to Beckenham spa where my children swim and my wife goes to the gym
All of the above
I cannot give a main reason. Reasons 1,2,4,5 and 6 are all important to me.
All of the above
Occasionally the book I wish for is only available there
Local Studies collection
Baby classes
I don't use one because there isn't one convenient to me
My nephews
De
Open Monday evening
w
Employee
Purchase of food recycling bags

11

Location/leisure hub
Location/leisure hub
Location/leisure hub
Location/leisure hub
Location/leisure hub
Location/leisure hub
Location/leisure hub
Location/leisure hub
Location/leisure hub
Location/leisure hub
Location/leisure hub
Location/leisure hub
Location/leisure hub
Location/leisure hub
Location/leisure hub
Multiple answers
Multiple answers
Multiple answers
Stock
Stock
No Category
No Category
No Category
No Category
No Category
No Category
No Category
No Category

Appendix 4: Free-text answers to Question 7
“Do you combine your visit to Beckenham Library with a visit to other local amenities? Please tick those which apply:”
5.6% of responses included a free-text answer, listed below by primary category.
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Response
Beckenham Baptist Church
Church
Going to Beckenham Baptist Church
Children’s classes at local church
Beckenham Baptist church
cafe
Restaurant
Three Hounds
Cafes
Three hounds bottle shop, Beckenham spa
Pub
Clock House Station
Clock house station
clockhouse station
Clock House station
The station or a cafe. Sometimes I just go to the library
On walk to Clock House station
Clock House station
Buses and trains
Hospital
Beckenham Beacon Hospital
Beckenham Beacon
Leisure Centre has refreshments and most importantly toilets!
Recycling bins

Category 1
Baptist Church
Baptist Church
Baptist Church
Baptist Church
Baptist Church
Café/Pub
Café/Pub
Café/Pub
Café/Pub
Café/Pub
Café/Pub
Clock House Station
Clock House Station
Clock House Station
Clock House Station
Clock House Station
Clock House Station
Clock House Station
Clock House Station
Hospital
Hospital
Hospital
Other
Other
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Category 2

Café/Pub

When out walking
meeting my former colleagues & friends
En route somewhere
Barclays Bank
Park
it's on my commute to work
Kings colleges
Cinema
Friends and local shops
Market
Kids school
School
Local nursery
Nursery
All of the above and it’s venue 28
Venue 28 (not 38!)
It’s venue 28?!

Other
Other
Other
Other
Other
Other
Other
Other
Other
Other
School/Nursery
School/Nursery
School/Nursery
School/Nursery
Venue 28
Venue 28
Venue 28
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Appendix 5: Free-text answers to Question 9
“How do you think library services in Beckenham could be improved? Note: Response should not contain identifying
personal data:”
This question only accepted free-text answers. 516 respondents (68.2% of total) provided a response. Answers frequently
contained multiple categories.
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Response
More access to historical collections locally.
Expand the historic collection to include Penge archive material (e.g. Council Minutes)
formerly in Anerley library and supply the missing volumes in the Beckenham collection
(mainly some Council & Education Committee minutes and Beckenham Journal years). This
would provide a comprehensive historical collection for and in the north of the Borough and
in a more accessible form for study than at the Central Library where most of the research
material has been moved from open shelves to archives where it cannot be easily browsed.
Archive section on ground floor
Better displays of local history (e.g. info re Beckenham as a Borough) and wartime.
Community engagement: too little effort to reach out to the local residents. Implement online
ebook lending programs to replicate success of US style systems.
More community events and engagement. Better support for library staff It is an ideal
setting at present
Bring back lego club.

Category 1
BHC/Archives

I love this library and it's location next to the spa. We go every Sat with our kids
Publicity about services you provide. Hiring of equipment, events, etc
We love the library and it’s services. More kids activities would be great in the existing
premises.
Remaining where they are but with more events for toddlers and pre-schoolers.
More activities for all ages
Run courses/activities especially for children with SEN
More engagement opportunities for the local community eg partnerships with local shops, to

Events/Activities
Events/Activities
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Category 2

BHC/Archives
BHC/Archives
BHC/Archives
Events/Activities
Events/Activities

Events/Activities
Events/Activities
Events/Activities
Events/Activities
Events/Activities

Improve Staffing

Category 3

proactively widen access to the library. Opportunity to establish it as a pillar of the
Beckenham community
More activities for 10-13 year olds
Library services could be promoted more. For example I have heard of events at Beckenham
Library by seeing posters in the library, but people who don't already visit the library would
not be aware of such things because they are not advertised.
More events and meetings
More events in the library would be good.
The library should be kept where it is with more children's events
Location could be used for community events such as q&a with Leader and cabinet of
council. For example look at the "Better Together" events in Greenwich.
More computers for people to use
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More events for people to join in
More events could be organised. Other than that it is fine where it is and there is no need for
it to be moved. There are several large office blocks being turned to flats further along the
road and a rather large car park by the leisure centre. Why not build on that instead?
I think more community based local free space, theres not many places were people can
interact with each other anymore for meeting and social events, unless you want to buy a
over priced coffee and run a reading group out of a coffee chain. I especially think these
spaces help the elderly and people suffering from lonelyness etc aswell as families and
children to study. I think this is really important for mental health and helps take pressure off
the nhs, it's also great as a local hub for council based services.
There could be more classes for children afternoons and weekends. In the location by the
Spa.
More children events
Have more events for the commumity
Possibly more author events
It could become a library of things, improve baby and children activity range and house even
more community events
More events and activities for families
More family activities, assessible toilet for parents with babies and young children, better
sitting areas for kids
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Events/Activities

Events/Activities
Events/Activities
Events/Activities
Events/Activities
Events/Activities

Events/Activities

Events/Activities

Events/Activities
Events/Activities
Events/Activities
Events/Activities
Events/Activities
Events/Activities
Events/Activities
Events/Activities

Toilets

More inclusive and representative books for children.
Storytelling activities at different times.
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Other cultural activities for children.
more interaction with local schools. Newer more up to date books. There doesn't seem to be
as many children's activities as there were in the past
More books and libraries to be more accessible and bigger is they can host events and
educational activities.
More community events
More children's and family activities
More book related events
More children events to encourage reading
Keeping things local with local speakers and events. community involvement. Schools
involvement
More choice of books, more events for children and adults . More space for study. Coffee
shop.
Have more activities. Keep the library in the location.
Provide safe access to children and elderly as close as possible to their homes or easy
public travel access with crossing smallest number of main roads. Link library to other
healthy and community activities such as leisure centre and venue 28
Leave in current purpose built spacious building and look to enhance literary events and
activities run there
Expand the library flowers facilitate events & community use
better funding, more events eg reading groups, films
More events; more activities and spaces to make it more of a community hub.
Investment in the current site, including increased coordination of activities with the colocated Spa and Venue 28, making the overall area a hub for community activity.
Better areas for private work or study. More children’s activities or clubs.
More events!
Retain purpose built library in current location; expand the selection of childrens books .
Have greater opportunities for well being activities for variety of age groups .
More study support activities, more advice sessions, invluding legal, immigration, benefits
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Events/Activities
Events/Activities
Events/Activities
Events/Activities
Events/Activities
Events/Activities
Events/Activities
Events/Activities
Events/Activities
Events/Activities

Events/Activities
Events/Activities
Events/Activities
Events/Activities
Events/Activities
Events/Activities
Events/Activities
Events/Activities
Events/Activities
Events/Activities

and well being
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Open for longer. A better space for events. Accessible for all.
Currently it is in a purpose built building with a great level of accessibility. I do not think
physically it can be improved. However to encourage usage perhaps there should be more
community events for adults.
More activities for multi c age children e.g. baby and pre school
Get hold of more stock in terms of books, even if it's only on demand, especially in foreign
languages.

Events/Activities

Build more activities for families, especially around languages.
A dedicated building with dedicated, knowledgeable librarians, good selection of books and,
most importantly, activities for the community.
More funding should be made available to enable more events and community engagement
The library could host author events/ book readings/ writing courses
although I believe there is room for improvement in the local activities linked to the spa and
venue 28, none of the ways I can think would involve relocating the library. How can
relocating the library be an improvement if it will be less easy to access for me and my
family?
Events could be publicised on local social media more. Beckenham library is excellent and
there are always people using it when I go there.
More events
I feel the current building,,location is perfect, the facilities offered for ALL ages, internet,
information, layout of the library, children’s activities,close to the .leisure centre
Evening courses such as life drawing
The library is a wonderful hub for the community and just needs more funding and a larger
community remit.
Modernising and improving the services ON THE CURRENT SITE. This site is popular, wellused, community-based and orientated, linking easily for those using the Leisure Centre too.
Most people seem to walk, and there is a high proportion of the local community, especially
families and children

Events/Activities

More investment in the current location.
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Increased opening
hours

Events/Activities
Events/Activities

Events/Activities
Events/Activities
Events/Activities

Events/Activities
Events/Activities
Events/Activities
Events/Activities
Events/Activities
General
Investment

General
Investment
General
Investment

Improve Staffing

By maintaining the current site - it is perfectly fit for purpose. The proposed area with
Beckenham Public Halls will be smaller and not designed for the purpose of a library. We
have what we need already!
Not investing in the current space
Invest in the current site
Improve current facilities in current location rather than move to other end of the high street
that doesn't get the footfall of current location
More support for the purpose-built facility that forms a hub with the leisure centre
Expand the building to provide more resources for children.
Retain library in current location and improve services
More funding.
By investing in the current beckenham library
Listen to staff concerns and invest in them so they don't go on strike again and we get stuck
with a bunch of idiots who don't know the library or its services.
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By not movng it and giving it more resources
I think there should be more investment in the current library, the staff work so hard but
better resources would be good. To me the Library is the heart of the community and works
in sync with the other facilites near by such as the Spa and shops.
Invest in the existing purpose-built library which is of significant architectural quality
Library services in Beckenham could be improved by not demolishing them. They should
also receive more funding.
Adequate funding to enable them to fulfil proper functions as public libraries and information
centres staffed by knowledgeable and dedicated teams...and community hubs for people to
meet, especially with regard to activities focused on young families and older people.
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General
Investment
General
Investment
General
Investment
General
Investment
General
Investment
General
Investment
General
Investment
General
Investment
General
Investment
General
Investment
General
Investment
General
Investment
General
Investment
General
Investment
General
Investment

Improve Staffing

allow it to have the funding it needs and locals input. Stop always threatening it with closure
All library services should be better funded and brought back under council management
A purpose built library with a good children’s section is important to me. Somewhere I am at
already with my children
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Additional funding
Investment in the current building. It has been neglected for so long, it has given the council
an excuse to close it and move it elsewhere.
Treat the staff with more respect so they are more satisfied in their jobs.
More staff, and more papers and magazines in reference section. But they are actually
already very good. I have never gone in there and thought, this must improve.
Keep in same location with more staff
More personnel available for advice
Friendlier staff
Beckenham library is frequently under-staffed. Four staff in total are too few. More staff
please! If the library is to be moved to Beckenham Halls it would be situated on two levels.
This would necessitate an increase in staff.
Paid staff not vokunteers
Improve working conditions for the staff perhaps?
More professionally qualified staff rather than volunteers and more focus on core library
services around literacy rather than using the library as a “hub” for any and all other council
services which are not the core purpose of a library service.
Better resources for teenagers. More staff available. Cleaner childrens area and better use of
space. More non fiction.
Money for librarians and not contracted staff. They are professionals and temps won’t do. I
took my children as babies to engage them as I did as a girl, the events they put on are as
important as the books! Not everything needs to be digital and tech heavy in emphasis.
more support for the librarians
Providing knowledgeable trained librarians.
Increase the connections with early years and primary education for future generations.
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General
Investment
General
Investment
General
Investment
General
Investment
General
Investment
Improve Staffing
Improve Staffing
Improve Staffing
Improve Staffing
Improve Staffing

Improve Staffing
Improve Staffing
Improve Staffing

Improve Staffing
Improve Staffing

Improve Staffing
Improve Staffing

Improve Staffing
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English classes for those wishing to improve spoken and/or written English allowing more
people to access work
Engaging more staff and maintenance of the building
Decent stock. Staff.
Keep the current location and pay the staff more
Brought back in-house to the Council, and employ qualified librarians.
More staff, more family events
Increased range of books and trained library staff who can curate the collection of books.
Increased display space for books so users can browse all available books. More parking
available for people with limited mobility
Free parking - more support for the library from local and national government. An
appreciation of the vital work down by librarians
Don’t have a problem. Perhaps more staff
More staff.
Increase number of trained frontline staff, wider stock variety.
Leaving them in their current site and location and investing more in the service especially
librarians
The library could be improved by ensuring the staff are paid, qualified librarians
look after the building not cut staff
Fund then with more money, pay the librarians properly, do not sell the existing building. The
present building is close to other leisure facilities (something you amalgamated at promoted
in Biggin Hill), is really accessible by the disabled and encourages the use of the full length
of the High Street.
Investment in library staff, recognising the key place libraries have within communities.
Being opened all week (apart from Sunday)
Improved accessibility and opening hours
Increase the opening hours. Free parking for pensioners using the library. More newspapers
and periodicals available
Open longer hours, utilise the outdoor space for reading /study
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Improve Staffing
Improve Staffing
Improve Staffing
Improve Staffing
Improve Staffing

Improve Staffing
Improve Staffing
Improve Staffing
Improve Staffing
Improve Staffing
Improve Staffing
Improve Staffing
Improve Staffing

Improve Staffing
Improve Staffing
Increased opening
hours
Increased opening
hours
Increased opening
hours
Increased opening
hours

Could be open everyday, including weekends
Opening every weekday. Some sectioning off, so work areas/storytime areas are divided.
Gcse/alevel support drop ins.
Increased opening hours
Extend opening hours, including staying open on a Thursday.
By keeping it open
by keeping the existing location OPEN
Actually I think they're fine. Maybe more opening hours or more parking.
Yes with longer opening hours. No days closed
Open on Sundays.
If it was open on a Sunday. People spend time in the library to keep warm when they can't
afford to heat there home. People without internet access or sufficient books use the library
to study for exams. For some it is a safe place. Every cut to the service is a cut forever.
They are so important to society.
By opening on a Thursday
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open more hours; larger collection of books, magazines, DVDs
Longer opening hours. More open days
You could add an extension and toilet facilities. In what world should you close libraries? If
anything open another library at the public halls, and trim the final salary pensions from the
budget.
Later opening hours
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Increased opening
hours
Increased opening
hours
Increased opening
hours
Increased opening
hours
Increased opening
hours
Increased opening
hours
Increased opening
hours
Increased opening
hours
Increased opening
hours

Increased opening
hours
Increased opening
hours
Increased opening
hours
Increased opening
hours
Increased opening
hours
Increased opening
hours

Toilets

More opening times
Keeping libraries open and investing in staff and resources.
Extended opening hours
Remove threat of re-location and expand on existing site, more books and terminals. Even
bigger local history, reference section. Signpost Library FROM high street. Open every day.
Longer opening hours would be good but I understand that staffing could be an issue.
Later opening hours
Keeping the large amount of study space
Keep the current purpose built library on its site, open it 6 days a week and maintain a good
range of resources.
The opening hours need to be extended into the evenings and Sundays.
Extended opening hours
Longer opening hours
Additional hours
Open more evenings and on Sundays
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longer opening hours
Evening opening hours
Extended opening hours to daily
Investing in extending the open hours at the current location.
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Increased opening
hours
Increased opening
hours
Increased opening
hours
Increased opening
hours
Increased opening
hours
Increased opening
hours
Increased opening
hours
Increased opening
hours
Increased opening
hours
Increased opening
hours
Increased opening
hours
Increased opening
hours
Increased opening
hours
Increased opening
hours
Increased opening
hours
Increased opening
hours

Improve Staffing

Opening Hours
Longer opening hours
Open on Sundays and Thursdays
I would use it more often in its current location if it was open on Thursdays as this is the day I
collect my kids from school
Longer opening hours
Enhanced opening hours
Later opening hours & making the Library available for meetings - like the WI, book groups but only if the Library is retained in its current space, wiith the popularity of O'Neills and
various restaurants that end of the High Street can be quite unwelcoming late at night.
Improve the study space. Also more books, always more books.
Increase opening hours
Open on Sundays
More work friendly hours, being open 7 days a week
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Improved staffing & later opening hours.
more computers
additional online computer units
More computers
More computers, in a separate area? More publication?
Maintain the existing library properly and modernise the IT equipment.
More new books to be made available
By retaining books which have diminished in number as computers have been installed,
particularly recent removal of almost all of the biography section by "Better"
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Increased opening
hours
Increased opening
hours
Increased opening
hours
Increased opening
hours
Increased opening
hours
Increased opening
hours

Increased opening
hours
Increased opening
hours
Increased opening
hours
Increased opening
hours
Increased opening
hours
More Computers
More Computers
More Computers
More Computers
More Computers
More/Improved
Stock
More/Improved
Stock

Improve Staffing

More advertising of events, restoration of music books (all now in Bromley)
A better stock of good books - Literature, Poetry, Theatre Plays, Current Affairs - esp. new
books!
More books available and to not have to pay to reserve books or have them moved between
libraries. More books as soon as they are published instead of having to wait.
More stock
More films on DVD, although the selction is already good.
More money should be spent on books
The previous question did not allow for the importance of music resoures to be given a
score. This is most important to me as the service is the other revamped libraries is
atrocious. Beckenham is the best of the lot!!
Better funding for experienced staff and refresh book stock.
Otherwise think is an excellent service.
More seating in book area

More/Improved
Stock
More/Improved
Stock
More/Improved
Stock
More/Improved
Stock
More/Improved
Stock
More/Improved
Stock

Events/Activities

More/Improved
Stock
More/Improved
Stock

General
Investment

More/Improved
Stock
More/Improved
Stock

Increased opening
hours

Increased opening hours
More newly published books
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Larger stock of books
Being prepared to find books not in stock. Back in the day the library service was very good
at this and, I think, justifiably proud of its ability to do this. Now it is not interested in this. It
does it, but rather reluctantly and the cost is very high. Sadly the service has deteriorated in
this regard.
More access to books, longer opening hours, prevention of antisocial parking on nearby
residential streets e.g. The Knoll
Broader range of books
More books and a wider selection
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More/Improved
Stock
More/Improved
Stock
More/Improved
Stock
More/Improved

Increased opening
hours

Improve Staffing

Increasing book collection, retaining well trained staff, maintaining quiet surroundings
More non fiction books, especially on politics and current affairs.
Less pot poilers; better non-fiction. Better reference
More bookstock
Better layout, more books and resources, better parking
More newspapers, more space
more books, more seating. longer renewal time, more renewals allowed
The present building is too congested and the Library has outgrown its space. The heating
system (oil-fired?) needs to be modernised. There is frequently a smell of oil. The staff area
is cramped. The best thing about the library, after the wonderful selection of books, is the
excellent car parking close by. The staff rank lower down the scale, apart from one or two.
Consider more small scale events/promotions for the community promoting various days eg
World Book Day, Holocaust Memorial Day, Black History Month, major faith events etc
The current library is wonderful. It does not need improving, beyond perhaps a few more
books and computers, maybe a comfier reading space. It certainly doesn't need relocating,
which would be a tragedy.
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More selection of recently published books
Provide more quiet reading spaces and maintain current stock of books and periodicals
Even better range of books. More space to read / study
More music
Bigger variety of books! I go to discover new titles but often find a severe lack of choice in
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Stock
More/Improved
Stock
More/Improved
Stock
More/Improved
Stock
More/Improved
Stock
More/Improved
Stock
More/Improved
Stock
More/Improved
Stock

More/Improved
Stock
More/Improved
Stock
More/Improved
Stock
More/Improved
Stock
More/Improved
Stock
More/Improved
Stock
More/Improved
Stock
More/Improved

Improve Staffing

Events/Activities

areas like travel and world history
More activities for families, and events/activities focused around books and reading.
More non-fiction books on shelves, not just popular level books. More choice of newspapers
and magazines to read
Open on a Sunday, newer stock
Extended hours, increased resources including books and qualified staff, refurbish and
upgrade computing facilities, refurbish the buildings, install/replace public toilets.
More stock and open on a sunday.
Keep your books, stop selling them, keep your dvds. Put on more events
Having a library in a convenient location, such as the High Street, would mean that I would
actually be able to take advantage of all that the library has to offer whilst doing my shopping
or meeting friends for lunch. At present the library is so inconvenient that I never use it, but I
have always used libraries other places I've lived. I'm a keen reader.
there is always scope for widening the range of books, especially in areas such as classic
works of foreign literature
More books and story CD's for teenagers
A better selection of children books and more regular children reading groups
More investment into books, IT facilities and staff training to run courses and events for all
strata of the local community. Investment into buildings and fabric.
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Good maintenance of existing library buildings, stocking current publications
More tables in reference library. More different magazines. More seating around library.
Some of the reference stuff should be allowed to be borrowed for at least three days
Increasing further the range of stock, the number of staff and returning the library to proper
local authority control
More stock for books, more activities to try and get more people to join ie families.
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Stock
More/Improved
Stock
More/Improved
Stock
More/Improved
Stock
More/Improved
Stock
More/Improved
Stock
More/Improved
Stock

More/Improved
Stock
More/Improved
Stock
More/Improved
Stock
More/Improved
Stock
More/Improved
Stock
More/Improved
Stock
More/Improved
Stock
More/Improved
Stock
More/Improved
Stock

Events/Activities

Events/Activities
Events/Activities
Increased opening
hours

Improve Staffing

Events/Activities

Events/Activities

Improve Staffing
Events/Activities

Improve Staffing

More bookstock and study space
Work space area, community events to help elderly or lonely. See Bexley.
By keeping the books.. Stop getting rid of the books. Libraries will be redundant if you do
this. Maybe that's what you want? Almost everyone can access online resources on their
phones, so the focus on computers is ridiculous.
More books for young teens
Update present building. Maintain and update books. Better publicity to engage more people
of all ages. Reading is an essential part of life.
If it was refurbished like Bromley Central Library but the stock of books stayed the same. I'd
really appreciate more staff with knowledge of the local area to help with my community
group's research.
More recently published books
Book Groups
More new published books to be available
When I used it more regularly it often ran out of books that I liked. Am not sure if this is still a
problem.
Increased range of books on the shelf
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More books. Retain the current library
Wider selection
More stock.
Maybe some more current books
Greater selection of books including dual language. More toddler classes. More secure
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More/Improved
Stock
More/Improved
Stock

Events/Activities

More/Improved
Stock
More/Improved
Stock
More/Improved
Stock
More/Improved
Stock
More/Improved
Stock
More/Improved
Stock
More/Improved
Stock
More/Improved
Stock
More/Improved
Stock
More/Improved
Stock
More/Improved
Stock
More/Improved
Stock
More/Improved
Stock
More/Improved

Improve Staffing

children’s area. More secure front door for children.
Book and magazine collections enhanced.
More investment in books and the locations.
Have more recent resources
Larger collection of books and CDs
Greater accessibility to books- more books on shelves - better shelving system to help
browse through the books.
A greater range of large print books
More books with a better range on history especially ancient history.Also a better range of
language CDs especially by Michel Thomas.
by supplying more books
The current building is fine, but it is noticeable that the stock of books available has
diminished in recent months, both in quantity and quality. Therefore, the purchasing policy
needs to be revised.
New books
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I think the children's section could be expanded.
Keep library on existing site and provide funds for new books/resources and more/better paid
staff.
Mental health section needed update when I last looked.
Larger range of books
More up to date books and films to rent
Moe books
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Stock
More/Improved
Stock
More/Improved
Stock
More/Improved
Stock
More/Improved
Stock
More/Improved
Stock
More/Improved
Stock
More/Improved
Stock
More/Improved
Stock
More/Improved
Stock
More/Improved
Stock
More/Improved
Stock
More/Improved
Stock
More/Improved
Stock
More/Improved
Stock
More/Improved
Stock
More/Improved

Improve Staffing

Better selection of books, all look very old
more investment in the present site to improve the state of the building and improve the
stock of books
More for teenagers
More books
More investment in the books available. A programme of maintaining the existing building.
More support for the library staff.
More ability to borrow books which Bromley libraries do not hold
Improve book collection
By moving to the new site and turning the old one into flats
MOVE TO THE BECKENHAM HALLS NEAR TO THE HIGH STREET, THE CHURCH,
MARKS AND SPENCER AND WAITROSE. NISA. AT LEAST 2 SCHOOLS AND ALL THE
COFFEE BARS AND RESTAURANTS IN THE HIGH STREET AND NEAR TO
BECKENHAM GREEN - ALL MUCH MORE USED THAN THE SPA
Move it to the halls

Stock
More/Improved
Stock
More/Improved
Stock
More/Improved
Stock
More/Improved
Stock
More/Improved
Stock
More/Improved
Stock
More/Improved
Stock
Move to Pub.
Halls

Move to Pub.
Halls
Move to Pub.
Halls
Move to Pub.
Halls
Move to Pub.
Halls
No Changes
No Changes

Brilliant proposal
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Yes. Move to central Beckenham not a secondary site as now
By moving it to the halls
no improvement required
Hard to say. I believe the service is already pretty good.
By not moving location and replacing it with council housing.

No Changes
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Improve Staffing
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Aside from this I am very happy with they service provided and have been since I started
using the library.
We are happy with the existing service.
Keeping the library in its current historic location would probably be a good start. Followed by
not asking the public for their opinion with a series of loaded questions. The opening
question - really? And the last one - how many ways do you want to say social engagement,
so that you can get them up in the rankings and propose somewhere as an alternative social
hub to justify your housing plans? Be people led, not developer.
It is already good, with excellent staff. As long as this is maintained then I'l be pleased.
By not demolishing it for new build flats.
I think the current service is excellent
by investing in the present set-up and STOP ignoring the views of people local to the area . .
. the arrogance of LBB is breathtaking. This 'loaded' survey is part of that . . .
do not sacrifice existing facility to squeeze in more cramped housing
I think this is a good service
Continue to invest in the service
Library is fine as it is, me s as nd my kids love it, it is our Saturday morning thing.
Happy with the current services
I think it’s perfect as it is
It’s marvellous please leave it alone.
Keep the library where it is
Nothing needs to change. Wheelchair access in a purpose-built building. Plenty of choice in
books and music. Very helpful staff.
I’m very happy with the current services.
By not being moved away from a central place.
Very happy with current service
The current Beckenham Library provides all I need.
NOT by reducing the size of the premises and moving it to a noisy polluted area of
Beckenham that would be much less safe for children.
Library services are good as they are with pleasant serene atmosphere conducive to
reading/studying and pleasant helpful staff in a warm and welcoming location with easy
accessability
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No Changes

No Changes
No Changes
No Changes
No Changes
No Changes
No Changes
No Changes
No Changes
No Changes
No Changes
No Changes
No Changes
No Changes
No Changes
No Changes
No Changes
No Changes
No Changes
No Changes

No Changes

I think they are perfectly adequate being located where they currently are ... next to the
leisure centre for families and elderly in particular to access both at the same time
Not sure, I think it provides an excellent service with a wide range of stock and nice staff
Do not close the library
No suggestions, OK for my occasional use.
Works well as it is.
It does everything I want it to do
By maintaining the present site and staff.
They should be left alone. They're good as they are
No - great service currently offered in current location, wheelchair accessible, good location,
Leave things as they are
Leave them as they are.
I'm happy with the facilities at the curtent location of the library
Continuing to use the current location & make further use of the space available.
They could be improved by retaining the library at it's current site not by moving it to a site
with significantly less square footage. Once that space is gone it will never be recovered.
Attempting to shoehorn it into an inadequate existing space at Beckenham Halls is a
disservice to the community. I'm surprised the current library building isn't listed.
I have been very comfortable with the service I have received at the library - don't use it quite
as often I used to; however, I not think it should be demolished for housing - we have
enough already
Keeping library in same place as a hub.,
Personally I believe the Beckenham
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Library, purpose built and an icon Beckenham feature much loved is beyond improving.....its
perfect as it is offers ALL the requirement of a community meeting, services, for adults,
seniors, children, internet, classes so much and location by the spa and car park etc
...perfect.
The current library is fine how it is.
Very happy with them as they are. Great library. Nice space to be in.
I am satisfied with it
NA
By keeping and showcasing the existing library rather than knocking it down.
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No Changes
No Changes
No Changes
No Changes
No Changes
No Changes
No Changes
No Changes
No Changes
No Changes
No Changes
No Changes

No Changes

No Changes
No Changes

No Changes
No Changes
No Changes
No Changes
No Changes
No Changes
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Left as there are
Keeping Beckenham library in its current location
Little needed
The library should be kept where it is currently located. It is a lifeline for many elderly people
who I see and speak with on a near daily basis. I have studied here from my SATs all the
way through to my current PhD. Do not remove this resource and starve the local
community, particularly the vulnerable, of its warmth.
Keep it where it is
Nothing to add
Retaining the services in their present location - a prominent location, next to other
community services (eg the Spa)
Keep as it is. Beautiful old building. Disgrace Bromley is selling old Beckenham Borough
heritage building in a Conservation Area
Abandon plans for relocation .
No suggestions for this.
I believe no improvements are needed for the Library
I am happy with them as they are.
I am happy with the service and the location
Keeping it at same location
it is an excellent library - much nicer than the Penge one- it has a thriving community that a
number of vulnerable people rely on for social contact
By keeping the library in its current location, which is conveniently located close to other
amenities and the entire building is dedicated to the library.
Dunno
Leave the library alone. It's lovely as it is
They’re great as they are - just don’t change them or move the library!
It’s great as it is
Stay where it is1
I enjoy the service as is. It's a beautiful library with a great collection and a lovely
atmosphere.
Don't know
None
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No Changes
No Changes
No Changes
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No Changes
No Changes
No Changes
No Changes
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No Changes
No Changes
No Changes
No Changes
No Changes
No Changes
No Changes
No Changes
No Changes
No Changes
No Changes
No Changes
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It's fine the way it is.
I enjoy the service's as they are
I think the fact that the library is right by the leisure centre is great as you can combine a
visit, this is a big draw plus the fact that more families live near the library in its current
location. The library itself is well stocked with books and the building lovely it doesn’t need
updating and surely housing can be placed elsewhere, how is the road going to cope with
the additional traffic? It’s already very busy and the station is too, you cannot get a seat in
rush hour
No improvement required
Keep things as they are. Don't move the library
keeping it a family hub, near leisure centre. And protecting local historic buildings like the
current Beckenham Library site
It provides an excellent service in its current position where it allows people to access other
Beckenham facilities.
I think it is already a great facility don't think it needshould to be improved
Excellent as it is
N/a
It’s fine as it is. Great location.
The library should stay in its' current location
The current facilities are excellent - please do not move the library.
I do not think you can improve the library and it should stay on the same site. There is no
free parking at the new site so more bus travel.
I think they are excellent!
I don't use the library regularly. My interest in this proposal is more to do with the proposed
alternative of, possibly a congested site.
By not moving this library.
By not moving the library to an already crowded area at the Public Halls in Bromley Road
where there is limited parking and no Spa. It is a lovely purpose built building with space for
everyone, a real community centre, with lovely staff to help.
Don’t move the library.
It’s great as it is
By keeping Beckenham Library where it is
Great as it is.
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I am satisfied with the library.
I think it’s the character of beckenham library which is so special, it feels like a nice
community library, just the right size
Stay in the current location
By staying where they are
No way
They are great just as they are
The existing library is a valuable community asset that was built for the purpose it serves. It
needs no improvement other than to be maintained.
its perfect as it is, leave it where it is
Very happy with the Beckenham library.
Please do not relocate
The library service at its current location in Beckenham is perfectly adequate for my needs.
By keeping the library exactly where is and not squeezing it into a Public Hall!
By retaining the existing services. Rather than transferring Beckenham library, LBB could
consider rebuilding the site with the library as part of the redevelopment, especially if 50% of
the housing is to be affordable. Transferring the service to the Public Hall will remove much
needed space for vital local activities.
I like it as it is. Its current location is excellent, and it has a good stock of the kind of literature
that I enjoy.
Very good as it is. Location excellent, staff helpful, easy parking and good opening hours.
I think they are good
Service pretty good already. More space to advertise community events would be
appreciated
Continued funding in its current location
It is perfect as it is
Ok as is
Keep the existing purpose built library! The range of events and something like the library of
things like at Crystal Palace
Beckenham Library offers superb services
No comment
No suggestions, I think it’s great already
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Very happy with current set up and most importantly location.
Not by change of purpose as its location is well known to most residents and even Hitler
couldn't destroy it!!!!
None
I’m unsure there needs any improvement
They are excellent as they are.
By not relocating the library.
It is already great and a key part of why it is great is that it is next to beckenham spa leisure
centre and a trip to both is always combined
I think the service provided is absolutely fine
Keep library where it is
I don't think the library could be improved. The beckenham library is fantastic. It gives of
everything I need and with the easy parking on site gives easy access to all my friends too
including a wheelchair users
It is really good as it is
No need to change...works well as it is
By leaving this library where it is for the benefit of the community, environment and local area
Retaining the purpose built facilities.
They are fine as they are, where they are
Not sure
As they are
I'm happy with the library it fulfills all my needs
Dk
The current service is excellent.
The current library space is possibly the best in the Borough. It has a very good and varied
collection, an excellent children’s library, clubs and events, and a lovely work and study
space. It’s also a fantastic community hub being next to the Spa and Venue 28. It’s difficult to
see how it could be better, but could benefit from a bit of repair work to the building, which is
beautiful and greatly contributes to the Elm House conservation area.
Beckenham Library services are just fine. Great location next to the leisure centre
By leaving it where it is
We love this library, not much could improve it
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No Changes
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No Changes
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Remaining in the same building
I think Beckenham library is pretty good already, particularly the children's section. Always a
great variety of books and plenty of space for children to move around. My kids love it there.
Our family is very happy with the current library facility.
I’m very happy with the service they provide.
Improve the library in the existing library building.

No Changes
No Changes
No Changes
No Changes

NOT by squeezing a 1/3 of it into a few rooms (that are forced to be multi functional - ie
drunk wedding guests or partying kids throwing up on books) at the public hall, spread over 2
floors which is far less accessible, and also invisible to all passing pedestrians on the high
street as it is on a road that very few people just stroll down unless they have to walk there.
The library is an excellent library in its existing building
The public Hall (if redecorated) is an excellent resource (in a beautiful building) for classes
and clubs, large meetings, large events such as exhibitions, weddings, parties and
performances. There is NOWHERE in beckenham that can provide this level of space to
hire to the public for all these needs. By trying to ram the library into half of it, you are
reducing the library hugely, and taking away a large amount of the much used and hireable
space in the public hall
It’s a lose /lose situation
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Especially as us residents would be left without our precious library in its current historical,
spacious and purpose built building, where it is surrounded by all manner of other wonderful
amenities and a continuously improving and popular parade of shops
We’d be forced to look at an obscenely ugly, monstrously huge block of flats, that looks more
like a prison or a multi storey carpark. IN THE MIDDLE OF A CONSERVATION AREA? This
would also mean the parking issues in the area would be highly increased by the amount of
residents with cars and no parking place.
Happy with the current provision and location
Unsure
I think the library services in Beckenham are great.
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I think the current location is so well suited to all the residents of Beckenham. It’s close to the
Leisure centre and the railway station and various bus stops. People can easily assess the
leisure centre, venue 28 and library together in one place- which is ideal. I regularly use both
leisure centre and library together with my children.
By ensuring none are ever closed down and securing their permanent status as essential
public resource.
By keeping the library on the existing site
No need to improve them, but the Council should listen to local people and keep them in the
current location where there is parking readily available and local amenities which would
suffer if the facility was moved.
Keep the library at the current location in the historic building.
Good as it is
I think that the local ideal/square of Spa/Venue28 and library should be thought about in a
more lateral sense.

No Changes
No Changes
No Changes

No Changes
No Changes
No Changes

I would have thought the Venue28 building is under used, but has been renovated. Can the
space of the wonderful building not be shared with the activities of the library service? If this
was done the smaller facilities of BECKENHAM Hall could be renovated for the likes of what
that is used for at present. If Venue 28 was used for the library, the site of the current library
could be developed and investment used accordingly. The BECKENHAM library stock/books
would only have to be carried across the green, less than 100 metres and both the
BECKENHAM sites could be improved. Simples! I would appreciate a reply to my proposal. I
reiterate that I think Venue28 is under used and under valued. I don’t know who owns it, but
a venue like that would be ideal as a new library building.
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Yours sincerely,
Stephen Street
Add library of things and more events/classes to bring the Clock House community together.
A more joined up approach with the leisure centre (literally perhaps with a walk way between
the 2 buildings) shared cafe for example.
Not having everything at the council office but in the community
Bring back Anerley Library
Would be lovely if, after the corona has subsided, a little coffee shop could open onside and
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Other Suggestion

Other Suggestion
Other Suggestion
Other Suggestion
Other Suggestion
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greater cooperation towards theatre and arts.
stop charging borrower's fees
Space for local business inside library for example coffee shop.
More on line resources for young oeople
Increaesed range of use of this public space, classes of all types
Better online search and online loaning service
Bigger selection of printed music.
More courses
More educational courses and resources
Could develop full workspace facilities - photocopying, meeting space, refreshments etc
Marketing to local schools to encourage use
Paid for delivery service
more general public awareness for items such as inter library loans so they dont need to
travel miles to a different library
Online book finder. Creation of comfort spaces as in Waterstones
Online catalogue more reliable. Book collection more responsive to current trends. For
example I recently reserved a book that had been the Book at Bedtime on BBC Radio 4 but
it was already on reserve for 3 other people. A new copy was purchased for Penge Library
about 4 weeks after my reservation but when it arrived the IT system did not identify that I
had reserved it. (I ended up buying my own copy.)
Adding a coffee shop and outdoor area to replace car park
Protecting the existing library and more promotion of its services
It could contain a desk staffed by a semi-retired police officer who could advise and help
people with reporting crimes, anti-social behaviour, lost property etc.
Given more scope to look after its own resources. Bromley Library is 'on the other side of the
moon; the staff have no idea what foes on in Bromley, let alone in Beckenham.
Maybe a cafe attached to them to help fund them
Perhaps a self service hot drink machine.
Free meeting spaces
I think they should get rid of the ridiculous machines that check books in and out
Easier access to books at other sites
online renewal system could be made easier
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Other Suggestion
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Other Suggestion
Other Suggestion
Other Suggestion
Other Suggestion
Other Suggestion
Other Suggestion
Other Suggestion
Other Suggestion
Other Suggestion
Other Suggestion

Other Suggestion
Other Suggestion
Other Suggestion
Other Suggestion
Other Suggestion
Other Suggestion
Other Suggestion
Other Suggestion
Other Suggestion
Other Suggestion
Other Suggestion
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New books arriving in a more timely manner
Use facilities to incorporate public services such as Citizen's advice, jobs advice, benefits
advice so it is a community hub not just a library.
I like what it does already. it would be nice if it had a few more small exhibitions for instance
local artists, something that other libraries do.
Better online access to renewals etc that allows parents’ and children’s accounts to be linked
rather than logging in separately for each account
Barrier on the carpark with 45 min free parking , £5 thereafter.
Open more libraries
By increasing the number of libraries and encourage younger generation to use the library.
Plugs to allow people to use their own laptops
putting the facilities somewhere where it can more accessible. ie attached to leisure centre
Better parking facilities
With the Spa, being a centre for leisure, education and resources
Community meeting space for volunteer groups
A brighter more modern library with more study space
Upgrade existing libraries along the lines of Bromley Library
The current library building requires long-overdue maintenance, and investment in a
programme of refurbishment.
The existing library could be updated eg repainted and tidied up but is fine where it is.
Updated facilities
It would help if the library was larger. It is a bit cramped at present.
By re-developing the current site to provide modern facilities as well as accommodation in
flats above
Enlarge and modernise the currant site
The layout of Beckenham Library could be improved as space wasted.
Could be modernised, & updated
Decor
Better seating and nicer inviting atmosphere in the children's section
The current facilities are well maintained to meet the needs of local residents. Better chairs
for studying area upstairs
By providing more space in terms of tables, and bringing a bit more brightness to the library.
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Other Suggestion
Other Suggestion
Other Suggestion
Other Suggestion
Other Suggestion
Other Suggestion
Other Suggestion
Other Suggestion
Other Suggestion
Other Suggestion
Other Suggestion
Other Suggestion
Refurb/Remodel
Refurb/Remodel
Refurb/Remodel
Refurb/Remodel
Refurb/Remodel
Refurb/Remodel
Refurb/Remodel
Refurb/Remodel
Refurb/Remodel
Refurb/Remodel
Refurb/Remodel
Refurb/Remodel
Refurb/Remodel
Refurb/Remodel
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Nicer environment
Be more welcoming
Space needs a refurbishment
Investment in refurbishing existing space, for example new shelving and additional seating in
children's area.
More study space potentially, but otherwise I don't think there's much that could be improved
in the absence of unlimited public funds
Bigger space
The interior can a bit more up to date
Re-vamp for current building in keeping with it's art deco style.
Investment in the existing location - it can look quite tired.
More study areas and some social engagement space for adults,
Refurbishment
I believe the current building is not fit for purpose any more
Refurbish current building. Having the library, the Spa and all other facilities next to each
other is so useful, especially when visiting with young children
focus on welcome - Penge library is so dark and gloomy on outside it always looks closed.
Beckenham has foreign DVD section.
don't know I think Beckenham Library makes very good use of the space they have, I'd like a
wider range of books but not at the expense of other facilities
Clearer ordering of books and refurbishment
Modernise existing library same site and add cafe
Possibly quite outdated. Poor use of space
Refurbish the current building, which is a fine example of 1830's civic architecture erected at
a time when the community took pride in its environment, not just its finances
A new purpose built building on the actual site
Refurbishing the current building.
More maintenance of existing buildings.
Larger premises
Update the current building and give original librarians back their jobs and give them creative
input.
Keep the library where it is and invest money in refurbishing and improving it. More staff.
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Refurb/Remodel
Refurb/Remodel
Refurb/Remodel
Refurb/Remodel
Refurb/Remodel
Refurb/Remodel
Refurb/Remodel
Refurb/Remodel
Refurb/Remodel
Refurb/Remodel
Refurb/Remodel
Refurb/Remodel
Refurb/Remodel
Refurb/Remodel
Refurb/Remodel
Refurb/Remodel
Refurb/Remodel
Refurb/Remodel
Refurb/Remodel
Refurb/Remodel
Refurb/Remodel
Refurb/Remodel
Refurb/Remodel
Refurb/Remodel
Refurb/Remodel

Improve Staffing
General

Improve Staffing

Investment
Nicer building. Better facilities, more modern
Refurbished library on the present site
By making the environment more user friendly and providing adequate staffing
They need a new building where it is now.
Refurbished library
Modernisation of the current site
Repair and refresh the existing building.
Toilet facilities, refurbishment, redecoration, more services, drop-in sessions by resource
persons
The library is a purpose built building on one level and is perfect for the current and potential
future demands on the service it delivers; the library is in a good place, next to the leisure
centre with excellent access to bus services and good parking.

Refurb/Remodel
Refurb/Remodel
Refurb/Remodel
Refurb/Remodel
Refurb/Remodel
Refurb/Remodel
Refurb/Remodel
Toilets

The proposal to move it to a building the council has underinvested in for many years is not a
positive one, either for library users, potential library users who use the leisure centre as the
favoured site for the council (which this survey's questions are engineered to garner support
for) is not suitable as suitable for a library as the present site is. The Public Halls site is less
accessible, both in terms the building and where it is with less bus services running close
and parking further away.
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Closing a purpose built library which is more than adequate for the current library demand
that has served the community for 50 years to move it to a diffenent site and fill the space
with a café - as though Beckenham town centre needs another café: there's many very close
to the public halls so another one in the public halls would no doubt be loss making and
close within a few months of opening. There are many places in Beckenham providing space
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Toilets

Improve Staffing
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for yoga classes, such as churches and the leisure centre, so not sure why that is added as
an option except as another incentive to get the unwitting to tick yes and you can then say
look people want non library services so we must move it to the public halls..by all means
develop a community centre and renovate the public halls but leave the library where it is
and where it works. If you want to develop Beckenham why not reopen the public toilets that
have become a monument to neglect. s
Providing toilet access
Onsite public hygiene facilities.
The library needs a bathroom, otherwise I think the facilities and services are good.
Add a toilet to the existing library
Access to an on site toilet. At the moment, users have access to the facilities at the Spa. But,
if the move is approved, it is not clear where users could have access to toilets. Those at the
station are too far away and, in any case, subject to vandalism, misuse etc.
Add public toilets.
Adding a toilet at the back of the library.
There needs to be toilets for customers
Public toilet facilities
Toilet facilities
Better selection of books toilet access for users on premises.
Beckenham
Stop trying to save money and do not demolish a 100 year old beautiful purpose built library
to build more flats.
By listening to the users and not making decisions about the moving of the library without
proper consultation. The wording of the first question is leading and pushes people to answer
in a certain way.
stop building social housing on sites we are overcrowded city already
Yes
More children books
Improved reading areas for children, better range of books
Better layout
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Toilets
Toilets
Toilets
Toilets

Toilets
Toilets
Toilets
Toilets
Toilets
Toilets
Toilets
No Category
No Category
No Category

No Category
No Category
No Category
No Category
No Category
No Category
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Appendix 6: Free-text answers to Question 10
“If you don’t use Bromley libraries, why not? Note: Response should not contain identifying personal data. Please tick
those that apply:”
3.8% of all responses included a free-text answer, listed below by category.
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Response
I buy books, but if there are more services available then I don’t know about them
I did when I had children but now buy books from charity shops then give them back there.
I used to go there for books but now I just get them online.
I have only used the library with family members e.g. my nephews. I don't read loads as I'm busy working full time and prefer
outdoor activities rather than reading in my spare time. However I am from a family of bookworms and my mother, sister, brother in
law and nephews are all regular users of Beckenham library
Just haven't had the need yet, but I do have kids who will and it would be nice to work from there when I need to get out of the house
(I work from home occasionally).
i would use it more of it was linked to leisure centre that i do use. libraries by them selves are not an inviting place. mix use
establishment would have more footfall.and encourage use esp from families
I access most information I need on a computer at home.
Lack of onsite public hygiene facilities.
Too far away, layout poor
Not in Bromley very often
In the middle of a rushed shopping area, not ideal to go with the children
Too far
Local libraries are essential
I do use the library
My use is currently limited due to my working hours, but I am due to go on mat leave shortly and am hoping I will then become a
regular visitor. As a student (several years ago) I used the library several times a week.
Because I have my local beckenham library.
I wouldn't use Beckenham library if it moved. But otherwise I will continue to use the library.
I do use the library. It's invaluable.
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Category
Buy books elsewhere
Buy books elsewhere
Buy books elsewhere

No Personal Interest
No Personal Interest
No Personal Interest
Other
Other
Poor Location
Poor Location
Poor Location
Poor Location
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Beckenham closer can walk
Not convenient if you relocate due to children’s local classes

N/A
N/A
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Appendix 7: Free-text answers to Question 11
“Across the UK, many libraries offer a wider range of services as well as the traditional books for loan, activities and
study space.
If you are already a library user what would you like to see more of in Bromley’s libraries?
Which of these would make you want to use the library more?
If you don't currently do so, what would incentivise you to use the library?
Please feel free to tick more than one box:”

10.3% of all responses included a free-text answer, listed below by category.
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Response
I support there being other activities but believe books should be central
Books. Warm comfy spaces for reading books. Easy access for all users, includig the elderly and disabled.
I would mainly like people in charge of the service to stop downgrading the value of books.. If they want to start a
business/ do craft activities with their children/ learn yoga/ improve their health etc, there are books on that - unless
they've been thrown away..
Books and maps are my sole use,
None of these. Just a well stocked standard library.
More books and reference facilities
Longer opening hours, more books, London Libraries Consortium access
I use a Lubrary for getting books which Beckenham has a good range of dont htink a Library should become a
Commity Centre - there are plenty of those around.
None, I like the library to be a quiet space to borrow books, study and find peace
More books and trained librarians please! Many of the above ideas ALREADY happen at the library. Opening hours
are already good with late night on Wed and open Saturdays. Events and activity are already available at neighbouring
buildings therefore not necessary at the library. Events and activities for children are already available. Cafe is
available next door and across the road
More spending on books, current buying policy means it is difficult to find anything good to read other than self help
bookss
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Category 1
Books/Stock
Books/Stock

Category 2

Books/Stock
Books/Stock
Books/Stock
Books/Stock
Books/Stock
Books/Stock
Books/Stock

Books/Stock
Books/Stock

Increased
Opening Hours
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More books and not selling off the books they have
More books and staff.
Book related events, maybe visiting authors
Bookclub
Reading groups increased
Local author events and other readings
More and longer dementia friendly activities. Recent programme provided an event lasting about 90 minutes once a
month. This is too infrequent to make much impact on sufferers and carers.
Book clubs
Poetry, literature and crafts, which Beckenham Library already offers to some extent
not applicable
Already use and am happy with how they are
But it is marvellous as it is
none of the above
Beckenham library offers all Of the above now!
Keep the library in it's current location. The spa has a coffee shop inside, a coffee shop is also opposite the library,
local shops provide everything needed.
Not applicable. I'm content with the range of books and activities held at Beckenham library.
it is fine as it is
Has everything I need and want alteady
Beckenham library is great as it is
Keep current location
Happy with services currently offered
None of the above
Have used library for over 60 years
I'd like you to leave this library where it is, it's an invaluable resource for the community and to move it would have
very considerable negative impact on the most vulnerable in our community. It would also have very negative impacts
on our local environment
All the above could be provided in the current purpose built building
Hiring drills and equipment that I may need very iccasionally
Other lending, e.g. sustainable library of things
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Books/Stock
Books/Stock
Books/Stock
Events/Activities
Events/Activities
Events/Activities
Events/Activities
Events/Activities
Events/Activities
No Changes
No Changes
No Changes
No Changes
No Changes
No Changes
No Changes
No Changes
No Changes
No Changes
No Changes
No Changes
No Changes
No Changes

No Changes
No Changes
Other
Suggestions
Other

More local history material digitised and online
Cafe staffed by special needs individuals. More community help, advice,
The incredible Local History Collection to be better funded, eg digitising the bound volumes of the Beckenham Journal
so they can be searchable digitally and the preservation and longevity of the fragile originals can be ensured. The
history of the local area is all there. They are incredible. But local authority funding cuts mean that the Library Services
as well as other LA Services integral to the health and wellbeing of the wider local community are increasingly being
eroded. Stop wasting money on BS outsourcing companies such as Veola who seem to need 2, 3 even 4 call outs
with accompanying charges to send the right personnel to fix Problem X, Y or Z when the nature of the problem (eg
tree cutting, hard rubbish remocal, etc) was clearly communicated in the first place. It's wasteful. And the cost is the
slow erosion / reduction of important services such as the Libraries. The drive to sell off the land the existing
Beckenham Library is on to developers for cash is short-sighted. Don't be so foolish. Once it is gone. It is gone. Save
the Library in its current location.
I have been looking for courses in IT and languages but the only courses are at Kentwood centre in Penge for us.
When my boys were small you used to run courses in a range of topics, cartoon drawing for example. Do you do
anything of that anymore. Also with the public halls, why not a Adult Education course in more advanced IT like I did
before, on internet, computer settings, cookies, privacy etc. I am conscious of having missed out somewhere on the
basics when we started using Sharepoint and Oracle at work that I was not as skilled as other colleagues.
Desk manned by police staff.
Above in foreign languages (French for me, but others apply)
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Facilities for club meetings, and storage of display stands.
A community needs community assets to support it and give it a focus. If the assets are sold off, there will be no
community.
This is a library, it should be quiet. These other valuable activities should be elsewharee
I would like there to be a reserved quiet space - noise is increasing in libraries, such s Bromley Central, and this is offputting.
Quiet and comfortable reading and study spaces
toilet
A toilet
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Suggestions
Other
Suggestions
Other
Suggestions

Other
Suggestions

Other
Suggestions
Other
Suggestions
Other
Suggestions
Other
Suggestions
Other
Suggestions
Quiet/Less Noise
Quiet/Less Noise
Quiet/Less Noise
Toilets
Toilets

toilets
Toilets, it's a disgrace that no facilities are available at Bromley & Beckenham especially if you are trying to cater for
children, the elderly & students.
Onsite public hygiene facilities.
public toilets in the library building
Toilets
All of the above could, should and were provided by other services. Perhaps Bromley should re-examine its depleted
Adult Education Service
These options completely miss the point on what a library should provide.
A library should be a library.
More staff, who are well trained and respected by their employer
safe environment for children/young people
3
Southwark and Lambeth libraries have offered many of the above services for years
these are all great things to have and should be provided, but you do not need to make the library smaller and an after
thought to do them
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Toilets
Toilets
Toilets
Toilets
Toilets

Appendix 8: Free-text answers to Question 12
“We want to make sure that we buy the books and online resources that people want to borrow. What would you like to
see in your library?
Please tick as many as you like:”

20.2% of all responses included a free-text answer, listed below by category.
Other (please state)

Cat. 1
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Art, philosophy, politics, history, cinema, language learning
Art Languages local history info and artefacts
art & history books

Art / Design
Art / Design
Art / Design

Science and the Arts
Collecting (antiques etc)
Crafts
Home improvement, hobbies eg stamp collecting
Hobbies and crafts
Art books
Crafts books
The Arts
art
books on the arts
Crafts
Art and design, how to books for trades and work (building, hairdressing
etc)
Craft. Health. Wellbeing.
Art and design
Floristry

Art / Design
Art / Design
Art / Design
Art / Design
Art / Design
Art / Design
Art / Design
Art / Design
Art / Design
Art / Design
Art / Design
Art / Design
Art / Design
Art / Design
Art / Design
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Cat. 2
History
History
History
Science /
Psychology

Cat. 3
Politics / Curr
Aff.

Cat. 4

Cat. 5

Talking books
Audio books
audiobooks
Audiobooks

Audiobooks
Audiobooks
Audiobooks
Audiobooks

History, Biography,Literature, the Arts
Biographies, Art, Home and Decoration
History and biographies
history, biography,
Interesting that no one even thought tomention history or biography
History, Biography, Local authors.
Biography, history.

Biographies
Biographies
Biographies
Biographies
Biographies
Biographies
Biographies

Biography, literary fiction
Exam guides GCSE / A Level / International Baccalaureate / Primary
Education books

Biographies
Education /
Study
Education /
Study
Education /
Study
Education /
Study
Education /
Study
Education /
Study
Education /
Study
Graphic
Novels
Graphic
Novels
Graphic

Course books for gcse and a levels
Academic study resources
Education
KS1,KS2 revision books and resources
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Educational material in new technologies
Post A Level material and SF.
Graphic novels
Graphic novels
Broader range of graphic novels
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Art / Design
Art / Design
History
History
History
History
History
Literature /
Poetry

History

Literature /
Poetry

Novels
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Historical & Geographic

History

History, Politics, Archaeology

History

Politics, history, books relevant to GCSEs and A levels
Biography, Science, History, Plays, Poetry, General Reference such as
directories, atlases, encyclopedias

History

World History / Memoirs / Psychology

History

history, popular science

History

Popular but properly researched history and science books
History
local history
Local history
history
History
Local history
Digitising the Local History Archives eg Beckenham Journal. Books Sport, History.
History, mystery, science fiction
History and current affairs
Military history
History Roman and Greek.
Local history, transport
History
History and education
More literary fiction and memoir. More graphic novels, graphic memoir and
graphic medicine.

History
History
History
History
History
History
History

History

History
History
History
History
History
History
History
History
Literature /
Poetry
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Nature /
World
Politics / Curr
Aff.
Politics / Curr
Aff.
Science /
Psychology
Science /
Psychology
Science /
Psychology
Science /
Psychology

Science /
Psychology

Biographies

NonFiction /
Reference

Literature /
Poetry

Philosophy, poetry, books on workers rights
literary fiction; quality nonfiction
poetry, art/design, titles by a diverse range of authors (BAME, LGBTQ+)
Literary fiction
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Literature, History, Art, Needlecraft, Walking, Film and TV
History, music, art, philosophy
I value the collectors/hobbies section - especially good for stamp
catalogues. Also Biography, Sport, Music - the list of choices seems very
limited.....
Latest biographies and books on classical music
All non fiction, study material for students of all ages, any published
material for which there is a demand, plus cds, audio books.
Music CDs
DVDs (feature films)
CDs and DVDs
music and DVDs
music Cds
Music and Sport
Music books and music cds
Foreign language DVD's
foreign language films and music
HIstory - Local, , social, national and world. Science, geography, politics
and society
Reference books - politics, geography, natural world
Maps and local maps
Natural world not well covered

Literature /
Poetry
Literature /
Poetry
Literature /
Poetry
Literature /
Poetry
Music / Film
Music / Film

Art / Design
Art / Design

Music / Film
Music / Film

Biographies
Biographies
NonFiction /
Reference

Music / Film
Music / Film
Music / Film
Music / Film
Music / Film
Music / Film
Music / Film
Music / Film
Music / Film
Music / Film
Nature /
World
Nature /
World
Nature /
World
Nature /
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History
Politics / Curr
Aff.

History
History

Politics / Curr
Aff.
NonFiction /
Reference

Literature /
Poetry

Science /
Psychology

Nature
Popular science - accessible science and non fiction
foreign language books fiction and non-fiction
And Non fiction. Why no box for this?
Popular non-fiction
Non fiction books
Classic adult and children's fiction and non fiction older than 10 years
which has been thrown away.
Non fiction
Non fiction, autobiography
Reference books
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General non fiction
Online resources.
Sport
Local authors and self-published
Parenting
Health
Science Fiction
subscriptions to online journals/periodicals and other research databases
smaller less well known authors not just popular fiction
Less ‘popular’ fiction, more contemporary
Foreign translations

World
Nature /
World
NonFiction /
Reference
NonFiction /
Reference
NonFiction /
Reference
NonFiction /
Reference
NonFiction /
Reference
NonFiction /
Reference
NonFiction /
Reference
NonFiction /
Reference
NonFiction /
Reference
NonFiction /
Reference
Other
Other
Other
Other
Other
Other
Other
Other
Other
Other
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Science /
Psychology

I can get loads of popular fiction and cookery books in charity shops. I
expect to find less obvious choices in the library.
Above in foreign languages (French for me, but others apply)
Large print
Biographies/Autobiographies; History non fiction; Politics
Society and politics, modern philosophy, modern economics
Current affairs. we have just been through the massive upheaval of Brexit,
but there were no books younger than 3 years
newspapers
up-to-date coverage of the current social/political/economic situation in
European countries
Crime
Newspapers
Crime
Politics and current affairs
Mental health law and practice
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Magazines and newspapers
Romance Novels
Health, diet, science
Popular science and text books,
IT

Other
Other
Other
Politics / Curr
Aff.
Politics / Curr
Aff.
Politics / Curr
Aff.
Politics / Curr
Aff.
Politics / Curr
Aff.
Politics / Curr
Aff.
Politics / Curr
Aff.
Politics / Curr
Aff.
Politics / Curr
Aff.
Politics / Curr
Aff.
Politics / Curr
Aff.
Romance
Science /
Psychology
Science /
Psychology
Science /
Psychology
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History

NonFiction /
Reference

IT Books
All subjects
Great
You can never have too many books
ALL categories! It's a library! Silly question!
It is important that library stock is kept up to date by qualified and informed
librarians and that the range suits all users
All of the above
Please note that Beckenham Library already stocks books in all these
categories
All kinds of books for everyone. Beckenham library has all of this.
Books ordered by local lIbrarians (ie not by distant library suppliers)

Science /
Psychology
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Appendix 9: Free-text answers to Question 15
“What is your postcode?”
This question only accepted free-text answers. 655 respondents (86.5% of total) provided a response. Answers to the question
below are sorted by postcode prefix:
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Responses
BR1
Br1
Br1 2eg
Br1 2rx
BR1 3RS
BR1 4HX
Br1 4qy
BR1 5AP
br12sw
BR2
BR2
Br2
BR2 0AU
Br2 0BX
BR2 0HA
BR2 0JU
BR2 0LL
BR2 0NY
BR2 0NY
Br2 0pb
BR2 0QW
BR2 0TT

Prefix
BR1
BR1
BR1
BR1
BR1
BR1
BR1
BR1
BR1
BR2
BR2
BR2
BR2
BR2
BR2
BR2
BR2
BR2
BR2
BR2
BR2
BR2

Responses
BR3 4HG
Br3 4hj
BR3 4HJ
BR3 4HJ
BR3 4HJ
BR3 4HL
BR3 4hp
BR3 4HP
BR3 4HP
BR3 4HQ
BR3 4HQ
BR3 4HR
Br3 4hr
BR3 4hs
br3 4hs
BR3 4HS
BR3 4hs
BR3 4HW
BR3 4HX
BR3 4JA
Br3 4ja
BR3 4JB

Prefix
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
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Responses
Br31ll
BR31LN
BR31NY
BR31NZ
BR31QH
BR31SP
Br31su
BR33
BR33AB
BR33AR
Br33db
BR33dy
BR33GU
Br33hr
Br33jg
Br33jl
BR33LD
BR33NB
Br33nn
Br33nu
Br33pb
BR33PD

Prefix
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
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br2 0xa
BR2 0XF
BR2 7DY
BR2 8PN
BR2 9JY
BR2 9RQ
BR2 9SD
Br2 9sl
Br20az
Br20lh
BR20lN
BR20LY
br27lt
Br29QA
Br29sn
BR3 1HU
Br3 1LJ
Bee 4hy
BR3
BR3
Br3
BR3
BR3
BR3
br3
BR3
Br3
BR3
Br3
Br3
br3

BR2
BR2
BR2
BR2
BR2
BR2
BR2
BR2
BR2
BR2
BR2
BR2
BR2
BR2
BR2
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3

BR3 4JG
Br3 4jg
BR3 4JH
BR3 4JJ
BR3 4JL
BR3 4JN
Br3 4JN
BR3 4JP
BR3 4JS
BR3 4JS
Br3 4js
BR3 4JU
BR3 4JU
BR3 4JU
BR3 4JU
BR3 4JU
BR3 4JX
BR3 4JX
br3 4jx
BR3 4JY
BR3 4JY
Br3 4jz
BR3 4LA
BR3 4la
BR3 4LB
BR3 4LB
Br3 4ld
BR3 4LF
BR3 4LG
Br3 4lg
BR3 4LG

BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
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BR33PE
Br33pg
Br33pj
Br33qb
Br33qe
Br33qh
Br33rw
BR34DD
BR34EJ
BR34EU
BR34EX
Br34ey
Br34ez
BR34EZ
BR34EZ
BR34FD
Br34gs
Br34hb
Br34hh
BR34HJ
BR34HN
BR34HN
BR34HQ
BR34HT
BR34hw
BR34HW
BR34HX
br34hx
BR34JB
BR34JB
BR34jl

BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
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BR3
Br3
Br3
Br3
BR3
BR3
Br3
Br3
Br3
Br3
BR3
Br3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
Br3
BR3
BR3
br3
BR3
Br3
BR3
BR3
BR3
Br3
BR3
Br3
BR3
BR3

BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3

BR3 4LJ
BR3 4LJ
Br3 4ll
Br3 4ll
BR3 4LQ
BR3 4lt
Br3 4lu
BR3 4LW
BR3 4LX
BR3 4LY
BR3 4LY
BR3 4ly
Br3 4ly
BR3 4Lz
BR3 4NA
BR3 4NA
Br3 4na
BR3 4NF
Br3 4nh
BR3 4NL
BR3 4nn
Br3 4nn
Br3 4nq
Br3 4nr
Br3 4nr
BR3 4NR
BR3 4NX
BR3 4NX
BR3 4NX
BR3 4NY
BR3 4NY

BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
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Br34jn
br34jp
BR34JS
Br34jt
BR34JW
Br34jx
Br34jz
BR34LB
BR34LQ
Br34lt
Br34lx
BR34LY
Br34na
Br34nj
BR34NJ
Br34nt
Br34nu
Br34nx
Br34py
BR34PZ
br34qa
BR34QA
Br34qp
Br34qq
br34qs
Br34qu
BR34RN
BR34RY
Br34ry
BR34RY
BR34RY

BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
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BR3
Br3
BR3 4SJ
BR3 1DE
BR3 1ds
BR3 1EE
Br3 1ee
BR3 1EE
Br3 1ef
BR3 1EG
BR3 1HA
BR3 1HA
BR3 1HD
BR3 1HD
BR3 1HD
BR3 1hd
Br3 1HD
BR3 1HE
BR3 1HF
BR3 1HF
BR3 1HL
Br3 1hr
BR3 1HU
BR3 1HX
BR3 1JA
BR3 1JE
BR3 1JE
BR3 1JE
BR3 1JF
Br3 1jf
BR3 1JQ

BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3

BR3 4PG
BR3 4PL
BR3 4PR
BR3 4PR
BR3 4PR
BR3 4PY
BR3 4PY
BR3 4QA
BR3 4QA
BR3 4qa
Br3 4qp
Br3 4qp
BR3 4QP
BR3 4QQ
BR3 4QU
Br3 4qw
BR3 4RE
Br3 4rg
BR3 4rg
BR3 4RJ
Br3 4rp
BR3 4RP
BR3 4RQ
Br3 4rq
BR3 4RT
BR3 4RU
BR3 4ru
BR3 4RU
BR3 4RU
BR3 4RY
BR3 4ry

BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
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Br34rz
BR34SB
Br34sb
Br34sb
BR34SD
Br34sj
Br34sn
Br34sp
BR34ST
Br34su
Br34su
Br34sw
BR34TG
BR34TP
BR34TR
Br34tr
Br34ty
BR35AU
Br35ba
BR35BA
Br35gb
Br35HN
BR35HN
Br35jf
BR35JP
Br35jp
BR35JQ
Br35nt
Br35tl
br35tx
Br35ug

BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
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Br3 1ju
BR3 1LF
BR3 1LJ
Br3 1ll
BR3 1LN
BR3 1LN
BR3 1LR
BR3 1LY
BR3 1NA
BR3 1NA
BR3 1NA
BR3 1NA
BR3 1NA
Br3 1na
BR3 1NJ
BR3 1NN
BR3 1NR
Br3 1PA
BR3 1PG
BR3 1PL
BR3 1QG
BR3 1QN
BR3 1RB
BR3 1RB
BR3 1RB
BR3 1RB
BR3 1RG
BR3 1RJ
BR3 1TY
BR3 1UR
BR3 2DT

BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3

BR3 4RY
BR3 4RZ
BR3 4SA
BR3 4SA
BR3 4SA
BR3 4se
Br3 4se
BR3 4SE
BR3 4SF
BR3 4SG
BR3 4SH
Br3 4sj
BR3 4SL
Br3 4sn
BR3 4SN
BR3 4SQ
BR3 4SQ
BR3 4SQ
BR3 4ST
br3 4st
BR3 4TB
BR3 4TB
BR3 4te
BR3 4TG
Br3 4tg
BR3 4TL
Br3 4tp
BR3 4TP
BR3 4TR
BR3 4TU
BR3 4tu

BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
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Br36ne
BR36NQ
br36px
Bre 5al
BrR6sd
br4 0eg
BR4 9DN
BR4 9PB
BR5 1HG
BR5 4JP
BR6
BR6 0TS
BR6 6LH
Br6 8ey
Br68ep
BR7 6TH
CR0 7QH
CR0 7SF
CR0 7SZ
CR0 7UP
CR0 7UW
CR0 7UW
cr0 ihg
cr07ln
CR2 6NE
CR78PH
SE19 2hj
SE19 2HS
SE19 2UH
Se20
SE20

BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR4
BR4
BR4
BR5
BR5
BR6
BR6
BR6
BR6
BR6
BR7
CR0
CR0
CR0
CR0
CR0
CR0
CR0
CR0
CR2
CR7
SE19
SE19
SE19
SE20
SE20
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BR3 3
BR3 3AA
BR3 3AE
BR3 3AP
BR3 3BJ
Br3 3dh
BR3 3dh
BR3 3DU
BR3 3DY
BR3 3ED
Br3 3gl
BR3 3HF
BR3 3JA
BR3 3JA
br3 3jg
BR3 3JJ
BR3 3JL
Br3 3jr
br3 3jr
Br3 3jt
BR3 3LN
BR3 3LP
BR3 3LW
BR3 3NH
BR3 3NJ
br3 3nn
BR3 3NQ
BR3 3NQ
BR3 3NS
BR3 3NT
BR3 3PB

BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3

Br3 4TY
Br3 4tz
BR3 4ue
Br3 4xd
BR3 4XD
Br3 4xe
BR3 4XE
BR3 4XE
BR3 4XE
BR3 4XP
BR3 5AD
BR3 5BE
BR3 5BZ
BR3 5DB
BR3 5ED
BR3 5EL
BR3 5EL
Br3 5el
BR3 5er
BR3 5ES
BR3 5ES
BR3 5EW
BR3 5FG
BR3 5HF
BR3 5JE
BR3 5JJ
BR3 5JJ
Br3 5jw
br3 5jy
BR3 5LE
BR3 5LE

BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
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SE20
Se20
se20
Se20
Se20
Se20
SE20 7AT
SE20 7AT
SE20 7BT
SE20 7EL
Se20 7hu
Se20 7hw
SE20 7jd
SE20 7JE
SE20 7JG
SE20 7NR
SE20 7PR
SE20 7QG
Se20 7qh
SE20 7QJ
Se20 7ql
se20 7qq
SE20 7RL
SE20 7RL
SE20 7RQ
Se20 7sn
se20 7sw
SE20 7UA
se20 7xe
SE20 7YB
SE20 7YG

SE20
SE20
SE20
SE20
SE20
SE20
SE20
SE20
SE20
SE20
SE20
SE20
SE20
SE20
SE20
SE20
SE20
SE20
SE20
SE20
SE20
SE20
SE20
SE20
SE20
SE20
SE20
SE20
SE20
SE20
SE20
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br3 3pb
BR3 3PX
BR3 3QA
BR3 3QB
BR3 3qd
BR3 3QD
BR3 3QH
Br3 3qq
BR3 3QU
Br3 3re
BR3 3RE
BR3 3RF
Br3 3rl
BR3 3RQ
BR3 3SB
BR3 4AA
BR3 4AB
BR3 4AS
BR3 4AZ
BR3 4BG
Br3 4db
Br3 4dd
BR3 4DJ
BR3 4DL
Br3 4Dy
BR3 4eu
BR3 4EU
BR3 4EU
BR3 4EU
BR3 4EU
Br3 4ey

BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3

Br3 5ll
Br3 5ll
BR3 5LN
Br3 5ln
BR3 5LP
BR3 5NT
br3 5pa
Br3 5pe
BR3 5TL
BR3 5TL
BR3 5TX
BR3 5UE
Br3 5uh
BR3 5XF
BR3 5XL
Br3 5ya
Br3 5yb
BR3 6
Br3 6lh
BR3 6LX
BR3 6NL
Br3 6nn
bR3 6nr
Br3 6nt
Br3 6pp
BR3 6QW
BR3 6RB
Br3 6sn
BR3 6SP
BR3 6SP
BR3 6TH

BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
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se20 7yh
SE20 7YH
Se20 7yh
SE20 7YL
SE20 8DR
SE20 8DZ
SE20 8eu
SE20 8HQ
SE20 8RB
Se20 8ry
se20 8tg
SE207BL
SE207EZ
Se207je
Se207ql
Se207sw
Se207xq
SE207YL
Se208jb
SE22
SE25 4HN
SE25 4SW
SE25 5HW
Se26
se26
SE26
SE26
SE26 4BE
Se26 5bg
Se26 5dt
SE26 5hx

SE20
SE20
SE20
SE20
SE20
SE20
SE20
SE20
SE20
SE20
SE20
SE20
SE20
SE20
SE20
SE20
SE20
SE20
SE20
SE22
SE25
SE25
SE25
SE26
SE26
SE26
SE26
SE26
SE26
SE26
SE26

BR3 4EY
Br3 4ey
Br3 4ey
BR3 4GT
BR3 4HA
Br3 4ha
Br3 4ha
BR3 4HF
BR3 4HF
BR3 4HF
BR3 4hg

BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3

Br3 6ts
br3 6tw
BR3 6XX
Br3 IDY
BR3, 5ld
BR31EE
BR31EG
Br31gz
br31hd
BR31HD
br31hz

BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
BR3
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SE26 5NN
SE26 6NT
SE26 6QQ
SE26 6UN
Se265dt
Se266pf
SE6 3EQ
se77px
v

SE26
SE26
SE26
SE26
SE26
SE26
SE6
SE7

Children and Young
People’s Survey –
Statistical Breakdown
Report
Beckenham Library – Public Engagement

This document provides a statistical breakdown and analysis of the 52 responses
received for the 19-question young person-focused public engagement survey that
collected responses between 2nd April and 12th April 2020.
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Question 1:
Are you a...? (Please tick one)
Answer Choices

Responses
38.5%
55.8%
3.9%
1.9%

Boy
Girl
Other
Prefer not to say
Answered
Skipped
Response Rate

20
29
2
1

52
0
100%

Other
3.9%

Prefer not to say
1.9%

Boy
38.5%

Girl
55.8%

Response Rate: 100%

Comments
This question had a perfect response rate at 100%, indicating all 52
respondents who took the survey answered this question. Following Question
1, no other question had a response rate above 90%.
55.8% of respondents to the survey identified themselves as a girl, 38.5% as
a boy, and 3.9% as other. 1.9% did not wish to indicate their gender identity.

1
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Question 2:
How old are you? (Please tick one)
Answer Choices
Under 1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Responses
0.0%
0.0%
2.2%
2.2%
6.7%
6.7%
15.6%
11.1%
6.7%
6.7%
17.8%
6.7%
6.7%
2.2%
6.7%
0.0%
2.2%

Answered
Skipped
Response Rate

0
0
1
1
3
3
7
5
3
3
8
3
3
1
3
0
1

45
7
86.5%

20.0%

17.8%
15.6%

11.1%
10.0%
6.7%6.7%

6.7%6.7%

2.2%2.2%
0.0%

6.7%6.7%

6.7%

2.2%

0.0%0.0%

2.2%
0.0%

Response Rate: 86.5%

2
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Comments
In terms of average age, the median age of respondents was 8 years old,
while the mean age was 8.4. The distribution of ages exhibits a slight positive
skew, indicating ages younger than the mean are more densely ‘clustered’.
The survey did not ask respondents for which Key Stage they are a part of, so
it is not possible to accurately determine in this question whether they attend
pre-school, primary school, or secondary school. This is instead addressed in
Question 3.

3
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Question 3:
What is the name of the school you attend now?
All free-text answers for this question have been categorised in the table below:
Category

Responses

Marian Vian Primary School

33.3%

13

Balgowan Primary School

25.6%

10

Harris Primary Academy Beckenham

7.7%

3

Alexandra Junior School

5.1%

2

Kingsdale Foundation School

5.1%

2

Clare House Primary School

2.6%

1

Eden Park High School

2.6%

1

Eltham College

2.6%

1

Hayes Primary School

2.6%

1

Oakfield Preparatory School
Pixie Day Nursery

2.6%
2.6%

1
1

Royston Playgroup

2.6%

1

St Mary's Catholic Primary School

2.6%

1

Worsley Bridge Primary School

2.6%

1

Answered
Skipped
Response Rate

39
13
75.0%

Balgowan
Primary School
25.6%

Marian Vian
Primary School
33.3%

Other
23.1%

Response Rate: 75.0%

Harris Primary
Academy
Beckenham
7.7%

Alexandra Junior
School
5.1%
Kingsdale
Foundation
School
5.1%

Schools with only one reply have been condensed into ‘Other’ in the chart
above.
4
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Comments
35 of the 39 responses (89.7%) are Primary Schools, 2 responses (5.1%) are
Secondary School. The remaining responses indicate playgroups and
nurseries.
The distance by road from school to Beckenham Library for the top 3 schools
are:
 From Marian Vian Primary – 1.5 miles
 From Balgowan Primary –
0.7 miles
 From Harris Primary –
1.2 miles

5
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Question 4:
Have you visited or used Beckenham Library this school year? (Please
tick one)
Answer Choices

Responses
95.4%
4.7%

Yes
No
Answered
Skipped
Response Rate

41
2

43
9
82.7%

No
4.7%

Yes
95.4%
Response Rate: 82.7%

Comments
The vast majority of respondent (over 95%) indicated they had used
Beckenham Library in the school year. Only 2 respondents had not.
Please note the survey ran approximately half-way through the school year in
early April.

6
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Question 5:
How often do you usually visit Beckenham Library? (Please tick one)
Answer Choices

Responses
0.0%
32.6%
51.2%
14.0%
2.3%

Daily
Weekly
Monthly
Occasionally
Never
Answered
Skipped
Response Rate

43
9
82.7%

Occasionally
14.0%

Never
2.3%

Weekly
32.6%

Monthly
51.2%

Response Rate: 82.7%

Comments
No users indicated they visited Beckenham Library daily, about one third
(32.6%) visited weekly, and over half (51.2%) visited monthly.
Only 1 respondent indicated they did not use Beckenham Library at all.
When the survey was conducted, all libraries had been closed following
government advice due to COVID-19. However Beckenham Library’s usual
opening hours prior to this were 5 days per week (Mon, Tue, Wed, Fri, Sat).

7
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0
14
22
6
1

Question 6:
Which other libraries do you use? (Please tick all that you use)
Answer Choices

Responses
57.5%
25.0%
10.0%
10.0%
2.5%
0.0%

None
Bromley Central Library
Penge Library
Other (please state)
Shortlands Library
Not applicable to me
Answered
Skipped
Response Rate

60.0%

23
10
4
4
1
0

40
12
76.9%

57.5%

40.0%
25.0%
20.0%
10.0%

10.0%
2.5%

0.0%
None
Response Rate: 76.9%

Bromley
Penge Library
Central Library

Other (please
state)

Shortlands
Library

Comments
The majority of respondents (57.5%) do not visit any other library apart from
Beckenham Library, and a quarter visit Bromley Central Library.
4 respondents indicated ‘Other’ libraries: 2 for Beckenham, 1 for West
Wickham, and 1 for Biggin Hill.

8
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Question 7:
How do you travel to the library? (Please tick one - your primary method
of travel)
Answer Choices

Responses
74.4%
11.6%
9.3%
2.3%
2.3%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

Walk
Bus
Car
Not applicable to me
Other (please state)
Bike
Train
Tram
Answered
Skipped
Response Rate

32
5
4
1
1
0
0
0

43
9
82.7%

Bus
11.6%
Car
9.3%

Not
applicable to
me
2.3%

Other (please
state)
2.3%
Walk
74.4%

Response Rate: x.xx%

Comments
Nearly three-quarters of respondents (74.4%) indicated they walk primarily to
Beckenham Library, with the next two biggest shares being Bus (11.6%) and
Car (9.3%).
1 respondent indicated ‘Other’ as their response, and wrote in ‘Scooter’ as
their form of transport.
There were no responses for Bike, Train, or Tram.

9
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Questions 8 - 12:
Questions 8 to 12 asked respondents to rate a statement between 1 and 10
depending on how much they agreed with each statement, which 10 being
‘agree’ and 1 ‘disagree’.
Average ranking is described in the table and graph below.
Rate the following sentences about Beckenham Library out of 10:

Question
Q8: Beckenham Library is a
safe place
Q9: The staff at Beckenham
Library are helpful
Q10: Beckenham Library has
all the books I need
Q11: Beckenham Library is
open when I want to use it
Q12: I enjoy the activities I
attend at Beckenham Library

Average
Rank

Standard
Deviation

Responses

Response
Rate

9.43

1.05

42

80.8%

8.98

1.47

42

80.8%

8.54

1.56

41

78.8%

8.64

1.89

42

80.8%

8.31

1.96

32

61.5%

0

5

10

Q8: Beckenham Library is a safe place

9.43

Q9: The staff at Beckenham Library are helpful

8.98

Q10: Beckenham Library has all the books I need

8.54

Q11: Beckenham Library is open when I want to use
it

8.64

Q12: I enjoy the activities I attend at Beckenham
Library

8.31

Comments
All questions scored, on average, 8 out of 10 or higher, indicating general
agreement with the statements and satisfaction with the library. ‘Beckenham
Library is a safe place’ scored most highly of the 5 questions and also had the
smallest standard deviation (measure of spread), indicating strong consensus
between respondents.

10
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Response Breakdown:
The below graphs demonstrate the spread of responses for each question.
Q8: Beckenham Library is a safe place
66.7%

75.0%
50.0%
21.4%

25.0%
0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

2.4%

0.0%

1

2

3

4

5

6

4.8%

4.8%

7

8

9

10

Q9: The staff at Beckenham Library are helpful
75.0%

54.8%

50.0%
25.0%
0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

1

2

3

4

7.1%
5

0.0%
6

9.5%

9.5%

7

8

19.0%

9

10

Q10: Beckenham Library has all the books I need
75.0%
39.0%

50.0%
26.8%

25.0%
0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

2.4%

4.9%

2.4%

1

2

3

4

5

6

9.8%
7

8

14.6%

9

10

Q11: Beckenham Library is open when I want to use it
75.0%
47.6%

50.0%
25.0%
0.0%

2.4%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

1

2

3

4

16.7%

4.8%

2.4%

5

6

7

21.4%
4.8%
8

9

10

Q12: I enjoy the activities I attend at Beckenham Library
75.0%
50.0%
25.0%

37.5%
3.1%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

3.1%

1

2

3

4

5

0.0%

9.4%

9.4%

6

7

21.9% 15.6%

8

9

11
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Question 13:
Which of these have you used Beckenham Library for this school year?
(Please tick all you have used)
Answer Choices
Borrowing books, audiobooks and/or CDs
Reading books inside the library
Attending an activitiy run in the library
Used a computer
Studying or doing homework inside the library
Borrowing eBooks, eAudiobooks and/or eComics online
Answered
Skipped
Response Rate

Responses
93.0%
76.7%
48.8%
18.6%
16.3%
11.6%
43
9
82.7%

93.0%

Borrowing books, audiobooks and/or CDs

76.7%

Reading books inside the library

48.8%

Attending an activitiy run in the library

18.6%

Used a computer

16.3%

Studying or doing homework inside the library
Borrowing eBooks, eAudiobooks and/or eComics
online

Response Rate: 82.7%

40
33
21
8
7
5

11.6%

0.0%

20.0%

40.0%

60.0%

80.0% 100.0%

Comments
The top 2 categories respondents ticked for the reasons they use Beckenham
Library were related to the use of the library’s stock with ‘Borrowing books,
audiobooks and/or CDs’ at 93.0% and ‘Reading books inside the library’ at
76.6%.
Options related to ICT and digital offer were less frequently ticked by children
and young people, with ‘Used a computer’ being ticked by 18.6%, and
‘Borrowing eBooks, eAudiobooks and/or eComics online’ by 11.6% of
respondents.

12
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Question 14:
What do you like most about Beckenham Library? (Please tick one)
Answer Choices
It is close to my home or easy to get to
The range of stock available (e.g. books, audiobooks, eComics
and eMagazines, etc.)
The range of activities run in the library
Quiet space to read or study in
Computers being available to use
Not applicable to me
Other (please state)

Responses
59.5%
25

Answered
Skipped
Response Rate

42
10
80.8%

The range of stock available (e.g. books,
audiobooks, eComics and eMagazines, etc.)

Quiet space to read or study in

21.4%
7.1%
4.8%

Computers being available to use

2.4%

Not applicable to me

2.4%

Other (please state)

2.4%

Response Rate: 80.8%

0.0%

9
3
2
1
1
1

59.5%

It is close to my home or easy to get to

The range of activities run in the library

21.4%
7.1%
4.8%
2.4%
2.4%
2.4%

20.0%

40.0%

60.0%

80.0%

Comments
The majority of respondents (59.5%) indicated that the proximity of the library
to their home was what they liked most about the library. The stock (21.4%)
and activities (7.1%) followed.
1 respondent left a comment under ‘Other’ as follows:
“I go the Spa and go to the library at the same time.”

13
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Question 15:
What do you think could be done to make the library better? (Please tick
one)
Answer Choices
Increase the number and types of books available
Improve the look of the library (walls, floor, furniture, etc.)
Run new or different activities
Run current activities more frequently
Other (please state)
Increase the number of computers available
More library assistants being available
Answered
Skipped
Response Rate

17
14
6
5
5
4
4

42
10
80.8%

40.5%

Increase the number and types of books available
Improve the look of the library (walls, floor,
furniture, etc.)

33.3%
14.3%

Run new or different activities
Run current activities more frequently

11.9%

Other (please state)

11.9%

Increase the number of computers available

9.5%

More library assistants being available

9.5%

Response Rate: 80.8%

Responses
40.5%
33.3%
14.3%
11.9%
11.9%
9.5%
9.5%

0.0%

20.0%

40.0%

60.0%

Comments
Popular responses for ways to improve the library concerned increasing the
number and type of books available (40.5%) and improving the library
aesthetically (33.3%).
Respondents were split fairly evenly among the remaining responses.
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Free-text answers given for ‘Other (please state)’:
5 respondents provided a free-text answer to the question, detailed below in
full:
Respondent
1
2
3
4
5

Other (please state)
toilets
none i love it
It's perfect just as it is.
Make it easier to find books on shelves
I don’t know.

15
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Question 16:
Please share with us any other creative ideas that you may have for this
project:
Respondent
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Responses
Keep library under the flats and green space and mature trees
outside
Leave the library where it is please.
I would like a seating area with bean bags and fairy lights to relax
and read please and more variety of chapter books please
I would like to borrow other stuff from the library not just books maybe computer games and DJ kit
better adverts for events for young people
Keep the library in the same place and build the flats on top
I think the library and sports centre and other place should join
forces to make a sporty/socialable/learning hotspot
make some bunting?
More books with a bigger variety range
A book Jar to write down titles of books kids would like to read.x
Add a noise meter
Please don't move the library. It is perfect just as it is.
Ng
More space and computers for people to study.
Maintain the current library and do joint activities with the Spa and
Venue 28.
Keep the library where it is, and make affordable housing at the
other area where it would move
Coding club

Answered
17
Skipped
35
Response Rate 32.7%

Comments
This question had a very low response rate, which may indicate respondents
did not frequently have a creative idea to share.
Some of the responses are likely to have been written by parents of the
children, including suggestions related specifically to the proposal.
There are a variety of other suggestions, including expanding the types of
things available to be borrowed, suggestions on the environment of the
library, and other forms of engagement with users through activities.

16
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Question 17:
Please provide your consent by providing your relationship with the
child: (Please tick one)
Answer Choices

Responses
100.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

Parent
Grandparent
Other family member
Carer
Child-minder
Other (please state)
Answered
Skipped
Response Rate

41
0
0
0
0
0

41
11
78.8%

Comments
All respondents to this question indicated they were the parent of the child.
11 respondents skipped this question. It is possible older respondents filled
out the survey on their own and so did not feel it necessary to provide a
response to this question.
Please note this survey was conducted during COVID-19 related social
distancing and lockdown measures. As such usual family arrangements, such
as children being minded by other family members or carers, are likely to
have been disrupted and will have affected answers provided to this question.

17
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Question 18:
What is the child's usual postcode?
This question accepted free-text answers. Responses are summarised below:
Postcode Prefix
Responses
BR3
87.18%
SE20
5.13%
BR4
2.56%
SE19
2.56%
SE25
2.56%
Answered
Skipped
Response Rate

34
2
1
1
1

39
13
75.0%
SE20
5.13%
BR4
2.56%
SE19
2.56%
SE25
2.56%

BR3
87.18%

Response Rate: 75.0%

Comments
The postcode for Beckenham Library is BR3 4PE.
The postcode for Beckenham Public Hall is BR3 5JE.
The majority of respondents indicated they live within the BR3 postcode area.
The remaining respondents live nearby in either BR or SE postcodes.
The full list of full postcodes are listed below:
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Free-text answers given for postcodes:
Respondent
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Responses
BR3 1PL
Br3 4jn
BR31SR
Br3 4hf
BR3 3NJ
Br3 3pq
br34nr
Se20 7pu
Br3 3sb
BR33QB
Br3 4hn
BR3 4HD
Br3 6LH
Se19 2hw
Br3 3 Da
BR3 4DS
BR3 4AB
BR33QP
BR33RQ
BR3 4JD

Respondent
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

Responses
Br3 1dt
BR3 4EY
BR3 3PU
BR34JU
BR3 4LP
BR3 4HA
BR 3
Se25 4bn
Br3 4he
BR3 1EE
Br3
BR3 1JE
Br34hh
Br3 4jb
Br34ld
Br34su
Br3 1hr
Se20
BR4 0EA
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Question 19:
What best describes the child’s race, ethnic or cultural origin?
Answer Choices

Responses
68.3%
12.2%
7.3%
4.9%
0.0%
7.3%

White
Mixed
Black
Asian
Other
Prefer not to say
Answered
Skipped
Response Rate

28
5
3
2
0
3

41
11
78.8%

Asian
4.9%

Prefer not to say
7.3%

Black
7.3%

Mixed
12.2%

White
68.3%

Response Rate: 78.8%

Comments
‘White’ was the most common response at 68.3% of respondents, followed by
‘Mixed’ at 12.2%, ‘Black’ at 7.3%, and ‘Asian’ at 4.9%.
7.3% of respondents indicated they would prefer not to say. An additional 11
respondents did not answer this question.
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Public Engagement - Beckenham Library: Children’s Survey
Analysis
Introduction
The London Borough of Bromley regularly considers opportunities to improve and
enhance their library sites, to enable the library service to flourish, adapt, and be fit
for the future and to provide an excellent community service. As part of this the
Council is considering the viability of relocating the current Beckenham Library to the
Beckenham Public Hall, approximately 1 mile away. The sale of the current
Beckenham Library site for housing, 50% of which would be affordable housing,
would pay for a new, enhanced library service at the Beckenham Public Hall. The
proposal would not only provide a new library service and cultural events space, but
also much needed housing.
As part of the feasibility study for this proposal an engagement programme took
place delivered by the appointed Consultants for this project. Children and young
people were a key part of the engagement plan and plans had been put in place to
engage with schools and key community groups including the youth council.
Unfortunately these plans were curtailed due to the national response to COVID-19
which saw the closure of libraries, schools and other public meeting places. In order
to reach as many children and young people as possible the Council widened its
online survey for adults to include a bespoke survey for children
The survey ran from 2nd April and closed at 8pm on 12th April and was promoted on
the Council’s website and the GLL Better website. Due to the closure of libraries on
23rd March due to government advice relating to COVID-19 the survey ran online
only. Data analysis showed that 52 surveys had been completed online by a number
of children aged 0-16 and their parents and carers. Due to the unusual
circumstances causing the survey to be run online-only, short run time of the survey
and low number of responses, it is unlikely this survey represents a complete crosssection of Children and Young People local to Beckenham Library.
The survey introduction was formed of two parts with an introduction for parents
helping their children to complete the survey and also a child-friendly introduction
summary asking for their ideas to improve their library and make it even better.
The survey consisted of 19 questions ranging from ideas of what children would like
to see in their libraries to building up a picture of use of Beckenham Library including
the frequency of their visits and their primary method of travel to the library. Some
equalities questions were also included to measure impact. A full statistical analysis
of all survey questions has been produced in the Statistical Breakdown Report. This
includes postcode data and a full transcript of all additional comments and
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suggestions which are fully categorised. The key headlines of the survey are
summarised below.

Survey Findings - Key headlines
About You
The survey started and ended with some equalities questions stemming from the
2010 Equality Act. Questions 1, 2 and 19 capture information about the gender, age,
and ethnic backgrounds of the children and young people completing the survey.
The responses to Question 1 relating to gender responses were as follows with girls
being the biggest user group with 55.8% as detailed below:
Boy
38.5%
Girl
55.8%
Other
3.9%
Prefer not to say 1.9%

Question 2 asked how old are you? A range of options for age groups between 0-16
were listed. The most popular age group of those completing the survey was age 10
with 17.8% followed by age 6 with 15.6% of responses. 6.7% of respondents were
from each of the five following age groups: ages 4, 5, 11, 12 and 14. Response rates
for all the age groups are detailed within the survey analysis report.
Question 19 which was the final survey question asked children and young people
What best describes your race, ethnic or cultural origin? White was the category with
the highest number of responses at 68.3%.
White
Mixed
Black
Asian
Other
Prefer not to say

68.3%
12.2%
7.3%
4.9%
0.0%
7.3%

Question 3 asked what is the name of the school you attend now? Marian Vian
Primary School and Balgowan Primary school were the most-attended among
respondents with a 33.3% and 25.6% share respectively. The data analysis report
gives full details of all the schools and nurseries attended by those completing this
question.
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Patterns of Library Use
Question 4 asked children Have you visited or used Beckenham Library this school
year? 95.4% answered Yes they had with 4.65% saying No they had they had not
visited Beckenham Library this academic year.
Question 5 asked How often do you usually visit Beckenham Library? The
responses were as follows with Monthly having the most common response at
51.2% followed by Weekly with 32.6%
Daily
0.0%
Weekly
32.6%
Monthly
51.2%
Occasionally 14.0%
Never
2.3%

Question 6 asked respondents which other Libraries they used apart from
Beckenham. The highest response rate was None at 57%, followed by Bromley
Central at 25%, Penge at 10%, Shortlands 2.5%, and Other libraries at 10%.

Travel to the Library
Question 7 related to how do you travel to the library? Those completing it were
asked to tick a box indicating their primary method of travel. 74.4% walked to the
library with 11.6% travelling by bus and 9.3% by car.

What do you think of your Library?
Those answering the questions in this section were asked to rate the following
sentences about Beckenham Library out of 10 with 1 being the lowest response rate
indicating dissatisfaction with the service and 10 the highest indicating high
satisfaction levels:
Question 8 asked children and young people visiting Beckenham Library if they
considered it to be a safe place. 66.7% gave a rating of 10 with a further 21.4%
rating it a 9 out of 10. No respondents rated this question as 4 or under. See full
survey analysis for further information.
Question 9 asked children if The staff at Beckenham Library are helpful. The highest
responses to this question 54.8% gave a score of 10 which is the highest satisfaction
score followed by 19.0% giving a score of 9. There were no responses which gave a
score of 4 or under.
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Question 10 asked children if Beckenham Library has all the books I need. The
most popular responses were as follows: 39.0% gave a score of 10, 26.8% scored 8
and 14.6% gave a score of 9. 2.4% rated this question as 4 and under
Responses to Question 11 Beckenham Library is open when I want to use it
indicate satisfaction with current opening hours with 47.6% rating it 10 out of 10,
followed by 9 out of 10 with 21.4%, and 8 with 4.8%. In contrast 2.4% rated the
opening hours at 1, the lowest score.
Question 12 related to activities and asked those completing the survey to rank how
they enjoy the activities I attend at Beckenham Library. 37.5% ranked the activities
as 10 the highest rating, 21.9% as 8 and 15.6% as 9. 3.1% gave a score of 1, the
lowest rating.
All questions scored, on average, 8 out of 10 or higher, indicating general agreement
with the statements and satisfaction with the library.

Question 13 asked children and young people or their parents and carers Which of
these have you used Beckenham Library for this school year? They could tick all the
reasons that applied. Borrowing books, audiobooks or other library materials was the
highest response at 93.0%, other response rates are detailed below:
Borrowing books, audiobooks and/or CDs
Reading books inside the library
Attending an activitiy run in the library
Used a computer
Studying or doing homework inside the library
Borrowing eBooks, eAudiobooks and/or eComics online

93.0%
76.7%
48.8%
18.6%
16.3%
11.6%

Question 14 asked children and young people What do you like most about
Beckenham Library? Respondents were asked to tick one response. ‘It is close to
my home or easy to get to’ scored the highest with a response rate of 59.5% as
detailed below:
It is close to my home or easy to get to
59.5%
The range of stock available (e.g. books, audiobooks, eComics and eMagazines, etc.) 21.4%
The range of activities run in the library
7.1%
Quiet space to read or study in
4.8%
Computers being available to use
2.4%
Not applicable to me
2.4%
Other (please state)
2.4%
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Question 15 What do you think could be done to make the library better? asked
respondents to tick one response. 40.5% were interested in increasing book stock
availability, and 33.3% wanted to increase the look of the library which included
walls, floor, furniture, etc. Response rates are summarised below. Other reasons
given are listed in the Statistical Breakdown Report.
Increase the number and types of books available
Improve the look of the library (walls, floor, furniture, etc.)
Run new or different activities
Run current activities more frequently
Other (please state)
Increase the number of computers available
More library assistants being available

40.5%
33.3%
14.3%
11.9%
11.9%
9.5%
9.5%

Question 16 asked those completing the survey to please share any other creative
ideas that you they may have for this project. 17 responses were received in total.
Responses from children included:
“I would like a seating area with bean bags and fairy lights to relax and read
please and more variety of chapter books please”
“I would like to borrow other stuff from the library not just books - maybe
computer games and DJ kit.”
A full list of responses is detailed within the Statistical Breakdown Report. Several
comments were made by parents completing the survey on behalf of their children
related to leaving the library in its current location and building flats above it.
Question 17 asked accompanying adults to provide their consent by providing their
relationship with the child. 41 respondents answered this question, 100% of whom
confirmed they were the parent of the child who was completing the survey.
When asked what is the child’s usual postcode in Question 18, 87.2% entered a
postcode beginning with BR3. See the Statistical Breakdown Report for a full list.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

1.

Bisset Adams Architecture & Design have been invited by the London Borough of
Bromley to undertake a feasibility study to refurbish the Beckenham Public Hall building
and have subsequently engaged BWB Consulting to assist with this feasibility study. This
section of the feasibility study addresses the structure of the existing building, its
condition and its suitability to support the loadings likely to be applied as a result of the
proposed uses.

2.

The building is believed to be a load-bearing masonry structure with timber floors at
ground and first floor level with a small area at second floor. There is a basement
throughout the entire footprint.

3.

The building is believed to be Grade II listed and thus any intrusive surveys would be
subject to approval by English Heritage, as a result non-intrusive surveys have been
carried out utilising Radar and other scanning techniques to determine the make-up of
any elements not open to visual inspection. This work was carried out by Bi-Tas (
Birmingham Testing and Scanning)on the 21 and 22 May 2020 and the report was issued
on the 27 May 2020. See APPENDIX I for the report.
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2.

THE SITE
Site Location

2.1

The site is located at 4 Bromley Road, Beckenham. The location of the site is shown in
Figure 2.1. A more detailed Site/Location plan is included for reference in Appendix 1
Figure 2.1: Site Location Plan

Site Description
2.2

The mainly 2 storey building is of traditional solid brick and stone masonry construction
with timber floors under a multi-pitched clay tiled roof. There are several additions to the
rear and side of building of brick construction under slated roofs

2.3

There is a basement beneath the entire footprint of the building and from visual
inspection the basement walls are in load-bearing masonry. From within the basement
it is possible to see most of the underside of the floor.

2.4

The external faces of the building are in masonry which appears to be in good
condition.
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3.

NON-DESTRUCTIVE SURVEY

3.1

Refer to Bi-Tas Report in Appendix I

3.2

GPR scans of the wall reveals no hidden steelwork and thus indicates that the structure
is load-bearing masony.

3.3

The measured survey revealed that the perimeter walls are a minimum of 400mm thick
with thickenings up to 650mm.

3.4

Visual inspection of the ground floor structure revealed that it is in timber with timber
floor boards. The timber joists are at 360mm centres and and are 260mm deep. The
timber floor boards were found by scanning to be 30mm deep.

3.5

An area of floor, beneath the existing kitchen at ground floor comprises of corrugated
steel with a 150mm thick concrete creating a version of composite floor. This was often
a means of creating floors to areas such as kitchens to provide a form of waterproofing.

3.6

Scans revealed that the first floor comprises of timber joists at 360mm centres together
with 30mm thick timber floorboards, reflecting the make-up of the ground floor.

3.7

Where doors have been knocked through internal load bearing walls any beams or
lintels installed to facilitate this could not be scanned as they were hidden within
boarding and due to the air gap created between the boading and the structure it
rendered impossible to use GPR.

3.8

The areas around the existing lift shaft could not be scanned due to being hidden within
boarding, rendering GPR ineffective.
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4.

REFURBISHMENT PROPOSALS

4.1

The proposal is to refurbish the building and change to use of the building to that of a
public library, retaining the club demise in some form to be agreed.

4.2

The Architects initial proposals discuss 4 options, all to include new library space,
retention of the community hall space or a proportion of it.

4.3

The new use will be required to comply with current regulations and standards which
are for structure:

4.4

EC1 1991-1-1 Actions on Structures

4.5

SCI P-076/AD256-Design consideration for the vibration of floors

4.6

SCI P356 Vibration in floors

4.7

The above codes and guidance documents lay down minimum requirements for
imposed loadings and response factor Rf. The response factor determines the stiffness
of the floor required to make vibrations imperceptible to the users. In situations where
people are sitting at a desk looking at a monitor, as would be the case in a library, the
Rf should be below 4. The standard imposed loadings for libraries is 4kN/m2 which allows
for book storage.

4.8

BWB have carried out initial feasibility design calculations to check the strength of the
floors and their ability to support the new imposed loads. These calculations found that
the capacity of the floors is below 4kN/m2 and is only 3.6kN/m2 thus unless the floor is
strengthened it will not meet the EC1 loading requirement for libraries.

4.9

BWB have not yet carried out checks for vibration in accordance with SCI P-076/AD256,
but based upon previous experience this timber floor is not likely to comply. This
document is not a regulatory code and is only advisory, however it would be unwise to
create a library that has issues with vibration of computer monitors etc.

4.10

Part of the proposed refurbishment is to replace the existing lift with a new larger, DDA
compliant one. This will require demolition of the existing lift shaft and installing new
structure to support any elements of the floor and roof that enjoy support from the
existing lift shaft structure. This work will consist of a steel frame wrapping around the new
lift shaft punching through the ground floor and to sit on new foundations in the
basement. In order to progress this an intrusive survey will be required of the existing lift
shaft to confirm structural configuration and member sizes, enabling a scheme to be
produced for structural support.
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5.

DISCUSSION & RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1

The loading capacity of the floors is below that required in the code of practice,
however not by a great deal (3.6kN/m2 as opposed to 4kN/m2 ). It is possible that minor
strengthening would enable this loading capacity to be achieved. One way of doing
this would be to apply a plywood covering over the floor and screw it to the timber joists.
This would have the effect of creating a composite section, utilising the joist, timber
flooring and plywood. More stiffness could be obtained by additionally applying
plywood to the underside of the joists.

5.2

3.6kN/m2 is greater than that specified in BCO recommendations for office loading
therefore as the arrangement in the library elements of the building is more akin to office
space with no levels of high bookcases it could be argued that this loading capacity is
adequate, although this would mean that the building management must aware so
that the floors are not overloaded in any future rearrangement of the space,

5.3

Control of vibration could potentially present a more complex issue to overcome. To
advise the next stage we propose that BWB carry out calculations to confirm the natural
frequency and response factor. Knowing this we can carry out a sensitivity analysis to
determine how likely it is that vibrations will be perceptible. This is not an exact science
as some people are more sensitive than others and so it will give the ranges for likely
through to low risk, of being perceptible.

5.4

To develop a design for the lift shaft, an intrusive survey will be required to confirm
structural configuration and existing member sizes, then a structural solution can be
developed for providing support to the surrounding floors and roof.

5.5

These conclusions are based upon non-destructive surveying, which requires validation
by breaking out and sampling materials, check measurements on unseen elements and
boroscope investigations in the voids behind boarded out elements, such as the beams
and lift shaft. This should be carried out in the next stage of work.
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APPENDIX 1: Bi-Tas Survey Report
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1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Bisset Adams Architecture & Design have been invited by the London Borough of
Bromley to undertake a feasibility study to refurbish the Beckenham Public Hall building
and have subsequently engaged BWB Consulting to assist with this feasibility study. This
section of the feasibility study addresses the mechanical and electrical building
engineering systems and installations.

Photo 1: Main Street Approach

Photo 2: Side Elevation

1.2

The building is currently operated as two separate demises, the public hall and the club,
with the existing mechanical and electrical building engineering systems split to suit
these separate uses. The mechanical and electrical installations throughout the building
are looking tired and arguably suitable for modernisation which will need to be
managed within budget cost expectations and to align with the anticipated level of
refurbishment in each area.

1.3

A building condition survey and output report has been produced separately to the
feasibility study and provided by the client for reference. This condition survey raises a
number of M&E related issues such as replacement of the main gas fired boiler plant as
back-log maintenance issues which are addressed within the cost plan for this feasibility
study. The recommendations of the building condition survey have been taken as an
accurate and full definition of back-log maintenance actions which would be required
to enable operation of the building prior to inclusion of any refurbishment works.

1.4

The feasibility study includes the potential for conversion of the building to include a
public library to varying extents within a number of configuration options, these options
requiring different extent of upgrade to the engineering systems.

1.5

This feasibility study aims to explore the most suitable engineering systems installations
and modifications to suit the refurbishment and change of use to a public library whilst
providing sufficient guidance for preparation of a cost plan. Further design
development would be required to explore options and solutions in more detail
including production of information suitable for procurement of installation contractors.

1.6

The Public Hall is understood to have listed buildings status with some internal fixtures
and finishes included in the listing. A definitive schedule of affected building elements is
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not available at the time of preparing this feasibility report therefore the proposals made
are subject to change when the scope of the listed building report is ascertained.
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2.

OVERVIEW OF EXISITNG M&E PROVISION

2.1

The building appears to be well served with incoming gas, electricity, mains water,
gravity foul drainage and telecommunications infrastructure to suit its current use and
there has been no indication of any operational issues with incoming utility supplies.

2.2

The building should have a display energy certificate (DEC) mounted in a prominent
area which shows the latest assessment of the buildings energy performance. A DEC
was not located during the initial visit to the building and given the low level of control
provided to the heating systems distribution and internal lighting it is believed a DEC
would show a low level of energy performance.

2.3

There are no renewable energy technologies installed to serve the building.

2.4

An existing gas fired boiler plant serves the Public Hall part of the building, the plant is at
the end of its useful service life and requires replacement. Heating systems distribution
in this part of the building is via a conventional pumped two pipe circuit which serves a
combination of radiators and fan convector heaters all mounted at low level. The
current community space on the first floor is heated by direct gas fired fan assisted
convector heaters with the gas distribution pipework exposed at low level, this
arrangement is less than ideal in a publicly accessed space and has presumably been
added due to insufficient boiler plant capacity. A separate domestic scale gas fired
boiler and wall mounted radiator system serves The Club part of the building and is also
approaching the end of its useful service life.

Photo 3: Boiler fed fan convector + pipework
2.5

Photo 4: Convector + exposed gas pipework

The age of the building suggests that thermal insulation to the external elevations
including ground floor to the unheated basement and the roof is either non-existent or
minimal and not very effective. In addition the single glazed windows are original to the
building and are likely to impose a significant heat loss both through uncontrolled ingress
of external air and conduction through single glazed units. This will result in low internal
air temperature levels within the building during the peak heating season and excess
energy consumption. The large unprotected window areas are also likely to result in
some overheating in the summer months which can currently be overcome by opening
the windows providing the external noise environment doesn’t impact excessively on
use of the spaces.
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2.6

Ventilation to the majority of spaces in both the Public Hall and The Club is provided by
manually opening windows enabling a natural ventilation approach. There is no
indication from the buildings users that this approach isn’t suitable in the buildings
current use and any external noise and air quality pollution effects on the interior of the
building through the openable window ventilation strategy haven’t been raised as
being significant. Local mechanical ventilation is provided to the kitchens within The
Club and the community space on the first floor of the Public Hall together with the bar
area in The Club and local wall mounted extract fans within toilets throughout the
building. These mechanical ventilation systems appear to be in good working condition
but are installed to suit the specific accommodation and equipment currently installed
and therefore are unlikely to be useable following any reconfiguration of the
accommodation.

Photo 5: Club kitchen vent
2.7

Photo 6: Club bar vent

The building appears to be fed directly off of the mains water supply, water storage
tanks and distribution equipment were not located on the initial site visit. Serving the
building directly off of the mains water supply removes any risk associated with
maintaining water storage tanks but does remove the ability for the building to function
in the event of an interruption in the mains water supply. Domestic hot water is
generated by a mix of gas fired and electrically heated point of use water heaters.
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Photo 7: Community hall kitchen gas fired water heater
2.8

The mechanical building engineering services installations are provided with simplistic
localised controls which do not promote energy efficiency or provide the ability for
remote monitoring or set point adjustment.

2.9

The main electrical switchgear is thought to be housed within an enclosure located in
the main entrance to the Public Hall which is obtrusive and not in an ideal location to
permit maintenance operations in compliance with IEE regulations whilst the building is
in use. The quality of the switchgear has not been assessed but is likely to warrant
replacement to ensure the building remains maintainable and compliant with
regulations.

Photo 8: Main Electrical Switchgear
2.10

Photo 9: Electrical Distribution Equipment

Electrical distribution throughout the building including submain cabling, protective
devices and distribution boards are in various state of repair and present a range of
remaining useful service life expectancy. The existing distribution boards are arranged
to suit the current zones of use in the building and are unlikely to be suited to significant
refurbishment and change of use of the building. Where the existing distribution is
modified it will be required to meet current IEEE wiring regulations which the existing
equipment will not comply with.
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2.11

Lighting throughout the building is functional and aesthetically enhanced by the use of
chandelier fittings with historic importance in some of the main areas. Control of the
lighting fittings is by simple manual local switching and there is no evidence of daylight
linking or absence detection for energy saving purposes.

Photo 10: Lighting to The Club

Photo 11: Club snooker room lighting

Photo 12: Chandeliers to Main Hall

Photo 13: Central stairway lighting

2.12

Small power distribution is provided to suit the current use of the space using outdated
distribution circuitry in the Public Hall, the Club is understood to have a maintained 5
year testing and replacement regime so is likely to be more regulatory compliant. Power
usage by the building users in the new library and community use areas is likely to be
wider spread than in the current building therefore the existing distribution systems are
likely to be of insufficient capacity to be re-usable within the refurbished building.

2.13

Miscellaneous electrical systems such as fire detection and alarm, electronic security
and intruder detection and alarm are all provided on a decentralised basis and cover
distinct areas of the building. These systems are unlikely to suit the remodelled building
or accommodate significant upgrade and are therefore likely to become redundant
and require replacement.

2.14

Vertical transportation between the ground and first floor of the Public Hall is provided
by a single lift accessed off of the main entrance lobby. The lift has a change in access
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door location between the two floors served to suit the accommodation on each floor
and the lift car is arguably undersized for wheelchair use.

Photo 14: Lift Car

Photo 15: Lift control panel
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3.

PROPOSED REMODELLING OF M&E INSTALLATIONS & INTERNAL
ENVIRONMENT IMPROVEMENT

VENTILATION
3.1

The building is currently predominantly ventilated using a manually openable window
natural ventilation approach which from the perspective of external noise ingress from
the neighbouring is suitable for the current accommodation. Conversion of parts of the
building for use as a public library will prevent the openable window ventilation
approach due to excessive noise ingress. Consequently mechanical ventilation systems
will need to be incorporated in order to maintain the air quality and temperature of the
internal environment within suitable parameters.

3.2

The only location available for the mechanical ventilation air handling plant necessary
to provide the required ventilation regime is in the basement, the affected areas of the
basement will need improvement in order to house ventilation plant. It is proposed that
a low level displacement ventilation approach is adopted to ensure optimum air quality
within the treated spaces. Additional mechanical ventilation will be provided to
kitchens, toilets etc either through refurbishment of existing installations, replacement or
addition of new systems. Where spaces which are currently naturally ventilated can
continue to be treated in this manner such as areas of the club mechanical ventilation
will not be added.

Photos 16 & 17: Basement areas needing improvement to house ventilation plant
3.3

The sketch below indicates the areas of the basement where mechanical ventilation
plant is proposed to be placed together with the routing of supply and extract ductwork
required to serve the ground and first floors. The arrangement of bringing fresh air into
the air handling plant from outside of the building and discharging vitiated air out of the
building requires further development.
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Figure 1: Basement ventilation plant and ductwork routing proposal
3.4

Introduction of fresh air into the mechanically ventilated spaces is proposed to be
through low level displacement ventilation terminals with bottom entry ductwork
connections. For the ground floor the terminals would be connected through the floor
to ductwork routed in the basement. For the first floor the ductwork would need to rise
from the basement up through the ground floor, therefore the first floor terminals have
been positioned above corners on the ground floor where possible assuming that a
boxing out through the ground floor to house rising ductwork could be provided.

3.5

Displacement ventilation terminals are available in a range of shapes, sizes and finishes
so there is scope within the design progression stage to select the most suitable
arrangement for the spaces served. The images below show the range of terminals
available together with an indication of presentation where free standing terminal
outlets are appropriate. For the library areas the most suitable arrangement is likely to
be to build the displacement ventilation terminal outlets into the low level book shelving
systems with a typical face are for the terminal outlets of circa 1m wide by 0.8m high.
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Figure 2: Range of displacement vent terminals

Figure 3: Typical freestanding vent terminal

3.6

The sketches below propose locations for the low level displacement ventilation
terminals using Option 4 of the architectural layouts, terminal locations are marked using
a red star. The displacement ventilation strategy is particularly suited to the type of
library accommodation planned for the Public Hall building as it delivers fresh air directly
to the occupants producing an improved internal air quality, does not rely on routing
ductwork at high level in the main spaces which would have a visual effect and supports
low internal noise levels. Vitiated air would be removed from the spaces at high level
using vertically mounted grilles preferably built into furniture or positioned within walls
with ductwork connections back to the basement air handling plant. The majority of the
space heating requirements would be delivered by the displacement ventilation system
except for peak heating periods when the ventilation plant would be assisted by
suspended radiant panel heaters fed from the boiler plant. Energy efficiency would be
incorporated within the mechanical ventilation systems by the use of heat recovery
devices and by varying the volume of air delivered to each space to suit internal air
quality and temperature.

3.7

All mechanical ventilation systems serving the building will be provided with automated
controls which provide time scheduling together with setpoint adjustment and alarm
handling all of which will be remotely accessible.
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Figure 4: Ground Floor Option 4 Layout – Proposed Displacement Ventilation Outlet Locations

Figure 5: First Floor Option 4 Layout – Proposed Displacement Ventilation Outlet Locations
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HEATING
3.8

The existing gas fired boiler plant serves the public hall part of the building, the plant is
at the end of its useful service life and requires replacement. A condition survey
provided by the client advises that the distribution pumps and ancillary equipment
within the heating system are operational.

3.9

The addition of mechanical ventilation to the public library areas increases the heating
load to the building which combined with the need to replace the current boiler plant
imposes the need to relocate the boiler plant to a larger plantroom which is proposed
to be located in the basement. The new and enlarged heating plant is likely to require
a replacement to the gas supply to the building and provision of combustion air
together with a route for boiler flues preferably to roof level require further investigation
within the design development stage.

Figure 6: Proposed basement heating plantroom relocation
3.10

Heating distribution to the building is currently provided by perimeter fan convector
heaters which are not suitable for a library environment due to noise pollution and the
units are approaching the end of their useful life expectancy. Consequently the existing
heating system shall be replaced throughout with a combination of heating provided
through the mechanical ventilation system, wall mounted radiators and suspended
radiant panels which could be integrated with new lighting installations. The existing
exposed low level pipework distribution detracts from the aesthetic appearance of the
accommodation, restricts flexibility in use of spaces and presents a risk for building users.
The proposed replacement heating system will improve on the existing exposed
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pipework distribution by removing the extent of room mounted heat emitters by heating
through the mechanical ventilation systems and placing heat emitters at high level.
3.11

Additional control will be introduced to ensure the heating plant operates efficiently,
allows for automated setting back during periods of low use and is provided with local
room control to ensure that energy consumption is minimised. This control facility will also
enable remote time scheduling, alarm handling and set point adjustment.

DOMESTIC WATER SERVICES
3.12

The domestic water demand within the refurbished building will not vary significantly
from the existing demand and consequently there appears to be no requirement to
change the direct mains fed cold water distribution to the building. This approach
however does not address the risk of interruption to the mains water supply to the
building which would take toilet and kitchen facilities out of use. Removing this
operational risk would require the introduction of cold water storage tanks which
imposes significant additional maintenance activity to ensure new health and safety risk
is not introduced. The feasibility study does not allow for he introduction of cold water
storage tanks or consequently the removal of the operational availability risk on the
building.

3.13

The strategy within the existing building of using point of use water heaters, either gas
fired or electrically heated, for the provision of domestic hot water is appropriate to the
remodelled accommodation. Consequently electric in-line point of use water heaters
will be provided to wash hand facilities within toilets and gas fired water heaters
provided within the main kitchen facility as the current provision.

ELECTRICAL PRIMARY INFRASTRUCTURE
3.14

The main electrical switchgear being located within the entrance lobby of the Public
Hall is not ideal but currently operational and cost prohibitive to relocate. Consequently
the main electrical switchgear will be retained in its current position and overhauled
where necessary to bring it in line with current wiring regulations with metering
incorporated where beneficial.

3.15

The proposed remodelling of the building warrants replacement of the submains
distribution together with provision of new distribution boards and outgoing ways to
small power and lighting circuits. The new distribution boards will be zoned to suit the
use of the building and provided in suitable secure and internal locations, the quantity
of distribution boards together with demarcation of zones served will be determined in
the design development stage.

SMALL POWER DISTRIBUTION
3.16

The use of computer and electronic equipment within public library and community use
accommodation has escalated over recent years and it is important to provide
sufficient appropriately located small power outlets which can cope with flexible use of
the accommodation. Provision of small power outlets will need to be arranged to coordinate with furniture located remote from the perimeter of rooms which will be a
challenge in the main hall areas especially where retaining existing floor finishes is
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important. The preference in this situation would be to serve floor recessed power outlets
from below. Where desks requiring power outlets can be located around the perimeter
of rooms this will simplify power delivery by the use of wall or dado track mounted outlets.
3.17

Any specialist IT or audio visual equipment proposed for use in the remodelled building
will be reviewed and provided with the appropriate type and rating of small power
supplies. This will include any specialist book management equipment.

LIGHTING
3.18

The existing general lighting systems installed throughout the building are outdated,
poorly controlled and not energy efficient. Consequently the refurbishment works will
be based on providing new lighting installations which shall include daylight linking
enabling automatic dimming of luminaires when there is sufficient daylight distribution
and the use of LED low energy fittings where possible. Where appropriate absence
detection will be incorporated which shall automatically dim or turn off lighting to
spaces which have not been used for a predetermined period which shall further
reduce energy consumption.

3.19

A number of chandeliers are provided to key spaces within the building which are to be
retained and refurbished, where possible to incorporate the use of low energy lamps.
The chandeliers will be integrated into the general lighting scheme.

3.20

A number of areas are required to have enhanced lighting provision to aid the aesthetic
effect, these are shown on lighting look and feel plans produced by Bisset Adams.

3.21

A co-ordinated approach for delivery of general lighting, heating system radiant panels
and acoustic absorption panels is required within the main hall areas. A multi-service
raft approach, a typical example of which is shown in the image below, is proposed
which co-ordinates all of these elements together into a single unit which can be
suspended below the existing ceilings in order to reduce visual impact. This regularised
approach to provision of light fittings enables suitable distribution of light through a
combination of downward and upward directional lamps providing suitable lighting
levels and uniformity whilst enabling daylight linking especially for fittings located near
to window walls.

F

Figure 7: Multi-service suspended raft in use

Figure 8: Typical multi-service raft
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3.22

Provision of energy efficient light fittings together with addition of automated dimming
and timed or absence control will provide a significant reduction in energy consumption
compared to the current building.

MISCELLANEOUS ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS
3.23

A new access control and intruder detection system will be provided to the complete
building as part of the refurbishment works.

3.24

The existing fire detection and alarm system is not suitable for the change of use of the
building and will therefore be replaced throughout.

3.25

Telecommunications and data installations will be provided as part of the refurbishment
works to deliver a specific client brief which shall be established through consultation in
the design development stage.

PASSENGER LIFT
3.26

A new passenger lift will be provided as a direct replacement of the existing lift. The new
lift will provide a larger car which is suitable for both wheelchair access and other
community access requirements. The lift shaft will require enlargement to
accommodate the larger lift and the new lift shall be provided as a motor-room less
arrangement with the lifting gear located in the shaft and control panel provided on
the first floor adjacent to the lift.

3.27

The specification of the size and finishes to the lift car will be determined in the design
development stage.
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1.

Transport Feasibility Note

Introduction
Stantec have been instructed by Bisset Adams to provide a Transport Feasibility note to assess
early queries in relation to the proposed relocation of Beckenham Library, from its current location
adjacent to the A234 Beckenham Road to Beckenham Public Hall, adjacent to the B230 Bromley
Road.
This assessment includes an initial assessment of the suitability of the site and the potential
impacts on local transport infrastructure. It also includes a tentative view on potential next steps.
The London Borough of Bromley is considering opportunities to improve and enhance the
borough’s library sites, to enable the library service to flourish and adapt, so that it continues to
provide an excellent community service.
Figure 1.1 below shows the existing and proposed locations.
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Figure 1.1 – Site Location & Transport Infrastructure

2.

Traffic Impacts
No traffic surveys have been instructed at this time. It is however anecdotally known that the area
around the Public Hall does become busy with vehicular traffic around peak times. In the absence
of recent survey data, local experience demonstrates that traffic accumulates around the traditional
commuting peaks.
TRICS provides an online database of similar sites in the UK and Ireland, from which trip
generation ratios and profiles can be established.
A review of TRICS results for this type of development shows that the peak trip generation would
be expected to occur between 13:00-14:00 for library sites in the town centre or in edge of town
locations. The busiest time for a library would generally therefore fall outside of the network peak
time.
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The existing library opens at 09:30 Monday to Saturday. It is anticipated that these opening times
are likely to remain the same and it is unlikely that the library would act as a significant trip attractor
in the AM peak.
The existing library site is located adjacent to The Spa leisure centre and Venue 42. There are
therefore expected to be an element of combined trips with these leisure and community facilities.
The existing location could be defined as a neighbourhood centre or suburban area.
There are pay and display parking facilities in place at The Spa leisure centre, as well as at Venue
42. There are also approximately 12no dedicated spaces for library users to the rear of the library
itself. This high level of parking provision is not considered to be out of the ordinary for an edge of
town location.
The proposed location is much more central to the Town and is expected to have a higher level of
foot traffic. There is a decreased vehicle dominance surrounding the proposed location and there
are a greater variety of facilities close by. Although there are a number of vehicles passing through
the area, efforts have been made to redress the balance, with crossings in place through the town
centre.
Although further analysis will be required, it is possible that more combined trips will be undertaken
to the proposed location, combining trips to the library with shopping trips. Whereas trips to the
library in its current location may trigger original trips, the proposed location could allow for the
removal of these trips from the network, therefore creating a beneficial effect.
There is an anticipated combining of trips at the current location, but the Town Centre provides a
greater variety of facilities and therefore an increased likelihood of combined trips.
At the time of writing, the UK is operating under government advice regarding travel restrictions.
Going forward, it is recommended that the existing traffic flows for the library at the current location
are recorded under post-lockdown conditions. As an initial observation it is anticipated that the
highway surrounding the proposed library is busy in the traditional commuter peaks.
If project limitations result in earlier analysis being required, then we will use TRICS trip generation
calculations to establish the anticipated numerical difference in trips in the Town Centre as a result
of the relocation instead of existing library traffic as a baseline.

3.

Parking
The ‘St Georges Road’ car park is located approximately 100m north of the proposed new library
location. The car park is managed by the London Borough of Bromley and has 138 standard
spaces, 2 disabled bays, 1 motorcycle bay and 2 electric vehicle charging points.
This car park would not generally meet the disabled parking ratios as set out in the Emerging
London Plan and there may be a requirement to expand the number of disabled spaces in this
location.
The car park operates 24 hours a day, with charges for cars enforced between 07:30 – 19:30,
Monday to Saturday. Cars are charged 70p per hour, to a limit of £5.60.
Beckenham Junction Station car park is located approximately 250m to the north of the proposed
relocation site. The Odeon and Village Way car parks are located approximately 550m & 650m
from the development site respectively, as shown on Figure 1.1 above.
As noted above, the trip rate for the relocated library would be lower than the existing due to the
combining of trips. This in turn means that fewer parking spaces would be required. Given the town
centre location it would otherwise be possible to eliminate the need for vehicle parking. However,
given the Borough’s data regarding the demographics of visitors, consideration of parking for
young families and less able people is likely to be relevant.
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It is expected that special events would occur outside of traditional network peaks and would
therefore create a reduced stress on existing parking facilities.
The Draft London Plan and the most recent LB Bromley parking standards recommend that vehicle
parking for this particular land-use is addressed on a case-by-case basis. It would therefore be
recommended that an early dialogue is opened with the Borough.
Pending discussion with the Borough, it may be possible to use the existing parking stock as
parking for the site. There are few alternative options for vehicle parking within the scope of the
proposed development, but there is strong public transport provision in the area and a Travel Plan
for the site would further entrench the sustainability of the location.
It would be prudent to carry out a parking beat survey at the St Georges Road car park under
standard conditions and an indicative cost for this has been discussed with Bisset Adams. Early
indications show that it is likely between the above car parking facilities, sufficient car parking
capacity is likely to be available, especially with a comprehensive sustainable transport strategy in
place. This will need to be validated as the project moves forward.
Cycle parking will need to be provided at the site at a ratio of 1 space per full time staff member
and 1 space per 100 sqm (GEA) for visitors.

4.

Sustainable Modes & Routes
Transport for London (TfL) use the Public Transport Accessibility Level (PTAL) measurement
system to rate locations by distance from frequent public transport services. Locations are scored
from 0 – 6b, with 6b being reserved for those with the best accessibility.
The PTAL score for the existing library location is 4. As shown in Figure 4.1 below, the proposed
location scores slightly higher with a score of 5, indicating that the proposed new location provides
improved public transport provision.
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Figure 4.1 – Proposed Library Location PTAL Score
The closest bus stops to the site are located adjacent to the Public Hall. The ‘Bromley Road / St
George’s Church’ stops are served by routes 162, 227, 379 & N3. Route 163 offers wider ranging
bus connectivity over the existing library site, by providing a 3 bus an hour service to the east,
towards Chislehurst and Eltham.
Beckenham Junction rail station and tram stop are located approximately 300m from the
development site, with a greater number of possible connections than Clock House station, located
close to the existing library location.
Free travel passes are available to vulnerable groups, further removing any barriers to access.
Desktop review indicates that routes towards the Public Hall are predominantly suitable for access
to the site, with footways, streetlighting and dropped kerb crossings in place in the local area.
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A key area of concentration is expected to be the crossing of Bromley Road, adjacent to the Public
Hall. This route is likely to be a desire-line for pedestrians due to the it being on the route towards
the proposed library location from Beckenham Junction Station, the St Georges Road car park and
the eastbound bus stops.
At present, the closest crossing facilities are at the junction of the A2015 High Street and the B230
Bromley Road. To reach the Public Hall from St Georges Road pedestrians using a crossing are
required to take an approximate 100m diversion. It is possible that pedestrians would choose to
cross over Bromley Road directly instead.
The carriageway in the vicinity of the bus stops it approximately 13m in width, creating a lengthy
crossing time for pedestrians to be in the carriageway.
Subject to visibility and vehicle speed/volume measurements, consideration should be given to the
installation of a new crossing facility close to St Georges Road. A crossing in this location would
enhance pedestrian safety, especially for more vulnerable visitors to the library. It would also offer
enhanced pedestrian amenity for all. An initial location is indicated on shown on Drawing
48951/5501/001, attached to this note.

5.

Servicing
An initial desktop study indicates that the existing Hall services from the rear of the building, with
loading and refuse storage areas in place. This does not appear to be public highway however and
it would be recommended that HMPE data and rights of access are investigated.
Access to the rear would be the most unobtrusive form of servicing for the future library, as shown
on Drawing 48951/5501/001, attached to this note. More attention may be required as site plans
develop, to accommodate all proposed uses if this option is brought forward.
The attached drawing also shows two additional, more obtrusive scenarios. The scenarios test
different types of vehicles, with a refuse vehicle used as an initial test and then a smaller van used
in order to show what may work.
Option 1 shows the adjustment of the double-length bus cage on Bromley Road, with loading
space accommodated. This option would require the approval of TfL London Buses which may be
not be forthcoming. We would be happy to open a dialogue as the project progresses.
Option 3 shows a smaller layby on carriageway, with minor realignment works to the kerb. This
option would only present a space large enough to accommodate a van and could potentially
conflict with passing vehicles and well as future pedestrian crossing proposals.
None of the options are simple but they all have potential for implementation, pending discussion
with the relevant Authorities and feedback from the client with regards to preferred arrangement.

6.

Conclusion
The environment surrounding the proposed location at the Public Hall is more aesthetically
welcoming to pedestrians, with a greater level of local infrastructure. The proposed location is
therefore likely to encourage and accommodate more sustainable trips.
Pedestrian access and crossing facilities do however require further consideration, as highlighted
above, and further proactive investigation is highly recommended.
The TfL Public Transport Accessibility Level (PTAL) measurement suggests that the proposed
location has a higher rating over the existing site, with improved public transport provision. A route
review has also demonstrated that bus routes are more evenly spread to the east.
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It is expected that the relocation of the library would offer greater opportunities for combined trips,
potentially bringing the number of net vehicle trips down, while providing an improved location for
pedestrian trips.
This note has suggested possible improvements to the local environment, including crossing and
loading facilities. In addition, it recommends that further surveys are undertaken, including trip
counts at the existing library, vehicle counts on Bromley Road and parking beat surveys
undertaken at St Georges Road car park.
Overall, from a Transport Perspective, subject to further analysis of data collected, the relocation of
the library is expected to be suitable and is unlikely to cause any significant issues.
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Introduction
It is proposed refurbish the Grade II listed Beckenham Public Hall and use the space as a
‘cultural hub’ and library. Hann Tucker Associates have been commissioned to assess the
acoustic feasibility of this proposal.

In order to inform our assessment we visited site to undertake an acoustic survey of the existing
building, including:


airborne and impact sound insulation testing between selected rooms



reverberation time measurements



internal ambient noise level measurements



external manned environmental noise level measurements.

Our findings are presented in our Acoustic Survey Report.

With regard to the acoustic feasibility of converting Beckenham Public Hall into a library, we
have considered the following potential noise and vibration issues:


Sound insulation of existing floors



Noise due to road traffic



Room finishes and reverberation



Noise and vibration due to the building services

Our advice on each of these potential issues is presented in the following sections.

2.0

Sound Insulation of Existing Floors

2.1

Results of Sound Insulation Testing
The following table summarises the airborne results of the walls tested:

Airborne Results for Walls
Source Room

Receive Room

The Club,
Games Room
0/022
The Club,
Lounge,
0/019

Ground Floor,
Circulation Space
0/002
Ground Floor,
Circulation Space,
0/002

DnT,w

DnT,w + Ctr

53 dB

50 dB

53 dB

49 dB
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The following table summarises the airborne results of the floors tested.

Airborne Results for Floors
Source Room

Receive Room

First Floor,
Small Hall
1/003
First Floor,
Large Hall Stage,
1/009
First Floor,
Large Hall,
1/009
First Floor,
Large Hall
1/009

The Club,
Games Room,
0/022
The Club,
Lounge,
0/017
Ground Floor,
Small Hall,
0/003
Ground Floor,
Circulation Space,
0/002

DnT,w

DnT,w + Ctr

52 dB

45 dB

53 dB

46 dB

58 dB

53 dB

55 dB

52 dB

The following table summarises the impact results of the floors tested.

Impact Results for Floors

2.2

Source Room

Receive Room

First Floor,
Small Hall,
1/003
First Floor,
Green Room (store),
1/007
First Floor,
Large Hall Stage,
1/009
First Floor,
Large Hall,
1/009

The Club,
Games Room,
0/022
The Club,
Lounge
0/017
The Club,
Lounge,
0/018
Ground Floor,
Small Hall,
0/003

L’nT,w
60 dB

64 dB

52 dB

63 dB

Discussion of Sound Insulation Results
We understand there are no project specific criteria. The guidance of Building Regulations:
Approved Document E (ADE) and Building Bulletin 93: Acoustic Design for Schools
Performance Standards (BB93) requirements could be considered to be useful benchmarks.

These are summarised in the table below:-
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Approved Document E
(ADE)

Source
Room
Activity
Noise

New Build
requirements

Refurbishment
requirements

Purpose built
dwellings
Floors and
Stairs

Dwellings
formed by a
material change
of use

Airborne

‘Very High’
‘High’
‘Medium’
‘Low’

DnT,w ≥ 55 dB
DnT,w ≥ 50 dB
DnT,w ≥ 45 dB
DnT,w ≥ 40 dB

DnT,w ≥ 45 dB
DnT,w ≥ 45 dB
DnT,w ≥ 40 dB
DnT,w ≥ 30 dB

DnT,w + Ctr > 45

DnT,w + Ctr > 43

Impact

N/A

L’nT,w ≤ 60 dB

L’nT,w ≤ 65 dB

L’nT,w ≤ 62 dB

L’nT,w ≤ 64 dB

The airborne sound insulation test results, compared with BB93 new build requirements, would
be deemed sufficient to allow ‘High’ activity noise levels in rooms neighbouring a library.
Refurbishment requirements would be deemed sufficient to allow ‘Very High’ activity noise
levels in rooms neighbouring the library. The results were also at least equal to the minimum
new build performance standards requirement of ADE for floors separating dwellings. As such
the airborne sound insulation between the rooms tested is reasonably good.

The impact sound insulation results measured underneath the stage were better than the ADE
and BB93 new build requirements. However, on the existing exposed wooden floorboards, the
impact sound insulation results measured in the first-floor halls and green room were
approximately equal to or exceeding the various BB93 and ADE benchmarks. This is unlikely
to be sufficient to control impact noise from the proposed room uses.

2.3

Mitigation Measures
Given the above the main acoustic concern is likely to be to impact noise due to footfall, at first
floor level (especially from a multi-purpose area), to the ground floor areas below. There is a
wide range of possible options to mitigate this. We would summarise the possible options as
follows, arranged in notionally descending order of preference/effectiveness:

1. Avoid locating a multi-purpose area above another occupied space (either by
relocating the multipurpose area to the ground floor or, if there is a general shortage
of space, to another building)

2. Installing a thick resilient soft floor finish. A suitable finish could be thick carpet &
underlay or, alternatively, thick gym style acoustically resilient matting.
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3. Installing an acoustic mass barrier ceiling. A suitable construction could comprise
multiple layers of plasterboard on an MF grid on vibration isolation hangers. We
realise the listed ceiling would be concealed but this option is probably more
effective and straightforward than “above the floor” options that would raise the
floor level. An example drawing is attached in Appendix A.

4. Installing a floating floor (if a hard floor finish is required rather than Options 2 or)
on high performance isolators. A suitable construction would comprise a floating
raft on Mason MFS isolators. An example floor build-up is attached in Appendix B.

5. Installing a vinyl floor finish with acoustic backing e.g. Tarkett Starfloor Click Ultimate .

6. Installing a resilient layer (if a hard floor finish is required) on a resilient layer. A
suitable construction would comprise Regupol 3912 or similar.

7. Reducing the noise sensitivity of the area below (i.e. on the Ground Floor). Less
sensitive uses could involve a cafe or the use of headphones.

8. Management controls (to avoid/control certain activities)

3.0

Road Traffic Noise

3.1

Results of External Noise Survey
The nearest source of noise due to road traffic is Bromley Road (B320). We have undertaken
internal and external noise surveys to establish the levels of noise due to road traffic.

The external environmental A-weighted (dBA) L90, Leq and Lmax sound levels are recorded
below.

Sound Levels dBA
Position
Front
Rear

L90

Leq

Lmax

55
47

68
52

78
60

At Position 1 measurements were also taken of idling busses, approximately 4m from the bus
stop. These were measured to be approximately 72 dB L Amax.
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Results of Internal Noise Survey
The following table presents the results of our internal ambient noise levels measurements in
various rooms.

Internal Ambient Noise Level Results
Test Location

LAeq

First Floor
Large Hall
First Floor
Small Hall
Ground Floor
Small Hall
Ground Floor
Circulation Space

3.3

45 dB
42 dB
38 dB
37 dB

Discussion of Road Traffic Noise
With windows open we would expect the internal ambient noise levels measurements to be
approximately:

Internal Ambient Noise Level Results with Windows Open
Test Location

LAeq (Approx)

First Floor
Large Hall
First Floor
Small Hall
Ground Floor
Small Hall
Ground Floor
Circulation Space

53 dB
53 dB
53 dB
53 dB

Guideline internal noise levels for libraries can be found within BB93 and British Standard
8233:2014 and are presented in the table below.

BB93
Upper Limit for Indoor Ambient Noise Level for
Libraries
LAeq,30min (dB)

BS8233: 2014
Design Range
LAeq,T (dB)

New Build

Refurbishment

Study and Work Requiring Concentration
Library, Gallery, Museum

40

45

40 – 50
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Based on the above, upper limits for noise break in to libraries from road traffic varies from 40
dB to 50 dB LAeq,T.

With windows open the internal ambient noise levels are likely to exceed the BB93 guidelines
and also exceed the BS8233:2014 guidelines for noise levels in libraries. However, the noise
levels may be acceptable for less noise sensitive areas

With windows closed the internal ambient noise levels measured during our visit were slightly
above BB93 new build guidelines in the Small and Large Halls on the first floor, but otherwise
generally below BB93 refurbishment and BS8233:2014 upper limits.

The internal ambient noise levels measured during our visit were slightly above BB93 new build
guidelines in the Small and Large Halls on the first floor, but otherwise generally below BB93
refurbishment and BS8233:2014 upper limits.

Ideally, consideration should thus be given to installing secondary glazing to library areas on
the first floor. We would recommend consulting Selectaglaze to assess the feasibility/aesthetics
of secondary glazing. However, given the budget constraints it is accepted that this is likely to
be discounted.

4.0

Room Finishes and Reverberation

4.1

Results
The following table presents the measured mid-frequency (500Hz to 2kHz octave band)
reverberation times in the listed halls.

Reverberation Time Results
Test Location
First Floor
Large Hall
First Floor
Small Hall
Ground Floor
Small Hall

Reverberation Time
T mf
1.5 seconds
0.9 seconds
0.9 seconds

Please note the halls were unfurnished at the time of testing.
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Discussion
A guideline maximum mid-frequency (500Hz to 2kHz octave band) reverberation time to be
achieved in library spaces in BB93 is outlined in the table below. This requirement applies to
fully furnished rooms.

BB93 Maximum Reverberation Time, T mf
Library
New Build

Refurbishment

1.0 seconds

1.2 seconds

The two small hall reverberation time are within the BB93 new build and refurbishment
requirements. The large hall reverberation time measurements, in the absence of furnishings,
do not meet the BB93 requirements.

Reverberation times in the large hall may need to be improved if it is used as a library space.
The measurements were undertaken when the halls were unfurnished. Therefore, the
introduction of furnishings such as books, shelving, appropriate floor coverings will reduce
reverberation times. If this is not sufficient, suitably specified and positioned acoustically
absorbent finishes or absorbers may also need to be considered. From an acoustic viewpoint,
an acoustically absorbent ceiling would be preferable in the library areas – however it is
accepted that this is likely to be discounted for various reasons.

5.0

Building Services Noise and Vibration
We would be pleased to comment on the acoustic feasibility of the proposed building services
serving the proposed library upon receipt of details. In the meantime we do not anticipate any
major problems, but would offer the following comments:

Atmospheric plant noise emissions should be suitably controlled to comply with the
requirements of the local authority. This could be particularly onerous if plant is installed
in the rear courtyard due to the proximity of residents to the rear and the low
background noise levels. Therefore, we recommend noisy plant should be located
internally where possible to control atmospheric noise emissions.



Mechanical ventilation and building services should be selected and attenuated to meet
suitable internal noise levels.
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Conclusion
With regard to the acoustic feasibility of converting Beckenham Public Hall into a library, we
have considered the following potential noise and vibration issues:


Sound insulation of existing floors



Noise due to road traffic



Room Finishes and Reverberation



Noise and vibration due to the building services



Noise due to the club

Based on the testing results, airborne sound insulation between floors should be adequate.
However, impact sound insulation is a concern, especially where a hard floor finish is preferred,
so we have outlined various options for consideration.

Based on our measurements, noise due to road traffic may be audible, but should be within
acceptable limits for the building use.

Reverberation time measurements in the small halls should be reasonable or a library use. In
the larger hall consideration should be given to reducing the reverberation time by incorporating
suitable acoustically absorbent furnishings and finishes.

Preliminary guidance to consider for building services has been provided.
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Glossary of Terms
Within this report we use several abbreviations for ease of writing. To avoid confusion,
abbreviations you may encounter are listed below:
EM – Electromagnetic
GPR – Ground Penetrating Radar
RC – Reinforced Concrete
MC – Mass Concrete
PC – Pre-cast
SSoW – Safe System of Work
RAMS – Risk Assessment and Method Statement
Approx. – Approximate(ly)
NW/SW/NE/SE – Compass directions (NorthEast, SouthWest etc.)

22nd April 2020
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Summary
Birmingham Testing and Scanning Ltd was commissioned by BWB on behalf of their client at
Bisset Adams Architecture in April of 2020 to carry out investigation and GPR scanning works at
Beckenham Public Hall.
As part of the commissioned investigation works, Bi-TAS was instructed to determine, as
accurately as possible without carrying out any destructive or intrusive works, the construction
type and material thicknesses of the building including any floor slabs, walls, beams, columns
and structural elements within the building.
Bi-TAS undertook a mixture of visual survey, measurement and GPR scanning to attempt to
determine the construction. A further visit may be required to carry out intrusive works, but this
will be decided in conjunction with BWB following this report.

22nd April 2020
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Location

Figure 001 – Location plan, 1cm:100m scale

Figure 002 – Location plan, 1cm:1km scale

22nd April 2020
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Scanning Images and Analysis
The site works were carried out on Monday 20th and Tuesday 21st April 2020.
The operatives from Bi-TAS were Gavin Jennings and Mischa Nicklin, with Gavin Jennings acting
as the lead operative.
A Proceq GPR Live handheld GPR tool with iPad Pro was used to carry out the GPR scanning
works and cover survey.
The GPR scans used were “line scans” in which the tool is run over the surface of the base
material, detecting density changes and presenting a cross sectional image on the monitor in a
perpendicular direction to the direction of the scan. These images are included in the report
below together with photographs for ease of reference.
To assist with the interpretation of these images, the top of the image represents the concrete
or base material surface, with chainage in m along the X-Axis and depth in cm along the Y-Axis.
In interpreted format, density changes appear as colour changes.
In raw format, reflections are shown as either parabola curves for rounded objects or flat lines
for a uniform density change (i.e. between materials).
For ease of reference, we have split each floor plan into “areas” to make it easier to describe
and explain our findings. These areas are labelled on Figures 003, 004, 005 and 006.

22nd April 2020
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Basement

A

C

B
D

E

Figure 003 – Basement building plan with areas designated
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Area A

Photograph 001 – General view of Basement area A

Photograph 002 – View of soffit with beams and cross bracing

22nd April 2020
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Photograph 003 – Steel I Beam situated on masonry piers






We were able to physically measure the joists below the floor, which were 280mm deep
by 50mm wide for the majority, with a few measuring 230mm x 65mm. They were at
360-380mm centres.
Timber cross bracing was found towards the ends of the beam spans (see Photograph
002). This was constructed with 50mm thick timber.
The internal brick walls were measured as 360mm thick
Steel beam running along edge of wall sited on masonry piers. Steel beam had flange
thickness of 8mm, and was 210mm x 135mm.

22nd April 2020
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Area B

Photograph 004 – General view of Basement Area B

Photograph 005 – View of steel I beam running onto padstones within wall in Area B

22nd April 2020
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Photograph 006 – General view to underside of stairs within Area B







We were able to physically measure the joists below the floor, which were 280mm deep
by 50mm wide for the majority, with a few measuring 230mm x 65mm. They were at
360-380mm centres.
Timber cross bracing was found towards the ends of the beam spans (see Photograph
002). This was constructed with 50mm thick timber.
The internal brick walls were measured as 360mm thick
The steel beam observed was measured as 210mm x 235mm wide with a flange
thickness of approximately 8mm.
The stairs were bolted onto a steel frame support measuring 180 x 100 x 10mm

22nd April 2020
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Area C

Photograph 007 – General view of floor construction and beams beneath in Area C



Access to the area was not possible. The area was cordoned off as “out of bounds due to
health and safety reasons”.
Visually, we could see the floor construction was similar to other areas, but with an
additional set of beams beneath. Full access would need to be granted to measure the
beam cross sections. They appeared to be made of steel I beams (See Photograph 007).
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Area D

Photograph 008 – General view of construction in Area D

Photograph 009 – Timber construction of floor in Area D
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We were able to physically measure the joists below the floor, which were 280mm deep
by 50mm wide for the majority, with a few measuring 230mm x 65mm. They were at
360-380mm centres.
Timber cross bracing was found towards the ends of the beam spans (see Photograph
002). This was constructed with 50mm thick timber.
The internal brick walls were measured as 360mm thick
An area of the structure a steel corrugated structure was erected. This was supported
on beams measuring 105 x 75mm which were sited on steel cylindrical columns
measuring approximately 75mm diameter (see Photograph 008).
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Area E
There was no access to this area on the time of our visit, even with the access granted from “The
Club”.
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Ground Floor

J

F
G

K

H
I
O

N

L
M

Figure 004 – Ground floor plan with areas designated
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Figure 005 – Sketch of external wall widths from scan data
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Area F

Photograph 010 – General view of column line in first floor Area F

Photograph 011 – General view of beams and ceiling in Area F
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GPR scan of typical internal wall showing thickness and void

GPR scan across face of column showing masonry construction

22nd April 2020
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GPR scan of floor showing suspected timber construction

GPR scan of external wall showing thickness and flared thickness

22nd April 2020
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GPR scan of external wall showing thickness and flared thickness






Internal walls scanned were double skin masonry, 180mm thick total, 75mm thick per
skin with 30mm void between.
Columns measure 400mm x 265mm including finishes. Scans shows column appears to
be made up of a brickwork pier.
Beams were undetectable due to plasterboard boxing and air void – unknown
construction at this stage.
Scans show assumed timber floor below with regular centres showing plank width of
approximately 300mm. Plank thickness of approximately 30mm.
South and East external walls appear to be 250mm with 400mm wide flaring

22nd April 2020
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Area G

Photograph 012 – General view of “lobby” Area G

GPR scan showing typical wall thickness with void

22nd April 2020
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GPR scan to floor below showing suspected wooden floor



Internal walls scanned were double skin masonry, 180mm thick total, 75mm thick per
skin with 30mm void between.
Floor and ceiling suggest timber flooring, with planks approximately at 300mm centres
(suggesting 300mm width) and an approximate plank thickness of 30mm.
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Area H

Photograph 013 – General view of Area H

Photograph 014 – General view of Area H
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GPR scan of floor showing floor make up similar to other areas (suspected timber)

GPR scan to underside of soffit showing suspected timber joists

22nd April 2020
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GPR scan to wall showing masonry thickness with void





Floor and ceiling suggest timber flooring, with planks approximately at 300mm centres
(suggesting 300mm width) and an approximate plank thickness of 30mm.
Ceiling appears to have joists at 360mm centres, which is in line with findings in the
basement.
Beams and arch were boarded, meaning impossible to determine construction due to
air gap.
Internal walls scanned were double skin masonry, 180mm thick total, 75mm thick per
skin with 30mm void between.
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Area I

Photograph 015 – General view of back office in Area I


No additional findings to main area in Area H – similar construction
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Area J

Photograph 016 – General view of Area J

Photograph 017 – General view of boiler room at rear of Area J
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GPR scan of boiler room floor


Similar construction on walls and soffit of corridor, but what appears to be a mass
concrete screed within the boiler room. The total floor thickness appeared to be around
150mm.

22nd April 2020
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Area K

Photograph 018 – General view of Area K

Photograph 019 – General view of Area K
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Photograph 020 – General view of Area K

GPR scan showing wall thickness and void
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GPR scan of soffit showing suspected timber joists

GPR scan of floor showing suspected timber floorboards
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GPR scan of external wall showing thickness




Floor and ceiling suggest timber flooring, with planks approximately at 300mm centres
(suggesting 300mm width) and an approximate plank thickness of 30mm.
Ceiling appears to have joists at 360mm centres, which is in line with findings in the
basement.
Internal walls scanned were double skin masonry, 180mm thick total, 75mm thick per
skin with 30mm void between.
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Area L

Photograph 021 – General view of Area L

GPR scan showing wall thickness with void
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GPR scan showing suspected timber joists and floor make up




Floor and ceiling suggest timber flooring, with planks approximately at 300mm centres
(suggesting 300mm width) and an approximate plank thickness of 30mm.
Ceiling appears to have joists at 360mm centres, which is in line with findings in the
basement.
Internal walls scanned were double skin masonry, 180mm thick total, 75mm thick per
skin with 30mm void between.
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Area M

Photograph 022 – General view of Area M

GPR scan of external wall



Findings consistent with Area L and Area N
External wall showing thickness of around 180mm
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Area N

Photograph 023 – General view of Area N


Findings consistent with Area L and Area M
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Area O

Photograph 024 – General view of Area O


Findings consistent with Areas L-N
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First Floor
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U

Figure 006 – First floor plan with areas designated
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Figure 007 – First floor plan with external wall thicknesses from scan data
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Figure 008 – Suspected floor spans of first floor
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Area P

Photograph 025 – General view of Area P

Photograph 026 – General view of ceiling within area P
22nd April 2020
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GPR scan of floor showing suspected timber floor make up in line with other areas of the
building

GPR scan of wall showing thickness and void in line with other areas of the building

22nd April 2020
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GPR scan of external wall showing thickness





Floor scans suggest timber flooring, with planks approximately at 300mm centres
(suggesting 300mm width) and an approximate plank thickness of 30mm.
Floor appears to have joists at 360mm centres, which is in line with findings in the
basement.
Internal walls scanned were double skin masonry, 180mm thick total, 75mm thick per
skin with 30mm void between.
External wall of 400mm thickness

22nd April 2020
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Area Q

Photograph 027 – General view of “backstage area” Area Q

Photograph 028 - General view within Area Q
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GPR scan showing typical wall thickness with void

GPR scan of floor showing suspected timber joists
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GPR scan of external wall





Floor scans suggest timber flooring, with planks approximately at 300mm centres
(suggesting 300mm width) and an approximate plank thickness of 30mm.
Floor appears to have joists at 360mm centres, which is in line with findings in the
basement.
Internal walls scanned were double skin masonry, 180mm thick total, 75mm thick per
skin with 30mm void between.
External wall appeared to be 500mm thick from scan data
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Area R

Photograph 029 – General view within Area R

Photograph 030 – General view within Area R
22nd April 2020
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Photograph 031 – General view of Area R





Findings are consistent with other areas of the building
Floor scans suggest timber flooring, with planks approximately at 300mm centres
(suggesting 300mm width) and an approximate plank thickness of 30mm.
Floor appears to have joists at 360mm centres, which is in line with findings in the
basement.
Internal walls scanned were double skin masonry, 180mm thick total, 75mm thick per
skin with 30mm void between.
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Area S

Photograph 032 – General view of Area S

Photograph 033 – General view of Area S
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Photograph 034 – General view of Area S ceiling

GPR scan of stair landing showing similar timber construction
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GPR scan of wall showing typical masonry with void construction





Findings are consistent with other areas of the building
Floor scans suggest timber flooring, with planks approximately at 300mm centres
(suggesting 300mm width) and an approximate plank thickness of 30mm.
Floor appears to have joists at 360mm centres, which is in line with findings in the
basement.
Internal walls scanned were double skin masonry, 180mm thick total, 75mm thick per
skin with 30mm void between.
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Area T

Photograph 035 – General view of Area T





Findings are consistent with other areas of the building
Floor scans suggest timber flooring, with planks approximately at 300mm centres
(suggesting 300mm width) and an approximate plank thickness of 30mm.
Floor appears to have joists at 360mm centres, which is in line with findings in the
basement.
Internal walls scanned were double skin masonry, 180mm thick total, 75mm thick per
skin with 30mm void between

22nd April 2020
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Area U

Photograph 036 – General view of Area U





Findings are consistent with other areas of the building
Floor scans suggest timber flooring, with planks approximately at 300mm centres
(suggesting 300mm width) and an approximate plank thickness of 30mm.
Floor appears to have joists at 360mm centres, which is in line with findings in the
basement.
Internal walls scanned were double skin masonry, 180mm thick total, 75mm thick per
skin with 30mm void between.
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Area V

Photograph 037 – General view of Area V

Photograph 038 – General view of Area V Soffit
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GPR scan of wall showing typical thickness and void

GPR scan of floor showing typical suspected timber joist construction





Findings are consistent with other areas of the building
Floor scans suggest timber flooring, with planks approximately at 300mm centres
(suggesting 300mm width) and an approximate plank thickness of 30mm.
Floor appears to have joists at 360mm centres, which is in line with findings in the
basement.
Internal walls scanned were double skin masonry, 180mm thick total, 75mm thick per
skin with 30mm void between.
22nd April 2020
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Second Floor

W

Figure 006 – Second floor plan
Area W

Photograph 039 – General view of Area W
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Photograph 040 – General view of Area W





Findings are consistent with other areas of the building
Floor scans suggest timber flooring, with planks approximately at 300mm centres
(suggesting 300mm width) and an approximate plank thickness of 30mm.
Floor appears to have joists at 360mm centres, which is in line with findings in the
basement.
Internal walls scanned were double skin masonry, 180mm thick total, 75mm thick per
skin with 30mm void between.
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The Project Team

The Project Team will comprise:
The Oakleaf Group
7 Brookfield
Moulton Park
Northampton
NN3 6WL
Telephone: 0845 293 7571
Fax: 0845 293 7572
Email: info@theoakleafgroup.co.uk
Website: www.theoakleafgroup.co.uk

Oakleaf Surveying Ltd
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Executive Summary

Oakleaf have undertaken a Physical Condition Survey of Beckenham Public Hall on behalf of London
Borough of Bromley.
The surveys undertaken within this study relate to conditions prevailing on site on the 30th January
2020.
Backlog Maintenance Works
Total remedial work required for the BUILDING & M&E Elements:
Building Survey
M&E Survey
TOTAL COST
Cost per m2 (average)

£ 810,770
£ 72,050
£ 882,820
£ 353.13/m2

(Please note that this is based on an estimated Gross Internal Floor Area of 2,500m2)
Budget for Future Maintenance Works
Total remedial work likely to be required within a five year period for the BUILDING & M&E Elements:
Building Survey
M&E Survey
TOTAL COST
Cost per m2 (average)

£ 60,000
£ 28,500
£ 88,500
£ 35.40/m2

(Please note that this is based on an estimated Gross Internal Floor Area of 2,500m2)
Combined Backlog and Future Maintenance Costs:

£ 971,320

Breakdown of Priority Grading
The Beckenham Public Hall site falls into the following Priority Grading:
Priority 1
Priority 2
Priority 3
Priority 4

51.2%
19.6%
18.0%
11.2%

£ 497,500
£ 190,000
£ 175,320
£ 108,500

These figures are exclusive of Prelims, Profit, Contingency, Fees, Expenses and VAT and have not been
adjusted for regional variance.
Please note that these costs are based on bringing all areas up to a sound and operational (not new)
condition.
The costs are based on a combination of: BCIS Dilapidations Guide 2019, BCIS Minor Works 2019 and
SPONS Architects and Builders Price Book 2019.

Oakleaf Surveying Ltd
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Exclusions

Structure
The Condition Survey is not intended as a full structural survey. No load tests or assessment of the
actual loadings have been made. No investigations have been made to ascertain the type or condition of
the foundations or that no high alumina cement concrete or calcium chloride additive was used in the
construction, unless specifically noted.
The survey takes the form of a visual inspection only. Parts of the structure which were concealed,
covered up or made inaccessible in the course of construction have not been opened up as part of this
survey and we are unable to report that these parts are free from rot, decay or other defects.
We have not carried out tests in respect of asbestos – based products, or other deleterious material
therefore no assurance can be given as to the presence or otherwise.
No investigations, analysis of strata or subsoils or exposure of foundations to the main structure were
undertaken as part of this survey, therefore we are unable to confirm the depth, condition or stability of
the foundations or subsoils.
Rainwater Goods and Roof Clearance
All rainwater goods / gutters / outlets / hopper heads / discharge shoes etc., should be cleaned out on a
minimum yearly basis. This will ensure rapid and efficient collection and dispersal of rainwater from the
building envelope, to minimise damage by rainwater ingress.
This report assumes that appropriate levels of gutter, roof and rainwater goods clearance is carried out.
Fire Precautions
The survey has not considered the resistance of the building to fire, the operation and adequacy of
extinguishers, the adequacy of means of escape or of the fire precautionary or alarm systems. The
survey has not inspected or considered Fire compartmentation of the building(s) and the requirements
of the Fire Risk Assessment as required under the Regulatory Reform Order 2005, as these are items
dealt with by others and fall outside the scope of our report.
Electrical
THIS INSPECTION DOES NOT REPLACE THE NEED TO CARRY OUT ALL STATUTORY TESTS REQUIRED TO
MEET BUILDING AND USAGE COMPLIANCE. The electrical services to the building/s identified within
this report have been visually inspected only, i.e. no covers have been removed, nor has any circuit
testing been carried out. This visual inspection does not replace the need for a full electrical periodic
test and inspection, which should be carried out to comply with, and to the relevant time frequency
identified within the relevant British Standard and/or HSE requirement.
Fire alarms, emergency lighting, lifts etc. to the building/s identified within this report again have been
visually inspected only. This visual inspection does not replace the need for a full test and inspection,
Oakleaf Surveying Ltd
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which should be carried out to comply with, and to the relevant time frequency identified by, the
relevant British Standard and/or HSE requirement.
Defects identified within all reports should be rectified within the timescales identified within each
report.
Mechanical Systems
The survey takes the form of a visual inspection only. This visual inspection does not replace the need
for a full test and inspection to boilers, calorifiers and pressure vessels, which should be carried out to
comply with, and to the relevant time frequency identified by, the relevant British Standard and/or HSE
requirement.
This survey does not replace a Legionella Risk Assessment which should be carried out regularly whether
or not the survey has identified risk which would fall under that assessment.
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Physical Condition Methodology

Oakleaf have developed specific data capture pro-formas to cover each aspect of a Physical Condition
Appraisal.
Oakleaf's approach is not only to identify which items do not meet an appropriate condition, but also
those which do. We consider that this approach is thorough and also enables the client to confirm that
no items have simply been missed. We will also provide a written Executive Summary that lists the main
findings.
Aspects covered in the appraisal:Each element states Condition Category (A, B, C, or D).
Each element has been identified with a budget cost to repair it.
Each element has been identified with a remaining life expectancy when it will have to be either
repaired or replaced.
Each element has been identified with a budget cost to upgrade it to Condition 'A'.
All the above have been recorded on our standard pro-formas and listed in a spreadsheet and
database to enable the local users to maintain and update the data base on an ongoing basis.
The survey covers:The Condition Survey comprises a systematic, uniform and objective basis for the gathering of condition
information of all exposed and accessible parts of the establishment.
The survey report covers all areas of the establishment, unless specifically excluded by the Client, and
details external elements of the building (Roofs, External walls, windows and doors etc.) at Block Level,
whilst internal elements are examined at Room Level.
Outbuildings, boundaries and external pavings/roads and play fields were also inspected. Soft play areas
and soft landscaping were excluded from the survey.
The survey was limited to the external elements of the structure of the fabric of the building and a visual
non-intrusive inspection was undertaken to the interior of the building, sufficient enough to identify
necessary maintenance works.
No testing, measurement or dismantling works were carried out, nor calculations carried out to verify
the original design intent. Operating and Maintenance files including 'As Fitted' drawings were available
to assist with the survey.
Where the structure was covered, unexposed or inaccessible, an inspection was not undertaken, and
those parts cannot be reported free from defect.
At the time of survey, the premises were occupied and access to all area was available.
All costs provided are based upon present day competitive prices, and are budget estimates only, to be
seen as a likely indication of the cost of the works.
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The surveys identify all works that are needed at the time of the survey and/or which will become
necessary within five years of the survey date, with such needs being priority coded and costed. They
also note any major, predictable repair and maintenance needs likely to arise within the following fiveyear period, so that these may be used to help inform the Client’s future Estate Strategy.
Where infringements of statutory requirements were observed they are noted in this report. However
the absence of such observed infringements does not constitute proof nor enable the certification that
the installations comply in all aspects with statutory requirements.
The investigation of asbestos contamination is beyond the scope of the survey. Reference should be
made to the asbestos register for the building and where necessary specialist advice should be sought.
Each building (block) has been appraised under the following categories:BUILDING
A) Physical Structure
B) External Fabric
C) Internal Fabric
D) Roof
F) External Works
G) Gardens
MECHANICAL
H) Drainage
I) Heating Systems
J) Steam Systems
K) Vent & Air Con
L) Medical Gases
M) Hot/Cold Water
N) Lifts
P) Lightning Protection
ELECTRICAL
R) Electrical
V) Fire Alarms
W) Telecoms
Each element category has been sub-divided into subsidiary components for ease of identification for
example structure has been sub-divided into: General Structure, Foundations, Ground Stability etc.
A supplementary note and cost has been provided to support identifiable work listed under subsidiary
components i.e. a roof frame may require numerous items of repair such as work to wall plates, tie rods,
bracing, etc.
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Each subsidiary component has been graded, utilising the DfE system via:
Condition
A = Good. Performing as intended and operating efficiently.
B = Satisfactory. Performing as intended but exhibiting minor deterioration.
B(C) = Items currently condition B but will fall to condition C within 5 year period.
C = Poor. Exhibiting major defects and/or not operating as intended.
D = Bad. Life expired and/or serious risk of imminent failure.
In addition a repair cost has been entered against each repair to bring the component up to a
sound/operationally safe condition. An estimate of time remaining until the repair is implemented has
also been allocated. Time allocation covers a five year projection. Extent of items has been measured
and a descriptive note recording location within premises so that items can be located.
A note describing the fault and corrective work has been provided together with its location by floor and
room number.
Digital Photographs
We have included digital photographs of key items requiring remedial work to assist in communicating
the works required.
Priority Grading
Each non-compliant item has been given a Priority Grading to indicate the urgency of the work being
undertaken:
Priority 1 – Urgent Work
Priority 2 – Essential Work
Priority 3 – Desirable Work
Priority 4 – Long Term Aspirational Work

Oakleaf Surveying Ltd
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Remaining Life of Building Elements

When calculating the remaining life of elements Oakleaf use the BMI publication: Life Expectancy of
Building Components. Below are building elements that have the potential to fall within the 5 year
backlog maintenance plan and their respective life expectancy.
Timber Pitched Roof
Asphalt Flat Roof
Bitumen Felt Flat Roof
Slate Covering to Pitched Roof
Tile Covering to Pitched Roof
Softwood Windows
Hardwood Windows
Aluminium Windows
Cast Iron Gutters
PVC Gutters
PVC Windows
Steel Windows
Vinyl Sheet Flooring
Carpet Flooring
Decorations
Lathe and Plaster Ceiling
Suspended Ceilings

85 years
35 years
20 years
75 years
65 years
35 years
50 years
45 years
50 years
30 years
35 years
50 years
10 years
10 years
7 years
60 years
25 years

Clearly these are affected by on site conditions and in many cases have deteriorated to the extent that
they require replacement within the above stated periods. Conversely; if the element has reached the
end of its expected life but is in good condition the stated remaining life will be greater than the above.
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Remaining Life of M&E Elements

When calculating the remaining life of elements Oakleaf use the BMI publication: Life Expectancy of
Building Components. Below are building elements that have the potential to fall within the 5 year
backlog maintenance plan and their respective life expectancy.
Plastic Water Storage Tank
GRP Water Storage Tank
PVCU Water Storage Tank
Copper Pipework
Boiler
Solid Fuel Back Boiler
Major Pump
Radiators
Thermostatic Radiator Valves
Aluminium Air-Conditioning Ductwork
Steel Air-Conditioning Ductwork
Air-Conditioning Heater
Air-Conditioning Chiller
Air-Conditioning Pump
Air-Conditioning Fan
Heating Program Controller/Timer
Thermostat Controls
Electric Lighting Circuit
Electric Power Circuit
Fuse Box/Consumer Unit
Power Outlet Socket
Light Switch
Fluorescent Luminaire
Wet Riser Sprinkler System
Dry Riser Sprinkler System
Sprinkler Head
Traction Drive Passenger Lift
Hydraulic Passenger Lift

30 years
35 years
25 years
40 years
20 years
20 years
12 years
25 years
15 years
30 years
25 years
15 years
15 years
15 years
15 years
15 years
15 years
30 years
30 years
30 years
25 years
25 years
15 years
30 years
40 years
25 years
30 years
25 years

Clearly these are affected by on site conditions and in many cases have deteriorated to the extent that
they require replacement within the above stated periods. Conversely; if the element has reached the
end of its expected life but is in good condition the stated remaining life will be greater than the above.
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Review Findings

To follow are the reports produced from the data using our bespoke in-house software:





Cost by Total Cost
Cost by Priority
Block Summary Sheet
Detail Report

Oakleaf Surveying Ltd
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Summary of Block Appraisal Cost by Total Cost

Site

Block

GIA (m2)

Block Total

Cost/m2

Physical Condition
001 - Beckenham Public Hall

001 - Main Building

2,500

Overall Total:

£971,320

388.5

£971,320

London Borough of Bromley

February 2020
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Project 5115
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Summary of Block Appraisal Cost by Priority

Site

Block

Block Total

Priority 1

%

Priority 2

%

Priority 3

%

Priority 4

%

Physical Condition
001 - Beckenham Public Hall

001 - Main Building

£971,320

Totals:

£971,320

Percentage:

£497,500

51.2%

£497,500
51.2%

£190,000

19.6%

£190,000
19.6%

£175,320

18.0%

£175,320
18.0%

£108,500

11.2%

£108,500
11.2%
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Physical Condition Survey - Block Photo References

001 Beckenham Public Hall
Block 001 - Main Building

Build Year:

1883

Type of Construction:

This is a two storey brick framed, traditional Town Hall constructed in 1883 with a
decorative brick façade and single storey section to the rear right hand side which forms
the entrance to The Club that encompasses the majority of the Ground Floor and
Basement. The roofs are a combination of pitched clay and slate roofs along with flat
original asphalt roofs.
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Project 5115
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Property Appraisal - Detail Report
Cond.

Cost to B Rem Life Priority C L

R

Year

Notes

Remedial Action

Site : Beckenham Public Hall - 001
Block : Main Building - 001
Location: Whole Block
A - Building - Physical Structure
01 - General Structure

B

£0

40

0

2060

Brick framed Victorian town hall No works likely to be required.
premises: In reasonable
condition.

C

£4,000

0

1

2020

2No. timber single glazed
Cost allows for replacement.
windows: In very poor condition.

Location: Courtyard of the Club
B2 - Building - External Fabric
01 - Windows
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Location: Over Ground Floor adjacent the Basement Access Steps
B2 - Building - External Fabric
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Property Appraisal - Detail Report
Cond.
01 - Windows

Cost to B Rem Life Priority C L

R

Year

Notes

Remedial Action

C

£1,500

0

1

2020

Timber single glazed window: Is Cost allows for replacement.
rotten.

C

£10,000

0

3

2020

Timber fascias: Require
redecoration.

B

£0

10

0

2030

Timber front door: In reasonable No works likely to be required.
condition.

£3,000

0

1

2020

2No. single glazed windows:
Require replacement.

Location: Pitched Roof
B1 - Building - External Fabric
04 - External Decorations

Cost allows for redecoration.

Location: The Club
B1 - Building - External Fabric
05 - Doors

Location: Top Floor Green Rooms in the Valley of the Roof
B2 - Building - External Fabric
01 - Windows

C

Cost allows for replacement.
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Location: Whole Block
B1 - Building - External Fabric
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Property Appraisal - Detail Report
Cond.

Cost to B Rem Life Priority C L

R

Year

Notes

Remedial Action

01 - Masonry

C

£5,000

0

3

2020

Brick-solid: Sporadic instances
of spalled brickwork to all
elevations requires repairs.

01 - Masonry
01 - Masonry

B
B

£0
£0

10
30

0
0

2030
2050

02 - Cladding

B

£0

10

0

2030

Render: In reasonable condition. No works likely to be required.
Brick-solid: In reasonable
No works likely to be required.
condition.
Timber cladding: In reasonable No works likely to be required.
condition.

04 - External Decorations

C

£2,000

0

3

2020

B(C)

£1,000

5

3

2025

C

£50,000

0

2

2020

05 - Doors

Timber rear fire escape:
Requires redecoration.
Timber front door: Allow to
restain within the maintenance
schedule.

Cost allows for localised repairs.

Cost allows for redecoration.
Cost allows to restain.

B2 - Building - External Fabric
01 - Windows
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Timber single glazed windows: Cost allows to redecorate and
Allow to redecorate and make
make good as required.
good all windows, taking care to
splice the defective timber as
necessary.

Location: 00 - Ground Floor
C - Building - Internal Fabric
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Property Appraisal - Detail Report
Cond.

Cost to B Rem Life Priority C L

R

Year

Notes

Remedial Action

01 - Decorations

C

£17,500

0

4

2020

Redecoration is required as part Cost allows for two coats of
of a regular maintenance
emulsion and includes gloss
schedule.
work.

02 - Ceiling

B

£0

10

0

2030

03 - Floor

C

£15,000

0

3

2020

Suspended ceiling tiles: In
reasonable condition.
Carpet: Requires replacement
with contract quality carpet.

03 - Floor

B

£0

10

0

2030

06 - Sanitary Fittings

C

£10,000

0

2

2020

06 - Sanitary Fittings

C

£5,000

0

2

2020

B

£0

10

0

2030

Fan convector heater in
serviceable condition.

No works likely to be required.

B

£0

7

0

2027

Heatrae Sadia point of use
water heater in serviceable
condition.

No works likely to be required.

B

£0

10

0

2030

Surface fluorescent lights in
serviceable condition.

No works likely to be required.

Timber floor: In reasonable
condition.
Female/accessible WC: Allow
for refurbishment.
Male WC: Allow for
refurbishment.

No works likely to be required.
Cost allows for like for like
replacement of the existing floor
finish.
No works likely to be required.
Cost allows for refurbishment
conforming to modern standards.
Cost allows for refurbishment
conforming to modern standards.

I - Engineering - Heating Systems
01 - Heat Emitters
M - Engineering - Hot/Cold Water
01 - Local Water Heaters

R - Engineering - Electrical
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04 - Lighting Installation

Location: 00 - Ground Floor - Boiler Room
I - Engineering - Heating Systems

London Borough of Bromley
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Property Appraisal - Detail Report
Cond.

Cost to B Rem Life Priority C L

R

Year

Notes

Remedial Action

02 - Heating Boilers

C

£60,000

0

2

2020

2No. old boilers with no
Cost allows for lifecycle
branding are working, but are
replacement.
very old and it may be difficult to
source parts for repair.

04 - Pumps

B

£0

7

0

2027

05 - Controls

B

£0

7

0

2027

2No. Grundfos heating pumps in No works likely to be required.
serviceable condition.
Heating control panel in
No works likely to be required.
serviceable condition.

01 - Incoming Cable

B

£0

10

0

2030

02 - Main Switchgear

B

£0

10

0

2030

03 - Distribution Boards

B

£0

10

0

2030

B

£0

10

0

2030

B(C)

£2,000

5

3

2025

B(C)

£1,500

5

3

2025

Location: 00 - Ground Floor - Electric Cupboard
R - Engineering - Electrical
Lucy electric main incomer in
serviceable condition.
MEM Exel isolator in
serviceable condition.
2No. MEM Memshield 2
distribution boards in
serviceable condition.

No works likely to be required.

Concrete floor: In reasonable
condition.
Kitchen units: Allow to upgrade
within the maintenance
schedule.

No works likely to be required.

Heatrae Sadia point of use
water heater requires
replacement within the
maintenance schedule.

Cost allows for lifecycle
replacement.

No works likely to be required.
No works likely to be required.

Location: 00 - Ground Floor - Kitchenette
C - Building - Internal Fabric
03 - Floor
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05 - Fixed Units

Cost allows to upgrade
conforming to modern standards.

M - Engineering - Hot/Cold Water
01 - Local Water Heaters

Location: 00 - Ground Floor - Main Stairs
London Borough of Bromley
Physical Condition Survey

February 2020
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Property Appraisal - Detail Report
Cond.

Cost to B Rem Life Priority C L

R

Year

Notes

Remedial Action

C - Building - Internal Fabric
08 - Stairs

C

£500

0

3

2020

Hand rails: Require redecoration. Cost allows for redecoration.

C

£3,250

0

3

2020

Vinyl sheet floor: Requires
replacement.

Cost allows for like for like
replacement of the existing floor
finish.

C

£3,250

0

3

2020

Anti-slip vinyl sheet floor:
Requires replacement.

Cost allows for like for like
replacement of the existing floor
finish.

01 - Decorations

C

£70,000

0

4

2020

Cost allows for two coats of
emulsion and includes gloss
work.

03 - Floor

B

£0

10

0

2030

06 - Sanitary Fittings

C

£20,000

0

2

2020

06 - Sanitary Fittings

C

£20,000

0

2

2020

Including wallpaper,
redecoration is required as part
of a regular maintenance
schedule.
Timber floor: In reasonable
condition.
Male WC: Allow for
refurbishment.
Female WC: Allow for
refurbishment.

C

£50

0

3

2020

Xpelair extract requires cleaning. Cost allows to clean.

C

£1,000

0

3

2020

Heatrae Sadia Multipoint 30
point of use water heater is
aging.

Location: 00 - Ground Floor - Store
C - Building - Internal Fabric
03 - Floor

Location: 00 - Ground Floor - WC
C - Building - Internal Fabric
03 - Floor

Location: 01 - First Floor
C - Building - Internal Fabric

No works likely to be required.
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Cost allows for refurbishment
conforming to modern standards.
Cost allows for refurbishment
conforming to modern standards.

K - Engineering - Vent & Cooling
03 - Extract Fans
M - Engineering - Hot/Cold Water
01 - Local Water Heaters

London Borough of Bromley
Physical Condition Survey

Cost allows for lifecycle
replacement.
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Property Appraisal - Detail Report
Cond.

Cost to B Rem Life Priority C L

R

Year

Notes

Remedial Action

N - Engineering - Lifts
01 - Lifts

B(C)

£20,000

5

3

2025

Lift requires replacement of the
aging carriage within the
maintenance schedule.

Cost allows for lifecycle
replacement.

Decorative chandeliers in
serviceable condition.
Surface fluorescent lights in
serviceable condition.

No works likely to be required.

R - Engineering - Electrical
04 - Lighting Installation

B

£0

10

0

2030

04 - Lighting Installation

B

£0

10

0

2030

C

£50

0

3

2020

Plaster soffit: Ceiling paper is
cracking.

Cost allows to remove and
redecorate as required.

C

£500

0

3

2020

1No. extract is not working.

Cost allows for repair.

C

£1,950

0

3

2020

Anti-slip vinyl sheet floor:
Requires replacement.

Cost allows for like for like
replacement of the existing floor
finish.

C

£1,020

0

3

2020

Parquet timber block floor: Allow Cost allows to sand down and
to sand down and re-varnish.
re-varnish.

No works likely to be required.

Location: 01 - First Floor - Corridor To The Kitchen
C - Building - Internal Fabric
02 - Ceiling

Location: 01 - First Floor - Dishwash Area
K - Engineering - Vent & Cooling
03 - Extract Fans

Location: 01 - First Floor - Female WC
C - Building - Internal Fabric
03 - Floor
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Location: 01 - First Floor - Fire Exit Corridor
C - Building - Internal Fabric
03 - Floor

Location: 01 - First Floor - Green Room
C - Building - Internal Fabric
London Borough of Bromley
Physical Condition Survey
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Property Appraisal - Detail Report
Cond.

Cost to B Rem Life Priority C L

R

Year

Notes

Remedial Action

C

£1,950

0

3

2020

Parquet timber block floor:
Requires replacement.

02 - Ceiling

C

£500

0

3

2020

03 - Floor

C

£6,500

0

3

2020

Plastic soffit: Suspected
damage noted.
Vinyl sheet floor: Requires
replacement.

05 - Fixed Units

C

£20,000

0

2

2020

B

£0

10

0

2030

B(C)

£8,500

5

3

2025

D

£2,000

0

1

2020

C

£6,000

0

3

C

£2,000

0

3

03 - Floor

Cost allows for like for like
replacement of the existing floor
finish.

Location: 01 - First Floor - Kitchen
C - Building - Internal Fabric
Cost allows to remove and
repair.
Cost allows for like for like
replacement of the existing floor
finish.
Kitchen units: Allow to upgrade. Cost allows to upgrade
conforming to modern standards.

Location: 01 - First Floor - Main Hall
C - Building - Internal Fabric
02 - Ceiling
03 - Floor

09 - Signs of Water Ingress

Page 489

Decorative plaster ceiling: In
reasonable condition.
Timber floor: Requires sanding
and varnishing within the
maintenance schedule.
Signs of water ingress: Heavy
damp staining noted to the
plaster at high level to the left
hand side front corner which is
suspected to be due to external
roof damage.

No works likely to be required.

2020

6No. fan convector heaters are
aging.

Cost allows for lifecycle
replacement.

2020

1No. air cooling unit requires
replacement.

Cost allows for lifecycle
replacement.

Cost allows to sand down and
re-varnish.
Cost allows for repair.

I - Engineering - Heating Systems
01 - Heat Emitters
K - Engineering - Vent & Cooling
07 - Cooling Units

Location: 01 - First Floor - Male WC
London Borough of Bromley
Physical Condition Survey
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Property Appraisal - Detail Report
Cond.

Cost to B Rem Life Priority C L

R

Year

Notes

Remedial Action

C - Building - Internal Fabric
03 - Floor

C

£1,950

0

3

2020

Anti-slip vinyl sheet floor:
Requires replacement.

Cost allows for like for like
replacement of the existing floor
finish.

02 - Ceiling

C

£2,000

0

3

2020

Cost allows for repair.

07 - Internal Doors

C

£300

0

3

2020

Decorative cornicing and
plasterwork: Small repairs are
required.
Timber double doors: Impact
damage noted.

B

£0

10

0

2030

Timber floor: In reasonable
condition.

No works likely to be required.

C

£50

0

3

2020

Carpet: Requires replacement
with contract quality carpet.

Cost allows for like for like
replacement of the existing floor
finish.

01 - Decorations

C

£3,500

0

4

2020

02 - Ceiling

C

£12,000

0

3

2020

Cost allows for two coats of
emulsion and includes gloss
work.
Cost allows for replacement.

02 - Ceiling

C

£1,000

0

3

2020

Redecoration is required as part
of a regular maintenance
schedule.
Plaster ceiling: Requires
replacement.
Plaster ceiling: The soffit has
collapsed adjacent the window.

Location: 01 - First Floor - Small Hall
C - Building - Internal Fabric

Cost allows for replacement.

Location: 01 - First Floor - Stage
C - Building - Internal Fabric
03 - Floor

Location: 01 - First Floor - Stairs/Landing
C - Building - Internal Fabric
03 - Floor

Location: 02 - Second Floor
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C - Building - Internal Fabric
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Property Appraisal - Detail Report
Cond.
03 - Floor

C

03 - Floor

B(C)

05 - Fixed Units

Cost to B Rem Life Priority C L

R

Year

Notes

Remedial Action

£500

0

3

2020

Carpet: Requires replacement
with contract quality carpet.

Cost allows for like for like
replacement of the existing floor
finish.
Cost allows to refix, sand and
varnish.
No works likely to be required.

£1,000

1

3

2021

Timber floor: Is loose.

B

£0

10

0

2030

Decorative fire place: In
reasonable condition.

C

£2,000

0

3

2020

No heating to this floor.

B(C)

£3,000

5

3

2025

Heatrae Sadia cylinders require Cost allows for lifecycle
replacement within the
replacement.
maintenance schedule.

£500

0

2

2020

Tungsten light fittings require
replacement.

Cost allows for lifecycle
replacement.

£17,500

3

4

2023

Including wallpaper,
redecoration is required as part
of a regular maintenance
schedule.
Plaster ceiling: In reasonable
condition.
Weather matting: In reasonable
condition.
Carpet: In reasonable condition.
Ceramic tiles: In reasonable
condition.

Cost allows for two coats of
emulsion and includes gloss
work.

I - Engineering - Heating Systems
01 - Heat Emitters

Cost allows to install heating to
the Second Floor as an
extension to the existing system.

M - Engineering - Hot/Cold Water
14 - Calorifiers

R - Engineering - Electrical
04 - Lighting Installation

C

Location: The Club: 00 - Ground Floor
C - Building - Internal Fabric
01 - Decorations

B(C)
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02 - Ceiling

B

£0

10

0

2030

03 - Floor

B

£0

10

0

2030

03 - Floor
03 - Floor

B
B

£0
£0

10
10

0
0

2030
2030
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Property Appraisal - Detail Report
Cond.

Cost to B Rem Life Priority C L

R

Year

Notes

Remedial Action

04 - Condition of Internal Walls

C

£1,500

0

2

2020

Walls: Damp noted behind the
blocked fireplace.

Cost allows to investigate and
repair.

04 - Condition of Internal Walls

B

£0

10

0

2030

No works likely to be required.

05 - Fixed Units

B

£0

10

0

2030

06 - Sanitary Fittings

B

£0

10

0

2030

06 - Sanitary Fittings

B

£0

10

0

2030

Ceramic tiles: In reasonable
condition.
Commercial kitchen equipment:
In reasonable condition.
Sanitary fittings: In reasonable
condition.
WC: In reasonable condition.

01 - Heat Emitters

B

£0

10

0

2030

No works likely to be required.

02 - Heating Boilers

B

£0

10

0

2030

Steel panel radiators in
serviceable condition.
Main 24HE combi boiler in
serviceable condition.

B

£0

10

0

2030

Ceiling fan in serviceable
condition.

No works likely to be required.

04 - Lighting Installation

B

£0

10

0

2030

No works likely to be required.

04 - Lighting Installation

B

£0

10

0

2030

Decorative chandeliers in
serviceable condition.
LED spotlight in serviceable
condition.

C

£1,500

0

1

2020

Signs of water ingress: Damp
noted due to roof leaks.

Cost allows for repair.

No works likely to be required.
No works likely to be required.
No works likely to be required.

I - Engineering - Heating Systems

No works likely to be required.

K - Engineering - Vent & Cooling
03 - Extract Fans
R - Engineering - Electrical
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No works likely to be required.

Location: The Club: 00 - Ground Floor - Bar Area
C - Building - Internal Fabric
09 - Signs of Water Ingress
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Property Appraisal - Detail Report
Cond.
09 - Signs of Water Ingress

Cost to B Rem Life Priority C L

C

R

Year

Notes

Remedial Action

£1,500

0

1

2020

Signs of water ingress:
Cost allows for repair.
Extremely heavy damp noted to
rear store potential for damage
to occur to the electrics. Damp
noted due to roof leaks.

£1,500

0

1

2020

Signs of water ingress: Damp
Cost allows to investigate and
issues have been evident since repair.
2004 due to roof failures.

£0

10

0

2030

Wall lights in serviceable
condition.

C

£1,000

0

2

2020

Timber panel soffit: Historic
Cost allows for repair.
damp located with a small
amount of impact damage noted
to the rear of the blocked
fireplace.

B

£0

10

0

2030

Anti-slip vinyl sheet floor: In
reasonable condition.

Location: The Club: 00 - Ground Floor - Entrance Lobby
C - Building - Internal Fabric
09 - Signs of Water Ingress

C

Location: The Club: 00 - Ground Floor - Function Room
R - Engineering - Electrical
04 - Lighting Installation

B

No works likely to be required.

Location: The Club: 00 - Ground Floor - Function Room/Lounge
C - Building - Internal Fabric
02 - Ceiling
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Location: The Club: 00 - Ground Floor - Kitchen
C - Building - Internal Fabric
03 - Floor

No works likely to be required.

Location: The Club: 00 - Ground Floor - Lounge Area
C - Building - Internal Fabric
London Borough of Bromley
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Property Appraisal - Detail Report
Cond.
02 - Ceiling

Cost to B Rem Life Priority C L

C

R

Year

Notes

Remedial Action

£1,500

0

3

2020

Decorative cornicing: Water
damage noted with significant
ongoing staining.

Cost allows to investigate and
repair.

£0

0

1

2020

Georgian wire plate skylight: Is
not exposed internally, but
visible through the hatch.

Cost allocated externally.

Location: The Club: 00 - Ground Floor - Over The Bar Area
C - Building - Internal Fabric
02 - Ceiling

C

Location: The Club: 00 - Ground Floor - Snooker/Games Room
C - Building - Internal Fabric
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03 - Floor
04 - Condition of Internal Walls

B
C

£0
£2,500

10
0

0
1

2030
2020

Carpet: In reasonable condition. No works likely to be required.
Inner wall: Cracking noted with Cost allows to investigate and
damp at the top of the vertical
repair.
through the plaster and is visible
to a lesser extent to the Lounge
adjacent display cupboard.

09 - Signs of Water Ingress

C

£25,000

0

1

2020

Signs of water ingress: Heavy
Cost allows to find the source.
damp noted to the left hand side
of the fire place.

Location: The Club: 00 - Ground Floor - Wine Store
C - Building - Internal Fabric
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Property Appraisal - Detail Report
Cond.
02 - Ceiling

C

Cost to B Rem Life Priority C L

R

Year

Notes

Remedial Action

£1,000

0

3

2020

Plywood/timber soffit: Requires
replacement.

Cost allows for replacement.

N/A
B

£0
£0

0
10

0
0

2020
2030

No works likely to be required.
No works likely to be required.

03 - Floor

B

£0

10

0

2030

03 - Floor

B

£0

10

0

2030

Decoration: Fit for purpose.
Concrete soffit: In reasonable
condition.
Decorative quarry floor tiles: In
reasonable condition.
Concrete floor: In reasonable
condition.

B

£0

10

0

2030

Heatrae Sadia Multipoint III
point of use water heater in
serviceable condition.

No works likely to be required.

B

£0

10

0

2030

Wylex fuse board in serviceable No works likely to be required.
condition.

£1,500

0

3

2020

Slabbed floor: Damage noted
with ground surface failure
evident.

0

2

2020

Structural steel: Corrosion
Cost allows for repair.
noted, especially to 1No vertical.

Location: The Club: -00 - Lower Ground Floor
C - Building - Internal Fabric
01 - Decorations
02 - Ceiling

No works likely to be required.
No works likely to be required.

M - Engineering - Hot/Cold Water
01 - Local Water Heaters

R - Engineering - Electrical
03 - Distribution Boards

Location: The Club: -00 - Lower Ground Floor - Old WC
C - Building - Internal Fabric
03 - Floor

C

Cost allows for further repairs.
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Location: The Club: -00 - Lower Ground Floor - Under The Function Room
C - Building - Internal Fabric
11 - Comments

C

£2,000

Location: Whole Block
V - Engineering - Fire Systems
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Property Appraisal - Detail Report
Cond.

Cost to B Rem Life Priority C L

R

Year

10 - Comments

B(C)

£1,000

5

3

2025

10 - Comments

B(C)

£1,000

5

3

2025

10 - Comments

B(C)

£2,000

5

3

2025

10 - Comments

B

£0

7

0

2027

01 - Covering

D

£35,000

0

1

08 - Guttering

B

£0

10

09 - Down Rainwater pipes

B

£0

10 - Skylights

C

£10,000

Notes

Remedial Action

Call points: Suspect ongoing
replacement works are likely to
be required.
Detectors: Suspect ongoing
replacement works are likely to
be required.
Emergency lighting: Suspect
ongoing replacement works are
likely to be required.
Fire alarm panel in serviceable
condition.

Cost allows for upgrade.

2020

Asphalt covering: Large splits
visible in the surface with
substantial water ingress
indicated.

Cost allows for complete
replacement.

0

2030

No works likely to be required.

10

0

2030

0

1

2020

PVCU rain water goods: In
reasonable condition.
PVCU rain water goods: In
reasonable condition.
Georgian wire plate skylights:
Are aging and are tired units.

Cost allows for upgrade.

Cost allows for replacement.

No works likely to be required.

Location: Flat Roof - Over The Club
D - Building - Roof - Flat

No works likely to be required.
Cost allows for replacement.
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Location: Pitched Roof
D - Building - Roof - Pitched
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Property Appraisal - Detail Report
Cond.

Cost to B Rem Life Priority C L

R

Year

Notes

Remedial Action

01 - Covering

C

£400,000

0

1

2020

Clay/slate tiled covering: Loose,
slipped and damaged tiles
noted, with ongoing tile
slippages potentially hazardous.

Cost allows for consideration to
be given to complete
replacement and to lift off the
tiles, set aside 90% of the tiles,
replacing 10% inclusive of
replacing the secondary water
barrier.

08 - Guttering

B(C)

£30,000

5

3

2025

C

£10,000

0

1

2020

PVCU gutter: Is ageing and tired
looking.
PVCU down water pipe: Has
become detached to the Rear
Courtyard and is suspected to
be at least partially responsible
for the internal water damage to
the Small Hall and Snooker
Room.

Cost allows for partial
replacement.
Cost allows to reattach and seal
the joints.

B

£0

10

0

2030

Lead flashing: In reasonable
condition.

No works likely to be required.

C

£20,000

0

3

2020

Lead flashing: Is deteriorating.

Cost allows for replacement.

09 - Down Rainwater pipes

Location: Pitched Roof - 2No. Front Turrets
D - Building - Roof - Pitched
03 - Flashing

Location: Pitched Roof - Valley Roof
D - Building - Roof - Pitched
03 - Flashing
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Block Total

£971,320.00

Site Total

£971,320.00

Overall Total

£971,320.00
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